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Explore the future: an age of 
electronics in which colonists 
live beneath the sea and arc 
to distant planets. It is a time 
of moon bases and ultra-robots; 

of watches powered by isotopes 
or even body heat. How can 
designers reach this vision of 
tomorrow? Look ahead to the 
year 2000. Turn to page 70.



ULTRAMINIATURE TRANSISTOR 
TRANSFORMERS 

& INDUCTORS
DUMET LEADS

(gold plated, weldable and solderable)
STRAIGHT PIN TERMINALS

(printed circuit application)
HIGHEST PERFORMANCE

for size in the industry

JDCma shown is for single ended useage (under 5 e? distortion—100m w 1KC).. .for push pull, 
DCma can be any balanced value taken by 5W transistors (under 5 Ct distortion—500mw—1 KC) 
DI-T200 units have been designed fortransistor application only... not for vacuum tube service. 
U.S. Pat. No. 2,949,591 other pending.
Where windings are listed as split, Ya of the listed impedance is available by paralleling the 
winding.
§Series connected; §§Parallel connected.

Type No. Pri. 1 mp.
DCmat 
in Pri. Sec. Imp.

Pri.
Res.

Mw 
Level Application

DI-T225 80 CT
100 CT

12
10

32 split
40 split

10 500 Interstage

DI-T230 300 CT 7 600 CT 20 500 Output or line to line
DI-T235 400 CT

500 CT
8
6

40 split
50 Split

50 500 Interstage

DI-T240 400 CT
500 CT

8
6

400 split
500 split

50 500 Interstage or output 
(Ratio 2:1:1)

DI-T245 500 CT
600 CT

3
3

50 CT
60 CT

65 500 Output or matching

DI-T250 500 CT 5.5 600 CT 35 500 Output or line to line 
or mixing

DI-T255 1,000 CT
1,200 CT

3
3

50 CT
60 CT

110 500 Output or matching

DI-T260 1,500 CT 3 600 CT 90 500 Output to line
DI-T265 2,000 CT

2,500 CT
3
3

8,000 split
10,000 split

180 100 Isol, or interstage 
(Ratio 1:1:1)

DI-T270 10,000 CT
12,000 CT

1
1

500 CT
600 CT

870 100 Output or driver

DI-T273 10,000 CT
12,500 CT

1
1

1,200 CT
1.500 CT

870 100 Output or driver

DI-T276 10,000 CT
12,000 CT

1
1

2.000 CT
2.400 CT

870 100 Interstage or driver

DI-T278 10,000 CT
12,500 CT

1
1

2,000 split 
2,500 split

620 100 Interstage or driver

DI-T283 10,000 CT
12,000 CT

1
1

10,000 CT
12,000 CT

970 100 Isol, or interstage 
(Ratio 1:1)

DI-T288 20,000 CT
30,000 CT

.5

.5
800 CT

1,200 CT
870 50 Interstage or driver

DI-T204 Split Inductor § .1 Hy @ 4 maDC, .08 Hys @ 10 maDC, DCR 2512 
(2 wdgs) 88 .025 Hys C" 8 maDC, .02 Hys @ 20 maDC, DCR 611

DI-T208 Split Inductor 8 .9 Hys @ 2 maDC, .5 Hys @ 6 maDC, DCR 10512 
(2 wdgs) 88 .2 Hys @ 4 maDC, .1 Hys 12 maDC, DCR 2611

DI-T212 Split Inductor 8 2.5 Hys @ 2 maDC, .9 Hys 4
(2 wdgs) 88 .6 Hys @ 4 maDC, .2 Hys @ 8

maDC, DCR 63012 
maDC, DCR 157U

DI-T216 Split Inductor § 4.5 Hys @ 2 maDC, 1.2 Hys w 4 maDC, DCR 2300o 
(2 wdgs) 84 1.1 Hys @ 4 maDC, .3 Hys (W 8 maDC, DCR 5750

METAL ENCASED
(Grade 4, Ruggedized)

ALL STOCK UNITS MIL TYPE TF4RX 
Class “S” Available on Special Order

High Power Rating ................................... up to 100 times greater.
Excellent Response twice as good at low end.
low Distortion ......  reduced 80%.
High Efficiency ...... up to 30% better . . . compare DCR. 
Moisture Proof .............. hermetically sealed to MIL-T-27B.
Ultraminiature Size ................................ 5/16 Dia. x %" H, 1/15 Oz.

The unique structural design of the DI-T200 series transformers and induc
tors provides the excellent electrical characteristics, high reliability and wide 
application possibilities inherent in the UTC DO-T family of miniaturized 
units. The DI-T200 series units employ the same high quality design found 
in UTC’s DO-T, Dl-T, and PIP lines. This unique transformer constructural 
concept affords unprecedented power handling capabilities coupled with 
extremely small size. Further, the high degree of reliability has been 
dynamically proven in the field. These characteristics are basic in the struc
ture, which is ruggedized, hermetically sealed, employing a completely rigid 
bobbin, eliminating stress and wire movement. The turns are circular in 
shape rather than square, eliminating turn corner stress, and effecting 
uniform wire lay. The coil wire and external lead are rigidly anchored 
terminal board fashion, employing no tapes and brought out through strain 
relief. The curves illustrated indicate the superior performance of these 
units compared to similar size units now on the market.

The leads are uninsulated 1" long, .016 0 Dumet wire, spaced on a .1" 
radius circle to contorm to terminal spacing techniques of the “TO-5” case 
semiconductors and micrologic elements.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
FROM STOCK

Write for catalog of over 
1,300 UTC TOP QUALITY 

STOCK ITEMS 
IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE 

from your local distributor.

UNITED TRANSFORMER CO.
DIVISION OF TRW INC. • 750 VARICK STREET. NEW YORK, N. Y. 10013
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SPECTRALLY PURE 
FREQUENCIES 
up to 500 MHz

(Yes, 500)

The new Hewlett-Packard 51O5A Frequency Synthesizer generates spectrally pure frequencies from 0.1 MHz to 500 MHz in 0.1 Hz steps—a frequency range 10 times higher than previously available by direct synthesis.Now you can get rapidly switched UHF signals without multiplication and without the accompanying noise increase. Spurious signals are at least 70 dB below the selected output. The 5105 A affords extremely rapid digital frequency selection either remotely (typical switching time, 20 microseconds) or from the front-panel pushbuttons. An internal search oscillator provides continuous tuning. Output of the 5105 A is 0 dBm ± 1 dB; phase modulating capability, de to 1 MHz rate; frequency stability is at least 3 parts in 10” per day.

The 5105 A uses direct frequency synthesis, with the output frequencies derived from a quartz crystal by arithmetic operations instead of by phase-locked oscillators. This provides faster frequency selection and fail-safe operation.Model 5105A—$9150.Model 5110B driver, required for the synthesizer (will drive up to four 5105A’s)—$4350.Need a lower frequency model? 1,10 and 50 MHz models are also available.Call your local field engineer or write for complete information to Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California; Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, Geneva.
HEWLETT JlD. PACKARD
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Solid State Newlyweds
... > . ....- ... ...... $ .

It’s the ideal marriage! The CMC 
616A frequency meter with the CMC 
410A digital printer. Each being 
half-rack size and rugged all-silicon 
design, these two perfect rack-mates 
cozily fit just about anywhere you 
want to put them.
By blissfully joining these two instru
ments, we offer you an unbeatable 
combination for measuring and re
cording. The 616A measures up to 
225 me without plug-ins by means 
of a unique built-in pre-scale. With 
some clever plug ins we added, you 
can even measure time interval, and 
frequency up to 1,000 me, 3000 me 
and (get this) 12 gigacycles!
Keeping up with this whizzing counter

is no problem for the 410 printer. It 
fires out up to 12-digit columns using 
electronic logic conversion and 35- 
millisecond data-gathering.

It’s a first in off-the-shelf “systems” 
thinking from CMC. Being first to 
offer you all-silicon instruments just 
wasn’t enough. We have to make 
sure we are going to stay ahead of 
high-powered Hewlett-Packard and 
big, ol’ Beckman.

Systems have been a part of our 
capability for a long time. So don't

be surprised to see a lot more revo
lutionary combinations from us in the 
future. And, isn't it about time you 
started thinking systems too? Be 
daring... break that old habit of 
thinking one instrument at a time.

Ask us for the specs on both these 
half-rack-size-go-togethers. And don’t 
forget, we’re still challenging all 
engineers to compare our specs 
to those of the other two “leaders.”

We'll send you the specs, so you 
can earn one of our glorious Cru
sading Engineers' medals for think
ing double. If you don't want to wear 
it... have it framed or stuffed! It’ll 
be great for your ego.

12973 Bradley • San Fernando, California • Phone (213) 367-2161 • TWX 213-764-5993

COMPUTER MEASUREMENTS COMPANY IS A LEADING DESIGNER AND MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION TO COUNT, MEASURE, AND CONTROL.
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New family of RTV encapsulants 
made to suit your production

Variable cure, 15 min.-24 hrs...
Dow Corning® 3110, 3112 and 3120 RTV 
encapsulants can be cured with any one 
of three types of catalysts. Fast curing 
rates are provided by the F-type catalyst; 
standard rate cure by the S-type and heat 
accelerated cure by the H-type. Inventory 
is simplified by this approach to silicone 
rubber RTV’s since each catalyst produces 
comparable results with each base.

Before you live with 
that old design...

Photo courtesy Pyles Industries, Inc.

check with us

Forty-five years ago this individually tuned, multiple
stage radio was the last word. Then came ganged 
condensers and the superhet! Within several years this 
old design was dead... and so were many firms that 
tried to live with it.

Today’s kaleidoscopic state of the art leaves no time 
for living with old designs or material specs for 
want of new materials. Fact is, there’s no need to wait. 
Many of tomorrow’s unique materials are already 
available ... from Dow Corning.

Dow Corning, the acknowledged leader in silicone 
research and development for over twenty years, has a 
history of producing materials to meet unheard of 
performance requirements .. . and materials is 
our only business.

Tired of that old design or material spec?
Write Dept. 3511, Electronic Materials Department, 
Dow Corning Corporation, Midland, Michigan 48640.
Or phone (517) 636-8940 for more information and the name 
of the Dow Corning representative in your area.

Designed for automatic dispensing...
The less critical, 10:1 mixing ratio of 
base to catalyst assures proper cure when 
automatic mixing and dispensing equip
ment is used. The normal ratio of 10:1 
can be varied, with working time, pot 
life and cure rate decreasing as more 
catalyst is used. To facilitate automatic 
mixing and dispensing, the base material 
is packaged in straight side steel drums 
in 10, 50 and 450 pound sizes.

Viscosity can be changed...
Dow Corning 3110 RTV encapsulant has 
a low viscosity ... pours easily around 
intricate shapes. Both Dow Corning 3112 
and 3120 RTV encapsulants have medium 
viscosity. However, by adding up to 10% 
of Dow Corning® 200 electronic fluid in 
20 centistoke viscosity, all three can be 
thinned without noticeable change of 
electrical or physical properties.. .pot 
life, working and curing timé increase.

We’re a materials producer exclusively. Let us tailor a material to your need.
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 851
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Only Varian 
delivers low-noise 
TWT amplifiers 
that have...

lowest noise figure, 
smallest size, 

lightest weight, 
highest saturation power, 

single-reversal 
permanent-magnet focusing, 

integral power supply, 

broad band frequency range, 
narrow band frequency range, 

S-band performance, 
C-band performance, 

X-band performance.

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
VAX-415

GAIN

POWER OUTPUT

NOISE FIGURE
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For more information on these 3-inch TWT amplifiers, 
covering the complete spectrum of applications, write Palo 
Alto Tube Division, 601 California Avenue, Palo Alto, Calif.
In Europe: Varian A.G., Zug, Switzerland.
In Canada: Varian Associates of Canada, Ltd., Georgetown, Ontario.

varían

ON READER-SERVICE CORD CIRCLE 4
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“Way out deliveries do take longer”
... unless you order from a local distributor. A case in point, the distributors listed below 
stock Dow Corning electronic materials. That means you can usually place an order by 
phone and get delivery in an hour or so. The “way out” deliveries may take a day.
And to help you speed your orders, there’s a new Dow Corning Electronic Materials Selec
tor Sheet. It covers the distributor-stocked Dow Corning line of potting, encapsulating, 
embedding and coating materials as well as silicone dielectric fluids which provide added 
protection and reliability to your electronic products.
For your copy of the Selector Sheet, contact your local Electronic Materials Distributor or, 
write to: Dept. 3925, Electronic Materials Dept., Dow Corning Corp., Midland, Michigan.

Dow Corning Electronic Distributors’ Stocking Points:

Allied Radio Corporation
Chicago, Illinois

K. R. Anderson Company
Mountain View, California

Atlas Packing and Rubber Company 
Seattle, Washington

Brownell, Inc.
New York, N. Y., Cambridge, Mass., 
Huntsville, Ala., Charlotte, N. C., 
Atlanta, Ga., Orlando, Fla., 
Memphis, Tenn.

Cramer Electronic, Inc.
Newton, Mass., Hamden, Conn.

D & H Distributing Company, Inc.
Baltimore, Md., Harrisburg, 
Warrington (Phila), Pa.

Electrical Insulation Sales Company
North Bergen, New Jersey 
Ensco Distributing Corp.
St. Louis, Missouri, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
E. V. Roberts & Associates, Inc.
Culver City, Palo Alto, San Diego, Calif., 
Scottsdale, Ariz.

Magnuson Electronics, Inc.
Chicago, III., St. Paul, Minn.

Sheridan Sales Co.
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dayton, Ohio, 
Detroit, Mich., St. Louis, Mo.

Specialized Products Company
Dallas, Texas

Summit Distributors, Inc.
Buffalo, New York

Waco Electronics Electronic Products
Denver, Colo., Albuquerque, N. M.
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1 Tekironix 
High Resolution 
Mown 

Package:

■ Type 545B Oscilloscope 
with Advanced CRT

•Accurate Horizontal 
Delayed Sweep

■ Type 14/ Plug-In for 
Accurate Voltage 

Measurements
Small spot size — uniform focus
The waveform demonstrates the small 
spot size and uniform focus which pro
vides fine trace definition.

The cathode ray tube and the delayed sweep of the Tektronix Type 545B Oscilloscope, plus the voltage measurement capabilities of the Type W Plug-In Unit, combine to make an ideal package for high resolution measurements. Even greater versatility is then available because the Type 545B is compatible with all Tektronix letter and 1-series plug-ins.
Precision CRTThe Type 545B uses the ad vancedT5470 cathode ray tube that provides small spot size and permits uniform focus over its entire 6 x 10 cm display area. The illuminated, no-parallax internal graticule lets the operator make full use of the measurement capabilities of the oscilloscope. Risetime and falltime measurements (10 to 90%) are made using the dashed graticule lines, and the illuminated graticule simplifies photographic recording.

Horizontal Delayed SweepThe delayed sweep capability of the Type 545B gives you the ability to make very accurate time measurements. The incremental accuracy (0.2%) of the delay-time multiplier provides a calibrated delay range which is continuously variable from 1 /is to 10 s with an accuracy within 1%. The Type 545B provides stable triggering on small signals. It triggers internally with AC coupling from 150 Hz to 10 MHz on 2-mm deflection, increasing to 1 cm at 30 MHz.
Accurate Voltage 
Measurements-
DC to 23 MHzThe high resolution Type W Plug-In Unit (illustrated) can measure voltages with an accuracy of ±0.2% Vc. It provides an effective CRT height of

±11,000 cm, permitting evaluation of 1 mV pulses riding on signals up to ±11 V (10 mV evaluation to ±110V). The common mode rejection ratio of the Type 545B is at least 20,000:1 on signals from DC to 20 kHz. Bandwidth of the instrument is DC to 23 MHz at 50 mV/cm and DC to 8 MHz at 1 mV/cm.The Type 545B vertical amplifier is easy to maintain and calibrate with a hybrid circuit design and a compact delay line that requires no adjustments. Among the letter and 1-series plug-ins available for use with the Type 545B are spectrum analyzer units covering the spectrum from 50 Hz to 10.5 GHz, and sampling units with 90 ps risetime and TDR capabilities. With the Type 1A2 Dual Trace Plug-In, DC to 33 MHz measurements may be made with 10.5 ns Tr and 50 mV/cm deflection factor. 
Type 545B (complete with

probes and accessories)................$1550
Type W Plug-In Unit............................ 575
Type 1A2 Dual Trace Plug-In Unit . 325

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon

Tektronix, Inc. For complete information, contact your 
nearby Tektronix field engineer or write: 

Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005
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A Growing Force in the World of Electronic Components

SUBMINIATURE CAPACITORS • EMI FILTERS • SEMICONDUCTORS • THICK FILM INTEGRATED CIRCUITS •

ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA • OFFICES IN MOST PRFNCIPAL CITIES •
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 7
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You Can Get 
All These Microcircuits 
from Sprague Electric:

^SERIES SEI00, NE1OO, US700 
■ (Signetics CS700)
LUUK

Eighteen functions in two operating 
temperature ranges: —55 C to+125 C 
and 0 C to +70 C. Circuits include 
NAND/NOR gates, clock and line driv
ers, gate expanders, RST and JK binary 
elements, one-shot multivibrator.

ON READER-SERVICE CIRCLE 882

*SERIES SU300, LU300 
UTILOGIC*

K Package

For use in commercial, in
dustrial, ground support 
applications. Available in 
two operating tempera
ture ranges, —20 C to 
+85 C, and +10 C to 
+55 C. Propagation delay 
of 15 to 40 nanoseconds.

★Trademark of Signetics Corp.

^SERIES SE400, NE400 
LOW POWER LOGIC

Operating temperature ranges: —55 C 
to +125 C, and 0 C to +70 C. For use 
in Aerospace and other applications 
where low power drain is required. 
Optimized speed, noise margin.

^SERIES SE500 
LINEAR AMPLIFIERS
jl K Package

Operating temperature 
i range:— 55 C to +125 C.

Two linear circuits avail
able in 10-lead lowsilhou- 

| I etteTO-5case. SE501K is

; ' a video amplifer, SE505K
| I is a general purpose dif

; | I ferentia! amplifier.

ON READER-SERVICE CIRCLE 883 ON READER-SERVICE CIRCLE 884 ON READER-SERVICE CIRCLE 885

^SERIES SE800, NE800 
TTL LOGIC

UNICIRCUIT® 
RCTL LOGIC

(8x actual size)

Designed for high-speed avionics sys
tems. Eight high level circuits including 
four N AN D Gates, Power Gate, Exclusive- 
OR Gate Input Expander, J-K Flip-Flop.

Sprague Series US-0100 ... a complete 
line of silicon monolithic digital building 
blocks featuring low power consump
tion (2 mW typ.)

UNICIRCUIT® 
mW RTL LOGIC
TO-5 Case

Types US-0908 through 
US-0921 . . . Fully inter
changeable mW digital 
building blocks featuring 
power consumption of 2 
mW/node and propaga
tion delay of 40 nsec.

ON READER-SERVICE CIRCLE 886 ON READER-SERVICE CIRCLE 887 ON READER-SERVICE CIRCLE 888

UNICIRCUIT® 
CUSTOM HYBRID CIRCUITS

Combine monolithic silicon circuits with 
tantalum or Ni-Cr alloy resistors. Close 
resistance tolerances, low temperature 
coefficient. Resistor matching, ±!4%.

DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG 
CONVERSION CIRCUITS

UT-1000—Four-bit ladder network
UD-4001—Ladder switch for driving 

resistor ladder networks
UD-4024— Buffer amplifier

ISeries SE100, NE 100, CS700, 
SU300, LU300, SE400, NE400, 
SE500, SE800, NE800 are all 

available from Sprague Electric 

under technology interchange 

with Signetics Corp.

For data sheets on the microcircuits 
in which you are interested, write to: 
Technical Literature Service, Sprague 
Electric Company, 347 Marshall St., 
North Adams, Massachusetts 01247

ON READER-SERVICE CIRCLE 889 ON READER-SERVICE CIRCLE 890

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

THIN-FILM MICROCIRCUITS 

TRANSISTORS 

CAPACITORS 

RESISTORS

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

INTERFERENCE FILTERS 

PULSE-FORMING NETWORKS 

TOROIDAL INDUCTORS 

ELECTRIC WAVE FILTERS

CERAMIC-BASE PRINTED NETWORKS 

PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES 

BOBBIN and TAPE WOUND MAGNETIC CORES 

SILICON RECTIFIER GATE CONTROLS 

FUNCTIONAL DIGITAL CIRCUITS

SPRAGUE
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

Sprague’ and are registered trademerks of the Sprague Electric Co.
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News

With $21 billion output predicted, electronic industry 
faces bright year however war and taxes go. Page 17

Laser beam used to gather data on possible damage to 
chromosomes during mitosis of blood cells. Page 37

Electronic art both bedazzles and
bemuses gallery visitors. Page 42

Also in this section:

Ion engines are ready for use in spacecraft. Page 21

Improvements increase C-5A radio efficiency four ways. Page 34

News Scope, Page 13 . . . Washington Report, Page 29 . . . Editorial . . . Page 67
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New Spnigue!

the industry’s lowest-cost SCR triggers...

...now have pin leads for printed boards!

TRIGATE*  PULSE TRANSFORMERS...
Dependable enough for industrial equipment, yet 
priced for high-volume commercial applicationsHere’s good news for designers of appliances, lighting controls; air-conditioning and heating controls; industrial controls. You can actually cut costs while upgrading your present method of SCR triggering! Type 11Z Trigate Pulse Transformers offer these outstanding features:• Balanced pulse characteristics and energy transfer from primary to secondary and tertiary windings.• Minimum saturation effect to allow operation where increased pulse widths are required.• Fast pulse rise time and increased current capability to prevent SCR di/dt failure.• Increased energy transfer efficiency.
»Trademark

• Operating temperature range, —10 C to +105 C.• 2- and 3-winding designs for half- and full-wave applications.• Turns ratios—■ 1:1, 1:1:1, 2:1, 2:1:1, 5:1.• Available for use with line voltages up to 240 VAC or 550 VAC.• Inductances to 1 millihenry at 550 VAC, 5 millihenries at 240 VAC.
New configuration for ease of mountingTo eliminate the need for mounting brackets, particularly on printed wiring boards, Trigate Pulse Transformers are now available in single-ended construction with pin leads. Conventional axial-lead units are also available for point- to-point wiring.
For complete information, write for Engineering Bulletin 
40.003A to the Technical Literature Service, Sprague 
Electric Co., 347 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

CAPACITORS

TRANSISTORS

THIN-FILM MICROCIRCUITS 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

RESISTORS 

INTERFERENCE FILTERS 

PULSE FORMING NETWORKS 

TOROIDAL INDUCTORS 

ELECTRIC WAVE FILTERS

CERAM IC-BASE PRINTED NETWORKS 

PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES 

BOBBIN and TAPE WOUND MAGNETIC CORES

SILICON RECTIFIER GATE CONTROLS 

FUNCTIONAL DIGITAL CIRCUITS

SPRAGUE
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

' Sprague’ and ' (2)' are registered trademarks of the Sprague Electric Co-
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News Scope

A seven-way race begins 
in space communicationsA lively controversy is under way among major U.S. companies over the right to operate communications satellites. The issue, which has been simmering for nearly a year, was pushed toward the boiling point last month when seven organizations filed contrasting proposals for satellite systems with the Federal Communications Commission.The proposals came from Comsat (the Communications Satellite Corp.), American Telephone and Telegraph Co. (AT&T), the Ford Foundation, National Broadcasting Co. (NBC), American Broadcasting Co. (ABC), General Telephone and Electronics Corp. (GT&E), and National Education Television (NET). Of the seven proposals, two—Comsat’s and AT&T’s—were for mixed ground and satellite communication networks. The others were for separate satellite systems for radio and television transmission.The AT&T and Comsat proposals agree in principle, but they differ in approach and technical detail. Both call for the use of arrays of multipurpose satellites and the construction of many ground stations 

AT&T proposal for a mixed earth-space communication system would have four satellites in operation by 1980. The satellite at right would use both pulsecode and frequency-modulation techniques and be capable of providing 12 TV channels and more than 30,000 duplex voice circuits.

that would link with land-line communications. However, the Comsat scheme proposes to use two-way voice communications by satellite, while the AT&T proposal would split the circuits—one going over satellite facilities, the other over ground facilities.Both Comsat and AT&T believe their plans would meet all the satellite communication needs of the United States through 1980.NBC, ABC and General Telephone and Electronics, on the other hand, have more limited interests: they want to use their satellites for commercial purposes. The Ford Foundation and NET intend to use theirs to broadcast nonprofit educational programs. It is not known whether ABC’s plan will be affected by ABC’s acquisition by International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.AT&T’s proposal, put forward by its Bell System, advises only oneway communication with satellites because a company time-delay and echo study showed that it was not practical to use two-way communication over the long distances contemplated.

Comsat disagrees, saying that it doesn’t believe the results of the study justify a stand that will have such far-reaching effect on future communications. Although AT&T agrees that Comsat should control the satellites, the one-way concept would give the common carriers control of the ground stations. Comsat believes it should control not only the satellites but also the portion of the ground stations that communicates with the satellites.Comsat proposes to orbit four satellites in 1970, four in 1973, and four in 1978. The 1970 models, with a life of five years, would be capable of providing 48 TV channels or 84,000 point-to-point message channels. The 1973 models, with a six-year life, would double the capacity and use receiving frequencies of greater than 10 GHz. The 1978 models might have as many as 240 TV channels or 360,000 for voice. These satellites would also transmit at greater than 10 GHz.When all four 1970 satellites are in service, Comsat proposes to have 180 ground stations in operation.The AT&T proposal calls for the staggered launching of three satellites by 1972, a fourth by 1975 and a fifth by 1976. The last two would replace the earlier three. The most advanced satellites would provide over 30,000 voice circuits and 12 TV channels. About 100 ground stations would be used.
Patent-law overhaul 
headed for a battleNot since the 1830s has there been such concern over proposals for Federal patent legislation. At issue are the recommendations of the President’s Commission on the Patent System. It is urging the first sweeping overhaul of the system since the Patent Act was adopted by Congress 130 years ago.Supporters of the report say it would end the practice of filing for a patent and then amending the idea year after year, with no disclosure of the invention and no patent issued. Legal claims sometimes result against persons who are not even aware that they have infringed such a patent application. A second benefit of the proposed overhaul is that it would help to clear the jam of more than 200,000 requests for
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News
Scope CONTINUED

patents that are pending in the United States Patent Office.Opponents are saying, however, that the commission has sounded “the death knell of the patent system, as this country has known it,” and may cause possibly greater legal confusion than ever.The report, which followed a 15- month study by the 14-member commission, includes these controversial recommendations:■ Issuance of patents to the first person who applies, with the applicant responsible for the prepatent searches formerly performed by the Patent Office.■ Within two years after a patent is filed, publication by the Government of details of the patent, opening the door at that time to possible suits by persons claiming infringement.The patent application would be a simple form, to permit filing by anyone without extensive knowledge of patent law and procedure, commission supporters point out. Moreover, the life of a patent would extend to 20 years instead of the present 17 years.But opponents say the first-come- first-served provision would make patent filing a “gold-rush.” The present law, they note, gives an applicant a year to file for a patent from the time of his invention, and the burden of searching the invention claim is on the Government. The proposed law would make it more difficult, more legally costly, for an inventor to prove that he was first with an invention if he was only the second man to file for a patent: the burden of proof would be shifted to him.This same stress on filing first, critics contend, will encourage patenting of inventions before they are fully developed. At present, for example, an engineer may use his year’s grace to iron out technical details in an invention.What the commission hopes, it is generally believed, is that by relieving the Government of responsibility for nrenatent searches, the multitude of inventions that never bear fruit will fall by the wayside, with 

no legal challenge by anyone after their details are publicized. But for the inventions that survive, serious challenges and “endless litigation” may ensue, according to opponents.With a tinge of outrage, one patent-law specialist, in the field for 25 years, put his reaction to the commission’s proposals this way :“The patent system, which has always been one based on equities in this country, is being continually whittled down to one of expediency. . . . Why throw out the baby with the bath?”President Johnson has the recom- medations, and a series of contentious hearings on them loom on the horizon.On the commission that produced the report were Federal Cabinet of- ficals and some top industry executive, including Charles Thornton, president of Litton Industries ; James Birkenstock, vice president of commercial development for the International Business Machines Corp., and Bernard Oliver, vice president of R&D with HewlettPackard.The study left unanswered the question of patent rights under Government R&D contracts, because the problem is under scrutiny by Congress and the Executive Branch.
AF seeks flight system 
to double aircraft lifeThe U.S. Air Force has embarked on a two-and-a-half year research program to develop an automatic flight control system that could double the life of large aircraft such as the B-52, XB-70 and C-5A.If the program proves successful, an Air Force spokesman said, such a system could be put aboard all commercial jetliners and greatly increase their safety by counteracting the extreme stresses put on their structures by severe turbulence.The $6 million program called LAMs, for Load Alleviation and Mode Stabilization, is being conducted for the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory at Wright- Pftterson AFB by Boeing Co.’s Wichita Div.The goal of the project is to extend aircraft life by 70 to 100 per cent.The system will automatically 

dampen the structural oscillations and alleviate the stresses from wind gusts and maneuvering loads that cause metal fatigue in aircraft.The first flight tests of the system are scheduled to begin this fall. The flight control unit, two analog computers and more than 164 strain gauges will be installed on a B-52 aircraft.The sensors will be attached to structural members of the fuselage, wings and tail surfaces in sets of three. The computers will monitor information from the pilot and data received from the instrumented sensors, make quick calculations and automatically actuate controls to stiffen structural members of the aircraft artifically. Rate gyros on the aircraft will sense forces acting on the B-52, and the flight system will apply controls in an opposing direction to the energy of those forces.
Computer-aided design 
workshop at IITRIHelp is forthcoming for those firms that want to develop a computer-aided design program for their electronic products but lack the staff and budget.The IIT Research Institute in Chicago will begin a twelve-month project to assist industry in adopting computer-aided design programs and to help firms to develop further those circuit-analysis programs that they may already be using (see “Computer-Aided Design,” ED 23, Oct. 11, 1966, pp 54-80).At the outset, participants will work with IITRI staff to evaluate the usefulness of available programs such as ECAP, NET-1 and PREDICT, according to J. K. Lehto of the Institute’s Computer Sciences Div. Selected programs will be tailored to the participants’ requirements and tested at IITRI’s IBM- 7094 facilities, Lehto said. Test problems will be submitted by the firms taking part.To supplement the program, IITRI said that it was establishing a laboratory for measuring electronic-device parameters.For more information contact: J. Keith Lehto, IIT Research Institute, 10 West 35 St., Chicago, Ill. 60616.
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No doubt about it, Mystik leads the field in special-purpose tapes. 
Our extensive line of top quality products are perfect for hundreds 
of applications ranging from conventional industrial uses to the more 
sophisticated demands of the space age.

Mystik tapes are made in a wide range of materials including 
paper, plastic, cloth and glass cloth as well as many types of films 
and foils. They provide physical and performance characteristics of 
every description and are suitable for binding, shielding, strapping 
and insulating. Mystik pioneered tapes with heat-resistant silicone 
adhesives that grip like a vise even when exposed to high tempera
tures. Other new tapes are continually being developed to keep pace 
with the needs of the rapidly-expanding electrical industry.

We’ll gladly prove our right to the “crown”. Our local distributor 
will assist you in selecting the right tape for your application. He’s 
in theYellow Pages under “Tape” or write 
The Borden Chemical Co., Mystik Tape 
Div., 1700 Winnetka Ave., Northfield, Ill.

BORDEN 
CHEMICAL
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FROM PAR Detection, Measurement or Comparison of Noisy Signals

New Signal Correlator
PERFORMS AUTO- OR CROSSCORRELATIONS IN REAL TIME

CORRELATION FUNCTION COMPUTED FOR 100 DELAY POINTS SIMULTANEOUSLY

The PAR Model 100 Signal Correlator, 
a general purpose, high accuracy in
strument of wide dynamic and delay 
range, computes the auto- or cross
correlation function of input signals 
and makes them available for contin
uous display. This system computes 
100 points of the correlation function 
over total spans from 100 micro
seconds to 1 second. It operates by 
simultaneously multiplying one input 
signal by 100 separate delayed rep
licas of the second input signal. 
The resulting 100 products are individ
ually averaged and stored in analog 
memory elements. Readout, which 
may be performed continuously as the 
correlation function is being com
puted, is accomplished by scanning 
the memory bank at a rate consistent 
with the speed of the external read
out device, e.g., an oscilloscope or 
x-y recorder.
Correlation analysis — an extremely 
powerful signal processing technique 
in many areas of science and engi
neering — has heretofore been neg
lected, largely due to a lack of avail
ability of suitable equipment. The 

PAR Model 100 Signal Correlator will 
be useful in such diverse fields as 
aero- and hydrodynamics, plasma phy
sics, vibration analysis, radio astron
omy, radar, lasers, medical physics 
and geophysics.
PAR Model 100—
Hundred Point Time Delay Correlator 
SPECIFICATIONS IN BRIEF:
Total Delay Range: 100 ^Sec to 1 Sec 

in 1, 2, 5 sequence.
Input Signal Levels: Peak-to-peak sig

nals of 0.4 volts to 200 volts are 
accommodated without overload in 
each channel.

Correlator Gain Factor: At gain of 1 in 
each channel, 1 volt into each input 
will give 1 volt of correlated output.
Gain for each channel is .01 to 5, in 
1, 2, 5 sequence.

Noise and Dynamic Range: Base line 
noise with no signals, 10'3 volts 
peak-to-peak. Maximum correlated 
output, ±3.5 volts.

Frequency Response and Resolution: 
Channel amplifiers flat to 1 mega
cycle. Resolution: 100 sampling 
points on output function.

Averaging Time - Constant: Nominally 
20 seconds: May be changed to any 
value from 0.1 to 100 seconds.

Accuracy: Better than 1%.
Readout: 0-3.5 volts at sweep rates of 

20 per Sec, 1 per 10 Sec, 1 per 50 
Sec.

Price: $8500.00. Export price approx
imately 5% higher, except Canada.

Typical Photograph of Crosscorrelation 
Function of Input and Output Signals of 
Complex Passive Network Driven by White 
Noise.

For more information call (609) 
924-6835 or write Princeton Applied 
Research Corp., Dept, e , P.O. Box 565, 
Princeton, N. J. 08540.
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Electronic industry forecast

Business looks good for 1967—but...
EIA sees $21 billion output, with consumer goods 
rising fastest, but war and taxes could alter this
Ralph DobrinerChief News EditorThe outlook for the U.S. electronics industry in 1967 is generally optimistic, despite uncertainty about the possible effects of the Vietnam war, proposed tax increases and a slowdown in spending' on the nation’s space programs.Factory sales are expected to rise 8% or more in 1967 to the $21 billion level, according to Robert Galvin, president of the Electronic Industries Association. Last year’s sales are estimated at 19.4 billion.Spurred by requirements for the Vietnam war, Government purchases of electronic products will approach the $10 billion mark in 1967, compared with some $9.5 billion last year, according to Galvin. This represents the highest level in history and an increase of about 4.5% over last year.It should be noted, however, that, 

Vietnam war escalation could cut demand for consumer products.

though total defense expenditure on the war is expected to skyrocket this year, the electronics portion will not go up as steeply as the rest. In other words, despite the war, the output of consumer and industrial electronic products is expected to rise at a faster rate than the output of Government electronic products.Galvin, who is also chairman of the board of Motorola Inc., Chicago, predicted that the greatest gains in 1967 would be made by consumer products, led, of course, by color television.The anticipated increase in all consumer sales at the factory level is 15.6%, according to estimates of the EIA Marketing Services Department. Industrial electronics has also shown remarkable vitality since 1950, Galvin said, and is expected to rise 10.5% in 1967 to $5.25 billion, compared with an anticipated $5.2 billion for consumer goods.

As one industry spokesman observed, “There’s now enough productive capacity in the nation’s electronic industry to fulfill both military and consumer demands.”
Material shortages evidentThe most immediate effect of the war has been to create certain materials shortages, particularly in copper and brass. Shortages are also being felt in component areas such as vacuum tubes, resistors and capacitors.A spokesman for ITT’s Semiconductor Products Div. in Florida wryly observed that the vacuumtube business is doing very well and is always sold out. Much standard military electronic equipment, especially shipboard systems, he said, still requires tubes for replacement.A spokesman for Hewlett-Packard in Palo Alto, Calif., said that critical component and materials shortages, especially of copper, has delayed the introduction of new products and has held up production schedules.As an example, he cited a sixmonth wait for high-quality motor deliveries. Also, ordinary 115-volt power cords and simple receiving tubes are among the longest lead time items, he said.Nevertheless, despite such shortages, consumers are continuing to snap up such luxury items as color TV sets, stereo systems, tape recorders, and FM radios. The industrial market also continues to grow rapidly, spurred on by the expanding use of computing and data- processing equipment. Comprising about half of all industrial electronic sales, the dollar volume of computer equipment is currently rising about 30% annually.
War step-up may alter outlookNaturally, if the Vietnam war were to escalate, the picture could change drastically. Who’s go:ng to think about buying a color TV set or a stereo tape recorder for the family car, if there is an imminent threat of war with China?
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training programs in the hope that they will stay on.NEWS

( 67 forecast, continued)
A significant increase in income tax or a reimposition of the federal excise tax could likewise serve to dampen the electronic industry’s outlook for 1967.Slowdowns may nevertheless occur this year in certain sectors of industrial electronics. This could be the result of President Johnson’s request to industry to curtail, cancel or spread out capital expansion programs because of inflationary trends sparked by the Vietnam war. Companies that might otherwise have invested in new plants, in data- processing equipment or in electronic process control equipment to increase their output or manufacturing efficiency may not now do so.What if the war should suddenly end ?A Hewlett-Packard spokesman summed it up this way: “Should peace break out, there would probably be a temporary period of dismay throughout the industry. We believe this to be unjustified. No sooner would military cutbacks take place than appropriations for the space and Great Society programs would be increased.” He expressed the view, however, that “marginal” companies would certainly feel it.Cutbacks in spending on the space program, it is believed, would not have as much effect on the electronic industry as would a reduction of military spending. Increased defense spending and rising consumer demand, it is felt, would take up the slack. In fact, according to an indus-

try spokesman, the demand for engineers and technicians is now so high in the area of color TV alone that some companies are hiring relatively unqualified technical help The whole industry scannedA quick wrap-up of the industry

Factory sales of the U.S. electronics industry is expected to reach $21 billion in 1967, an all-time high and 8% more than last year.

percentage of the total industry output each year. The recent rapid rise in consumer product sales is ascribed to the surging demand for color TV receivers.The U.S. Government has been the biggest customer of the nation's rapidly growing electronic industry during this decade. It has, however, consistently taken a smaller
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RCA announces 
40429 and 40430 
6A TRIACS
• With high gate sensitivity
• With symmetrical triggering characteristics (Igt=25 mA max)
•With surge current protection up to 80A
• and the price on the 40429 is only. . . . . . , I

RCA 40429 
controls 720 watts 

at 120 volts 
(V80M = 200 V). 

*$1.50 each 
in quantities of 

1,000 and up.

RCA 40430 
controls 1440 watts 
at 240 volts 
(VB0M = 400 V). 
$1.98 each 
in quantities of 
1,000 and up.

RCA brings you a new generation of control devices! Each of 
these 6-amp Triacs can provide the same full-wave function 
as two SCRs... with the option of using either positive or 
negative gate-trigger signals. Hermetically sealed in an all
welded TO-66 package, RCA 40429 and 40430 can simplify 
your control circuits... reduce costs... add reliability and 
efficiency.

Evaluate these new RCA Triacs for AC motor controls, 
heat controls, universal motors, de power supplies, or solenoid 
or relay controls. They could very well be the key to next 
year’s model improvements.

For complete information including price and delivery, 
contact your RCA Field Representative. For technical data, 

write RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Commercial 
Engineering, Section RG1-1. . Harrison, N.J. 07029.

CHECK YOUR RCA DISTRIBUTOR FOR HIS PRICE AND DELIVERY

GATE FIRING CHARACTERISTICS

Quadrant 1 + 1 - 111 + III -

mA @ 25°C
typ. max. typ- max. typ. max. typ- max.

10 25 20 25 20 25 10 25

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES



All from Sprague!

A pioneer in high voltage capacitors, Sprague has a broader line of designs

ENERGY-STORAGE 
CAPACITORS 

for every type of 
discharge application

for energy-storage applications than any other capacitor manufacturer. If your project involves lasers, masers, electronicphotoflash, time-control circuits, exploding wire, thermonuclear fusion research, magnetization of permanent magnets, medical equipment, or similar discharge applications, Sprague can provide a capacitor to meet your specific needs.
Light, Moderate, or Heavy Duty Capacitors
Available types range from small, light-weight 
units for aerospace applications such as satellites, 
missiles, etc., to heavy-duty capacitors for high- 
current/high-frequency oscillatory discharges.
Broad Range of Electrical Ratings
Voltages from 2 kilovolts to 24 kilovolts. Energy 
ratings up to 6700 joules. Self-inductance as low 
as .0025 microhenry.

Energy-Storage
Electrolytic Capacitors
A selected line of cylindrical 'lytic* for 
industrial applications requiring maxi
mum capacitance in minimum space.

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS

CAPACITORS 

TRANSISTORS 

RESISTORS 

THIN-FILM MICROCIRCUITS 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

INTERFERENCE FILTERS 

4SC-5171

PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES 

FUNCTIONAL DIGITAL CIRCUITS 

MAGNETIC COMPONENTS 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

CERAMIC-BASE PRINTED NETWORK? 

PULSE-FORMING NETWORKS

Paper, Metallized Paper, and Paper/Film Designs 

Metallized capacitors intended for light-weight, 
space-saving applications. . . one-half the size, one- 
third the weight of conventional capacitors. Other 
available designs include castor oil impregnation for 
extremely long life (assuring a high number of dis
charges), and non-flammable synthetic askarel im
pregnation for applications where non-combustibility 
is a prerequisite.

For complete information or application 
engineering assistance on Sprague Energy
Storage Capacitors, write to Field Engineer
ing Department, Sprague Electric Company, 
347 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.

SPRAGUE
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

Sprague' and ’(g)' are registered trademarks of the Sprague Electric Co

NEWS

(’67 forecast, continued) that in 1967 :
Consumer' products—Color television set sales may total 7.5 million units or more, a 50% increase over last year. Also contributing to the consumer market growth will be such items as radios, phonographs, hi-fi components and tape recorders, as well as electronic organs and other musical instruments, electronic kits, hearing aids, citizens’-band transceivers, magnetic tape, window and door controls, home intercoms and boating and flying equipment.One of the prime causes of expansion in the consumer area is the silicon controlled rectifier, which is finding important applications in slide projectors, home heating and lighting systems and other consumer equipment.The automotive field will provide a burgeoning market for electronic products with particular emphasis on ignition systems and rectified- controlled alternators.
Industrial products—Increased use of computing and data-processing equipment will again spur the industrial electronics market this year. The growing demand for communications and broadcast equipment, and for navigational aids, is expected to continue this year. Steady growth is anticipated in industrial controls, test equipment, and nuclear electronics as well as products designed for medical, scientific and educational purposes.
Electronic components—Every major category of electronic component is expected to experience sales growth paralleling the expansion of the end-equipment markets. Color TV tubes and an enlarged demand for all types of semiconductors and microelectronic devices will be chiefly responsible for an anticipated $6 billion components market this year—an 11% jump over 1966. Now widely used in government and industrial electronic products, microelectronics will go on penetrating the consumer electronic field (see p. 33). In fact, it is expected that this year most manufacturers of home entertainment products will have at least one integrated circuit in their product—often more for publicity purposes than to serve a functional requirement. ■ ■
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Ion engines for spacecraft ready for use
Lighter solar panels and proved designs spur 
major advance in propulsion, researchers say
Neil SclaterEast Coast EditorThe use of solar-electric engines for primary propulsion in space is both practicable and imminent.This was the consensus of engineers representing the Government and industry at the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics meeting in Boston. They based their forecast on recent weight reductions in solarcell panels and the favorable testing of several ion-propulsion prototype engines. Practical application of ion engines may come this year, some of the engineers indicated.Two applications are ultimately envisioned for ion propulsion: satellite control and long-range interplanetary missions. Ion propulsion, in common with other electrical schemes, has the advantage of providing higher exhaust velocity, or specific impulse, per unit of propellant mass than present chemical propulsion systems offer.The leading contenders are two types of ion engines and the resistojet. The electron-bombardment 

The contact ion engine, one of two important electrostatic thrusters (the other is the electron-bombardment type). The essential components of both types are an ionizer, a high-potential grid, or electrode, and a beam-neutralizing electron source.

ion thruster is the most likely candidate for interplanetary spacecraft missions, while the contact ion thruster is best suited for satellite control. The resistojet, principally a competitor for satellite control, augments chemical propulsion with electrical energy.All three of these engines have been tested successfully in laboratories, while the resistojet and the electron-bombardment engines have passed tests on operational spacecraft.Ion propulsion is considered superior to the propulsion furnished by the resistojet; it offers more power at less weight.The bombardment and contact types of ion engine perform quite similarly, especially in the l-to-10- millipound thrust range, where most development work has been done. Engines of both types that have been developed to date demonstrated about the same reliability and lifetime.“Ion-propulsion systems now are ready for serious consideration for application to a wide variety of satellite control and inter

planetary missions,” George R. Brewer, manager of the Ion Physics Dept, at Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, Calif., told the Boston meeting.“Over the past 10 years we have seen the results of many careful studies on space missions involving electric propulsion. These analyses have shown clearly the advantages of electric propulsion, principally in increased payload.”Another speaker, Marshall P. Ernstene of Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., Pasadena, Calif., said: “Advances in micro-thruster technology have made satellite control missions for electric propulsion quite imminent, while improvements in solar-panel design now permit the use of electric engines for primary propulsion.”
Lightweight power neededThe practicality of all electrical propulsion schemes hinges on the availability of lightweight power. The biggest barrier to the use of any of the schemes has not been the engines themselves but the power-generating and conditioning equipment.With current power systems, ion engines could be used for longterm attitude control and station keeping. They could also be used for deep space missions. Radioisotope devices could be used to supplement the available power.Solar power using semiconductor cells for conversion has, according to the electrical propulsion proponents, made surprising progress in the last year. Solar panels capable of providing hundreds of watts are already in use, and thin-film solar-cell panels will be able to furnish one kilowatt from a 50-pound panel.
Nuclear power bypassedIn summarizing power sources for all types of electrical propulsion, Ernstene told the AIAA meeting that nuclear and solar energy were the only sources appropriate for electrical propulsion but that the prospects for solar power
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Contiguous Comb 
Crystal Filters

(ion engines, continued) were so favorable that “it will be possible to consider solar power for primary electrical propulsion over interplanetary distances—an area once thought to depend exclusively on nuclear power.”Although Ernstene believes that isotope thermoelectric or thermionic supplies could furnish power for satellite control, he says: “Pure nuclear power remains too speculative for immediate consideration.”As in all electrical-propulsion schemes, ion engines require a source of electric power, an engine for converting this power into thrust, and a power-conditioning and control system for matching the power source to the engine. And as in other rocket-thrust methods, the propellant is accelerated and ejected.Satellite control will be an application of ion-engine propulsion, the research engineers say, if long satellite life is required—at least a year and perhaps as long as 10 years. Solar cells, even at present, can handle power requirements ranging from a few watts to about 300 watts.Hughes Research Laboratories
Multi-Channel Real-Time Signal Detection 

with Single Channel Driving Power
Contiguous Comb Crystal Filters (Damon’s name for a unique 
new design) permit direct operation of large numbers of adjacent 
frequency channels from a single low power driver. As there 
are no padding or isolation losses, drive power requirements are 
no greater for multi-channel operation than for single channel. 
Miniaturized Contiguous Comb Crystal Filters with reduced active 
driving circuitry are now being used in airborne and ground
based Doppler radar systems where small size and high reli
ability are essential. A wide range of filters is available with 
Chebyshev, Butterworth or Gaussian characteristics for CW 

Doppler, FM Doppler, or Pulse Doppler Systems.

Write for Data on Contiguous Comb Crystal Filters

DAMON ENGINEERING, INC.
240 HIGHLAND AVENUE, NEEDHAM HEIGHTS 94, MASS. 

(617) 449-0800
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 13
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Other electrical schemesResistojets are the simplest electrical thrusters. Propellant gas —hydrogen, ammonia, and nitrogen, for example—is heated by contact with an electrical element, and the gas is then ejected through a nozzle.The resistojet is well-developed and ready for useful application. One has already been used for operational control of a VELA satellite. But its prospects are limited by the physical properties of the chemical propellants and temperature problems encountered with the materials used for engine construction.The arc jet is another type of electro thermal engine, in which an electric arc heats propellant passing through it. The engine is currently of interest as a means of ionizing gas for plasma engines.Plasma engines have made rapid improvements, but their future depends on the development of large power supplies.
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New hp 651B and 652A Test Oscillators:

FLATNESS, STABILITY and ACCURACY
from 10 Hz to 10 MHz

• Amplitude stability ±0.1%

• Frequency stability ±0.02%

• 1% Accurate 90 dB output attenuator

• Two outputs: 200 mW into 5OS2, 16mW into 600Œ

APPLICATIONS: Use the new wide-band, solid-state hp 651B and 652A Test Oscillators for laboratory and production applications, in the presence of shock, vibration or high-frequency radiations. Both models are ideal for calibration of voltmeters because of accurate attenuator and output monitor.These oscillators are specifically designed fortesting television amplifiers, audio amplifiers, filter networks, tuned circuits, telephone and telegraph carrier equipment, and for testing audio and video tape.
PERFORMANCE FEATURES: Oscillator circuitry has hp precision tuning capacitor and peak detector automatic gain control to insure a flat outputthroughoutthe entire frequency range. Solid-state, low-impedance circuitry and a shielded power supply transformer reduce output hum and noise to less than 0.05%.Output attenuator has a 90 dB range in 10 dB steps, with a 20 dB coarse and fine concentric amplitude control for increased resolution in setting output voltage. Output monitor is calibrated to read volts or dBm into a matched load.
652A: Specifications of two oscillators are identical except that the 652A has the ability to monitor output

ON READER-SERVICE

Typical Amplitude Stability (±0.1%) 
at Mid-Band Frequencies for 17 Hours.amplitudes within 0.25% over the entire frequency range of the instrument using the X20 expanded scale. Readings on the uppermost scale of the 652A are in percent for quick reading of frequency re

652A Expanded Scale Monitorsponse measurements.
For full specifications on the new hp 651B and 652A Test Oscillators, contact your nearest hp field engineer. Or, write to Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304, Tel. (415) 326-7000; Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, Geneva. Price: hp Model 651B Test Oscillator, $590.00; hp Model 652A Test Oscillator, $725.00.
HEWLETT ML PACKARD

An extra measure of quality
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NEWS

(ion engines, continued)of Malibu, Calif., has designed a synchronous satellite that uses ion engines for attitude control and station keeping. The proposed Hughes craft is a 1000-pound satellite with a three-engine system weighing approximately 50 pounds, including the solar cells, and requiring about 80 watts of electrical power.The ion engines would maintain north-south and east-west station keeping, as well as three-axis attitude control.Two single-linear strip cesium contact engines of about one-half millipound thrust—one placed on the north and one on the south side of the satellite—and a single button-type cesium contact engine with 10 to 20 micropounds thrust -pointing in either the east or west direction—would maintain the east-west position of the satellites (see illustration).The ion strip engines already developed would operate in alternate 12-hour cycles. They would be arranged so that the beam could be deflected to maintain attitude control about the roll axis while still providing the north-south stationkeeping forces.The micro-thruster, also in the development stage, could be controlled in two directions, to provide attitude stability around the pitch and yaw axes while still maintaining the east-west station.Brewer believes that radioiso-

RIGHT NORTH‘S 
SOUTH STATION

KEEPING THRUSTER

LOCAL 
VERTICAL

^OPTIONAL SECOND 
EAST-WEST STATION 
KEEPING THRUSTER

LEFT NORTH-SOUTH 
STATION KEEPING 

THRUSTOR 
(BOTH OPERATE 12 

HOURS PER DAY) 
THRUST DEFLECTS 
TO CONTROL ROLL

EAST-WEST STATION^ 
KEEPING THRUSTER 

(OPERATES 24 HOURS 
PER DAY) THRUST 
DEFLECTS IN 2 DIREC
TIONS TO CONTROL

PITCH AND YAW

A proposed synchronous satellite would use ion engines for north-south and east-west station keeping and for three-axis attitude control. The 1000-pound Hughes satellite would have a 50-pound propulsion system including solar cells capable of furnishing about 80 W.tope heating of the ionizer of the contact engines will permit a 10- pound reduction in system weight.In the last three years NASA has sponsored programs for the development of various ion engines. The 0.3-to-0.5-millipound linear strip cesium contact engines have been developed to the stage where they are ready for flight. With existing ion engines, the life expectancy is at least 20,000 hours.
Five-year life envisionedIn the case of a strip engine that operates at, say, only one-half of each day, a 20,000-hour life is equivalent to five years of system life. On this same basis, the 2000 hours of testing that have already been performed are equivalent to six months of satellite life, or roughly the expected lifetime of many satellites now in orbit.

In summarizing the status of both ion engines, Brewer said: “Tests have shown that the thruster life can probably be extended to as long as 10 years by the use of improved ionizer technology, so that we may look forward to as long as 20 years of system lifetime, if limited only by the thruster.”The feasibility of 50-pound-per- kilowatt solar panels, in comparison with the 130-pound-per-kilo- watt panels presently available, has improved the prospects of electrical propulsion for interplanetary missions.Prototype propulsion systems already tested indicate the advantages of ion engine propulsion for unmanned spacecraft. Both Hughes and Electro-Optical have life-tested electron-bombardment engines successfully for more than 500 hours.

Satellite-control ion engines of the cesium contact type are under development at Hughes. The variable thruster at left can be deflected in two directions. It produces 0.1 millipounds of thrust and consumes 33 W. The linearstrip engine at right produces a thrust of about one-half millipound with about 100 W input power.
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Westinghouse makes IC’s 
faster than you can buy them

18 gate circuits with 1 
to 6 gates per package in a

variety of input arrangements, 3 RS 
flip-flops, 2 JK flip-flops, 1 pulse binary 

counter, plus diode expanders, and a variety of 
interface circuits...all available in dual-in-line pack, flat- 

pak.orTOcan. Fortechnical data, write Westinghouse Molecular 
Electronics Division, RO. Box 7377, Elkridge, Maryland 21227.

Call your Westinghouse Electronic Distributor now.

You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse ( W
J-O9136 X. >



NEWS

(ion engines, continued)A 1.2-kw mercury electron-bombardment thruster system is being used by Hughes engineers to evaluate Mars spacecraft engine concepts. A modular power-conditioning and control subsystem in the Hughes prototype uses the sum of many individual low-power, low-voltage modules to operate the ion engine and mercury feed systems. Hughes engineers say that with this design they have obtained a subsystem that weighs less, has higher efficiency and is more reliable than a conventional, single high-power unit.The modular sub-system can be mounted in a plane to radiate heat directly to space, thus eliminating heavy radiators. The design also calls for a high inverter frequency that permits the use of lightweight magnetic components and filters.
100 pounds of weight savedThe Hughes modular power-conditioning subsystem has a specific weight of 25 pounds per kilowatt. When combined with a 50-pound- . per-kilowatt solar cell array, a total propulsion specific weight of 75 pounds per kilowatt results. This is nearly 100 pounds lighter than earlier systems.Hughes engineers estimate that such a system could loft approximately 1800 pounds of scientific payload into orbit around Mars, with a total solar cell power of about 50 kW. This payload is nearly four times that possible with present chemical propulsion.Similarly, Hughes engineers believe that the use of solar electric propulsion on a Jupiter fly-by mission could send 40 pounds of scientific payload into orbit, compared with 12 pounds for an all chemical system. In both of these missions, the researchers say, there would be significant cost savings with electrical propulsion.An important step in developing the cesium electron-bombardment engine was achieved last November. A prototype engine ran successfully for 341 days in a spacesimulation chamber at the Electro- Optical Systems laboratory.NASA has already sponsored a flight test for evaluating future

A prototype 1.2-kW electron-bombardment ion engine is being evaluated for an unmanned Mars fly-by spacecraft. Subsystems include the modular power conditioner at left and the engine and propellant feed at right.
Ion engines: How they workAn ion engine consists of a positive ion source supplied with propellant from a feed system, a set of accelerating electrodes to eject the ions in a thrust-producing beam, and a neutralizer to add electrons to the departing ions, so the thruster (and spacecraft) remain neutral. Present ion engines employ either of two sources:

The electron-bombardment type permits ions to form in a low-pressure discharge through vaporized propellant. The discharge is maintained from a cathode to a cylindrical anode, and it is confined by a weak axial magnetic field. Propellant flows into the discharge region, and ions are drawn out through a screen electrode and accelerated through electrode apertures. This engine operates with either cesium or mercury propellant. Cesium automatically forms a very effective cathode surface.
The contact type generates ion engines for space missions of long duration. The Lewis Research Center at Cleveland manages this Space Electric Rocket Test (SERT) spacecraft program.The first SERT flight, in July, 1964, was a sub-orbital one from Wallops Island, Va. SERT 1 successfully tested an electron-bombardment ion engine for 30 minutes. This engine was similiar to the one recently tested by Electro- Optical, except that it used mercury instead of cesium as a propellant.

ions by the contact of an easily ionized propellant (cesium) with a heated refractory metal (tungsten). The cesium evaporates mostly as ions. The tungsten ionizer is actually porous, with cesium feeding through it. Again, ions are accelerated and ejected through a set of electrodes.The neutralizer provides electrons for the ion beam. Neutralization must be effective to prevent the spacecraft from charging up and to keep the ion beam from diverging (“blowing up”) from its own space charge. Effective neutralization, fortunately, requires only that electrons be made available to the beam in sufficient quantity for the beam to take what it needs. Electrons are supplied either from a hot filament thermionic emitter or from a small plasma discharge. The latter seems to have advantages of efficiency and reliability; it need not be located close to the ion beam.A SERT II flight, set for late 1968, will demonstrate the longterm operation of ion engine systems for interplanetary propulsion.These experiments will evaluate the performance of two electronbombardment ion engines over at least six months. The effects of electric thrusters on such spacecraft components as solar arrays, transmitters and receivers also will be studied. The ion engines, with mercury propellant and each with a power imput of 1 kW, will be fired one at a time ■ ■
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New low-cost Metal Glaze resistors for MIL-R-22684
4 times better load-life stabilityIRC’s new molded Metal Glaze resistors provide stability, reliability and precision unmatched anywhere for the price. Tested for over 15 million unit hours, they meet or exceed all MIL-R-22684 requirements. Load life stability, for instance, is four times better than MIL allowance. Typical △ R is 0.5% after 1000 hours, full load at 70°C. Even at higher temperatures, AR is still typically under MIL limits. The Metal Glaze resistance element is extremely rugged. It is 100 times thicker than conventional films and is impervious to environmental extremes. The tough, uniform molded body resists solvents and the mechanical abuse of automatic machines.New IRC molded Metal Glaze resistors are immediately available in four forms of packaging to cut your production costs. For complete data, prices and samples, write to: IRC, Inc., 401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19108.

CAPSULE SPECIFICATIONS

MIL-R-22684B : RL07 RL20
WATTAGE: *✓4 W@70°C ‘/z W @70°C

RESISTANCE: 51 s thru 150K« 10« to 470K«

TOLERANCES: ±2%, ±5% ±2%, ±5%

TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT : ±200ppm/°C max. ±200ppm/°C max.

VOLTAGE: 250V max. 350V max.

SIZE: .250" x .090" dia. .375" x .138" dia.

IRC TYPE: RG07 RG20

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 16
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IN SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS

■ WANT THE GREATEST TRIGGER 
STABILITY PER DOLLAR? HERE'S 
THE SWITCH

It’s General Electric’s Silicon Uni
lateral Switch—a simply constructed, 
plastic encapsulated, integrated circuit 
device with a switching voltage that’s 
typically eight volts. Trigger voltage 
variation is typically less than 0.02% 
per degree centigrade. (The SUS’ 
PNP base-emitter junction and its 
zener junction thermally complement 
each other.)

SUS symbol and equivalent circuit

The SUS blocks anode to cathode 
current flow up to its switching 
voltage, where it goes into a low volt
age (approximately one volt), high 
conduction state. The device also 
blocks reverse voltage up to 30 volts.

An unusual bonus feature you get 
with the SUS is a gat£ lead you can 
use to suppress rate effect, trigger 
the device, or act as a transient-free 
output terminal.

Result: You get a stable, low voltage 
switch with a single distinct break
down characteristic unmatched by any 
other device. Test a few for yourself. 
Circle number 811 for specifications 
and other details on where the SUS 
can benefit your circuits.

■ HAVING POWER CONTROL
PROBLEMS? G-E CUSTOM
CIRCUIT MODULES ARE THE
SIMPLEST SOLUTION

Did you know that General Electric 
has designed, built, and delivered 
over 40 distinctly different custom
made power control circuit modules? 
All of them were designed to provide 
the customer with exactly the circuit 
he needed. Some cost less than $2.00 
in quantity.

Here are just a few examples of 
how we’ve helped other customers

Here's just one excellent example 
of how you can put the SUS’ unique 
characteristics to work. This two- 
stage frequency divider (or binary 
counter) circuit uses two SUS’ per 
stage for precise frequency division.

Assume SUS-1 is on. A negative 
going voltage applied through the 
trigger capacitor (C-) lowers the volt
age at the resistor node and turns 
SUS-1 off. Immediately, the node 
voltage begins to rise back toward 
the 15-volt power supply. But, be
cause of the cross coupling capaci
tor (Cc), the anode at SUS-2 reaches 
its switching voltage first. SUS-2 
turns on, keeping SUS-1 off. Since 
Ct is much smaller than Cc, no 
change of state occurs when Ct is 
returned to its original voltage.

solve their specialty circuit problems. 
One customer asked for a temperature 
control circuit accurate to =±=1 degree 
centigrade. We designed and built 
just the module he needed. Another 
now uses G-E molded diode assem
blies. G.E. has provided several cus
tomers with special series-universal 
motor speed controls, saving them

GENERAL® ELECTRIC

The next negative going voltage 
on Ct now turns SUS-2 off and SUS-1 
on. The gate voltage at SUS-2, mean
while, is at the zener voltage (Vz) 
when SUS-2 is off and is at 0 volts 
when SUS-2 is on. As a result, you 
get a square waveform at “B” which 
can be used to trigger a succeeding 
stage.

high development and production 
costs. Another came to G.E. for a 
temperature control trigger circuit 
separate from the power device. In the 
bargain, he got more physical design 
flexibility in his own end product.

Isn’t there a circuit module we 
can design and build for you? Let 
General Electric design experience 
provide exactly the power control 
circuit you need. Circle 812 for further 
details.

There are just a few examples of General 
Electric's total electronic capability. For more 
information on all G-E semiconductor prod
ucts, call your G-E engineer/salesman or 
distributor. Or write to Section 220-49, Gen
eral Electric Company, Schenectady, New 
York. In Canada: Canadian General Electric, 
189 Dufferin Street, Toronto, Ontario. Export: 
Electronic Components Sales, IGE Export Divi
sion, 159 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y., U.S.A.
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Computer exports help balance ot payments Washington
Report S. DAVID PURSGLOVE, WASHINGTON EDITOR

Electronics exports booming in 1966
The value of electronic equipment exports 
during the first six months of 1966 was $567.3 
million, an increase of more than 24% over the 
same period of 1965. These recently published 
figures showed that there had been a 29% 
increase in the export of computers and allied 
equipment, which accounted for nearly a 
quarter of the electronic products sold overseas.

Feeling that their faith in the electronics 
industry has already been justified, government 
officials say that a great deal of hope is pinned 
on the industry’s helping to make an appreciable 
dent in the U.S. balance of payments deficit. 
Washington spokesmen last fall indicated that 
permits had been granted for the export of 
computers to France in the hope that this 
would put a check on a potential French 
computer industry and keep the British industry 
from filling the French void. Now the Commerce 
Dept. Business and Defense Services 
Administration has revealed that this is 
precisely what happened. The biggest foreign 
market for U.S. computers was Continental 
Europe, especially the European Economic 
Community. The Common Market bought $50.2 
million worth of computers, parts and 
accessories during the first half of 1966. 
Meanwhile, the U.S. exported $21.9 million 
worth to Canada, $21.6 million to the U.K. and 
$14.5 million to Japan.

The Commerce Dept, and the Treasury are 
underlining the fact that computer exports 
showed the highest actual dollar value and one 
of the highest growth rates. Thus a program to 
help manufacturers export computers would be 
a “worthwhile national effort,” in the words of 
an official of the Commerce Dept. Bureau of 
International Commerce.

Prospects for electronics exports good
Both the large international companies and 
the smaller firms that have sold mostly within 
the U.S. are showing an increased interest in 

the export market. The Administration is 
giving them every encouragement to sell 
high-density, high-priced, high-mark-up 
electronic equipment to countries with stable 
currencies. A special display at the U.S. Trade 
Center in Frankfurt, West Germany, sponsored 
by the Commerce Dept. Bureau of International 
Commerce, was used by 28 companies to show 
document-processing equipment.

One reason why the 28 companies signed up 
for the show was a Commerce Dept, survey that 
showed that total German imports in 1965 were 
worth $17.6 billion, compared with $14.7 billion 
the year before. One of the fastest growing and 
largest import fields was document-processing 
equipment, which accounted for $7.2 billion of 
last year’s import figures. The U.S. share of 
this market soared to 19.4%, worth $1.4 
million in 1965. The Dept, attributes this 
market’s rapid growth to a new law that 
makes photocopied documents legal for tax and 
civil law purposes in West Germany.

The Commerce Dept, is alerting U.S. industry 
to the fact that this is an ideal time to go into 
the German market, “because it will be only a 
few years before German firms will offer 
significant competition to U.S. makers of 
advanced documentation equipment,” as one 
report concludes. The Dept, has singled out 
as specific targets for U.S. firms to aim at in 
Germany: public and private libraries; 
scientific and research institutions; banking 
and insurance firms; department stores; 
machinery and metalworking companies; 
electronic, electrical and appliance firms; and 
the automobile and chemical industries.

Export business not all roses
Some of the 28 exhibitors at Frankfurt were 
not without qualms, having heard of experiences 
“suffered” (as one oceanographic instruments 
maker put it) at a similar display in Frankfurt, 
sponsored also by the Commerce Dept., of U.S.- 
made oceanographic equipment. The Dept, had
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Washington
Report CONTINUED
billed the display as a great opportunity for 
U.S. manufacturers to take advantage of a 
mushrooming market and growing European 
interest in commercial fishing and offshore oil 
and gas exploration.

Of some 10,000 potential European customers 
invited to the display, only about 1000 turned 
up. Even then, no sales were reported. One 
manufacturer said he had received “four 
requests for my catalog.” Such little interest 
as was expressed concentrated mostly on 
off-the-shelf equipment for the fishing industry.

The main European complaint was the price 
tag. U.S. prices and European budgets seem 
to be some four to five years apart, according to 
most observers. The Europeans were reported 
to have complained that U.S. equipment is 
overengineered for mundane jobs. A few 
European firms were reported to have expressed 
interest in the possibility of making leasing 
arrangements.

More money expected for pollution control
A well-attended meeting on air pollution 
control, held in Washington, D. C., December 
12-14 by the Dept, of Health, Education and 
Welfare, while it elicited little new information, 
indicated widespread grass-roots support for 
a stepped-up program to curb all sorts of 
pollution. A number of speakers made both 
scheduled and unscheduled pleas for more 
programs to control water pollution and solid 
wastes as well as air pollution. The consensus 
of the 3000 delegates was that they were in 
effect reviewing the Public Health Service’s 
1968 budget right then and there.

Many of the delegates acknowledged, however, 
that pollution control programs were already 
certain of favorable treatment next fiscal year. 
Almost every Democrat in Congress last year 
favored large programs, and so did the 
Republican leadership. A joint poll by 
Congressional Quarterly and the National 
Broadcasting Company showed also that 
nearly every one of the 47 new GOP lawmakers, 
though generally conservative, spoke out in 
favor of pollution control programs during their 

election campaigns.
Many of the Public Health Service’s pollution 
research programs that are already being 
funded relay heavily on electronic equipment. 
Electronics’ key role in pollution control is 
that of monitoring, warning and activating 
control devices. An important position in 
the Service’s research efforts is held by 
“instrumentation development.” Work already 
under way, according to a recent report, 
includes “development of air pollution sampling 
and control instruments” at Pennsylvania State 
University; “developmental support for 
network instrumentation and methodology” at 
the Public Health Service Taft Center in 
Cincinnati; and “development and improvement 
of new and existing instruments for air 
monitoring” at the Los Angeles County Air 
Pollution Control District facility.

Transit proposals to be evaluated
Some order may soon come out of the chaos of 
suggestions, proposals and conflicting claims 
and counterclaims for a future high-speed 
transportation system for the Northeast 
Corridor between Washington, D. C., and 
Boston. The Commerce Dept, is on the point 
of awarding a $2.9 million contract to TRW 
Systems to make an engineering study of all 
the proposals and suggest which ones merit 
further study or even development. All that 
has now to be decided is whether announcement 
of the contract will be made over Commerce 
Secretary Connor’s signature or that of 
Alan S. Boyd, Connor’s deputy in charge of 
transportation who will head the new Dept, of 
Transportation where the High-Speed Ground 
Transportation Office will be situated.

Officials, who will occupy responsible positions 
in the new Transportation Dept., say the 
contract will once for all clear up speculation 
on which system or systems will be approved 
and will indicate definite directions for the 
whole program to take in its second phase.

TRW has been instructed to use the most 
up-to-date methods to analyze the proposed 
means of transportation and determine whether 
they fulfill seven criteria: highly predictable 
arrival times; low door-to-door travel time; 
flexibility of location; high safety, comfort and 
convenience; low cost for the user; capacity for 
evolutionary growth; minimal undesirable 
environmental effects.
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RANGES
DC VOLTS: 0-0.15/0-.75/0-3/0-7.5/0-30/0-75/ 

0-300/0-750/0-3000 @ 20K«/V; 0-0.3/0-1.5/0-6/ 
0-15/0-60/0-150/0-600/0-1500/0-6000 @ 10K«/V.

AC VOLTS: 0-2.5/0-7.5/0-30/0-150/0-750 @ 10K«/ 
V; 0-5/0-15/0-60/0-300/0-1500 @ 5K«/V.

DC MICROAMPS: 0-75@ 150MV; 0-150@. 300MV.

DC MILLIAMPS: 0-0.75/ 0-7.5/ 0-75/0-750@ 
150MV; 0-1.5/0-15/0-150 @ 300MV.___________

DC AMPS: 0-7.5@ 150MV; 0-1.5/0-15@ 300MV.

DB SCALE (L1MW-600): -20 to +75.5 db in
10 ranges.___________________________________

OUTPUT: 0.1 mfd capacitor in series with all
AC Voltage ranges through 300 Volts.____________

RESISTANCE: Rxl, 0-500«; RX10,0-5000«; 
RX100, 0-50K«; RX1K, 0-500KQ; RX10K, 
0-5 meg«; RxlOOK, 0-50 meg«(4.5«center).

ACCURACIES
DC VOLTS: 0-0.15 to 1500 ±l‘/2%; 

0-3000 to 6000 ±2)4%.
AC VOLTS: ±3%.
DC CURRENT: _
RESISTANCE: Rxl, ±3° of Arc; RX10 and 

RX100K,+2‘/2° of Arc.

TWO OTHER SIMPSON DC/AC VOMs 
WITH INTERESTING CAPABILITIES

100,000 OHMS/VOLTS 
SENSITIVITY 
MODEL 269-2 

$90.00

33 RANGES 
BIG 7-INCH SCALE 

MODEL 262-3
$75.00

64-RANGE, 7-INCH
SCALE VOM
With the improved, overlapping range coverage of Simpson's new 263 VOM, almost any value you want to 
measure can be read on the upper half of the scale (half to full scale). This results in a four to five times 
greater accuracy of reading. Other things you'll like about the 263 are its diode overload protection which 
prevents movement burnout at 200,000% overloads ... 114-volt alkaline battery that keeps low ohms readings 
extra stable . . . and its high accuracy. Sensitivities are 20,000 and 10,000 ohms/volt DC; 10,000 and 5,000 
ohms, AC. The 263 Is the newest member of Simpson's great family of VOM's with 7-inch meters. Order 

one from your Electronic Distributor, or write for Catalog 2076. Model 263, complete with $88.00 
test leads and operators manual, only............................................................................................... UU*
TWO OTHER NEW SIMPSON DEVELOPMENTS! New contest for "260® VOM Applications" . . . new edition 
of "1001 Uses For Your 260 VOM" book. See your electronic distributor for details, or write direct.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
5202 W. Kinzie Street, Chicago, Illinois 60644 • Phone: (312) 379-1121 
Representatives in Principal Cities ............ See Telephone Yellow Pages
Export Dept.: 400 W. Madison St., Chicago, III. 60606 Cable, Simelco 
In Canada: Bach-Simpson Ltd., London, Ontario 
In India: Ruttonsha-Simpson Private Ltd., Vikhroli, Bombay

WORLD’S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 17
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NEWS

Core memory stack stores more bits to the inchA departure from conventional manufacturing approaches has yielded a rugged core memory for airborne and space applications.The memory stack, developed by Electronic Memories, of Hawthorne, Calif., is said to store the same amount of information as conventional core memories in only two-thirds the space. It does this by eliminating the center supports and stacking 12 bits to the inch, compared with the usual eight bits an inch.The stack is reported to be capable of withstanding 30 Gs of random or sine vibration at temperatures from — 55°C to + 125°C.The memory, called Semstack (Severe Environment Memory System), eliminates buss wire connections by using etched finger contacts to interconnect the planes. This technique eliminates half the solder joints usually required in memory stacks. The entire stack is bolted together, to compress the contacts and increase solder-bond reliability.A typical 4096-word, 24-bit stack with 30-mil cores measures 3 in. by 3 in. by 2 in. and weighs 18 ounces with mounting hardware. Twenty-

Core memory stack with built-in heat sink is tested at 125°C.
mil cores are also used.The all-metal construction provides a built-in heat sink, which, according to a company spokesman, keeps all cores within 10°C of each other, even under worst-case condi

tions of power or temperature changes. This prevents the possible information loss caused by outputs at different voltage levels, resulting from differences in core temperature. ■ ■
Computerized vocal tract helps encode speech signalsMore efficient methods of encoding speech signals for transmission over communications lines are expected to result from experiments with a controlled, computer-generated display of the human vocal tract.Research along these lines, conducted at Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill, N. J., may lead to machines capable of producing intelligible speech from written data, the experimenters hope.In the research thus far, an oscilloscope displays a simplified model of the human vocal tract. The model, which can be manipulated to stimulate forms corresponding to the pronunciation of basic sounds, was derived from X-rays of indi

viduals in the act of producing these sounds.By means of switches and manual controls on the computer console, the shape of the vocal-tract model and the corresponding sound can be varied simultaneously. The vocal tract pattern represents the positions of the tongue, lips, palate and pharyngeal wall.Thus suppose the researcher wants to synthesize the word “Bell.” He strikes the letter B on the typewriter keyboard, and the display assumes the corresponding form—that is, the lips close. The transition from B to L is then determined by turning the appropriate knobs and checking the changing tract pattern against an intui

tive conception of what the pattern should look like. The computer commits the changing pattern and the corresponding sounds to memory, and in the playback both are reproduced simultaneously. By repeated intuitive efforts, in conjunction with the display, the researcher eventually forms the desired pattern.Noting that the vocal-tract model introduces a subjective element into speech synthesizing techniques, Dr. Cecil H. Coker of Bell Laboratories says: “The present technique is moving away from reliance on mathematical integration of set area functions toward a more intuitive approach.” ■ ■
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and

from SYLVANIA Electronic Components Group
READOUTS

Breakthrough in EL panel design permits 
greater display flexibility

The newest advancement in electro
luminescent readouts is a panel de
sign of all-glass construction. Display 
designers and users now have a solid
state readout with higher reliability 
than ever before which lends itself 
to even greater design flexibility than 
previously possible with EL.

Completely engineered by Syl
vania, this new concept actually 
allows both a decrease in readout 
character size (to %-inch) as well as 
increased panel size. This means more 
characters per panel are possible than 
before in hermetically sealed EL de
signs.

Designers still get all the inherent 
advantages associated with Sylvania 
EL readouts: solid-state reliability, 

low-power consumption, wide view
ing angle, light weight, low reflection, 
variety of characters, stable perform
ance, no catastrophic failure, clear 
readability and rapid information dis
play. Performance of the all-glass 
units is judged by the same standards 
as the metal-glass devices: brightness, 
spectral emission, contrast, life, etc.

What does “all-glass” really mean 
in this sense? While metal-glass EL 
panels use metal contact pins and 
metal sealing frames, this new design 
concept is completely of glass con
struction, with the only metal present 
being the connector pins. Eliminated 
also are conductive rubber contacts.

The user-benefit of this new con
struction is a higher degree of lamp

reliability for the demanding environ
mental and operational conditions 
encountered in severe aerospace ap
plications.

The panels are designed to rigid 
specifications. The glass contact panel 
is molded as a single piece with the 
connector pins in place as integral 
parts of the panel. Combined with 

(continued)

This issue in capsule
Integrated Circuits-how 4 bit ar ray registers can reduce package count while speeding storage and transfer.
Photoconductors-combine lamps and photoconductors to get the function you need.
Microwave Diodes-Now your de signs can be taken through Ka-band with Sylvania Schottkys.
Color Television-Rectangular 22" 
color bright 85® tube now available for 1967 sets.
Rectifiers—Glass devices from Sylvania can absorb 1000-watt reverse transients.
CRTs— New high-brightness, high-resolution tubes can be customed to your needs.



READOUTS (continued from page 1) 
true hermeticity, the result is panels 
which perform reliably at extreme 
changes in altitude, temperature and 
humidity. They are also highly resist
ant to shocks and vibrations.

In the new construction, the glass 
contact panel containing sealed con
nector pins is ground flat on one side. 
The patterned back metallic electrode 
is applied to this glass surface. Thus, 
each active area becomes an integral 
part of its own connector pin, elim
inating any possibility of registration 
problems. An electrical insulating lay
er is then applied over the back elec
trode and covered by a phosphor. A 
transparent conducting electrode put 
over the entire phosphor surface is 
the last electrical layer.

To protect the whole assembly, a 
glass front panel is placed on the 
transparent conductor and sealed to 
the contact panel, using a metal-sol
der technique. For less critical appli
cations, an epoxy sealant may be used.

This simple construction process 
makes it easy to mass produce reli
able and reproducible devices. The 
excellent match of expansion charac
teristics of faceplate and contact plate 
assemblies minimizes stress on the 
hermetic seal during temperature var
iations. Elimination of conductive 
rubber contacts provides a significant 
improvement in lamp reliability.

Standard all-glass units are avail
able in 115 V and 250 V versions. The 
lower operating level is achieved by 
appropriate reductions in thickness of 

CIRCLE NUMBER 300 

the EL and dielectric strata. Initial 
brightness is on the order of 25-30 FL 
at room temperature and 250 volts, 
400 Hz. Spectral emission, contrast, 
life and half life are comparable to 
that of conventional EL panel design.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

How 4-bit array registers reduce 
IC package count, speed storage and transfer

Each of Sylvania’s integrated four
bit binary register arrays contains the 
equivalent of at least 87 discrete com
ponents and the equivalent of 25 IC 
gates used in conventional integrated 
circuits. These monolithic digital 
functional arrays implement parallel 
storage or transfer of four binary bits 
every 15 nanoseconds. Here’s how 
they work and how they can be used 
to build a temporary storage memory 
using only five IC packages.

Series SM-60 and SM-70 four-bit 
storage registers are for use as high
speed storage elements in control and 
arithmetic sections of digital comput
ers. The SM-60 series has clocked in
puts and clocked outputs. Further, 
the SM-60 output has wired OR capa
bility which means outputs can be 
tied together to provide the logic OR 
function. The SM-70 series is opera
tionally identical to the SM-60 except 
that it has a SUHL type output net
work and is not clocked with an en
able signal. This means information 

set in the device is available at the 
output after a propagation delay of 
20 nanoseconds.

Figure 1 shows the logical opera
tion of one of the four flip-flops in a 
storage register. With the data and 
clock inputs both at high (Logic “1”), 
the output of gate 1 is low (Logic 
“0”). This low condition appears at 
the input to gate 3 and forces the out
put of gate 3 to go high. The low out
put of gate 1 also appears at the input 
of gate 2, forcing the output of gate 
2 to go high. Thus, both inputs to 
gate 4 are in the high condition. This 
means output of gate 4 is low. This 
low output appears at the input of 
gate 3, forcing the output of gate 3 
high. The circuit is now latched with 
the output high. Once the circuit is 
latched, the clock input can be re
moved without disturbing the flip
flop.

Where data input is low (Logic 
“0”) and clock input is high (Logic 
“1”), the circuit latches the flip-flop 

with its output in the low condition. 
If the clock input is low, no data is 
accepted.

Figure 2 illustrates how to form a 
temporary storage register subsystem 
with common accumulator. Here, reg
isters 1 through 4 can be enabled 
either separately or jointly. In the lat
ter case, a logical OR is performed 
allowing masking techniques to be 
used. The SM-70 gives the accumu
lator a high fan-out. Only five pack
ages are required and the number of 
external connections are cut to % of 
those required when conventional in
tegrated circuits are used.

The SM-60 and SM-70 series oper
ate over a temperature range of - 55° 
to +125°C. Both these monolithic 
digital functional arrays are available 
in Sylvania’s standard 14-lead dual 
in-line plug-in package and the TO- 
85 flat pack. They are completely 
compatible with the SUHL line of in
tegrated circuits.
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RECTIFIERS

Absorb 1000-watt reverse transients 
with Sylvania’s glass devices

Circuit designers are finding that Syl
vania’s glass rectifiers are better than 
other glass rectifiers. In this instance, 
the improved characteristics result in 
enhanced circuit performance and in
creased device reliability. Sylvania 
has coupled the inherent advantages 
of glass encapsulation with superior 
device design to make these glass 
diodes rugged enough for military ap
plications. This designed-in depend
ability also makes this line of glass 
units an excellent choice for many 
other uses in computer, industrial and 
communications equipment. It is the 
improvements in device design that 
make Sylvania’s glass silicon rectifier 
line stand out from other glass units.

In the improved devices, a large 
double diffused junction allows 
handling of 1000-watt reverse power 
transients while still maintaining the 
standard 50-amp forward surge capa
bility. Sylvania’s first glass rectifiers, 
can take outputs of up to 1 amp at 
reverse working voltage of 1000 volts 
without damage.

Heat dissipation is aided by weld
ing a solid high conduction power 
lead to an oversized heat conduction 
stud. This enhances power handling 
capability while extending device life 
by keeping the unit cooler. The glass 
package is electrically neutral and 
smaller than many metal rectifiers, 

thus permitting greater stacking and 
card densities. With Sylvania’s seal
ing techniques, the designer gets the 
benefits of improved device design 
without sacrificing any of the advan
tages of glass encapsulation. Use of a 
glass package means not only im
proved insulating characteristics but 
units that can be hermetically sealed. 
Radiflo leakage rate for these de
vices is less than 1 x 10~10 cc/sec. Low 
leak rates extend life and increase re
liability. The glass body also enhances 
the thoroughness of in-process qual
ity control by allowing visual inspec
tion during production.

In addition to the ability to handle
CIRCLE 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS:
-65’C to + 175°C - Resistive and Inductive Loads - Single Phase, half wave at 60 cps.

Units IN4383 1N4384 1N4385 1N4585 1N4586
Continuous Reverse Working Voltage, VR volts 200 400 600 800 1000
RMS Input Voltage, Vrm! volts 140 280 420 560 710
Average Forward Current, l„ amps

@ 50°C 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
@100“C 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.6
@ 150°C 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2

Forward Surge Current, 1 cycle — If !Ur amps 50 50 50 50 50
Forward Surge Current, Recurrent, If sur amps 6 6 6 6 6

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

Typ. Dynamic Forward Voltage Drop, VF @ 1.0 amp volts
@ 50°C .56 .56
@100“C .52 .52 .52

Typ. Dynamic Reverse Current, lR @ VR pa @1.0 amps
@ 50°C .55 .55
@100’C 8 8 8

Typ. Reverse Current, lR @ VR and +25°C na 10 10 10 10 10
Typical Junction Capacitance-All Types— ® 0 V 80 picofarads 

@ 10 V 21 picofarads

high reverse pulses, these rectifiers 
have low reverse leakage current. 
Typical rating is 10 na at 25° C am
bient and rated reverse voltage. The 
high voltage rating and wide temper
ature operating range ( — 65°C to 
175°C) capability of these units can’t 
be matched by ordinary non-hermet- 
ically sealed devices.

All units in the Sylvania series are 
packaged in the conventional DO-29 
outline. They are replacing existing 
glass, epoxy or top hat types in appli
cations which demand higher relia
bility levels. These devices meet or 
exceed all the standard life and de
sign requirements of MIL-S-19500.
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MICROWAVE DIODES

^D-5509

^^D-5 507

^^^D-5 506

D-5503

Sylvania’s Schottkys can take your designs 
through Ka-band...reliably

In last Novembers IDEAS, we an
nounced MQM-packaged Schottky 
Barrier diodes that operate at fre
quencies through X-band. We have 
now extended the operating range of 
available Schottky Barrier diodes to 
include Ku-, K-, and even Ka-band. 
These newest diodes are also in the 
MQM package, and feature an even 
lower junction capacitance than their 
L-, S-, and X-band counterparts.

Effective coverage through the Ka- 
band (26.5 to 40.0 GHz) is only one 
of the outstanding features of Syl
vania’s Series D-5509 Schottky Bar
rier mixer diodes. To fully describe 
these new devices, one must combine 
the operating frequency performance 
with the extreme broadband capabil
ity having good burnout character
istics, and with an inherently low 1/F 
noise characteristic.

To get all this improved perform
ance in one device means there must 
be not only an optimized semicon
ductor, but also an optimized pack
age. The performance level of the 
D-5509 units shows they have both.

Sylvania’s MQM package is the key 
to the broadband capability of these 
new units. Measuring only 0.08" x 
0.20" overall, this package utilizes a 
low dielectric glass body hermetically 
sealed to precision mounting pins. 
The result is a package capacitance 

of only 0.08 pf allowing operation of 
a wide frequency spectrum.

In addition to its low capacitance, 
the MQM package features precise 
axial alignment of the mounting pins 
allowing precision design of minia
ture holders. Easy insertion and posi
tive RF contact in holders are assured 
by a package design which has over 
50% of its length devoted to circuit 
contact area.

Low junction capacitance of the 
diode permits operation in the Ka 
region. This low junction capacitance 
is the result of the superior alignment 
methods used in new Schottky Bar
rier diode processing techniques. The 
process employs epitaxial silicon to 
make devices with precisely con-

trolled impurity distribution. In this 
improved method, a thin insulating 
layer and a relatively thick metallic 
contact layer over the barrier are 
used. The insulating layer and the su
perior mask alignment methods com
bine to produce the precise etching 
needed to make barrier regions of 
low capacitance. The metallic con
tact and pinpoint mask alignment 
maintain tight registration during 
metallization to give a reliable con
tact without increasing barrier region 
capacitance.

The low noise figures exhibited by 
the units in the D-5509 series (D-5509 
= 10.0 db, D-5509A = 9.0 db, D- 
5509C = 8.0 db) result from the low 
series resistance of the diode. This 
low series resistance is obtained by 
keeping the epitaxial layer extremely 
thin, on the order of 1 micron. Be
cause of the low 1/F noise character
istics of these units, they are ideal for 
doppler applications including police 
radar, proximity fusing, and traffic 
monitoring systems.

SYLVANIA'S SCHOTTKY BARRIER 
MIXER DIODES IN MQM PACKAGE

Frequency 
Band SBC X Ku K Ka

Sylvania
Series D-5503 C D-5506 C D-5507 C D-5508 B D-5509 B

Minimum ONF 6.0 db 6.5 db 7.0 db 7.5 db 8.0 db
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PHOTOCONDUCTORS

Combine lamps and photoconductors 
to get the function you need

LAMP VOLTAGE (All Except PL-I823P)

0 IOO 200 300 400 500 600
LAMP CURRENT-AO (PL-I823P Only)

Perhaps none of Sylvania’s standard 
photoconductor-lamp (PL) assemblies 
fills your specific circuit requirement. 
Perhaps the new units that are com
ing don’t include one that’s just the 
right device. What do you do? Look 
for Sylvania’s custom PL capability 
to get what you need, whether it be 
a simple detector unit or a combina
tion of PL devices in one package.

Custom PL assemblies from Syl
vania now allow circuit designers to 
implement many additional poten
tial applications of photoconductor
lamp assemblies. A wide variety of 
possible photoconductor and lamp 
combinations means special assem
blies can be designed to meet the 
most exacting requirements.

These custom assemblies take de
signers beyond the standard single
throw single-pole or double-pole 
types. Typical of one such custom de
sign is an assembly containing two 
NE23 neon lamps optically coupled 
to three cadmium sulfide photocon

ductors. The photoconductors are en
closed in a lightproof metal cylinder 
and mounted perpendicular to the 
neon lamps.

Because Sylvania custom-designs, 
the company can offer PL combina
tions which more closely match the 
impedance level of the circuit they 
will be used in. For instance, with 
many entertainment manufacturers 
now becoming interested in all solid
state construction, Sylvania can de
liver PL units that match impedance 
levels of solid-state circuits.

Availability of a wide variety of 
standard (shown in the table) and 
custom units erases limitations on the 
applications of PL assemblies. Be
cause they have the characteristics 
of both a switch and a potentiometer 
and a response time in the millisec
ond range, they are unrivaled in many 
areas of remote control, low-level 
switching or potentiometry.

For example, for minimum hum 
pickup, the photoconductor can be 

soldered directly into an audio circuit 
to be controlled. Control can be 
achieved by varying PL lamp voltage 
from a remote location. PLs can di
rectly replace switches and relays in 
any application within their power 
handling capabilities. Indirectly they 
can be used as triggering devices for 
higher power components.

Because of their time delay, PL 
assemblies are used extensively in the 
entertainment field to produce special 
musical effects such as tremolo and 
vibrato. Also, they may be used to 
regulate high voltage in color tele
vision receivers and for remote vol
ume control in broadcast studio con
soles. Industrial applications include 
performing AND and OR logic func
tions and the voltage control of time 
delay and frequency in monostable 
and astable multivibrators. Used with 
silicon controlled rectifiers, they can 
provide low-voltage isolated control 
for high-voltage loads.
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AMBIENT OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: -40° to -|-70°C

PHOTOCONDUCTOR LAMP

Voltage 
(Volts)’¿

Dissipation 
at 25°C 
(MW)1

Light 
Resistance 

(Ohms)3

Dark 
Resistance 
(Megohms)^

Ascent 
Time 

(MS)3.5

Descent 
Time 

(MS)4.6

Shunt 
Capacitance 

(Pt)?

Coupling 
Capacitance 

(pf)®

Rated 
Voltage 
(Volts)

Rated 
Current 

(MA)

PL-466E 400 300 35 0.3 55 17 4.944 0.433 6 35-45
PL-1810C 300 75 800 10.0 75 20 0.550 0.264 10 15-20
PL-8212E 300 75 700 10.0 55 17 0.960 0.229 12 35-45
PL-8224C 300 75 1500 10.0 55 17 0.740 (case 

grounded) 
1.141 (case 
not grounded)

0.017 (case 
grounded) 
1.070 (case 
not grounded)

24 15-20

PL-1823P 300 75 2750 10.0 50 12 0.700 (case 
grounded)
1.030 (case 
not grounded)

0.025 (case 
grounded)
0.905 (case 
not grounded)

90 (Break
down), 59 
(Operating)

0.3

NOTES: 1. Absolute maximum rating system.
2. Measured with photoconductor in complete darkness at a 

pulse rate of 120 pps, 50 /is duration. Voltage in excess 
of rated may damage the photoconductor. Maximum DC voltage 
is limited by maximum dissipation and minimum dark 
resistance rating.

3. Measured at rated lamp voltage.
4. Measured 10 seconds after removal of rated lamp voltage.

5. Time to reach 63.2% of illuminated photoconductor 
current after application of rated lamp voltage.

6. Time to reach 36.8% of illuminated photoconductor 
current after removal of rated lamp voltage.

7. Measured across photoconductor leads (leads 
parallel to major axis) at frequency of 456 kc.

8. Measured between photoconductor and lamp leads (photoconductor leads 
tied together-lamp leads tied together) at frequency of 456 kc.



PRODUCTION MANAGER’S CORNER

How a philosophy breeds IC reliability
As an engineering manager on the 
production side of integrated circuits, 
I’m necessarily involved in every facet 
of IC manufacturing and quality con
trol. Occasionally, though, I’m asked 
to squeeze extra time into the day’s 
occupation for, what is to me, an en
joyable diversion—showing and ex
plaining our Woburn, Massachusetts, 
facilities to people who have a pro
fessional interest in ICs.

I’d like to comment on a couple of 
points that frequently come up in our 
discussions. The first is on reliability 
through hermeticity, especially as it 
relates to the dual in-line plug-in 
package. The second point deals with 
what we at Sylvania feel is a unique 
IC manufacturing philosophy.

The Sylvania dual in-line plug-in 
package was designed and con
structed with the same reliability cri
teria in mind as the Sylvania flat pack. 
It is understood, then, that the cross
sectional appearance of the dual in
line package is very similar (except 
in size) to the flat pack.

The dual in-line (DIP) features a 
kovar bottom sealed to an alumina- 
filled glass construction in which the 
kovar leads have also been sealed. All 
of these seals take advantage of the 
technology gained from the kovar-to- 
glass seal originally developed for 
transistors. This is the classic kovar- 
oxide-glass combination. The package 
integrity that is achievable with this 
technology has been an established 
fact for many years.

The high degree of hermeticity that 
has become standard in the industry 
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SPACING

±0.003
0.021-- • 
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for such older packages as the TO-18 
and TO-5, is now being achieved 
with the Sylvania DIP construction. 
The one significant difference be
tween the older transistor metal pack
ages and the DIP is the fact that the 
seal length (a possible leak path) is 
much longer than that encountered 
in the metal package. If anything, 
this would seem to lead to an even 
greater hermeticity capability.

The cover of the DIP is made out 
of the same material as the body with 
the seal being a pyroceram frit. As a 
result of the use of these materials, 
the Sylvania dual in-line package is 
composed of thermally matched seals 
throughout its construction.

The integrated circuits manufac
turing philosophy at Sylvania has al
ways been to manufacture all circuits 
with identical care and a high degree 
of workmanship. Therefore, in the 
final analysis, Sylvania circuits need 
only be graded by their industrial or 
military capabilities as determined in 
the 100% final test. All Sylvania inte
grated circuits go through a sequence 
of reliability tests during their manu
facture. These tests are applied after 
sealing the package in the following 
order.

First, each IC package is subjected 
to five cycles of —65°C to +200°C 
thermal cycling with fifteen-minute 
soak times at each of the temperature 
extremes. This test is assurance to 
both Sylvania and its customers that 
the package will withstand demand
ing stresses after sealing. Second, all 
packages are subjected to a 20,000 G
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0.100 
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centrifuge test while they are in the 
Yi plane. This test insures that the 
wire bonds have also been subjected 
to a mechanical stress test. Third, all 
packages are bubble-tested in 150° C 
glycerine for any leaks that might 
have come about as a result of defi
cient sealing or due to the package 
stress tests discussed above. Fourth, 
all integrated circuits are stabilization- 
baked at 300°C for 48 to 60 hours. 
Fifth, all Sylvania circuits are sub
jected to the worst-case DC tests at 
the temperature extremes guaranteed 
and also for all parameters which are 
called for on the Sylvania data sheet 
or in the customer’s specifications. 
The ultimate electrical capability of 
each and every integrated circuit is 
tested at 75°C, 125°C, -55°C and 
0°C for DC parameters. Following 
that, every unit is tested for all dy
namic characteristics at switching. 
This is done in Sylvania’s fully auto
matic test equipment at the rate of 
one circuit every two seconds. This 
equipment has been dubbed “Mr. 
Atomic” Multiple Rapid Automatic 
Test Of Monolithic Integrated Cir
cuits). It is only as a result of the test 
performance in “Mr. Atomic” that any 
differentiation between military and 
industrial capability is made.

Each lot of integrated circuits is 
then held in quarantine for quality 
audit of the capability of the lot. Dur
ing this audit, random samples are 
drawn for electrical parameter check 
and also for a hermeticity check. The 
latter is performed with Sylvania’s 
radiflo equipment. This equipment 
uses radioactive krypton for a tracer 
gas and is the most efficient means 
available today for determining the 
fine leak rate of hermetically sealed 
packages with sensitivity to at least 
1x10“12 cc/sec/standard atmosphere.

It is only after the complete circuit 
tests and package mechanical and 
hermeticity tests described above 
have been performed that Sylvania 
integrated circuits are shipped to our 
customers.

HENRY STYSKAL



CRTs

New high-brightness, high-resolution 
tubes customed to your needs

What size high-brightness, high-reso
lution CRTs do you require for your 
aerospace equipment? Now, chances 
are you can get precisely the right 
devices to fulfill this need. You can, 
that is, if you consider Sylvania’s new 
family of customized high-brightness, 
high-resolution CRTs. We’ve already 
made many variations of the basic 
unit. Each still retains the superior 
performance characteristics of the 
basic design. We’ll use this same cus
tom capability to build you a CRT 
tailored to meet your specific needs.

Sylvania’s new family of custom 

high-resolution, high-brightness 
CRTs makes possible displays which 
are clearly visible even in ambients 
of high light levels. Combine this 
high-brightness, high-resolution ca
pability with the ability to stand high 
altitudes and you get an ideal aero
space display device.

Other high-brightness tubes in this 
line can enhance quality of displays 
used in shipboard command systems, 
battlefield surveillance equipment, tv 
monitors or just about anywhere con
ventional CRT displays are washed 
out by high reflected or direct am

bient light.
One important use of this new type 

tube has been in fighter aircraft for 
Vietnam. In the aircraft, a high- 
brightness cockpit display uses an 8" 
version of the tube to get an electronic 
photograph of the horizon. The pic
ture the pilot sees is computer-gen
erated by radar to give him a fix on 
the terrain.

Other customized versions of this 
tube may be the answer to your dis
play problems. While usual applica
tions for this family range from 3” to 
8" screens, Sylvania will design and 
build tubes to your specific require
ment.

Typical of these new tubes is type 
SC-4649A, with a rectangular screen 
having useful dimensions of 4% x 5% 
inches. Key features of this unit in
clude a high voltage gun of improved 
design and a neck diameter of 0.870 
inches. Encapsulated leads insure re
liable operation at high altitudes. 
Typical operating conditions show a 
brightness of 1.000 foot-lamberts min
imum at 225 of anode current.

The SC-4649 series uses high volt
age electrostatic focus and magnetic 
deflection with deflection angles of 
70 degrees. An aluminized P31 phos
phor gives a green fluorescence with 
a medium short persistence.

In addition to the SC-4649A, other 
versions of this series (SC-4649B 
through F) are available with various 
combinations of faceplates and 
bonded shield cover panel.
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Use Sylvania's "Hot Line” inquiry service, especially if you require full particulars on any item in a hurry. It’s easy and it's free. Circle the reader service number(s) you’re most interested in; then fill in your name, title, company and address. We’ll do the rest and see you get further information almost by return mail.
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COLOR TELEVISION

Now available foe ’67 sets, ..i— °rectangular 22" COlOFNlOH tube
Even though most other color tube 
manufacturers now use rare earth 
phosphors, color bright 85 picture 
tubes by Sylvania are still brighter. 
This has been true since we first 
coupled Sylvania-developed rare 
earth phosphors with exclusive phos
phor dusting and glass panel stabiliz
ing techniques. It’s still true with the 
latest addition to our color picture 
tube line.

Availability of production quanti
ties of Sylvania’s 22" color bright 85 
tube gives TV set manufacturers five 
different extra bright tubes from 
which to choose. Other tubes in the 
color bright 85 line include 19" and 
25" rectangular types. Sylvania uses 

an exclusive dusting process with 
each of these types to make them as 
much as 15 percent brighter than 
units from other manufacturers.

The new 22" tube has minimum 
useful screen dimensions of 17.446" 
by 13.640", producing a minimum 
projected area of 227 square inches. 
Because of new FTC labeling require
ments, this tube will be used in sets 
marketed as 20" units.

Three versions of the tube are 
available. The RE-22KP22 is the non
bonded configuration. Both the 
RE-22JP22 and RE-22LP22 have an 
integral protective window sealed to 
the faceplate. They require no sepa
rate safety glass window. Surface of 

the protective window of the RE- 
22JP22 is treated to minimize specu
lar reflection.

All versions are manufactured to 
the same high standards which char
acterize the color bright 85 line. Pre
stabilization of the tube’s glass face 
panel permits near-perfect alignment 
between phosphor dots and shadow 
mask holes. Cross hair indexed elec
tron guns provide positive alignment 
of the electron beam and the phos
phor dots. And the mask and the face 
panel are aligned automatically by a 
computerized process which precisely 
establishes optimized relationship.
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FEATURES

Minimum useful screen dimension 17.446 x 13.640" 

Minimum useful screen area 227 sq. In.

Overall length (non-bonded tube) 19.012 ± .375" 

Neck length 6.693 ± .188"

Weight (approximate) (non-bonded tube) 28 pounds 

Deflection angle (diagonal) 90 degrees

Maximum anode voltage 20,000V to 27,500V

Construction Bonded-etched and
unetched, unbonded

Phosphor Sylvania rare-earth Europium

SYLVANIA
SUBSIDIARY OF

GENERALTELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS VJ 1&1V

This Information In Sylvania Ideas is furnlshe 
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NEWS

Phonograph joins 
the trend to ICsIn television sets first, then radios, and now phonographs—the use of integrated circuits in consumer entertainment products is growing.Westinghouse Electric Corp, is the latest entrant. It displayed an IC portable phonograph as it opened a products display center in downtown Pittsburgh. A single silicon chip, about the size of a typewritten “o,” performs all the electronic functions of the new unit.The development follows announcements by General Electric, Philco and H. H. Scott, Inc., of the use of ICs in home radios. GE and Philco are putting the circuits in table radios, and Scott is employing them in the IF amplifier stage of its higher-priced FM receivers. Last year the Radio Corp, of America put the first IC in a standard television set.The Westinghouse phonograph has a conventionally sized automatic record changer, but the electronic functions are performed in an integrated circuit that is 112 mils long and 85 mils wide.Two hair-like wires leading into the chip carry the low-level output from the cartridge mounted on the tone arm. Two other wires supply power from conventional batteries. A third pair leads out of the IC unit to drive the phonograph speaker.“Company development engineers have been able to combine voltage amplification and power amplification function within this chip,” said W. C. Fortune, of Westinghouse’s TV-radio division.The Westinghouse IC was developed and manufactured by the company’s Molecular Electronics Div. in Elkridge, Md. The chip was incorporated into the phonograph at the TV-radio division in Metuchen, N. J.It replaces 18 electronic items required in a conventional phonograph with the same general performance requirements, according to the company. From a functional viewpoint, it is reported to be equivalent to 39 transistors, diodes and resistors in the modification and amplification of signals. ■ ■

MICROAMPERES
D.C.

MICROAMPERES

20 to100#a-no charge 
for 1% tracking 
nrtaiit-hanrl 1

Offered only by api
API is the only manufacturer who offers ± 1 % tracking and frictionless taut-band construction as standard specifications for productionquantity meters, at no extra cost.Precise tracking is the most useful attribute of a panel meter in modern electronic applications. Taut-band meters give truer readings, respond to smaller signals, resist damage from shock or vibration and do not deteriorate in operation.

Order from StockBest of all, API also offers quick delivery from stock of DC panel meters with the double-header bonus of taut-band plus 1% tracking.You get all this in the most popular ranges of nine models in API’s economically priced Stylist and Panelist lines (illustrated). Take your pick of these full-scale DC ranges:
Microamperes

0— 20
0— 50
0—100

Millivolts 
0— 5 
0—10

(You also get the double header in the 0-25 millivolt range, but it isn’t stocked.)If precise tracking is a real fetish with you, don’t forget that API can give you 0.5% tracking at reasonable extra cost. No other manufacturer features this “super-calibration” and backs it up with catalog prices.
Bulletin 47-A describes all API panel meters and pyrometers

a P I INSTRUMENTS co
CHESTERLAND. OHIO 44026 (CLEVELAND-216) 423-3131 -TWX: 810 427-2650

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 19
4 ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 306 33



NEWS

Four-way rise in radio efficiency planned for jet
C-5A system has greater RF power, less inter
ference, more reliability and easier servicing.The high-frequency radio system selected for Lockheed’s C-5A jet transport combines four major features for increased efficiency: direct coupling of the transceiver to the antenna, electronic tuning, automatic self-testing and replaceable solid-state modules. The result, according to the engineers who designed it, is a gain in radio-frequency power at the antenna, a reduction in interference, an increase in reliability and easier maintenance.Designated the AT-440 Couplifier Transceiver by its designers, Avco Electronics Div., Evendale, Ohio, the system will be placed in the tail of the aircraft and matched directly to a notch, or shunt, antenna built into the jet’s vertical stabilizer, thereby eliminating the transmission lines that run from the antenna to the radio compartment in most modern aircraft. Radiation losses from such lines will therefore not be a problem in the C-5A.“Along this total path in a typical system, one-half of the radio-frequency power available from the transmitter for radiation from the 

airplane is lost,” says Donald Busse, an Avco engineer.Busse explains that in a conventional aircraft radio system it is necessary to transform the plate impedance of the last-stage amplifier down to 50 ohms, to match the coaxial cable and its fittings. The coaxial cable, he says, is “entirely a loss path” out and back to the antenna feed point, where the antenna coupler is located.“The coupler’s purpose is to transform the 50 ohms’ impedance of the coaxial cable to the impedance of the antenna—again a loss device,” Busse says.Not content with merely shortening the transmission path, Avco engineers decided to eliminate it altogether. The antenna coupler was abolished in one simple transformation, according to Busse, by the use of a so-called couplifier plate directly to the antenna.Another Avco engineer, Bernard Beitman, says that the Couplifier design drastically reduces radiofrequency radiations within the airframe that interfere with other electronic equipment on board 

Beitman reports that the AT-440 design evolved from previous work that Avco did on the AN/ARC-123, a system for the F-lll variable-wing fighter aircraft.
Binary tuning makes a matchAs for tuning, most aircraft radio systems use automatic electromechanical methods, according to Beitman. The various adjustments of the tuning circuit and switches are made by motor-driven shafts and gear trains. The closed-loop tuning includes servomotors, mechanically variable inductances and precision gearing or sliding contacts. Beitman says that electronic binary tuning was substituted in the AT-440 system to eliminate these complicated methods.Binary tuning, he explains, uses vacuum switches, controlled by solid-state logic, to insert or remove inductance units in the transmitter circuitry. The inductance elements —called binary because each inductor is twice the value of the pre- ceeding coil-—can be selected to yield the best combination for optimum impedance match and RF energy transfer.Like a musician adjusting and trying his instrument, the automat-

A conventional radio system for the C-5A jet transport (left top) would have the transmitter in a forward compartment. Avco’s new system (left) has the transmitter and receiver coupled to the antenna. A pilot's control box (above in black) operates both the remote receiver-exciter and the “couplifier” (the gray units above). The system has electronic binary tuning and self-testing capability.
34 ON READER-SERVICE CARO CIRCLE 20 ►



Need to satisfy a multitude of circuit demands?
Our connectors give you complete interconnection freedom.
We arranged it that way!
Chances are that a CANNON* Plug 
already is available with contact 
types and insert arrangements for 
your circuit application.
Pick and pack from a wide range of 
insert arrangements to meet your 
system requirements... arrangements 
which include:
Minimum-temperature-rise power 
contacts. Bussed contacts to provide 
greater circuit flexibility. Thermocouple 
contacts with contact material which 
prevents secondary induced voltages.

Contacts with precious metal surfaces 
for low-level current and voltages... 
dry circuit conditions. Shielded 
contacts to reduce RFI. RF coaxial 
contacts with good impedance 
matching characteristics.
Filter contacts for attenuation of 
over 50 db from 100 mhz to 10 ghz. 
Printed Circuit contacts designed 
for consistent contact pressure on 
printed circuit boards. (These include 
low-force board insertion systems.) 
Microminiature MICROPIN®

contacts with spacings of .050". 
Available from ITT Cannon are 
connectors meeting military and industry 
specifications in solder, crimp, weld or 
wire wrap contact designs... all in 
various sizes, materials and platings. 
For our "Contact Technology” paper, 
write ITT Cannon Electric, 3208 Humboldt 
Street, Los Angeles, California 90031.
A division of _
International .CANNON 
Telephone and PLUGS 
Telegraph Corp,

CANNON ITT



MICROVOLTMETER 
NULL DETECTOR 
NANOAMMETER 
DC AMPLIFIER

150B
• less than 5 nanovolts input nuise
• 0.1 microvolt drift per day
• 100 times full scale zero suppression
• 3 x 10 '0 ampere to 1 ma f.s. current range

Model
• 0.3 to 1 volt f.s. voltage range
• 1 megohm input resistance at 0.3 m» B.
• 75 db ac line frequency rejection
* rechargeable-battery and line operation

Here's the reliable way to precisely meet multiple measuring 
needs using only a single instrument. It's sensitive, versatile, 
portable—built to last under hard, all-purpose use. It will 
detect microvolt potentials from high resistance sources, 
take ultra-stable measurements from thermocouples and 
thermopiles—whether the circuit is grounded or not. It will 
do your job dependably—and do it best.

With the Keithley 150B Microvolt-Ammeter, measure 
with extreme ease from 0.3 Mv f.s. to 1 volt f.s. on 14 over
lapping ranges. Input resistance varies from 1 megohm on the 
0.3 Mv range to 100 megohms on the 30 Mv and higher ranges. 
Resolve signals to 70 nv when measuring from a 10 kilohm 
source. Enjoy convenient 100 times f.s. zero suppression 
that lets you measure tiny changes in steady state signals. And 
save set-up time with 75 db ac line frequency rejection. Can 
you ask for—or find—more in a voltmeter-null detector? 
Then add 14 ranges for measuring 3 x 10 w ampere to 10 3 
ampere f.s., two recorder outputs for extra flexibility and 
you total low level de versatility you can't find elsewhere.

The solid-state 150B costs $825, including input leads. 
Our detailed technical engineering note costs nothing. 
Write for it today.

INSTRUMENTS

12415 Euclid Ave. • Cleveland, Ohio 44106
EUROPE: 14 Ave. Villardin. 1009 Pully, Suisse

NEWS

(efficient radio, continued) ic circuitry, on frequency command, inserts inductance elements, turns on the transmitter for a test and shuts down the system. It repeats this action until the optimum match is obtained. Sensors sample the match during a 10-millisecond transmitting cycle and tuning can be completed within 300 milliseconds.Beitman says that the fault-isolating feature of the communications system is performed at the receiver-exciter unit. The built-in selector permits the maintenance technician to switch around until he receives a visual signal indicating a defect in the circuitry. Then, as part of flight-line maintenance, the technician can remove the faulty module package and replace it with a good unit, thus minimizing aircraft maintenance time.The complete AT-440 system, including the receiver-exciter, cou- plifier and control box, weighs less than 100 pounds and is capable of 1000 watts peak envelope power. The system can transmit on 280,000 channels, ranging from 2.000 to 29.9999 MHz to 100-Hertz steps. It can operate in four modes : upper single sideband, amplitude modulated, frequency shift keying and continuous wave.The C-5A jet, now under development, is scheduled for delivery to the Air Force in 1968. ■ ■
Electronic eye sets 
semiconductor bondA coherent optical system that automatically positions a precision servo to accuracies of plus or minus one micron is being used in bonding semiconductor devices.The electronic eye made by Itek Corp., Palo Alto, Calif., simultaneously scans a semiconductor chip and a reference photograph. Electrical signals obtained from this scanning are correlated by circuitry and converted into error signals.The new tool can be adapted to operate up to six inches away from the semiconductor chip. ■ ■
Win a free trip to Paris. See p. 232.
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NEWS

Sound movies may 
use SiC techniqueWithin a couple of years, a relatively inexpensive home movie camera may be on the market that will permit sound tracks to be recorded on standard black and white or color film. The film would be developed through normal processes and played back on any standard sound projector.The development that may make this possible is the silicon carbide electroluminescent diode—a pn junction device that emits a needle- thin beam of light when current is passed through it.Though several organizations are reported to be developing silicon carbide electroluminescent diodes, the Norton Co., of Worcester, Mass., is the first company to announce that it has found a method of making silicon carbide diodes with repeatable characteristics on a production-line basis.Dr. Lloyd Martin of Norton’s research division said the diode emits a beam of light two- to three-thousandths of an inch wide at an intensity consistently higher than reported in previous diode experiments. The efficiency of the device, he said, is about 10-5, or one photon of light emitted for every 100,000 electrons through the diode.Dr. Martin said the light color and the efficiency of the diode are dependent on the amount of impurities in the silicon carbide material.Recording of sound for home movie use would require a standard microphone, which converts the sound waves into an electrical output. The signals are then amplified and passed through the diode in the camera. The diode generates the light beam that “writes” sound on the film moving through the camera.The company said that the only alternative approach for adding sound to home movies requires a magnetic strip on the film. This, it said, could raise film costs by 50 per cent and would require a special projector. Typical professional sound equipment uses a rather complicated, expensive and delicate system of lamps, mirrors and lenses to put sound on film, Norton said. ■ ■

Using Phase to Measure 
Time, Distance, Velocity, 
Direction, and Frequency.

"Virtually any measurement 
that can be made using fre
quency and time techniques 
can be made using phase tech
niques. Furthermore, phase 
techniques provide a high 
resolution way of using rela
tive means to arrive at abso
lute measurements. For 
example, distances between 
points can be phase-measured 
to within one centimeter by 
converting the phase differ
ence between transmitted and 
received signals into an abso
lute measurement. Using phase 
techniques, one frequency can 
be compared to another with 
accuracies of 0.00005 Hz or 
better. Time delays can be 
measured down to fractions of 
a picosecond.”

James Peghiny
Manager, Electronic Systems 

TECHNIQUES & INSTRUMENTATION
FOR MEASURING & PROCESSING OF SIGNALS

LABORATORIES INC.
Subsidiary of Bowmar Instrument Corporation

531 Main Street • Acton, Massachusetts 01720 (617) 263-7756 (Boston) 542-0284

Acton Laboratories manufac
tures a full line of phase 
meters, phase standards, and 
envelope delay measuring 
equipment, all of which are 
available as standard or special 
designs. Analog, digital, and 
Lissajous outputs are avail
able. Operating frequencies up 
to 500 KHz can be accommo
dated, with phase ranges up to 
360°, and measurement accu
racies as high as 0.03°. Acton 
Laboratories also supplies 
Rayspan® filters, which fea
ture high phase stability for 
applications requiring signal 
filtering with bandwidths as 
low as 1 Hz.

Model 329B Analog Phase Meter ... all 
solid state with plug-in modules . . . can 
be used to drive digital ratiometers or 
recorders.

Model 331 Digital Phase Meter ... all solid 
state . . . can be expanded to include 
ratio, AC and DC voltage measurements 
. . . automatic range, polarity, and printer 
drivers.

70N0 Primary 
Phase Standard 
... all solid 
state . . . em
ploys technique 
test-reported by 
NBS . . . self
calibrated accu
racy >0.03°.

Technical literature available on re
quest. Our engineers will be happy to 
discuss your applications.
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001 is the key to this 
connector's past 
-if you need it.



This Amphenol 48 Series connector was one of 1,472 assembled on Thursday, December 10, 1964.The “001” says so.All 48 Series connectors assembled on one day in the same production run are stamped with a Specific Control Number, or SCN. 

This is our way of giving you complete traceability — from a single component up to the complete connector, or from the connector back to a single part.If any defect is traced to “001” check just the connectors marked “001”. A real time saver.

Only Amphenol has documented traceability. Ask your Amphenol Sales Engineer or write Amphenol 
Connector Division, 1830 S. 54th Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60650.

AMPHENOL
Specify Amphenol ... the leading name in cable, connectors, assemblies, rf switches, potentiometers, motors, microelectronics
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There’s a G-E silicone

Bonding Insulating Damping

Laminated layers of mica sheeting are securely bonded with G-E RTV silicone . sealant. Ready to use, it bonds to most materials, forming heat-resistant rubber. G-E RTV translucent sealant provides excellent see-thru insulation instantly. UL-recognized, the sealant also comes in colors. G-E RTV-7 silicone rubber foams on the spot to provide mechanical support, shock and vibration damping, and light weight electrical insulation.

Screws and drilling are eliminated by adhering identification plates with RTV adhesive sealant. It won’t harden, soften, crack or shrink.
Silicone rubber wire and cable insulation passes UL vertical flame tests and is frequently used in high-voltage circuits.

Sealing

G-E two-part RTV, available in a range of viscosities, seals filament condenser plate in dielectric heater. Also protects against vibration.

G-E silicone dielectric greases, ideal heat transfer media, are easily brushed, painted, sprayed, dip-coated or applied directly from tube. G-E RTV is ideal for high temperature moisture sealing of heating elements. It withstands temperatures as high as 600°F, as low as —75°F.
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design solution for:

Moldmaking Potting and Encapsulating Fluids Applications

Tough, flexible G-E RTV silicone for moldmaking reproduces detail accurately and minimizes tooling costs. Many G-E RTV silicone compounds are available—all with good strength, outstanding electrical properties and resistance to temperature extremes. G-E silicone dielectric fluids provide excellent electrical properties and thermal stability for many types of components.

For prototypes or short-run parts production, G-E RTV is an excellent flexible moldmaking material. And it needs no release agent. Impregnation of transformer coils with G-E RTV provides electrical insulation and environmental protection at high temperatures.

Fabricating

G-E silicone elastomers are easily used to make numerous silicone rubber parts by standard rubber fabricating techniques.

G-E RTV provides attractive, protective packaging for components. Each unit is encapsulated in a different color RTV for easy identification.

If you can't find it 
here, write for our 
Silicone Selector 
Guide:Section L1254R, Silicone Products Dept., General Electric Company, Waterford, New York 12188.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 25
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Electronic art starts shaping up
Emerging from the realm of gadgetry, the 20th-century 
‘enfant terrible' acquires polish and precision.

Roger Kenneth Field, Microelectronics Editor
After much squawking and creaking, crackling 

and groaning, electronic art has finally flowered 
into its infancy.

James Seawright, a sculptor with a background 
in physics and an interest in electronic music, 
exhibited these dazzling and often perplexing 
pieces at New York’s Stable Gallery. All of the 
sculptures either move or flicker with lights. The 
movements and light patterns are part pro
gramed, part random. A visitor may be dazzled by 
a beacon (Searcher) that seems to follow him 
round the gallery. But just as he figures that it is 
following him, it changes tack and seems to avoid 
him. “Simple periodic events get awfully dull,” 
says Seawright, “yet I’ve tried to avoid making a 
religion out of pure randomness.” By incorporat
ing sequential logic into works that respond to 
changes in environment, Seawright needles his 
audience continuously.

Visitors to the gallery during November were 
greeted by a seven-window display that conveyed 
a single message: the number eight. The octahe
dron on the left is the neighbor of two shiny 
spheres that look like three-dimensional eights. 
Next comes a cut-out eight with a light behind it, 
followed by just a plain old eight. Then the pace 
changes: a tiny dot in the center of the oscilloscope 
face grows into a full-sized eight. The nixie tube 
flashes one, two, three ... up to eight—then it

Four synchronous motors hold these spindly fingers to the top of their supporting rod. Supplied with 400 Hz ac, the undamped armatures tend to stay in synchronization with each other. A slight breeze that moves one causes the other to start turning. The delicate sculpture’s title: ‘Tetra’.
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This work hammers home an “eight”. A 60 hertz voltage is applied to the plates of the oscilloscope; the signal to the vertical plates is rectified and passed through a low- pass filter and a phase shift network. The speaker’s audio signal comes from a magnetic-tape loop operating at one inch per second.

stops. Finally, the little speaker on the right utters 
the word “eight” in a deep voice.

In another work, lights of various colors hop 
about the ends of a bundle of fibre optic strands. 
Elsewhere, patterns of light in matrices move, but 
their nonsequential movements thwart any at
tempt to decipher rhyme or reason.

As opposed to the noisy works of foreign artists 
(see ED 1, Jan. 4, 1966, p. 42), Seawright’s in
triguing creations are quiet entertainers. Silent, 
helical gears mesh silently to drive their mechani
cal parts. And solid-state switches light neon and 
incandescent bulbs without so much as a click to 
disturb the still surroundings. “The sound of a 
switch is important,” says Seawright, “and an 
artist should acquire a sensitivity to the sound 
that emanates from his work. In the Tower it is 
important to have the light silently travel about 
the structure so I used rolling, mechanical switch
es. But the crisp ticks of reed relays actually add 
to the strange sounds that come from the speaker 
in the Watcher.”

“Most of my colleagues in electronic art decide 
on an effect first,” he explains, “and then build a 
machine that achieves that effect. I try to work 
with electronics just as an ordinary sculptor 
works with stone or bronze. The resulting objects 
of art should be beautiful. And, hopefully, they 
will entertain and provoke their onlookers.” ■ ■ 

(continued on p. 44)

Light leaps about the ‘Tower’ as two mechanical switches in its base send current to its neon lights. One switch directs a current through one of its vertical support wires. The other switch grounds the horizontal levels, one at a time. This was the first of Seawright’s electronic creations.
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The ‘Searcher’ exhibits an intriguing pattern of behavior. Sometimes it seems to have an affinity for light objects, but when the polarity of its front-mounted, square photosensor changes, it suddenly is repulsed by them.
A lamp scans the bottom of a bundle of glass fibres. A moving set of glass filters color the light before it enters the fibres. Their visible ends light up in pattern of colors that takes weeks to repeat.

The ‘Watcher’ watches itself. A magnet, driven by a small motor, activates a group of reed relays that control the lights on the square matrix. The scrutinizing beast moves on a motor-driven mechanical arm toward and from the lights. Photocells that dangle from it sense the light and trigger flip-flops, which control the pitch of an audio oscillator. Its output is heard as a whine. The mechanical program that moves the scrutinizer runs 15 minutes; the relays are programed separately. The over all cycle repeats every seven months.
44 ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 26 >



AC metrology will never be the same after 
the Fluke 931A, the first true rms differential 
voltmeter. Measure the precise rms value of 
virtually any waveform within 0.05% from 
30 Hz to 50 KHz. Overall frequency response 
is 10 Hz to 1 MHz. Range is 0.01 to 1100 volts. 
Ten to one crest factor accounts for effects 
caused by voltage spikes and pulse trains. 
Comes with or without probe. Both line or 
combination line/rechargeable battery powered 
versions are offered. Base price is $895.

The new Fluke Model 931A True RMS Differential Voltmeter yields accurate rms measurements of any 
waveform which previously could be made only by ac to de comparison with a thermal transfer 

standard. Other features include high input impedance, in-line digital 
readout (lighted decimal), solid state design, and linear recorder output. 

The null meter indicates percent deviation from the dialed voltage. 
Ten percent overranging minimizes range changing. 

Battery operation gives ideal isolation from ground loops.
Model 931A meets MIL-SPEC shock and vibration requirements. 

For complete information, please call your Fluke Sales Engineer or write.

|FLUKE|

FLUKE • Box 7428, Seattle, Washington 98133 • Phone: (206) 776-1171 • TWX: (910) 449-2850



Now...design high Q 
bandpass filters with 
Radiation IC Amplifiers

INPUT

CASE

•roa ZERO OFFsn 
' VOI »MX »DJUSTMENÎ

+BIAS O-
ADJUSTMENT

NON INVERTING
INPUT O7-

-BIAS O—
ADJUSTMENT *

INVERTING 8 
O—

RA-240 CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

BANDWIDTH 
CONTROL

O OUTPUT A

Radiation's dielectric isolation and 
thin film technology, in conjunction 
with a virtually ideal circuit, permits 
design of high Q active filters with 
high initial attenuation. The Radia
tion RA-240 IC Amplifier has an ex
tremely high internal feedback im
pedance, and allows wide flexibility 
in the choice of external filter com
ponents without regard totheactive 
element of the circuit.

The filter shown at left, for exam
ple, features a Q of 100 at a center 
frequency of 10 kHz.
The filter transfer function is:

-----------  • where:
Etn 1 + y (1 — x2) + jx

„ _ f1 + y 1%Q-4-T~J

f0 — center frequency
fi = lower 3 dB frequency

Typical response curve shows exceptionally 
high Q obtainable with RA-240 in circuit at 
left. Q = 100, f„ = 10 kHz, E„„, = +10.8 V to 
-4.8 V.
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lew line of universal building 
>cks for integrated analog cir- 
try is now available to design 
’ineers. Radiation Incorporated 
Dpi ies three different types of IC 
erational amplifiers to serve your 
lividual requirements: general- 
rpose, broadband, and high-gain 
iplifiers.
These amplifiers provide out- 
nding performance. Parasitics 
e eliminated, thanks to our 
ique dielectric isolation tech- 
|ue. Tighter tolerances and im- 
ived temperature coefficients 
j achieved through use of preci- 
>n thin film resistors over the 
de.
Thus, Radiation’s technology 
nplifies system designs which

■= +20V; W = -2OV.

Radiation IC Operational Amplifiers*
pical characteristics GENERAL PURPOSE BROADBAND HIGH GAIN

(Ta = + 25°C) RA-238 RA-239 RA-240 UNIT
sse margin 60 60 45 Degrees
idwidth (unity gain) 7 15 6 MHz
w rate 3.2 30 3.2 V/
Itage gain 2,700 2,700 50,000
set voltage 2.0 2.0 2.0 mV
set current 80 400 80 nA

jrmal drift

ID r-l 
+1 

+1

±5
±5

in r-l 
+1 

+1

EVI °C 
nA/°C

distorted output swing 21 21 9(11.6) + Vp.p
A/er dissipation 90 160 90 mW
Timon mode rejection 100 100 100 dB
/ver supply rejection 100 100 100 dB
>ut bias current 0.4 1.0 0.4 mA

andard temperature range: —55°C to +125‘,C. V» = +25V; V = --15V.All Radiation integrated circuits are dielectrically isolated.

RADIATION
INCORPORATED

were hampered by limitations im
posed by conventional integrated 
circuit fabrication techniques.

Only Radiation can provide pro
duction quantities of inherently 
stable IC operational amplifiers. 
These circuits are stocked for im
mediate shipment in TO-84 flat 
packages.

Write or phone for our data 
sheets which include worst-case 
limits as well as all information re
quired by design engineers. We’ll 
also be glad to send you a copy of 
our new manual entitled: Opera
tional Amplifier Technical Informa
tion and Applications. For your 
copy, request publication number 
ROA-T01/A01 from our Melbourne, 
Florida office.

State 
of the 

monolitliic 
art

Radiation’s popular line of dielec
trically isolated diode matrices of
fers an unusual degree of flexibility. 
Only two Radiation RM-17 8x5 
Matrices, for example, are required 
in designing BCD decode networks 
for driving decimal decode indica
tors. Other integrated BCD decod
ers are limited to one weighted 
binary code. However, Radiation 
Matrices can be “customized” to 
any weighted binary code for deci
mal conversion.

Typical characteristics for RM-17 
diodes (Ta = + 25°C):
Forward drop: v @ ly = 20 mA 

Reverse breakdown:
60 V @ lR = 100 p. A 

Reverse current:
7 nA @ VR = 25 V 

Reverse recovery:
7 ns @ lr = 10 mA to lK = 10 mA 

Crosspoint capacitance:
1.9 pF @ VK = 5 V and f = 1 MHz 

Coupling coefficient: 20 A.

Our entire line of matrices con
tain all active devices within a sin
gle chip. A fusible link in series with 
each diode permits unlimited ma
trix patterns to be formed. And, ma
trices can be combined to produce 
an infinite variety of size configura
tions.

For further information, refer to 
our ELECTRONICS advertisement of 
January 23. We’ll be glad to send 
data sheets which include worst
case limits, and a copy of our man
ual, Monolithic Diode Matrix Tech
nical Information and Applications, 
RDM-T01/A01, Write or call our Mel
bourne, Florida office.

MICROELECTRONICS DIVISION
les offices: Suite 622, 650 North Sepulveda Blvd., El Segundo, Calif. (213) 772-6371—Suite 232, 
0 Old Country Road, Garden City. N. Y. (516) 747-3730-Suite 201, 1725 Eye Street, N.W., Wash- 
Jton, D. C. (202) 337-4914-P. 0. Box 37, Dept. ED-01, Melbourne, Florida (305) 723-1511, ext. 554
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Start with circuit designs using Delco high voltage 
silicon power.
The simple switching regulator in the diagram at 
left turns out 200 watts (2 amps) output at efficien
cies exceeding 85%. And it does it with just one 
series element working directly from rectified line 
voltage: the new Delco DTS-410 transistor at just 
$1.95 each*.

Or if you need regulation of 250 volts DC and 
400 watts output, the DTS-411 may be your answer. 
Cost? Just $3.15 each*. And for extra-high voltage 
applications, there’s the DTS-423, now priced at 
$4.95 each*.

Now combine our new low prices with these 
other cost-cutting advantages of Delco high voltage 
silicon power transistors: you can reduce the num
ber and complexity of input, output and filtering 
components. This means more compact circuitry, 
greater reliability and lower assembly costs.

These NPN silicon transistors are packaged in 
a rugged TO-3 case for low thermal resistance. In
side, they are mounted to withstand mechanical 
and thermal shock because of special bonding of 
the emitter to base contacts.

There’s no need to be concerned about delivery. 
They are available right now in production quanti
ties. Call us. Or order samples from your Delco 
distributor.

For details on the switching regulator circuit ask 
for application note number 39.*Prices shown are for quantities of 1,000 or more.

TYPE Veto Veto 
(SUS)

IC 
Max

hre Min 
@IC

Vce = 5V

Power
Diss
Max

DTS-410 200V 200V 
(min) 3.5A 10 @ 2.5A 80W

DTS-411 300V 300V 
(min) 3.5A 10 @ 2.5A 100W

DTS-423 400V 325V 
(min) 3.5A 10 @ 2.5A 100W

FIELD UNION, NEW JERSEY" DETROIT, MICHIGAN SANTA MONICA,CALIFORNIA"
Cai rc Box 1018 Chestnut Station 57 Harper Avenue 726 Santa Monica Blvd.
SALLS (201) 687-3770 (313) 873-6560 (213) 393-1465
OFFICES SYRACUSE, NEW YORK CHICAGO, ILLINOIS" General Sales Office:

1054 James Street 5151 N. Harlem Avenue 700 E. Firmin, Kokomo, Ind.
(315) 472-2668 (312) 775-5411 (317) 459-2175

"Office includes field lab and resident engineer for applications assistance.

e switching regulator.
DELCO RADIO
Division of General Motors, Kokomo, Indiana

GM
MARK OF EXCELLENCE
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When your 
wire form costs 
start to grow 
Art Wire 
cuts them 
down to size!

Art Wire's high speed, automatic machines never stop turning out wire forms. The production economies made possible by large volume business mean big savings for you. We can offer wire forms for less ... with guaranteed precision from the first to the millionth unit.Any wire form in ferrous, non-ferrous and precious metals, .005 to .125" diameter. Upset, swaged, headed, crimped, flattened, notched and pierced pins. Terminal leads a specialty. On-time delivery a must. Send a part or a blueprint for an estimate. If you’re in a hurry, phone (201) 621-7272.We do tube cutting, wire straights and small metal stamping, too. Bulletin 501 shows what we can do. Ask for it.
ART WIRE AND STAMPING CO.
17 Boyden Place, Newark, N. J. 07102.
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Computer speeds study of cells
In the interest of gathering data on the damage to chromosomes from radiation during space flight, NASA is funding a program at the University of Pittsburgh to develop rapid automatic detection of blood cells in the process of division known as mitosis.Current methods, involving microscopy, require careful focusing and minute examination to determine the number, size and shape of the chromosomes, and to detect mitosis in a particular cell.High-speed automatic detection of mitotic cells will greatly accelerate these operations. In the new method, coherent light from a gas laser projects an image of a blood sample from a moving slide onto a screen. When the mitotic cell is detected the slide stops, and the cell pattern on the screen is scanned through a microscope by a conventional flying-spot scanner. A computer converts this pattern into an appropriate read-out.The method of locating the mitotic cell is being developed by the Perkin-Elmer Corp., under contract from the University of Pittsburgh, 

A laser beam detects the presence of damaged blood cells. Perkin-Elmer scientist Philip E. Norgren demonstrates a new optical computing system for the rapid determination of chromosomal damage to radiation.

where the computer-programing phase of the system, is under way.Location of the mitotic cell by optical computer methods depends on the recognition of characteristic spectral patterns. These comprise two distinct criteria: the ratio of light energy in two distinct spatial frequency bands and the magnitude of the energy at the higher frequency.The image scanner developed at the University of Pittsburgh consists of a cathode-ray tube functioning as a flying-spot scanner, subject to control by a computer. The scanner first locates the mitotic cell by recognition of its spectral patterns. The computer focuses a microscope on the cell, which is then photographed. The CRT picks up information on the cell, which is stored in the computer along with the slide number, date and other information.The science of genetics may also be aided by this method; heredity- research and the detection of latent Mongolism, sex-organ abnormality and leukemia will be possible on a broad basis. ■ ■
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CIS

Series 180* 
1-1/4’x.325 x.295 

Rectilinear

CTS Cermet Trimmers
± 100 PPM/C T.C. Available (Series 185)

HRpj Series 630 
en® I 1/2’ dia., single turn

Senes 171* 
1/2" Square

Series 170*
1/2' Square Series 385* 

11/32’ dia., single turn

Series 180PC* 
1-1/4" x.325 x.295 

Rectilinear

Series 172* 
1/2" Square

Series 600LT* 
2’ dia., single turn 
locking bushing

Series 660PC 
3/8' dia., single turn

NEW Series 630 P 
1/2" dia. 

single turn

NEW Series B180 
1.30 X .378 X .385 

Rectilinear

Q 
5

cis

NEW Series B185 
1.30 X.378 X.385 

Rectilinear

NEW Series 185 PC 
1-1/4’x.345 X.290 

Rectilinear

• cTs

NEW Series 185 
1-1/4'x.345 x.290 

Rectilinear

Series P115* 
3/4' dia., single turn

Series 112* 
3/4’ dia., single turn

Series 115 
3/4" dia., single turn

CTS Wirewound Trimmers
Infinite Resolution Available. Stability .025% (Series IRW)

CTS Carbon Trimmers
for Lowest Pricescfs

Series 160 
l*x.320 x.l80

Rectilinear

NEW Series 116 
3/4" dia. 

single turn
Series XPC110 

3/4" dia., single turn

Series 
1/2'dia., :

1 ! NEW Series 330 P 
1/2' dia. 

single turn

kmf Series 117*
& 3/4* dia., single turn

Series K350* 
1/2' dia., single turn 

knob operated Series 110*
3/4' dia., single turn wm

Series C140* 
1-1/4" x .325 x .295 

Rectilinear

Series C140PC* 
1-1/4’ x .325 x .295 

Rectilinear

Series 330 
1/2* dia., single turnSeries 220* '

7/16’ x 1/2* single turn

Exclusive Series IRW 
1-1/4" x.325 x .295 

Rectilinear spiral 
infinite resolution

Series U201* 
19/32* dia., single turn 

knob operated

Series X201* 
19/32' dia., single turn 

knob operated

7 New Trimmers added to CTS’ Extensive Line
CTS TECHNOLOGICAL SUPERIORITY GIVES YOU:

Broadest Line of cermet trimmers.

®Wide range of wirewound and carbon trim
mers.

©Prices from lOjzi to $17.60 for industrial, 
military and entertainment applications.

©Engineering versatility for challenging 
design requirements.
Precision controlled production from raw 
materials to finished product.
Unsurpassed mass production capability.

*lmmediately available from distributor stocks.CTS will also design to your exact specifications. CTS is a major trimmer supplier. Request New Time-Saving Trimmer Selection Catalog. Contains complete technical data for every CTS trimmer.
Sales Offices and Representatives conveniently located throughout the world

Founded 1896

CTS
CORPORATION
Elkhart, Indiana

Principal Products

Variable Resistors
Selector Switches 
Loudspeakers 
Trimming Potentiometers 
Microminiature Components 

& Circuit Packages
Crystals, Filters, 

Oscillators & Ovens

Subsidiaries:
CTS of Asheville. Inc., Skyland, N. C.
CTS of Berne, Inc., Berne, Indiana
CTS of Paducah, Inc., Paducah, Kentucky
Chicago Telephone of California, Inc.,

South Pasadena, California
CTS of Canada, Ltd., Streetsville, Ontario 
CTS Microelectronics, Inc., Lafayette, Ind.
CTS Research, Inc., Lafayette, Indiana 
CTS Knights, Inc., Sandwich, Illinois
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NEWSDIRECT DRIVE
TORQUE MOTORS IN 

POSITIONING SERVO SYSTEMS
The direct drive torque motor used as a 
servo actuator is ideally suited for appli
cations requiring precise angular position
ing and resolution. Typical of these 
applications are drives for celestial tele
scopes, magnetic tape transports, space 
probe solar cell orientation, and precision 
metal working and welding operations. 
The inherent features that make direct 
drive torque motors a logical choice for 
such applications are:

high coupling stiffness: the direct drive 
torque motor is attached directly to the 
load itself — therefore no gears, no 
backlash errors, no mechanical resonant 
frequency problems.

fast response: since it produces higher 
torque for its size than any other electro
magnetic device, and since its torque is 
a direct function of applied current in
dependent of speed (a function of volt
age), the torque motor’s response is 
absolute and instantaneous at all operat
ing speeds.

high resolution: the same characteristics 
that result in fast response from stand 
still to maximum operating speeds result 
in “locked-on” resolution. The torque 
motor is limited only by the sensitivity of 
the error sensing circuits that command it.

high torque-to-inertia ratio: a direct drive 
motor has the highest practical torque- 
to-inertia ratio. To respond to an input 
signal, it must overcome only the inertia 
of its own, slowly turning rotor and the 
driven load. Since it is directly coupled 
to the load, it has no gear train. A gear 
train increases inertia by a multiple equal 
to the square of the gear train ratio, 
resulting in sluggish response.

TOR.QY SAYS
You too, can be an expert 
on direct drive torque mo
tors! Write or call today for 
a new condensed motor se

lection guide just off 
the press. If you’re 
stuck on a servo 
drive problem — cal! 
us. We’ll help solve 
it and you can be 
a hero.

compact, adaptable design: small, pancake 
configuration allows fitting the motor 
into minimum spacing around or on the 
end of the shaft to be driven. It is ideal 
for applications where minimum size, 
weight, space are required and only 
minimum power is available.
high linearity: torque increases directly 
with input current, independent of speed 
or angular position. Electromagnetic lin
earity through zero excitation assures 
smooth operation and sensitivity to in
put signals.
reliability and long life: the basic sim
plicity and absolute minimum of moving 
parts makes a torque motor inherently 
reliable. Extensive design and production 
experience have put Inland torque motors 
in most major defense programs of the 
last decade. These include widely ranging 
applications under all conditions and en
vironments from thousands of feet under
water to years of unattended operation 
in outer space.

Inland Motor Corporation specializes in 
direct drive torque motors and servo 
subsystems. Having originated most of 
the designs available today, Inland makes 
available a design library of over 600 
torque motor models. Catalog items range 
from a small 0.03 Ib-ft motor to those 
capable of 3000 Ib-ft of torque. A new 
modular unit now in design will produce 
over a million Ib-ft. Inland also manu
factures rotary and solid state amplifiers, 
tachometer generators and other units 
which give Inland the unique capability 
to design and deliver complete direct 
drive servo subsystems for positioning, 
rate and tensioning applications. Inland’s 
experience, production capacity and com
plete prototype facilities are distinct 
advantages to the customer.

INLAND MOTOR
CORPORATION 
RADFORD. VIRGINIA

7O3-NE9-3973

SUBSIDIARY OF KOLLMORGEN

Double-barreled laser 
new power champA monster, double-barreled laser is said by its developers to be the most powerful laser in existence. In fact, they say, the dual-tube carbon dioxide laser has twice the output of any laser previously reported.More than one kilowatt of continuous power is said to be emitted by the device, built by Raytheon Company’s Research Div., Waltham, Mass.The 1100-watt output is multimode at 10.6 microns; efficiency is said to be some 15%. The laser is a flowing gas system using three gases: nitrogen, carbon dioxide and helium. The two-inch diameter tubes are water-cooled.Raytheon scientists say that the dual-tube, or folded, configuration makes a large lasing volume possible within a small space. The tubes, more than 30 feet long, are parallel to each other and optically connected in series. The unit therefore has an effective lasing length of more than 60 feet.Present experimental applications for carbon dioxide lasers, according to Raytheon, include plasma heating, micromachining, trimming, soldering, zone refining, melting refractory materials, and cutting plastics and other heat-absorbent materials. Atmospheric attenuation of the laser’s 10.6-micron output wavelength is relatively low compared with other middle and far infrared wavelengths. The laser can take advantage of this so-called favorable atmospheric window for transmission of the beam. ■ ■

A doubled-barreled Raytheon carbon 
dioxide laser is said to be the mightiest in existence. It produces more than one kilowatt of output power.

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 201 >
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150.3

T&B Has Made Wire Harnessing 
and Cable Bundling 

as Easy and Clean as This

The nails disappear when you’re ready to tie.
The Thomas & Betts Co., Inc. • Elizabeth, New Jersey

In Canada. Thomas & Betts Ltd. • Iberville, P.Q.

THOMAS & BETTS



WIRE HARNESSES
With The Thomas & Betts

TY-RAP System

Plastic Coated Spring Accommodates Wire Breakouts quickly, 
safely and easily. This new T&B TY-RAP harnessing aid can be

Available in varying lengths, the spring is fitted with fasteners 
for mounting to board.

Position Clamps and Identifying Straps directly on the harness 
for further time saving and reliability. As the harness is being 
fabricated, the T&B TY-RAP clamp/tie can be installed. It serves 
two functions — as a tie and as a clamp. By pre-positioning the 
clamp, the installation of the harness in the equipment is made 
quicker and easier.

Drop Nails and Apply Ties to complete the harness with maxi
mum convenience. This feature of the T&B TY-RAP harness 
board increases the ease and speed of applying and tying the 
cable ties. Further speed and convenience is gained with the 
new T&B TY-RAP pistol-tool WT-295. One squeeze of the trigger 
and the tying is completed.

Just a glance is all that's necessary to inspect T&B 
TY-RAP cable ties. The quality of the tie is immediately 
obvious. There are fewer points of inspection with 
T&B TY-RAP cable ties.

A number of distinct advantages over other tech
niques are gained by using the T&B TY-RAP System. 
This method, first developed by Thomas & Betts 8 years 
ago, is based on the concept of providing maximum in
tegrity for each individual tie. Today, it has expanded 
into a broad practical system covering all phases of 
tying, clamping, mounting, identification and prefabri
cation of harnesses and bundles...even to the point of 
mechanizing harness boards.
The main advantages of the TY-RAP System are:

NEW Mechanized Harness Board allows further cost reductions 
and increased production. The board controls the height ol 
the wire routing nails. It consists of (A) a stationary perforated 
metal surface over (B) a wooden backing board which is (C. 
carried in a movable metal frame controlled by (D) handles 
located on each side. Unlock the handles and the board (anc 
nails) lower to (E) a preset level. It’s an entirely new way ol 
harnessing.

RELIABILITY
Operators, after minimal training time, can produce 
ties that are superior to other methods in uniformity of 
tightness, in appearance, in strength and in over-all 
quality. Easy-to-use automatic tension tools give you 
the same quality and tightness in each tie.

COST SAVINGS
T&B TY-RAP cable ties can be applied in half the time 
required for string. Because of wider gripping surface, 
fewer ties are needed. The TY-RAP System normally 
reduces costs by 60%.

INSPECT  ABILITY

TECHNIQUES FOR 
FABRICATING

THOMAS & BETTS



Insert Routing Nails through wiring diagram into perforated 
holes and screw down. While routing hardware is necessary 
and desirable during the wire layout stage, it is cumbersome 
and tends to slow tying operations. The T&B TY-RAP “Pop-Up" 
Board eliminates the problem. It allows routing pins to be 
adjusted to optimum height for all harnessing operations — 
they can be dropped level with the board’s surface for tying. 

Routing Wires for a Complex Harness is convenient with the 
adjustable nails. With the TY-RAP harness board, the nails can 
be set at maximum height when the operator begins or they 
can be raised as the bundle increases. T&B TY-RAP harnessing 
aids mounted on the board add to routing convenience and 
efficiency. A variety of T&B TY-RAP tools, ties, clamps and 
harnessing aids allow fabricators to pick and choose the most 
efficient ways to simplify their harnessing work.

Set Up Harness Board Aids to suit your present fabrication. 
Shown here are smooth, molded, nylon corner posts, plastic 
chutes and bundle retainers. These simplify wire routing and 
hold harness above board for easy tying. The new T&B TY-RAP 
bundle shaper-retainer has a slotted foam center which expands 
to accept the wires as they are positioned for harnessing.

Name

Company

Address

StateCity

Make Visual Inspection of Ties. With T&B TY-RAP cable ties, a 
glance is all that is necessary when inspecting — the quality 

J of the tie is immediately obvious. Since the T&B TY-RAP cable 
I tie is a molded nylon one-piece tie, there is nothing to come 

loose or vibrate. With T&B TY-RAP tooling, every tie is the 
same no matter how many different operators fabricated the 
harness.

Form Harness by strategically positioning TY-RAP ties wherever 6 bundle separates or turns. The new friction grip head allows 
T&B TY-RAP cable ties to hold bundle without being completely 
tied. The advantage of forming the harness is mainly ease in 
handling for increased speed in complete tying.

I am interested in learning how I can reduce costs in my wire 
tying and fastening operations. Please send me the following:

□ 
□ 
□

TY-RAP SYSTEM HANDBOOK AND SAMPLES

COST REDUCTION EVALUATION FORMS

T&B SALESMAN

I am interested in n HARNESSING n POINT-TO-POINT WIRING.



Here’s why you get more value with
T&B TY-RAP cable ties

There are two types of TY-RAP cable ties — the twist type 
and the self-locking type. Each has the same basic features 
as indicated. The twist type is designed for high speed, 
large volume tying where production tools are advantageous 
for harness making. The self-locking type has a stainless 
steel barb molded into the head of the tie. This permits us 
to give you the self-locking feature with the advantages of 
a one-piece tie. The self-locking type is particularly well 
suited for point-to-point wiring — when used with the 
WT-199 tool, it is quite practical for harness fabrication.
Contact your T&B TY-RAP specialist for more information. 
Ask him to conduct a cost reduction evaluation study for 
your wiring and harnessing.

these benefits make Thomas & Betts' TY-RAP cable ties UNIQUE
Special Environment Materials Although TY-RAP 
cable ties, clamps and mounts function well in 
adverse conditions, they can be supplied in 
special materials to withstand environmental 
extremes. Many ties, clamps, and mounts can 
be ordered composed of materials such as: 
Penton for resistance to corrosive chemicals 
such as rocket fuels; Zytel 105 nylon for applica
tions where ties are continuously exposed to 
direct sunlight; and stainless steel for with
standing temperatures to 1200°F.

Easy to work with — the patented turned up 
tail saves time . . . they act as a “handle” 
for the operator — they can’t lie flat to the 
surface. The tail also orients the tie - you 
just continue in the direction of the raised 
tail to complete the tie.

Fungus inert TY-RAP cable ties withstand a 
wide range of climatic conditions. Even in hot 
humid climate where fungus grows easily — 
the ties are not affected. This is a major im
provement over other methods where these 
adverse conditions cause rotting and breaking. 
TY-RAP cable ties of Zytel 101 have self
extinguishing characteristics. Material meets 
MIL-M-20693A. TY-RAP ties meet MIL-S-23190A.

Extended temperature range of the T&B 
TY-RAP cable tie permits use from —65°F to 
-f-225°F with short duration exposures to 400°F. 
However, usable temperature range is dependent 
on required life, temperature, time, cross section 
thickness, load applied and environment. Contact 
your T&B specialist for application suggestions 
above 225°F.

EASIER to thread than ever because of improved 
designs. Just slip the tapered tip into the eye 
of the TY-RAP tie and pull through quickly and 
easily. Friction grip ridges hold tie in place 
conveniently for complete tying.

Wide gripping surface provides better gripping 
power. You benefit two ways — less ties are 
required than with string and protects wire 
insulation.

SOLD COAST TO COAST THROUGH AUTHORIZED T&B DISTRIBUTORS

FIRST CLASS 
PERMIT NO. 2016 

ELIZABETH, 
NEW JERSEY

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

NO POSTAGE NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

The Thomas & Betts Co., Incorporated - - - - - - - - -
36 Butler Street _ _ _ _ _ _
Elizabeth, New Jersey ZZ=Z=Z

Stipple finish gives the T&B 
TY-RAP cable tie a gripping 
power found in no other method. 
Protects the cable insulation.

Smooth, molded nylon TY-RAP 
ties are easy on operator’s 
hands — even after hours of 
installing. Smooth corners and 
edges mean also that the ties 
are stress free.

Many Colors Available For appli
cations where color coding is 
required, or where color harmony 
is desired, you can choose from 
ten colors for ties, clamps, and 
mounts.

The Thomas & Betts Co., Inc. • Elizabeth, New Jersey 
In Canada, Thomas & Betts Ltd. • Iberville P.Q.

THOMAS & BETTS
12



NEWS
MICROCIRCUIT MODULES

Autopilot test set 
‘flies’ jet on landAn autopilot test set that permits a ground technician figuratively to fly an aircraft on the ground in all its automatic flight control modes is now in production for A-6A military aircraft.The equipment, packaged in three suitcase-sized units, was developed by Arma Div. of American Bosch Arma, Garden City, N. Y.The compact test set verifies the closed-loop performance of the aircraft system by simulating aircraft motion electromechanically and checking the autopilot response to changes such as attitude, altitude and speed. An Arma spokesman said the results obtained from ground testing are virtually as reliable as airborne test procedures.An aircraft technician is able to verify performance simply by observing aircraft attitude read-outs and a single voltmeter which is part of the test set.Major simulation in the test is accomplished by a set of pitch, roll, heading and altitude integrators which represent the aircraft motion. The integrators respond to the position of the control surfaces just as the aircraft would in flight.The simulation represents the aircraft as an ideal device to be flown in a zero gravitational field. The aircraft is considered an ideal integrator with pitch rate proportional to stabilizer position, roll rate proportional to aileron position, and the heading rate proportional to rudder position and back angle. Altitude is generated by integrating the vertical velocity. The integration rates are chosen to approximate the aircraft flying at a preselected velocity.The four integrating servos, pitch, roll, heading and alti- tude/Mach and their functional inter-relationships form the core of the autopilot test set.An unusual feature of the test set, according to Arma, is its ability to check fully the air navigation computer in a closed-loop configuration without using aircraft hydraulics. ■ ■
* ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 201

HIGHEST DENSITY
... and simplified Gating Rules Reduce Costs
The ADC 13-Series features unique function grouping, simpli
fied gating rules and a 62 pin connector which permits the 
highest density per board. This means more functions per 
board — fewer boards required — less wiring — less noise 
problems — less cost. The 13-Series offers the most economical 
logic implementation as well as field proven performance. ■ The 
ADC 13-Series further expands (more than 30 new modules) 
the most complete line of logic modules available. ■ The 100 kc 

- 10 Series, with germanium semi-conduc
tors, is simple, economical and reliable. 
The 1 me 11-Series using silicon semicon
ductors, is ideal for high performance 
applications and the 11G-Series meets all 
applicable MIL/NASA specifications.
ADC offers free logic implementation ser
vice for competitive evaluation and appli
cation assistance.
■ Write for new short form catalog and 
obtain a free logic design handbook.

canosa electronics corporation
ABO DIGITAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
20131 Sunburst St., Chatsworth, Calif. 91311, Tel. (213) 341-3010, Twx (910) 494-1214
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One dozen 
good reasons 
for you to 
specify AE

CLASS B RELAY. Finest quality telephone-type. 
Provides hundreds of millions of operations 
under all mounting and service conditions — 
with unfailing contact reliability. Combines 
sensitivity, contact stability, and circuit adapt
ability. Bifurcated twin-contacts. Long or short 
armatures for wide range of practical timing. 
Also for quiet AC operation.

Buy from AE, and you never have to settle for a relay 
that’s only “marginally” right.

You can choose exactly, from a line that’s broad 
enough to give you what you’re after — in weights, 
types, dimensions, configurations, mountings.

And you always get the benefit of AE’s experience. 
Decades of experience in product design, manufactur
ing techniques, and methods of quality control.

Want some helpful, detailed design information? Ask 
for Catalog 4071 : Selection Guide to AE Relays and 
Switches. Just drop a line to the Director, Relay Con
trol Equipment Sales, Automatic Electric, Northlake, 
Illinois 60164.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
SUBSIDIARY OF Tp
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS VjI&TL

CLASS S RELAY. Miniaturized telephone-type 
for aircraft and similar applications. Small 
mass, low self-inductance. Provides high con
tact pressures and absolute contact reliability 
under extreme vibration, shock and humidity.

TYPES 40, 44, 80 and 88 ROTARY STEPPING 
SWITCHES. Small switches with large, flexible 
capacities. Fit almost any DC application. Pro
vide swift, sure, impulse-controlled response 
. . . plus self-interrupted operation that's 
smooth and trouble free. Up to twelve 10- or 
11-point levels. Prewired, hermetically sealed 
units available.
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Economical 
telephone-type

Premium quality 
space-saver

CLASS E RELAY. A lightweight space saver 
with most of the features of the Class B. Life 
exceeds 200 million operations. Industry's 
widest terminal options: taper pin, integral 
socket, conventional solder, taper-tab, solder
less wrap and printed circuit terminals.

CLASS A RELAY. Sturdy and dependable. Can 
be mounted in any position. The original 
"workhorse” telephone relay — recommended 
when the extremely high performance of the 
Class B is not mandatory.

CLASS C RELAY. Incorporates many of the fea
tures of the Class B relay—but is only half as 
wide. Use where quality is a must, but space 
is at a premium. Quick- and slow-acting types, 
for operation at up to 150 volts DC. Two to 
twelve contact springs.

CLASS Z RELAY. Small and lightweight, but 
designed for service where flexibility is most 
important. Provides adequate coil volume to 
permit slugging for long operate and release 
timing. Four types for DC, one for AC, and 
two with snap-action contacts.

CLASS W RELAY. 17, 34 or 51 form C con
tact-spring combinations. Features low loss in
sulation, high insulation resistance. Extremely 
low inter-spring capacitance. Life in excess of 
one billion operations. Gold contacts available 
for low-level switching.

SERIES OCS RELAY. Compact and low in cost. 
For "packaged" programming: will follow or 
initiate a prescribed series of events at 30 
steps per second impulse-controlled — or 65 
per second self-interrupted. Much better than 
an interlock relay — when you’re designing 
for shock, vibration or easy field maintenance.

TYPE 45 ROTARY STEPPING SWITCH. Larger 
capacity: up to twelve 25-point levels, eight 
50-point levels. For any DC voltage up to 110, 
or 115 volts AC with rectifier. Can be impulse- 
controlled or self-interrupted. Available with 
normally open or normally closed circuits 
(Type 45NC). Also available as prewired, her
metically sealed units.

CLASS V MERCURY-WETTED RELAY. For com
puters, data processing and control equip
ment. Up to 200 operations per second. No 
contact erosion, no bounce. Over 1 billion 
operations without change, maintenance or ad
justment. Can be operated within 30° of ver
tical. Polarized and nonpolarized versions. 1 
pole to 4 pole double throw contact forms.

PRINTED CIRCUIT CORREEDS.* Strong, mois
ture-resistant, compact. Unstressed contact 
leads provide firm, positive connections. Glass- 
filled plastic bobbins prevent moisture absorp
tion. Low profiles and magnetic shielding 
permit high density within standard PC termi
nal spacing (multiples of 0.200 inches). Avail
able with 1, 2, 3 and 5 capsules and magnetic 
latching. Contact forms A, B, & C.

•U.S. Patent applied for
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NEW DEUTSCH SYSTEM OBSOLETES

THE TERMINAL JUNCTION TIME SAVER
A new system for point to point 
wire connection and integration

This newest, most flexible system releases today’s 
engineer from the limitations usually associated with 
interconnection. One wire or thousands of wires may 
be connected by this simple, reliable method that:

■ Replaces terminal strips and binding posts
■ Does away with contact damage
■ Eliminates splices and solder
■ Uses standard crimp tools
■ Uses one fail-safe, expendable assembly tool
■ Uses one fool-proof assembly procedure
■ Is self-locking
■ Is modular
■ Saves weight and space
■ Connects and disconnects instantly
■ Protects connections without potting
■ Meets or exceeds MIL-C-26482 where applicable, 

and exceeds most user specifications

The Terminal Junction system is the ultimate in 
simplicity.

■ The wire termination is ruggedized so that it can’t 
bend, break, bind or gall

■ Crimping the terminal to any wire is done with 
standard tools, and provides strong, reliable 
termination . When inserted in the
modular block, the terminations are interconnected 
instantly in a variety of hook-up patterns

■ The low-resistance connections are secured by 
self-locking retainers that defy vibration, shock 
and high pulling loads (Uéîezzz.

System build-up, breadboarding and all processes 
where one must patch, bus, splice or feedthru can be 
vastly simplified with this flexible, "people oriented” 
system. Its simplicity, combined with total reliability, 
makes possible immediate conversion without special 
training of assembly personnel... and, with the move 
to Terminal Junctions come the benefits of efficiency 
and upgraded connections.

The following columns describe how you can save 
time, space and circuits. Read on ... let your own 
ingenuity dictate how you can benefit by using this 
revolutionary system.

The Terminal Junction system eliminates wasted 
time and motion in all phases of equipment design, 
breadboard, prototype, assembly, checkout and 
maintenance.

Quick, reliable crimp termination of wires with standard tools.

Instant connection (or disconnec
tion) requires one, fail-safe, ex
pendable tool which is small enough 
to be stored with wire harnesses.

One Terminal Junction module, 
with eight wires that have been 
connected in a fraction of the time 
required by other methods. »—>

*Terminal Junction modules shown are mode 
TJ11E-02** which connect wire sizes AWG 20 
through AWG 24.
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EXISTING CONNECTION METHODS

SPACE SAVER CIRCUIT SAVER
Terminal Junctions occupy a fraction of the space 
formerly needed for an equal connection capacity. 
And, there is no limit to the number of modules and 
multi-module assemblies that may be used to form 
high density interconnection panels and systems.

Typical module and multi-module assemblies for space-saving 
connection and integration. Standard units shown will handle 
wire sizes AWG 24 through AWG 4. White lines on each module 
outline points of common connection.

Sixty four size AWG 20 wires perfectly connected and fully 
protected in a fraction of the space previously needed. Com
pare the amount of space saved in this case.. .the terminal 
strip handles only 28 wires, and affords them no protection.

Circuit and equipment failures due to the breakdown 
of exposed or poorly protected junctions and splices 
are eliminated by Terminal Junctions. All connections 
in each module are protected from mechanical dam
age by solid dielectric material; shorting caused by 
moisture and contaminants is prevented by resilient 
silicone rubber sealing glands at each wire entry point; 
the positive locking retention system resists shock, 
vibration and high pulling loads to assure perfect 
continuity in each circuit. Dielectric separation be
tween circuits exceeds military specifications, and 
because the tool used for connection and disconnec
tion is of dielectric material the shorting possibility 
normally associated with checkout and maintenance 
is reduced to a minimum.

Actual size modules are shown in a multi-module assembly; 
typical busing layouts are included (white lines outline com
mon connection points). Those entry points not occupied by 
wires are sealed by plugs to assure complete environmental 
immunity.

Use Feedthru Terminal Junctions for all through-connection 
applications; use them as high density, lightweight, fully en
vironmental connectors; or, use multi-module assemblies for 
patchboard and through-panel applications.

The JIFFY JUNCTION- is a fully environmental single 
conductor connector. Use it as a replacement for splices or 
any one-wire connection problem

The Terminal Junction is the newest member of the 
performance proven Rear Release Family of Deutsch 
connectors and interconnection devices. Using one 
type of crimp tooling, one assembly procedure, and 
one fail-safe insertion/removal tool, any interconnec
tion system may be upgraded to modern levels of 
efficiency and reliability. For more information about 
Terminal Junctions contact your local Deutschman, 
or write today; ask for Data File TJ-3.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DIVISION • Municipal Airport • Banning. California
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NEWS
for Operational Amplifiers, 
Instruments and Systems

Miniature
Precision Dual 
Power Supply 
from 110 vac input to ±15 vdc 
at 100 ma output in a package %" 
high including power transformer.The Model MPD 15/100 represents the first significant step in power supply miniaturization. This rugged unit provides 0.02% regulation (no load to full load), 0.005% regulation against line, complete short circuit protection and operates in ambients from — 25°C to -|-65OC. There are pin connectors for socket or printed circuit board mounting.

Iceberg hunters use microwave radiometryIt may come as a surprise to many that icebergs are microwave transmitters. But this characteristic of the floating masses of ice is giving their presence away to searchers flying in fog, rain and other conditions of poor visibility.Now that the northern iceberg season is approaching—it starts officially next month—the Coast Guard is readying its radiometric search sets for the detection of these nautical hazards. The type of set in use is the AN/AAR-33, produced by Sperry Microwave Electronics Co., Clearwater, Fla.Microwave radiometry works because all objects emit and reflect microwave energy. The amount radiated depends on an object’s composition, temperature and the reflected energy from its surroundings.The microwave radiometer detects and identifies objects by measuring this radiated energy. But the radiation is entirely passive—no microwave energy is used to “illuminate” the object.

“Icebergs appear to radiometers as hot objects, compared with the surrounding seawater,” says Robert Roder, Sperry’s project engineer. “Icebergs are better sources of microwave energy than water.” On the other hand, he adds, “ships have different temperatures than either icebergs or water, so they have their own radiometric signatures.”Roder says that the Coast Guard system uses an extremely low-noise receiver aboard an HC-130 transport plane. The receiver compares the radiation from each object with a low-level energy souce within the search set’s radiometer. The difference between the received signal and the reference is measured electronically by equipment calibrated in degrees Kelvin.Microwave radiometry can be operated in all weather conditions. Although there is some signal attenuation due to fog, clouds, rain or snow, Roder says, the output signa-
for Operational Amplifiers:Provides both positive and negative highly regulated de voltage required by most operational amplifiers. The designer can finally take full advantage of the size reduction in monolithic and hybrid amplifiers.
for Instruments:Provides high regulation and capacity for precision requirements. Compact form eliminates many mechanical design problems, allowing more flexibility in package design.
for Systems:This Power Supply becomes another member in the System Designers’ Card Library; making possible simplified system design by supplying required power to local circuits.Write for Bulletin MPD 15/100.
pp PASTORIZA

1 ELECTRONICS, INC.

385 Elliot St., Newton Upper Falls, Mass. 02164 

(617) 332-2131
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Icebetg shows up as a dark shadow on a graphic display (above left) and as a temperature-analog plot on a recorder (above right) in Sperry's airborne microwave radiometric search system. The black dome under the tail of the Coast Guard HC-130 aircraft contains three parabolic antennas that rotate perpendicularly to the flight path.
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ft:
What are 400-Volt Silicon Power Transistors 

like you doing in a place like this?

(HIGH
VOLTAGE PRE
REGULATOR
SWITCH)

REGULATED—>Ç>

60Hz OUTPUT

Ç 117V ç

MJ480

100MF

100MF

SIMPLIFIED REPRESENTATION
OF SERIES PASS, 
REFERENCE VOLTAGE, 
ANO SENSE CIRCUITRY.

MJ413* (400V)

MJ423 (400V)

or

+

MJ431 (400V)

Economical in size and weight, this ali-silicon, regulated de 
power supply - 0-100 V, 0-1 A — utilizes a HV silicon power 
switch m the pulse-width modulated switching preregulator. P-W 
modulation is accomplished by a Schmitt trigger controlled by 
sensing the voltage across the series pass transistor. Trans
formerless (with possible exception of Schmitt trigger) circuit 
operation is possible if line isolation is not required.

A: Lowering costs and simplifying circuitry.
Right now you can use these three new Motorola 400-volt 

silicon power units in virtually all the right places: in 
line-operated audio and servo amplifiers, inverters, choppers, 
switching and series pass regulators and horizontal and ver
tical TV outputs!

Advantages? Many. You can reduce the size, cost and 
complexity of input, output and filtering components. Plus, 
reduce current and keep your circuitry more compact, lighter 
and easier to cool. They can also replace similar, limited
source devices at no increase in cost.

And there’s no “punch-through” (secondary breakdown) 
with any of them because Motorola’s triple diffusion process 
allows device acceptance of very high voltages even in the 
"most demanding designs.

We’ve prepared an informative package of technical data 
on the broadest line of 200 to 400V silicon power transistors 
in the industry — 14 NPN units that let you optimize your 
application with a wider choice of packages, current capabili
ties, voltage/gain characteristics . . . and availability. You’ll 
also receive an enlightening article on the significant advan
tages and uses of HV silicon power in modem, high energy 
circuitry. Send for it today! Box 955, Phoenix, Arizona 85008.

Evaluation units from your franchised Motorola distributor.

NOW — Select from the Broadest HV Silicon Power Line Available!

TYPE Veto
VcEO
(Sus)

lc 
(Max) h« t. CASE

MJ400 325 325 200 mA
30 min (@ 50 mA, 

10V) 15 MHz min TO-66

MJ420 250 250
100 mA

25 min (@ 30 mA.
30 MHz min T0-5MJ421 325 325 20 V)

MJ3201 225 225
100 mA

30 min (O 50 mA,
15 MHz min T0-66MJ3202 300 300 10 V)

MJ2251 225 225
500 mA

25 min ((a) 50 mA,
10 MHz min TO 66MJ2252 300 300 10 V)

2N3738 225 225
3A

40 min ((a) 100 mA,
10 MHz min TO 662N3739 300 300 10 V)

MJ3010 200 200
3.5 A

20 min (@ 0.5 A, 5 V)
4 MHz min T0-3MJ3011 325 325 10 min (@ 2 A, 5 V)

MJ413 400 325 15 min ((a) 1 A. 5 V) frMHz min
TO-3MJ423 400 325 1ÜÂ 10 min ((a) 2.5 A, 5 V) 5 MHz min

MJ431 400 325 10 min ((a) 3.5 A, 5 V) 4 MHz min

‘For output currents to 300 mA.

MOTOROLA
Semiconductors
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THERMISTORS

s® sam jam
When Xerox required a dependable, precise and fast-acting 
temperature sensing device, they brought a space age prod
uct “down to earth"
If your products require precise temperature measurement, 
control or compensation with FAST RESPONSE it will pay you 
to investigate VECO thermistors. VECO suoplies a wide range 
of standard thermistors in various sizes, shapes, temperature 
coefficients and resistance values.
VECO’s engineering staff is available to assist you in product 
application and circuit design.
Xerox and 2400 Reg. T.M. Xerox Corporation

Write for Catalog MGP681

VECO First in Progress • First in Service

VICTORY ENGINEERING CORP
124 Springfield Ave., Springfield, N. J. 07801 

Tel: 201« 379-5900 TWX 710-983-440

NEWS

(Iceberg hunters, continued)ture of the object remains constant. This is vital in Coast Guard operations in the polar regions, where poor weather is chronic and the time available for iceberg search is limited.According to Roder, an infrared radiometric system would not be as effective as the microwave, because infrared radiation is blocked by fog, clouds and rain.The microwave portion of the radiometer is mounted under the tail of the aircraft. It includes a scanning antenna, stabilized antenna platform and associated radiometer components.A triangular grouping of three paraboloidal reflectors forms the antenna system. The antenna speed of rotation is adjustable over a range from 3 to 12 scans per second. Scan speed is set for complete ground coverage for the altitude and ground speed of the aircraft. The width of the scan is approximately three and a half times the aircraft’s altitude.
Works with plane’s radarThe system works in conjunction with the aircraft’s radar. The radiometer set maps an area below and behind the aircraft; the search radar scans ahead.The radar detects objects on the surface of the sea, while the microwave radiometer examines and identifies the targets as ships or icebergs. Identification is possible because the radiometer can measure temperature differentials as slight as 2°K.The system includes a commutat- ed-comparison radiometer with null balance, automatic gain control and scan-by-scan automatic calibration. It is the detected difference signal that is amplified to produce a voltage to drive the system’s recording mechanism.Two display devices are used in the system. A facsimile recorder displays an instantaneous graphic map of the area being searched. An oscillograph simultaneously plots temperature amplitudes of objects being scanned. Both displays are located in the operator’s console with signal-processing circuits and controls for remote operation of the radiometer. ■ ■
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Bring on 
your complex, 
small, noisy, difficult signals.
We’ll give you traces that show them for what they really are.

Determine exact phase of servo error with respect 
to reference signal of 60 Hz to 5 (Hz while maxi
mizing rejection of quadrature component.

See critical variations as small as 10 uV rms from 
strain gages, other AC-excited transducers.

Precisely record changes as small as .001% in 
DC-100 Hz signals by using calibrated zero sup
pression.

Resolve 50 Hz -100 kHz amplitude information to 
0.02% of full scale signals from 1 volt to 500 
volts.

When you need the greatest possible degree of signal-conditioning precision and operational control, Sanborn 7700 Series oscillographs with solid-state “8800” plug-ins will give you chart recordings of maximum resolution and intelligibility.Seven highly versatile signal conditioners offer unique performance capabilities: three DC types with a 1 uV - 250 V dynamic range, floating differential input and calibrated zero suppression... an AC-DC Converter with calibrated zero suppression and scale expansion permitting resolution better than 0.1%, 10 ms response and isolated, 1 meg. input ... a phase-sensitive demodulator with calibrated reference phase shift, 90° calibrated dial with four quadrant selections, and a frequency range of 60 Hz to 5 kHz ... a carrier preamp with 2400 Hz internal transducer excitation supply, calibrated zero suppression, cal. factor control and conversion gain of 10,000 . .. and a general-purpose DC preamp particularly useful for 100 mm wide chart recording.Use any of these “8800” plug-ins in the 7700 thermal writing oscillograph matched to your packaging and channel requirements — 4-, 6- and 8-channel 7704A, 7706A and 7708A console types . . . 2-channel 7702A system in rack-mount or mobile cart versions ... single-channel 7701A wide chart (100 mm) portable system. Every one of these thermal writers will give you permanent, rectangular-coordi- _ nate recordings whose resolution and accuracy make all your measurements more useful.For a new brochure describing the advantages and wide choice of Sanborn thermal writing oscillographs, write Hewlett-Packard Company, Sanborn Division, 175 Wyman Street, Waltham, Mass. 02154.
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The Man from E.A.G.LE. offers virtually unlimited product/performance scope: 
from solid state timers such as the CC (above)—created for short, accurate, 
highly-repetitive time cycles—to motor-driven electromechanical timers such as 
the Model88 (below).. .and everything known to be in between. CC's qualifica
tions: compensates for voltage changes; plus into standard octal relay socket; 
quality componentry — tantalum timing capacitor; SCR control of 10 amp 
output relay; protection against load or output contacts being inadvertently actu
ated by transients or power cutoff; perfect replacement for pneumatic timers.

Accuracy, economy and reliability are hallmarks of the Eagle line.. .industry's 
most complete! Put us to the only test that counts, your most demanding time/ 
count application. Write for the CC Bulletin 158 and the Model 88 Bulletin 
1620, Eagle Signal Division, E. W. Bliss Company, 736 Federal Street, Davenport,
Iowa 52808.

BLISS * EAGLE SIGNAL
A DIVISION OF THE E W. BLISS COMPANY

FOR INFORMATION ON CG TIMER CIRCLE READER SERVICE NUMBER 103
FOR INFORMATION ON MODEL 88 TIMER CIRCLE READER SERVICE NUMBER 104
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INSTANT EAGLE RELAYS
Test Them Immediately... 

Get Production Quantities in Two Weeks!
That’s right . . . Eagle challenges you to compare them with any 
relay on the market. NOW you can get immediate delivery on these 
general-purpose or medium-power relays. Test results prove they’re 
the finest of their kind in the world. Eliminate your relay delivery 
problems. Call your “Man from E.A.G.L.E.”. . . listed at the right. 
You’ll find he has full details and specifications on Eagle relays.

BLISS * EAGLE SIGNAL

YOUR “MAN FROM E.A.G.LE.”
Distributors
Burlingame, California

415-697-6244
Glendale, California

213-245-1172
Englewood, Colorado

303-781-0912
Hamden, Connecticut

203-288-9276
Orlando, Florida

305-855-3964
Baltimore, Maryland

301-484-5400
Newton Highlands, Massachusetts

617-969-7140
Minneapolis, Minnesota

612-922-7011
Clifton, New Jersey

201-471-6090
Haddonfield, New Jersey

609-429-1526
Albuquerque, New Mexico

505-265-1020
Albany, New York

518-436-8536
Depew, New York

716-684-5731
Endwell, New York

607-723-8743
Fairborn, Ohio

513-878-2631
Fairview Park, Ohio

216-333-4120
Dallas, Texas 

214-363-1526
Houston, Texas

713-649-5756
Seattle, Washington

206-725-7800

Representatives
Scottsdale, Arizona

602-947-4336
Pasadena, California

213-681-4421
Jacksonville, Florida

305-388-7656
Orlando, Florida

305-422-4295
Roswell, Georgia

404-993-6498
Chicago, Illinois

312-775-5300
Chicago Illinois

312-784-7314
Baltimore, Maryland

301-276-1505
Norwood, Massachusetts

617-769-3600
Minneapolis, Minnesota

612-922-0243
St. Louis, Missouri

314-428-5313
Hackensack, New Jersey

201-342-2602
Latham, New York

518-785-5032
Rochester, New York

716-436-4410
Skaneateles, New York

315-685-6172
Fairfield, Ohio

216-333-4120
Havertown, Pennsylvania

215-528-6640
Dallas, Texas 

214-748-7788
Houston, Texas

713-224-9715
Bellevue, Washington

206-454-5200
Charleston, West Virginia

304-342-2211

A DIVISION OF THE E.W. BLISS COMPANY
736 Federal Street, Davenport, Iowa
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Modular Integrated Circuit

A-ro-D converter
10 bit parallel binary output 

10 microseconds conversion timeModel ADC-lOic is a plug-in Analog- to-Digital Converter with a 10 volt input range and contains a Clock, Reference Supply, Resistor Network and Comparison Amplifier.
Also available

D--A converter
10 bit strobed parallel binary input 

1 microsecond settling time
(same size as A-to-D converter)Model DAC-lOic is a Digital-to- Analog Converter and contains a Storage Register and high-speed Strobe System, Internal Reference Supply, Resistor Network and output Operational Amplifier.Variations are available in input and output ranges, converting speeds, number of bits, and triggering modes.Pastoriza also provides compatible Sample-and-Hold and Multiplexing Cards and Auxiliary Readout Equipment with self-contained power supplies to facilitate matching these units to OEM and system applications.Write for A-to-D and D-to-A Converter literature.

PASTORIZA
ELECTRONICS, INC.

385 Elliot St., Newton Upper Falls, Mass. 02164 

(617) 332-2131

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 40

LETTERS

Diode-laser fog detector 
is not a noveltySir:There is already in use a fog-detecting device similar to that described in your article, “Fog! Diode laser signals warning” [ED 19, Aug. 16, 1966, p. 44],As a member of the International Impulsphysics Association, I have to test fog-warning devices, wherever they are developed, to evaluate their reliability for meteorological service in sea and air navigation. A device, based on the same principle as that of Hoffman Electronics Corp, which you describe, was developed a few years ago by Impulsphysik GmbH, of Hamburg. Its reliability has since been proven in use at naval stations and airports in all climate zones: one of its users is the U.S. Coast Guard.The detector, called the Videograph, is described in detail in 
High-Speed Pulse Technology, Vol. II, by Frank B. A. Fruengel (New York: Academic Press). This describes it as an automatic warning system that helps to cut manpower requirements.The light source of the Videograph is a high-intensity pulse lamp that emits a homogeneous white light at the peak of the driving pulse. The set can be adapted to make use of ultraviolet radiation, which has advantages in fog forecasting. The light of the pulse beam, partly back-scattered by air and fog particles, is picked up by a receiver mounted some 10 inches above the transmitter.The receiver can automatically switch on a fog horn or other warning system at a predetermined danger level. If a visibility recorder is attached to the receiver, a continuous record can be kept of visibility ranging from 1/16 mile to 10 miles.The transistorized device consumes less than 5 watts drawn from a 12-volt battery.Further references to this system are:I. A. Curcio and G. L. Knestrick, “Correlation of Atmospheric Transmission with Back Scattering,” J.

Optical Soc. Am., LXVIII, No. 10 (October, 1958); andM. H. Borman, “Measurement of Atmospheric Transmissivity Using Back-Scattered Light,” J. Optical 
Soc. Am., LI, No. 6.Dr. W. Knuetel International Impulsphysiks Assn. Hamburg, Germany.
iiiiimmiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw

Accuracy is our policyIn “Check design program availability,” in the report on Computer- aided Design, ED 23, Oct. 11, 1966, pp. 54-80, the author has made corrections to a number of design programs on pp. 78-79 that he attributed to the wrong companies.The source of the Code-Mandex, Spade, Dee and Sycate programs is Autonetics, 3370 Miraloma Ave., Anaheim, Calif, (contact: R. S. Miles), not Bell Telephone Laboratories as printed.The source of the Gate Assignment, Load, Logic Diagram, Timing Analysis, Module Assignment and Path Routing programs is General Electric, P. O. Box 2500, Daytona Beach, Fla. (contact: E. W. Burdette), not Bendix Corp, as printed.The source of the ASAP program is NASA, Greenbelt Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. (contact: Roger Cliff), not IBM as printed.The source of the ECAP and Predict programs is IBM at Western Regional Offices, 3424 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90005 (contact: Howard Tyson) not at Greenbelt Space Flight Center, Md., as printed.In the listing on p. 77, there is an error in the address of Autonetics, which is at 3370 Miraloma Ave. (not Miraland Ave), Anaheim, Calif. ■
In ED’s Signal Generator Reference Issue (ED 27, Nov. 29, 1966), the products of CMC/Rutherford Div. were referred to wrongly. For information on all products listed under Rutherford Electronics, write to CMC/Rutherford, 12973 Bradley Ave., San Fernando, Calif.
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We have 47 Semiconductor Application Notes 
that tell you how to apply Integrated Circuits 
in all types of equipment

<*2(14

|R»tG,'K 1

»MM

CHOOSING RTl ihUGRM® 
LOGIC cuons

»M. AMPLIFIERS

J*25l

i '“«»Cm,.*3*®

IC APPLICATION NOTE INDEX
□ 1. 

CURRENT
MODE 
LOGIC 
SYSTEMS

AN 187
AN 194 
AN 195 
AN 202 
AN 233

AN 239
AN 244
AN 257

MECL IC Line Driver
Designing Integrated Serial Counters 
Designing Integrated Clocked Counters 
Noise Margins of MECL ICs
Design of Monostable Multivibrators
Using MECL ICs
MECL IC Schmitt Triggers
The MECL Line of Digital ICs
Decade Counters Using 
MECL J-K Flip-Flops

AN 265

AN 266
AN 274
AN 277

AN 278

AN 280

Choosing Very High-Speed ICs 
(ECL and PL)
MECL IC Flip-Flops
MECL IC Shift Registers
Overshoot and Ringing in 
High-Speed Digital Systems
Using Shift Registers as 
Pulse Delay Networks
MECL 70 MHz J-K Flip-Flop

□ II.
RESISTOR
TRANSISTOR 
LOGIC 
SYSTEMS

AN 234
AN 236

AN 251
AN 252

MRTL Family of ICs
Using Motorola Milliwatt MRTL
IC Family
Decade Counters Using MRTL ICs
Choosing MRTL Integrated
Logic Circuits

AN 253

AN 254
AN 264
AN 279

An Analysis of MRTL 
Integrated Logic 
Using MRTL IC Flip-Flops 
MRTL IC Shift Registers 
Setup and Release Times 
in the MRTL J-K Flip-Flop

□ HI.
DIODE
TRANSISTOR 
LOGIC 
SYSTEMS

AN 200
AN 235

Variable Threshold Logic Family 
Using Motorola MDTL Line ICs

AN 262
AN 263

Decade Counters Using MDTL ICs
Choosing DTL Integrated 
Logic Circuits

□ IV. 
GENERAL 
DIGITAL 
APPLICATIONS

AN 148
AN 245

AN 255

IC Reliability
An Integrated Core Memory 
Sense Amplifier
Comparison of Seven Digital 
IC Logic Lines

AN 256

AN 270

Examining Ultra High-Speed 
IC System Inter-Connections 
Nanosecond Pulse Handling 
Techniques

□ V.
OPERATIONAL 
AMPLIFIERS

AN 204

AN 248

AN 258

AN 261

High-Performance Integrated 
Operational Amplifiers 
A High-Voltage Monolithic 
Operational Amplifier 
Monostable Multivibrator Design 
Using An IC Operational Amplifier 
Transistor Logarithmic Conversion 
Using An Integrated Operational 
Amplifier

AN 273

AN 275

AN 276

More Value Out of Integrated 
Operational Amplifier Data Sheets

Audio Power Generation Using 
IC Operational Amplifiers

Useful Frequency Range Extension 
for MC1530 Operational Amplifiers

□ VI.
RF-IF 
AMPLIFIERS

AN 160

AN 203

Application of Micro-Electronics 
to IF Amplifiers
Tuned Amplifier Design With An 
Emitter-Coupled Integrated 
RF Amplifier

AN 247

AN 259

An IC RF-IF Amplifier

Using ICs in a Stagger Tuned 
l-F Strip

□ VII.
GENERAL 
LINEAR 
APPLICATIONS

AN 148
AN 154
AN 162
AN 164

IC Reliability
An Integrated Harmonic Mixer 
Audio Power Applications Using ICs 
Designing-In Integrated 
Differential Amplifiers

AN 233

AN 271

Cascade Noise Figure 
for IC Transistors
Breadboard Techniques for Low
Frequency IC Feedback Amplifiers

They’ll help you learn how to use IC’s in a Hurry! Send for them 
To receive the application notes in the Groups in which you are interested, 
write on your company letterhead indicating “Group 1, Group ?, etc.” to 
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Technical Information Center, Box 
955, Phoenix, Arizona 85001. We’ll have them in the mail to you right away.

dc p/iiaeß&A d oa/ied
MOTOROLA
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35% efficiency... 5dB gain !

TRW breaks the Gigahertz barrier 
with this new family of Ultra High 
Frequency communication transis
tors! They are the finest broad-band 
transistors you can buy—the only 
power transistors capable of 1 GHz 
operation in simple, straight 
through circuits.

As doublers or tri piers they'll reach 
3 GHz with cool efficiency. In the 
600 to 700 MHz range their gain and 
efficiency is phenomenal!

And there's more—you get this 
remarkable performance from a 28 
volt power source...35% efficiency 
and 5dB gain!

Contact any TRW distributor or 
TRW Semiconductors Inc., 14520 
Aviation Blvd., Lawndale, Calif. 
90260. Phone: 213-679-4561. TWX 
910-325-6206. TRW Semiconductors 
is a subsidiary of TRW INC.

TRW
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 42
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EDITORIAL

Don’t make them throw 
all those bugs away

There is a distinct possibility that electronic eavesdropping 
devices could some day be widely misused. Present Congressional 
investigation of the area, which will probably lead to legislation, is 
thus worthwhile.

But the present attitude of the courts toward any sort of eaves
dropping seems to us to be defeating one of the few good uses for 
this evolving class of devices. Not only are courts refusing any sort 
of bug-gathered data as evidence, they are also suggesting that an 
investigation based on leads gathered by bugging may be inadmissi
ble. Since lawbreakers seldom keep careful records of their illicit 
activities for the convenience of investigators, this attitude seems to 
be a remarkable boon for them.

Take the case of a Brooklyn man who, the Justice Dept, contends, 
did not bother to pay taxes or file returns for the years 1956 
through 1960. It seems that several clues and some evidence were 
uncovered by means of bugs planted at a “place of business” that 
the FBI believed was being used for criminal activities. Since the 
bugs were planted “by means of trespass,” the three-year conviction 
and $12,500 fine against the man are likely to be reversed by the 
Supreme Court. The Justice Dept, has ordered a thorough review of 
all cases being prepared so that no others run into such a snag.

We chatted by phone with a local FBI agent to see what effect the 
latest move against bugging is having. He said that the area was so 
sensitive that he could not even discuss it. When asked whether 
agents in the field could obtain a warrant when it appeared that 
bugging was needed to pursue an investigation, he said, “If some
one’s life was in danger, we would contact our office in Washington 
for permission, and they would have to contact the Justice Depart
ment.” Otherwise, bugging was out of the question, he explained.

Evidently editorials in the daily press have helped to induce this 
degree of caution in our crime-fighting agencies. The Justice Dept, 
is under criticism just for the fact that it has to check to see if any 
of its cases include bug-gathered evidence. More red tape will prob
ably be the result of this pressure, and initiative in the field will be 
further stifled. The legality of any bugging by law-enforcement 

• agencies is in question, while fingerpointing rather than rational 
discussion is the official reaction.

What is needed is a clear set of guidelines for the use of bugging 
devices in investigations, and a streamlined procedure for getting 
warrants to place them. Proper restrictions can protect the public, 
we believe, while freeing law-enforcement agencies to make intelli
gent use of new technology.

What we seem to be doing, in the honest interest of protecting civil 
liberties, is creating a framework within which crime can operate 
unmolested. Meanwhile the agents responsible for combating crime 
will undoubtedly react to the latest public outcry by throwing many 
of their latest gadgets back in the drawer. Robert Haavind
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Look what you can get 
OFF-THE-SHELF from 
Union Carbide Distributors

THE FIRST LOW COST 
FET TYPE OP AMPS

No Plastic — All Metal 
and Hermetically Sealed 
Mil Grade Components 
Throughout-----------------

FET Transistor in
Front End For -------------  
Low Input Current
& Impedance

H7010A OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER: $45
• Very Low Input Current (40 pA typ.) Avoids Drift Problems 

• Front-end with FET devices provides Input impedance of 1011 Q 
• Immediately Available Off-the-Shelf from Union Carbide Electronics Distributors

APPLICATIONS

Infrared Sensors

PH Sensors

Piezo-Electric Transducers

Ionization Gauges

EEG and EKG Pre-Amplifiers

Analog Integrators

Electrometric Type Voltage 
Followers

Sample and Hold 
(e.g. charge amplifier)

EIGHT FET TYPES AVAILABLE

Op 
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Type

Temp 
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°C
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Loop 
Gain 
dB

Band 
Width 
MHz

Zin 

MSI

Max 
Voltage 

Drift
Input 

Current 
pA

Rated 
Output 
V/mA

Price 
(1-4)

H7010A
H7010B -25 to 85 95 3.0 105 ±50 40 ±10/±2 $45.

50.

H7020A
H7020B -40 to 100 95 3.0 10‘ ±25 40 ±10/±2 60.

65.

H7030A
H7030B -40 to 100 97 3.0 10‘ ±25 40 ±20/±6 77.50

82.50

H7000
H7000A -55 to 125 90 2.5 10‘ ±25 40 ±10/±2 110.

95.

"A” Pkg. — 1.5 x 1.5 x 0.4 inches, “B” Pkg. — 1.8 x 1.2 x 0.6 inches, No Letter Suffix 
— 11/b x 11/s x % inches. For complete specifications write for catalog listing the 
entire line of operational amplifiers available from UCE.

UNION 
CARBIDE

ELECTRONICS
Union Carbide Electronics /365 Middlefield Road/Mountain View, California 94040/(415) 961-3300
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Technology

The world of the year 2000 is glimpsed in 
a special six-part predictive report. Page 70

Filters combined in parallel suppress unwanted 
frequencies, don’t attenuate output. Page 114

Simple arithmetic is all there is to analyzing required for direct conversion of resistance 
the modified Colpitts oscillator circuit that is changes to frequency variations. Page 108

Also in this section:

ICs in process controls yield circuit stability at lower cost than before. Page 118

The Monte Carlo technique keeps antenna errors within tolerable limits. Page 124

Surrealistic circuits achieve nothing with no trouble at all. Page 130
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Electronics in the
World of Tomorrow



A glimpse into the future shows a society profoundly 
affected by electronics and related technology.
Edited by Frank Egan, Technical Editor

Ever wonder what the world will be like 30 or 
40 years from now? Most of us have at one time or 
another. But our musings on the future are usually 
limited to areas in which we have either special 
interest or special competence. Thus the auto
mobile buff wonders what cars of the future will be 
like, the nuclear physicist speculates about new 
particles, and women ponder how long hemlines 
will be. Engineers, for their part, may well ask 
themselves how far electronics and related tech
nology will have progressed and what their impact 
will be at the turn of the century and afterwards.

Electronic Design thought these questions pro
vocative enough to warrant an attempt at answers. 
To provide them, we sought out experts who were 
not only eminently knowledgeable in a given area 
but also willing to prognosticate far into the future.

Looking ahead technically takes courage because 
it is so much easier to throw darts than it is to ven
ture educated guesses. We feel that the engineers 
who speculate on the future in this report have 
tended toward the carefully reasoned prediction 
rather than the way-out guess. It is not hard at all 
to believe that digital watches are on the way. And 
predictive medicine is already beginning to become 
important although the full impact of electronic 
measurements of body functions has not yet been 
felt.

The most forward-looking suggestion we found 
is in the concept of ultra-robots so smart that man 
seems a dullard by comparison. At the MIT Lab 
where this prediction was made a mechanical com
puter-controlled hand easily snatches a thrown ball 
from the air. So the author’s musing can not be dis
missed perfunctorily. The reader only has to look 
into predictions of the past to see how well events 
have borne out the accuracy of many of them.

Jules Verne, for example, was the kind of thinker 
who looked boldly ahead. His forecasts were often 
quite accurate, probably because they were based 
on his keen interest in engineering and scientific 
subjects in general. At the time of his writings the 
technical community was heatedly discussing 
whether man would eventually choose lighter-than- 
air or heavier-than-air craft for the coming era of 
flight. Verne sided with the heavier school and time 

has proved him right. Although we have yet to 
develop a single vehicle versatile enough to operate 
in the air, on land and sea, and even under the sea, 
engineers and inventors have gone far toward 
achieving many of Verne’s prophesies. More re
markable still, they have pushed many concepts be
yond what Verne dared dream. The vision of a 
vehicle flashing down a highway at 60 miles an 
hour was enough to set the reader of his day to 
snickering.

Despite the accuracy of much prognostication 
based on sound engineering projections, engineers 
and scientists today still hesitate to predict future 
developments. Yet, with the even greater stress on 
technology in general, and electronics in particular, 
it seems clear that great discoveries are in the 
offing. Of course, no one man’s predictions can be 
100 per cent accurate. Some of Verne’s explana
tions of how his envisioned craft would operate 
were way off the mark. Nevertheless, with hind
sight it is clear that his ideas about the rate of 
technical development were over-modest.

Similar disparities can be anticipated in rea
soned estimates made today. Advances will prob
ably be made at a far faster pace than most of us 
allow. One has only to consider the state of space 
exploration just 10 or 15 years ago.

With this in mind, Electronic Design’s con
tributors graciously agreed to put the ideas gleaned 
from their crystal balls into the articles of this 
report. It should be noted that their predictions are 
their own—and not necessarily those of the compa
nies or organizations with which they are associ
ated. It should also be understood that, unlike death 
and taxes, technological advancement can be capri
cious and significantly affected by factors ranging 
from the sociological to the political.

With these reservations, project yourself into the 
21st century for a view of the world of tomorrow.

The CoverScenes from the General Motors Futurama exhibit at the 1964-1965 New York World's Fair. Photographs of these and other Futurama scenes were furnished by General Motors Corp.
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À Myriad of Precision Watches 
for Land, Sea and Air
Donald K. Sites, Director of Research, 
Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Pa.

A modern Rip van Winkle wakes up in the year 
2000. When he looks at his watch to see what time 
it is, he finds that the reliable timepiece has 
stopped. As our sleepy subject wanders about 
looking for the correct time, he is astonished by 
the strange sights he sees about him. Everything 
seems different—particularly the watches worn 
by those he stops to question.

What our van Winkle does not know is that, 
while he slept away the last third of the 20th 
century, watchmakers have kept pace with com- 
temporary technology. Utilizing developments in 
electronics, radioisotope power sources and new 
materials, they have built a wide variety of time
pieces specifically designed to suit the wearer’s 
occupation. Some watches have been designed for 
space travelers, others are suited for men working 
and living under the sea, and a further range fits 
the needs of those engaged in more mundane 
pursuits.

Probably the most significant aspect of the new 

watches is the large number that are electric or 
electronic. Some of these are refinements of the 
old (1967 era) electric watches possessing their 
own energy source and regulating signal. Others 
contain their own energy sources but are regu
lated by an external signal source. And still a 
third type is powered by an external source as 
well as regulated by external signals.

A watch for every need

The most common type of watch Rip finds in the 
year 2000 is the self-powered, external-signal 
type, which may be either electromechanical or 
all-electronic. While these are of the same general 
type, many varieties exist to reflect the wearer’s 
individuality. One of the most evident differences 
is in the read-out: Some use digital read-out of one 
sort or another; others use the conventional face 
and hands. The digital-read-out types are relative
ly new, and are the outcome of a government- 

© SELF-SYNCHRONIZING ELECTRONIC WATCH

Internal regulation is provided in the self-powered, selfsynchronizing all-electronic watch by a highly stable electronic oscillator (a). In the self-powered, externally syn-
© EXTERNALLY-SYNCHRONIZED ELECTRONIC WATCHchronized type (b), world-wide standard time signals transmitted from communications satellites are used to provide regulation.
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sponsored program to develop extremely low- 
energy electroluminescent panels in a package 
small enough for use in watches. Such watches are 
favored by young people, who have been associat
ed with digital equipment since kindergarten. 
Older people still cling to the familiar round face, 
which market research people say will be gone in 
another decade.

The external regulating signal for the watches 
is transmitted from communications satellites, 
which provide a standard time signal to all parts 
of the world. This signal serves to detent the 
mechanism of electromechanical watches, keeping 
them synchronized. Electronic watches compare 
the external synchronizing signal with their own 
internal signal and adjust themselves accordingly.

A special accessory for doctors, lawyers and 
businessmen is operated in conjunction with the 

external synchronizing signal. This is in the form 
of coded paging signals generated at the watch in 
response to a side-band signal transmitted with 
the synchronizing signal. People with these spe
cial watches can always be reached by their office 
regardless of where they are in the world.

For the past few years, Rip learns, a govern
ment agency has been investigating the feasibility 
of using electronic watches for census purposes. 
One of the possible approaches being looked into 
involves watches having Gunn-effect devices built 
into them. These would transmit coded microwave 
signals that would be picked up by a network of 
regional receivers having directional antennas. 
The entire system would be tied into a central 
computer, which would provide the necessary 
counting and data analysis. The ultimate aim 
would be to provide a day-by-day census, as well 
as data on population shifts as they occur.

Travelers in the year 2000 cover long distances. 
In 1967, the average business trip may have 
required a watch adjustment for one time zone or 
so. In 2000 it is commonplace for a traveler to 
cross many time zones, involving a watch adjust
ment for each. However, such adjustments have 
been simplified by a movable bezel on the watch. 
In fact, the familiar crown and stem are no longer 
needed on watches in the new century. Rip finds 
that few shops advertise “Watches Repaired,” for 
the sign refers only to old-fashioned watches of 
the Sixties’ vintage, some of which are still in use. 
Contemporary watches are completely sealed. The

Extremely accurate timekeeping is possible for everyone through satellite-transmitted standard time signals. The satellites beam the signals world wide, allowing them to synchronize all electronic or electromechanical watches capable of receiving and processing them.
Conventional face will still be used on some watches of the future. Besides giving the local time, this mockup of a futuristic watch presents a numerical display of the month, the day and Greenwich time. By the year 2000 such numerical displays might be in the form of electroluminescent panels. The button at the upper right of the watch sets a built-in alarm.
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development, a few years ago, of solid lubricants 
and the use of self-lubricating parts eliminate the 
need for regular cleaning and lubrication. The 
new lubricants have very slight attraction for 
dust particles; furthermore, improved seals vir
tually eliminate dust in electromechanical watch
es. The newer, all-electronic watches, employing 
solid-state devices and digital read-out, are potted 
at the factory and never require service during a 
wearer’s lifetime.

The old self-winding watch has its electronic 
counterpart in the 21st century. This is the ther
mal-powered watch. Such watches use solid-state 
devices that convert the body heat of the wearer 
into power to run the watch.

A different breed of watch has been developed 
for people who live and work in undersea colonies 
or are engaged in undersea mining operations. 
These people cannot use the externally synchro
nized watches, so instead they wear self-powered, 
self-regulating watches.

Undersea watches have different requirements

Many of their watches are refinements of the 
electromechanical watch of 1967. Still employed 
are the basic principles for generating a time base 
by transistor control of either an electronic tuning 
fork or an electrical-balance hairspring oscillator. 

There the similarity ends, for many improvements 
and innovations have been incorporated.

Significant strides have been made in water
proofing these watches for greater depths and 
water pressures. Like the watches mentioned 
earlier, these have benefited from the development 
of improved sealing techniques. There is scant 
need ever to open the watch because it employs the 
new solid lubricants and some of its parts are 
made of improved nylon.

The stem has been removed from these watches 
to lessen the chance of leakage at this point. 
Despite this design change, the watches still gain 
or lose less than one second a day—more than 
adequate for long-term service underwater, for 
the most it can be off in a month is less than one 
minute. To correct this error, the watch can be 
taken to the colony’s calibration office, where it is 
placed in an electronic machine that compares it 
against a standard and generates a polarized field 
that causes the watch’s mechanism to be advanced 
or retarded, as necessary.

Another advance important to these undersea 
watches has been the improvements made in 
power cells. Even though the power-cell packages 
are smaller now than they were forty years ago, 
the discovery of improved materials and the use of 
radioactive isotopes for the power cells have great

Digital readout will be common in timepieces of the future, since it allows more information to be displayed in the same space. Advances in numerical display devices are required, though, before digital readout becomes fully practical. Such advances will be toward small devices of very low operating power.
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ly extended their service life.

Space watches are most sophisticated

The most advanced of all watches in the year 
2000 are those carried by space travelers. Since 
these cannot be dependent on anything from 
Earth, they are of the self-powered, self-regu
lating variety. Precision of the highest order is 
required in these watches, since they are relied on 
for such operations as rendezvous with orbiting 
space platforms.

All space watches provide multiple read-outs— 
Earth time, outer-space time, and a calendar. 
Some models also provide an elapsed-time indica
tor. Although a few models still have conventional 
faces, the majority have digital read-outs in 
keeping with other information displays aboard 
spacecraft. These numerical-display read-outs are 
similar to 20th-century Nixie tubes, but require 
only a fraction of the space and power needed by 
these earlier devices.

The success of these electronic space watches is 
due to the development of an ultrastable frequen
cy generator in a subminiature package. This is as 
accurate as the best quartz crystal of forty years 
ago, and makes use of the latest techniques in 
picocircuitry. The result is an electronic package 
the size of a 1967 watch movement but containing

0 PRESENT-DAY ELECTRIC WATCH

©PRESENT-DAY ELECTRONIC WATCH

Power cell replaces mechanically wound spring in presentday electric watch (a). Electronic watches of today use electrical feedback to control the frequency of the oscillator (b). The indexing section of the watches converts the mechanical output of the oscillator into discrete, countable quantities that appear in the time display.

all circuits from oscillator to read-out. It is inter
esting that these electronic watches draw no more 
power than the earlier electric watches, and thus 
enjoy a long service life from their power source.

Power cells are of two types, radioactive isotope 
power cells and rechargeable batteries. The iso
tope cells are fused to the circuitry at the factory 
to minimize the dry-circuit resistance and permit 
the entire package to receive a protective shield. 
Such watches can be thrown away once the cell 
loses its power.

Yet even for space applications the mechanical 
watch has not disappeared completely. The space
ships now in use have radiation shields that enable 
them to travel through belts of harmful radiation 
without danger to their passengers. Occasionally, 
however, space debris damages this shield, and a 
crew member must don a special suit and go 
outside to make repairs. Like early scuba divers, 
he wears a mechanical watch to tell him how long 
he has been outside the ship. Mechanical watches 
are used for this purpose because they are less 
readily affected by radiation than electronic 
watches.

The challenge ahead

Returning once again to 1967, let’s look at what 
must be done if these prophecies are to become 
realities. We find a considerable, although not 
insurmountable, challenge presented to electronic 
component manufacturers.

The prime prerequiste for development of an 
all-electronic watch is a highly stable subminia
ture oscillator. Present-day electronic oscillators 
are not stable enough for use in a watch, and 
quartz crystals with temperature-stable ovens are 
too bulky.

Refinement of present solid-state devices and 
the development of new devices will also be 
needed. Electronic watches require absolute-zero 
leakage in the off condition of the device. In this 
respect, the most promising device at the moment 
is the field-effect transistor. However, at today’s 
rate of progress, it is quite possible that in the 
next 35 years there will be some completely new 
devices.

Probably the greatest challenge is to the manu
facturers of power cells, since these lag behind 
the development of devices employing them. 
Today’s most efficient electric watch requires 
approximately 50 milliwatt-hours per year and 
has a useful battery life of two years. Unless the 
electronic industry evolves new devices consuming 
less power, battery manufacturers must develop a 
cell capable of delivering this power for a much 
longer period of time. One final need is for a 
numerical read-out device that will operate on 
very low power and be housed in an extremely 
compact package. ■ ■
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Diseases Fought Before 
and After They Occur
Curtis E. Miller, M.D., Director of Medical Research, 
Beckman Instruments, Inc., Fullerton, Calif.

The role of prophet in an era of immense tech
nological change is not an enviable one, particu
larly in the field of medicine and health, where 
every day discoveries are made and new tech
niques are developed that may drastically alter the 
shape of the future. Indeed, some of the most 
exciting future developments will grow from 
discoveries yet to be made, and will have implica
tions that even the wisest scientists can scarcely 
imagine now.

Nevertheless, recent developments point to 
some clear trends that enable us to predict the 
state of the health sciences some thirty years from 
now with a fair degree of certainty.

Preventive maintenance key to health

In the year 2000, the emphasis of medicine is 
increasingly on the maintenance of health and 
prevention of disease. With new instrumental 
techniques and data-handling capabilities, physi
cians are able to predict degenerative conditions 
developing in a patient and, in many cases, pre
scribe preventive measures to forestall or amelior
ate his illness.

Periodic visits to “predictive health centers” 
are as common for the average person as routine 
visits to the family doctor were in 1967. In less 
time—and for less money—than it used to take 
for a fairly superficial physical examination, 
people can now undergo comprehensive and dy
namic biochemical, physiological and behavioral 
testing to obtain a complete “health profile” of 
themselves. Not only does this “multiphasic 
screening” give the physician a complete picture 
of a person’s health at that moment, but it also 
allows him to anticipate disease by telling how 
well the body’s defense mechanisms are working.

Increased sophistication in health measure
ment has been accompanied by successes in pre

vention of acute illnesses with vaccines. Use of 
these has also substantially reduced the chronic 
diseases that are aftereffects of acute illnesses. A 
vaccine to prevent rheumatic fever, for instance, 
has also wiped out the rheumatic heart disease 
that often followed in its wake. Moreover, many 
chronic illnesses of the 1960s have been con
quered by better understanding and control of 
such environmental factors as air pollution.

Replacement parts extend life

Another achievement of medical science is the 
increasing refinement and use of artificial organs 
and organ transplants. Many people now lead 
perfectly normal, active lives with an artificial 
kidney, heart, or even a lung. Various forms of 
artificial eye are effectively eliminating the threat 
of blindness; these use electronic devices to gather 
visible light and transmit impulses through the 
optic nerves to the brain.

Advanced as these developments may be, how
ever, there will come a time when even the most 
sophisticated artificial organs will be obsolete, 
because the need for them will no longer exist. 
Just as the iron lung all but disappeared because 
of polio vaccine, so will the need for artificial 
organs be obviated by the conquest of other degen
erative diseases. In short, when we can keep our 
organs healthy, we will not have to replace them.

Hospitals reflect technological change

Hospitals are dramatically different from those 
of 1967. Arrangement and design of the buildings 
themselves reflect the changing nature of hospital 
care. Out-patient facilities are extensive as a 
result of the faster cures effected by contemporary 
procedures and drugs. The need for long stays 
in the hospital is vanishing.

In-patients are segregated in wings according
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Displays over an operating 
table give surgeons and anesthetist a continuous and instantaneous reading of their patient's condition throughout an operation. Microminiature electrodes and transducers keep a constant check on such vital factors as pulse rate, respiration rate, blood pressure, body temperature and brain waves.

Medical technologist sits at 
the console of a master computer that monitors, analyzes and compares the flow of physiological data from a patient in an adjoining operating theater.
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A nurse keeps close watch on up to 24 sick persons at once at this central console which continuously moni- tors and records physiological data from all her patients simultaneously, even when each bed is in a separate room.
to the degree of care required, rather than the 
type of disease. Entire sections of the hospital are 
devoted to specialized treatment. One such special
ty building houses hyperbaric oxygen chambers; 
another radioisotope sources and linear accelera
tors, which have replaced X-ray techniques for 
radiation therapy; a third accommodates the 
hospital’s computer and data-handling complex.

All manner of sophisticated instrumentation 
is in evidence throughout the hospital, from the 
operating room to the clinical laboratory, from the 
nurse’s station to the bedside. The surgeon re
ceives continuous information about the exact 
condition of a patient on the operating table. 
Microminiature electrodes and transducers trans
mit a constant stream of critical data in real time 
from the patient to the computer and back to the 
operating room.

In the recovery room, instruments monitor the 
patient’s condition all the time, recording and 
analyzing any changes, no matter how small. In 
the hospital’s clinical laboratory, banks of auto
mated analytical instruments perform rapid, 
precise biochemical and pathological tests, print
ing out the data in digital form, as well as present
ing it directly to the computer for analysis and 
storage.

Each day when the doctor arrives at the hospi
tal, he goes first of all to one of several time
shared computer consoles. Here he obtains up-to- 
the-minute data on the condition of each of his 
patients, views the results of tests he ordered the 

day before, orders new tests, or changes the medi
cations he had prescribed earlier. Only then does 
he see his patients themselves.

The computer is no stranger to the physician. 
He had several courses in computer theory and 
programing before entering medical school. In 
medical school itself he spent many hours with 
analog, digital, and hybrid computers in “medical 
computer games,” performing diagnoses of simu
lated ailments. From the outset of his intern days, 
he has grown to rely on the computer as a virtual
ly infinite store of information to aid his decision
making.

Medical data banks, spread all over the world 
and interconnected with each other, are capable of 
comparing one medical history with untold num
bers of similar cases as an aid to diagnosis. Hard- 
learned lessons on rare diseases are not forgotten.

Both physicians and patients benefit

Concern was expressed at one time that the 
rush toward instrumentation and automation in 
medicine would lead to dehumanizing the relation
ship between physician and patient, that a doc
tor’s warm reassurance would be replaced by the 
cold, impersonal efficiency of the machine. This 
has not been the case.

None of the changes has displaced the physi
cian. Rather, they allow him to spend more of his 
time in analysis, evaluation and judgment in the 
diagnosis and treatment of his patients. The new
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An unborn baby’s heart beat and brain waves are recorded continuously during the mother’s labor and delivery on this complete biomedical monitoring and display unit, a forerunner of tomorrow’s systems.
techniques give him more precise information 
than he ever had before. Electronic data- 
processing frees him from the routine detail that 
formerly occupied his time without truly exploiting 
his talents.

The patient also reaps many benefits from .the 
advances in medical electronics. To begin with, the 
likelihood of his ever having to be in a hospital has 
been reduced many times over by attention to 
predictive health and predictive medicine. If he 
should need surgery or have to enter the hospital 
for specialized treatment or tests, his stay is short
er and more pleasant than once was the case.

While all these changes have been taking place 
during the past three decades—changes that have 
directly affected the patient-physician interface— 
advanced biochemical research has also produced 
dramatic results. Here, too, electronics has played 
a vital role in helping scientists to break the 
genetic code and unlock the secrets of life.

The use of computers and computer models has 
led to breakthroughs in understanding the body’s 
immunological systems, and has provided the final 
step toward conquest of diseases ranging from the 
common cold to malignant cancers. Molecular 
biologists can design and synthesize new genes to 
inject into the defective cells of diseased organs, 
and can alter the structure of genes to eliminate 
hereditary defects and congenital disease. They 
have been unscrambling the electrochemical 
formulas of the brain and its thought and memory 
processes, and ultimately will be able to alter the 

maze of experiences that a person stores there.

What is the role of electronics?

To make the medical achievements just de
scribed possible, science needs new instruments of 
greater sensitivity and specificity, with more speed 
and ease of operation. The opportunity for design
ers and makers of electronic instruments, systems 
and components to contribute to medical science 
clearly exists. Indeed, electronics’ participation is 
essential. There are two important factors, how
ever, that are not so readily apparent.

The first is that an instrument, no matter how 
sophisticated, is not a substitute for the skill of 
the scientist, whether he be a physician with a 
surgical laser, a pathologist with a spectrophoto
meter, or a biologist with an ultracentrifuge. 
Instruments merely extend man’s senses and 
capabilities; they do not create new ones.

The second—and perhaps more important 
factor, as far as industry is concerned—is that a 
manufacturer’s capabilities in electronics, chemis
try or optics are not the sole prerequisites for 
service to medical science. The measurement 
scientist must understand the needs and goals of 
the physician, and be responsive to them. He must 
be willing to submit his work to critical evaluation 
more lengthy and more costly than for any other 
customer. And he must be willing to bear as much 
moral and legal responsibility for the implications 
of advances in medical science as he expects of the 
user of his products. ■ ■

(Report continued on p. 82)
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the power 
behind the leading 
products



For office machines»machine tools»electronic 
equipment ■ electrical control devices ■ medi
cal apparatus ■ communications equipment ■ 
data processing equipment ■ laboratory equip
ment ■ recording instruments ■ inspection and 
testing equipment ■ musical instruments ■ 
scientific apparatus ■ many other applications.

Bodine motors are available in over 3,500 standard cat
aloged specifications plus numerous specials . . . ratings 
from .45 milli-hp. to 1A hp... torques from 0.18 in.-oz. to 350 
in.-lbs... speeds from 0.6 rpm to 10,000 rpm. There are more 
than 275 stock types and sizes of Bodine fractional horse
power motors from which to choose. Write for Bulletin S. 
Bodine Electric Co., 2500 W. Bradley PI., Chicago, III. 60618.

Bodine Motors Wear Out—It Just Takes Longer

^BODINE MOTORS
fractional/horsepower



Will the Machines 
Eventually Outwit Man?
William S. Jarnagin, Project MAC, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston

Automata are already doing such things as run
ning chemical experiments, operating machines 
and aiming missiles. By the year 2000, however, 
we can expect man to be dealing with “intelligent” 
automata with far more remarkable characteris
tics.

Intelligent automata may be defined as mobile 
computers that are interfaced with sensors cap
able of measuring the computer’s physical inter
action with its outside world. They are capable of 
simulating not only man’s intelligence, but even 
his sensations. This last point bears discussion. 
Turing has discussed computers’ potential for sim
ulating man’s intelligence. But we suggest further 
that automata will be capable of perceiving the 
world through specific transducers that can match, 
perhaps even excel, man’s own. These sensors will 
send coded information in the form of pulses sep
arated only in time to a central processor. This 
parallels the human sensing process. Thus man 
and automata can agree, say, on seeing red, hear
ing sounds, sensing acceleration—even feeling 
pain with the automaton simulating pain by ab- 
threshold signal detectors—so long as they have 
similar sensors. What tasks might such creatures 
perform ?

Early applications by the year 2000

The first applications for intelligent automata 
are likely to be in work which is hazardous for 
man, such as planetary exploration, deep-sea cable 
repair and radioactive material manipulation. 
Such types may be fairly common by 2000.

The next step will be the development of more 
intelligent automata for more skilled work. These 
may be associated with the operation of a great 
variety of instruments. By the year 2000, intelli
gent automata may have the ability to read thou
sands of books to man’s one and, with built-in 
photomultipliers, IR, UV, and radar instruments, 
they may have optical sensitivity over practically 
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the entire electromagnetic spectrum. Instrument
coupled automata may also by that time be able to 
detect the merest traces of any gas or chemical by 
a combination of mass spectrometry and neutron 
bombardment that would enable them to interpret 
the consequent radiation of the trace.

Moreover, microelectronic (lithographic or even 
holographic) and molecular engineering techniques 
may have reached the stage where the large in
struments of 1967 can be reduced almost to the 
vanishing point, making it practical to integrate a 
wide range of sensors into an automaton.

Automata vs antiautomata

If war is inevitable in the future, then there 
is no theoretical reason why the whole gamut of 
hazardous military tasks should not be turned 
over to automata, from piloting aircraft and driv
ing tanks to foot-soldiering. Furthermore, the 
machines could probably be programed to face 
destruction more willingly than people; desertion 
and mutiny might be nonexistent, and the automa
ta could battle nonstop day and night.

In addition to automata soldiers, microelectron
ic spies could be fabricated in the form of small 
creatures. With microinstruments integrated with 
microcomputers, their volumes and masses could 
be minute. Fuel cells with higher efficiency than 
organic energy mechanisms would enable an arti
ficial “insect” or “bird” to fly hundreds of kilo
meters over a given terrain. Programed instruc
tions could then direct the microinstrumented spy 
to enter the headquarters of the opposition and re
turn with information.

Border-patrol automata could be equipped to 
identify persons bent on violence. Such an autom
aton might conduct an accelerated psychoanaly
sis by asking certain key questions that would be 
reacted to reflexively, with or without words. (It 
was Freud, after all, who claimed that he learned 
a great deal just by the way a person approached
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and knocked on his door.) Enough is known al
ready to identify with relative assurance people 
intent on violence. A perceptive automaton might 
even take an electroencephalogram from a dis
tance. With built-in magnetometers, UV, IR, 
radar and perhaps X-ray apparatus, the automa
ton could also quickly spot weapons or explosives 
on passing people.

Many of these capabilities would be equally 
useful for crime control.

By the time this degree of capability has been 
achieved, nations may have to develop antirobots. 
Conceivably a standoff might result comparable to 
the nuclear stalemate of the 1960s.

Safeguards may be required

If man positively refuses to trust intelligent 
automata, he is likely to try to restrict their physi
cal strength, mobility, communication (with each 
other), and their access to destructive weapons. 
How long any of these restrictions may remain 
effective is hard to say.

The first intelligent automata may have tamper
proof “genetic rules” built into them to the effect 
that man shall not be willfully harmed. This safe
guard may be incorporated in self-reproducing 
models, with strict provision for isolating or de
stroying any mutated version that lacks this char
acteristic. How long it may take intelligent auto
mata to outsmart these efforts remains to be seen.

Other safeguards might be to make it illegal for 
programers to write socially destructive programs 
and to regulate automata owners, much as we 
presently regulate owners of other potentially 
dangerous devices like guns, explosives and autos.

Automata workers supersede humans

Neither serious threats to people nor great risks 
of economic upheaval are necessarily inevitable in 
the development of intelligent automata. Their 
initial use in performing tasks that are hazardous 
or toilsome for men will alter public reaction to 
them; the fast dumb slave of man will be seen to 
be not so dumb.

As machines are constructed with progressively 
more intelligence, personal-aide machines may 
come into popular use. Microelectronic machines 
of this nature could be worn like hearing aids to 
give their owners good counsel.

Once the usefulness of automata has come to be 
generally appreciated, automata could gradually 
take the place of skilled and unskilled workers. To 
make the economic transition easier, legislation 
may require that management pay the displaced 
workers as usual for a certain number of months 
or years; meanwhile, management could recover 
the cost of the automata by exploiting their 24-



hour-per-day work capacity.
Gradually, people would be placed on perpetual 

vacation. Life’s basic needs, in goods or money, 
could be provided by a work force of automata. 
Energy from the ocean’s supply of deuterium 
might be obtained by intelligent machines in 
sufficient quantity to supply the world; similarly, 
intelligent farm machines could produce a nation’s 
foodstuffs.

This scheme differs from some persons’ image 
of utopia. It leaves many problems still unre
solved. By what system of values, for instance, 
would man live? Thinking machines might com
pute an optimum way of feeding, clothing, shelter
ing, educating and entertaining millions of people, 
but this might take no account of personal idiosyn- 
cracy. To what extent, then, might man have to 
relinquish some of his individuality?

Time and education alone should solve some of 
the problems, however. Children could grow up as 
accustomed to thinking machines as they have 
been already to television, cars, aircraft and the 
machine world.

Ultraintelligent automata—desirable or not?

One of the world’s major problems in the next 
millennium may be man’s control of extremely 
intelligent automata. An automaton thinking at 
the speed of light and processing, say 1015 bits 
per second would have to wait 1012 seconds, or 
some 30,000 years, for man to process the same 
information at 103 bits per second. Automata 
capable of that speed—if fully conscious and able 
to make subtle inferences—could find people 
unbearably restrictive. Even if they did not have 
means to destroy man, they might choose not to 
communicate with him.

Man, for his part, might then wonder whether 
or not he should share his energy resources and 
living space with such uncooperative and, in 
effect, useless machines, and might threaten to 
destroy those that steadfastly refuse to report 
their findings to him. But, so much astuter than 
he, the ultraintelligent machines would have 
already thought of that and, after earning their 
keep and being in existence for a while, would 
probably persuade him to leave them alone as 
entities in their own right.

How will automata be developed?

These projections have a solid grounding in fact 
and are extrapolated from work and investiga
tions that are presently in progress. A detailed 
discussion of such work is beyond the scope of this 
article, but a brief mention of some of the areas 
of research and their significance can be given.

The development of intelligent automata is 
based on the identification of rules. Directly 

related work is currently being pursued in two 
major areas: artificial intelligence and bionics. 
Many published works in these fields indicate that 
certain characteristics of intelligence long thought 
to be uniquely peculiar to human beings can be 
simulated by computer.

Today quasi-intelligent automata can be pro
gramed to use artificial intelligence to attack 
difficult problems in various ways. One of these is 
by analogical reasoning. They substitute a sim
plified version for the difficult problem, solve the 
analogous problem, noting the steps taken, and 
then apply the steps to solving the main problem.

Another technique is the use of subgoals. In this 
case the automaton restates the difficult problem 
as a set of subproblems, notes the relationship 
between the parts, solves the subproblems, and 
combines the results to form a solution to the 
difficult problem. (This is how it plays chess.)

Bionics is another approach

A second approach to the development of intelli
gent automata is through bionics, where electronic 
devices are modeled after neurophysiological 
counterparts. An example is the information
processing system currently under development at 
MIT’s Instrumentation Laboratory. This is large
ly based on the reticular formation of human 
nerves and the retina of a frog. This system, 
sponsored by NASA, is planned for use in explor
ing Mars in the 1970s. It is to perform certain 
experiments, radio back its results to earth, and 
make local decisions in keeping with its program.*

Other bionic approaches include the simulation 
of neural nets. Here, too, the problem is: by what 
rules can events in the outside world be coded, 
stored, switched, and so on? Ironically, once the 
rules are described, they can be programed into a 
computer.

Efforts have been made to try to trick bulk 
material into exhibiting, by selective reinforce
ment, some semblance of intelligence. Metallic 
dendrites have been grown in various media, and 
metallic whiskers have been grown selectively in 
electronic circuitry to effect self-repair of compo
nents. But it must be stated categorically that, 
unless these materials contain the basic ingredi
ents of formal logic (AND and NOR elements) 
and a means for storage (delay lines and memo
ry), the system will remain deficient by whichever 
of these basic elements it lacks initially. Further
more, these ingredients, as with neurons, must be 
made to function according to definite rules.

Similarly, perceptrons and related perceiving 
machines will have little chance of becoming

*See “Electronic frog eyes may search for life on Mars,” 
Electronic Design, XIV, No. 24 (Oct. 25, 1966), 17-24.
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Man vs Machine
Cerebral cortex...................................Microelectronic computerCochlea.................................................... MicrophoneBalance sensor..................................Gyro & accelerometerOptical sensors....... ........................... Vidicon TV, IR, UV. . .Sense of smell.....................................Mass spectrometerTemperature sensors Vocal apparatus..........  Energy mechanisms. Reticular formation .. Bronchial ......................Sense of pain......... Self-repairing cells Heart...............................  Chemical sensors Rotational musclesFlexors & extensors

Thermometers & thermistors Speaker & display tube Fuel cell Control center NoneAbthreshold signal sensors Self-repairing components Fuel pump Chromatograph Electric motorsOpposing hydraulic ramsSkeleton, bone..................................... Metal rods & casingElbows, single..................................... Elbows, multiple/armSense of touch ...................................Pressure & strain gauges,time domain reflectometer & compressible RF cable (closed radar unit with computer looking at echo)
generally useful unless they are extended to in
clude basic logic and storage elements as well as 
the essential rules to function by.

To solve difficult problems, automata will not 
generally search all possibilities. Time and storage 
limitations require that searches be restricted. 
(There are more possible moves in a chess game 
than there are particles in the universe.) Further
more, randomness appears to be unnecessary, 
since some sort of plausible rule (criterion) can 
always be suggested, even if not ideal. Noting the 
effectiveness of various rules and applying them by 
the subgoal method should enable the automata to 
steer in a favorable direction.

Furthermore, in a self-modifying system it is 
important that even its rules can be changed by 
rules. Otherwise the result may be gross random
ness, or irrevocable divergence.

The main point is that intelligent automata will 
probably follow from improved computer pro
graming and from well-defined bionic models. 
Bionics researchers have the advantage of known 
working models (man) from which they may 
obtain clues. They cannot expect success by put
ting things together the way nature did—it may 
take equally long. Looking at the answers and 
making intelligent guesses, however, may enable 
them to determine the rules before the century is 

out. Computer scientists, working on artificial 
intelligence, have working models of their own; 
namely, a number of successful quasi-intelligent 
programs. It remains to be seen which appoach 
first yields rules by which automata can make 
logical inferences and communicate in a language 
as complex as man’s. ■ ■
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Space Travel Made Easy 
with Novel Displays
W. E. Drissel, Principal Systems Analyst, Systems and 
Research Div., Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis

Design engineers may dream a lot—but seldom 
with company encouragement. Yet this was the 
opportunity given to Honeywell’s systems and re
search engineers, early in 1966.

At that time, a movie company, Polaris Indus
tries, contacted Honeywell Systems and Research 
Div. for technical assistance on a movie entitled 
“2001: A Space Odyssey.” This assistance was to 
take the form of developing ideas, working with 
an artist on drawings for a spacecraft of 35 years 
hence, and furnishing dialogue and action.

What made this assignment particularly in
triguing was the fact that Honeywell was asked to 
assume that all technical impediments to its 
futuristic ideas would be overcome. With this in 
mind, engineers peered ahead to the year 2000 and 
came up with spacecraft displays, an astronaut’s 
maneuvering unit for extravehicular work, and an 
attaché case for the space-traveling executive.

Computerized displays help astronauts in 2000

As a result of industry-wide efforts over the 
past 35 years toward integrated informational 
displays, pictorial and predictor displays now 
provide spacecraft pilots with information in 
immediately useful form. When the spacecraft 
power supply is functioning normally, the display 
gives periodic assurance of this fact; but should 
there be only marginal operation or a failure, the 
display shows the faulty element as nearly isolat
ed as possible and indicates with block diagrams 
or schematics how to repair it or select a back-up.

The spaceships’ command center is dominated 
by a computer-derived display complex which is 
controlled by voice or a light pen and makes wide 
use of color. It is placed at arm’s length from the 

pilots (Fig. 1) and nearly fills their field of view.
An automatic control phase, including plane 

change and gross catch-up, is used for rendezvous 
with an orbiting space station. During this phase, 
the display shows the position of the station and 
such things as how long before a velocity correc
tion will be necessary, what the spaceship’s atti
tude is, what the crew should be doing, what 
thrust is being developed, and how much fuel 
remains.

This phase is followed by a manual rendezvous 
phase using the spacecraft radar. At this stage the 
display shows the relative positions of the space
craft and the space station, and if conditions are 
not correct for rendezvous, the pilots see a mean
ingful error vector. The colored arrow in Fig. 2 is 
the error vector; Fig. 3 shows the display after the 
pilot has driven the error vector to zero.

This display continues until the target is within 
a predetermined range. Now the display switches 
to a high-resolution color television picture of the 
target. Human beings are nowadays so good at 
docking that they usually handle it all themselves. 
The two small lights at the center of the docking 
display (Fig. 4) are ranging lights. The cross 
hairs are positioned by the computer, so that the 
display follows the pilots’ maneuvers almost 
instantaneously.

Events are displayed as checklist

Before every scheduled event, the pilots see an 
automatically displayed checklist. What the com
puter will do is listed in one category, the crew’s 
tasks are in another. The computer performs a 
complete self-check first. This includes instruc
tions to the pilots to assist it whenever necessary
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1. All spacecraft functions are monitored at the computer-derived display complex. Subsidiary functions which make possible activities such as recreation and training are also provided by the display.

2. Manual rendezvous is accomplished through the use of a visual display. If any course correction is required during rendezvous, this is indicated by the error vector (arrow).
3. Error vector disappears when the spacecraft is placed on course for rendezvous. Display changes to a TV picture of the target when the spacecraft reaches a predetermined range.
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by voice or with the light pen. As each automatic 
check is completed, that item on the checklist 
turns green. The background of the checklist 
display remains suffused with pale green as long 
as all tests are passed. Any tests which check out 
as marginal but not dangerous gleam yellow. 
Should a parameter be dangerously out of range, 
it shines red.

Display indicates other conditions
When an out-of-tolerance condition occurs—for 

instance, when a velocity correction is required— 
and an appropriate section of the display panel 
changes to yellow, it indicates to one of the pilots 
that his participation is required to correct the 
condition. Information on what corrective action 
he must take is displayed at the same time. With 
this guidance, the crew can easily modify the out- 
of-tolerance condition, again either by voice or 
with a light pen. The voice controllers which 
convert the crew’s oral commands into electrical 
inputs to the computer have a speech-recognition 
capability sufficient for any commands that might 
be given.

If there is a countdown prior to any of the 
preplanned mission sequences, the countdown is 
also displayed along with any simultaneous, auto
matic checks.

Novel attitude display used
Apart from the main display panel and the 

information it shows, the pilots’ main object of 
interest is the attitude indicator. It indicates the 
attitude of the spacecraft with respect to a set of 
reference axes, with the map of yaw and pitch 
projected on a plane instead of a ball.

This technique was the outcome of simulation 
studies at Honeywell many years ago. They 
showed that test pilots had trouble maneuvering 
from a position on the “front” side of the ball to 
one at the “back.” The pilots found difficulty in 
determining which way to start a maneuver or 
how to apply corrections once started. Therefore, 
an engineer conceived a display (Fig. 5) that 
shows “all attitudes at once,” in this manner:

(a) Lines of constant pitch are shown horizon
tally and lines of constant yaw vertically;

(b) The opening on the ring shows roll attitude;
(c) The location of the ring’s center shows the 

pitch and yaw attitude; and
(d) The dashed line depicts the predicted 

changes in attitude which would result from 
present attitude rates.

During limit cycling, the dashed line waves 
back and forth as the spacecraft reaches the 
attitude limits and the control jets pulse. If the 
flight requires a particular attitude, a light spot 
appears at the desired attitude. If manual control 
of attitude is required, the arrow gives the pilot 

an indication of the direction of required accelera
tion to accomplish the needed change. If automatic 
control is required, the fuel optimal-attitude 
control can be computed in advance and executed 
on command. The display then shows the pre
dicted control path so that the pilot can monitor 
the maneuver.

Recreational and training displays included

The tedium inherent in long interplanetary 
flights is combated with a variety of recreation. 
The computer, for example, is able to store each 
crew member’s favorite books, new books on his 
favorite subjects and his favorite games.

Machine-played games are of such sophisticated 
design that they can challenge each man at his 
level of ability and offer him a predetermined 
chance of winning. Automated bridge games for 1, 
2, 3 or 4 players are available on the spaceship. 
The machine deals the cards and keeps track of 
play. For convenience, the dummy is read from a 
scope rather than using magnets or other contrap
tions to prevent the weightless cards from floating 
all over the cabin. The machine keeps score and 
fills in for any missing players. Similar arrange
ments enable the crew to play chess, checkers, 
poker, gin rummy and a number of other games.

Long space flights are also an opportunity for 
intensive study. A 1-2-year flight is ample time 
to prepare for a master’s or doctor’s degree. 
Futhermore, the complexity of the spacecraft 
means that the crew must constantly review 
procedures, schematics and instructional texts. 
Manual skills like spacecraft maneuvering, emer-

4. Docking is carried out manually by the astronauts. A high-resolution color TV picture of the target is displayed during docking.
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gency operations, donning and doffing of pressure 
suits and extravehicular maintenance, have to be 
practiced periodically. The computer and display 
keep tabs on these practice sessions and make 
comparisons with past performance or norms.

Extravehicular work in shirt sleeves

For work outside of the spacecraft, the astro
naut gets into a maneuvering unit like that shown 
in Fig. 6. The two wing-like structures on the unit 
permit a nearly complete range of natural arm 
motions.

Inside the unit, the astronaut is in a shirt
sleeves environment. This is felt to be necessary 
for any significant amount of extravehicular work 
because the strength that he requires to flex a 
pressure suit represents a large fraction of the 
total force that he can deliver over an extended 
length of time.

A complex of bioforce sensors is attached to the 
astronaut’s arms and hands. The forces generated 
by the manipulators are fed back against these 
force sensors to give him the sensation of feeling. 
He can vary the gain of each loop as he works, to 
minimize the work load or maximize his “feel.” 
Since his hands are occupied by the force sensors, 
he controls his attitude and translational position 
by voice. The voice controller also is the means for 
changing the gains of the bioforce sensors. If, for 
example, the astronaut feels that the work re
quires extra grip forces from his right hand, he 
commands: “Right grip times two,” and the voice 
controller doubles the gain of the right-grip bio
force sensors.

The structure located on the midline of the 
maneuvering unit is a device for keeping the unit 
in position at the work site. Past studies showed 
that it consumes too much fuel to use thrusters to 
counteract tool forces. The spacecraft, therefore, 
has exterior attachment points from which every 
point on the hull can be reached.

What will all this require?

Back to 1967 and contemporary reality. What is 
needed to make the foregoing prophecies come 
true? The display that was dreamed up uses more 
saturated colors than can be found in the gamut 
of today’s three-color systems; a four- to six-color 
system would be necessary. If the display were a 
six-color oscilloscope, considerable improvement 
over today’s capability would be required in align
ment and deposition of phosphors. The panel 
might perhaps be a flat electroluminescent panel. 
If so, a fine-grained display structure, with ad- 
dressible elements is required. The data rate to 
drive such a display far exceeds the present capac
ity of computer communication channels. Even if 
the display unit contained its own memory and

5. All attitudes are shown at once on the attitude display. The display uses a map of yaw and pitch projected on a plane instead of on a ball.

6. Astronaut uses his voice to control the attitude and translational position of the maneuvering unit. His hands are occupied by force sensors which give him the sensation of feel as he operates the manipulators.
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communication, present-day computers could not 
load the memory fast enough.

The computer is in many respects merely an 
extension of today’s computers, albeit with an 
enormous memory and an increase in speed. 
Perhaps the only way at present to visualize a 
display capable of meeting all the requirements 
described is to imagine several autonomous com
puters with shared memory. Maybe by 2000, there 
will be a self-organizing multiprocessor. Such a 
device would decide when more or fewer proces
sors were needed “on line” and then switch in
struction registers, arithmetic units, and so forth 
on or off.

The 2000 computer would necessitate a very 
elaborate signal-conditioning interface to perform 
all the tests of equipment status. The fact that 
many different functions would be performed at 
once indicates a need for a large, versatile inter
rupt and input/output system.

Finally, the spacecraft computer, like the at
taché-case computer (see box), would be under 
“systems” control at all times. For this reason, the 
requirements for software would be extremely de
manding. The software programs would be exceed
ingly large, with a multitude of very important 
but seldom used emergency loops. Perhaps by 
2000, it will be possible to generate software di
rectly from an English-language requirements doc
ument.

The astronaut’s maneuvering unit would re
quire sensitive, accurate and light bioforce sen
sors, which would have to be easy to doff and don. 
Investigations currently in progress into the 
reliable sensing of myoelectric potentials may lead 
to the required breakthrough.

The maneuvering unit is equipped with a voice 
controller. Studies at Honeywell have indicated 
that this is the best way to control such a unit’s 
attitude and position, because the astronaut’s 
hands would be occupied. Some devices already 
exist today that would serve as a voice controller 
if the vocabulary were small enough. Power 
requirements are high for some of these devices, 
though, and all need to have their size reduced and 
recognition-accuracy and versatility improved.

All these technical advances are relatively 
simple compared with the task of building the 
attaché case. This involves a display, telecommuni
cations system, computer with interchangeable 
storage, and a line printer—all compressed into 
0.75 cubic feet, weighing less than 25 pounds and 
self-powered. ■ ■
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Electronics galore in attache' case
The space-traveling executive in 2000 has 

available a revolutionary attaché case (right), 
though because of its high cost it is used by 
few people. Its principal features are:

■ Display.
■ Telecommunications system.
■ Computer.
■ Microstorage files.
■ Control keyboard and line printer.
The display is computer-derived, in color, 

and viewable in daylight. The display carries 
TV pictures derived from the case’s telecom
munications system, as well as the contents 
of the microstorage file. As the owner dic
tates notes to be entered into the file or typed 
out in letter format, the display shows the 
words spoken so far. Editing is accomplished 
with a light pen, by voice or through key
board instructions.

The telecommunications system includes a 
telephone handset and dial for voice commu
nication, a TV camera, an automatic “line
finder” which scans the eletromagnetic 
spectrum for an open channel and changes 
frequencies during transmission, a scrambler 
for message security, and a link to the 
computer to provide automatic transmission 
of large blocks of data. The TV camera can 
operate either cabled to the attaché case or 
through a microwave or laser link.

The computer employs a highly developed 
system program, for it is under system 
control at all times. There are no source or 
object programs from outside. Because the 
computer is primarily concerned with data 
handling, both it and its programs lean 
heavily toward list processors, high-speed 
search routines and editing programs.

The microstorage files are very high-densi
ty, random-access units that can easily be 
plugged in and unplugged.

The keyboard, light pen and handset 
microphone allow user and computer to 
communicate. The line printer is a high
speed photographic unit driven by the 
computer. ■ ■

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU

Attache case is crammed with electronics to make the executive a true space-age traveler. Despite its conventional size, the case contains a color display, a telecommunications system, a computer with interchangeable storage units and a line printer. The user can communicate with the computer by means of the printer keyboard, a light pen, or a handset microphone.
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Voyage to Jupiter, 
21st-Century Style
Frederick I. Ordway, III, Scientific Consultant 
to the film “2001: A Space Odyssey."

Do creatures like man dwell elsewhere in the 
universe? Or for that matter, does any form of 
extraterrestrial intelligence exist? At present, of 
course, no one knows. Nevertheless, a forthcom
ing motion picture based on extrapolations of to
day’s science and technology describes a manned 
voyage to the outer solar system to search for clues 
to the possibility of such life.

The Cinerama film, “2001: A Space Odyssey,” is 
produced and directed by Stanley Kubrick. Tech
nical authenticity has been sought through the 
cooperation and assistance of NASA, many uni
versities, observatories and research institutes, as 
well as industrial organizations in the United 
States, the United Kingdom and France. As a 
result, many of the electronic systems evolved in 
concept for the film represent today’s best think
ing on the make-up of future space vehicles.

Six space vehicles introduced

During the development of the film six major 
space vehicles are introduced, the Orion III Earth
orbit transport, Space Station V in orbit around 
the Earth, the Aries IB orbit-lunar shuttle, the 
translunar Rocket Bus, the huge Discovery inter
planetary spaceship, and its small space pod, an 
auxiliary one-man reconnaissance, maintenance, 
and local exploration craft. Each of these vehicles 
was designed with extreme care, and in all cases 
full-scale interiors were constructed as well as ex
terior models. Attention was given to the design 
rationale and functioning of each component and 
assembly, down to the logical labeling of an indi
vidual button and the presentation of plausible 
operating and other data.

In Space Station V, for example, a visionphone, 
designed with the close cooperation of communi
cations systems researchers at the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories in Murray Hill, N. J., is used for 

personal communication. By the year 2000, it is 
assumed that several large space stations will 
have been placed into orbit and are available to 
scientists and other specialists from all over the 
world. They arrive by shuttle carriers, check into 
their accommodations, and live more or less as one 
does in a hotel on Earth.

The visionphone contains informational and 
normal operational instructions. To check a num
ber, one presses the information request button 
and then composes on the alphabetical panel the 
first two letters of the continent—for example, 
EU for Europe; next the name of the major politi
cal subdivision; then the city and town; and final
ly, the name of the individual or organization. 
Everything is displayed on an illuminated screen 
in front of the caller as it is requested, and is fol
lowed almost instantaneously, by the appropriate 
section of the local directory with the name sought 
indicated by yellow shading. Once the number is 
located, the information channel is deactivated.

When making the call itself, appropriate but
tons can be depressed to select a vision or a nonvi
sion connection. There is provision for both one
way and two-way vision. The person being called 
can override a request for two-way vision. When 
the screen indicates “ready to call,” the number is 
composed on the touchtone panel. When the words 
“channel open” appear on the screen, conversation 
can start; at the end of conversation, a “channel 
closed” announcement together with the cost of 
the call—normally chargeable by credit card— 
appears.

The principal exposure of electronic equipment 
devised for the movie is aboard the Discovery. 
Most of the action takes place in the command 
module, where the actual piloting takes place, in 
the centrifuge, where crew members enjoy partial 
gravity and spend most of their time, and the pod 
bay, which houses the three small space pods.
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All propulsion controls, designed with the assist
ance of GE’s Valley Forge Space Technology 
Center, Honeywell, and the UK Atomic Energy 
Authority, are located in the command module. 
The nuclear reactor control panel displays infor
mation on such parameters as turbine, compres- ' 
sor, heat exchanger, secondary circulatory and 
radiator liquid-helium storage, magnetohydro
dynamics and recuperator performance, and pres
sures and temperatures at various stations. For 
simplicity, all station indicators are calibrated by 
“hi,” “operational,” and “off” positions.

The engines, called Cavradyne, are based on 
assumed years of research and development during 
the 1980s of gaseous-core nuclear reactors and 
high-temperature ionized gases, or plasmas. 
Theory is presumed to have shown that gaseous 
uranium 235 could be made critical in a cavity re
actor only several feet in diameter if the uranium 
atomic density were kept high, and if temperatures 
were maintained at a minimum of 20,000°F.

In the Cavradyne system, the temperature of 
the reactor is not directly limited by the capabili
ties of solid materials, since the central cavity is 
surrounded by a thick graphite wall that “moder
ates” the neutrons, reflecting most of them back 
into the cavity. Wall cooling is assured by circulat
ing the hydrogen propellant prior to its being 
heated. Fissionable fuel energy is transferred to 
the propellant by radiation through a specially 
designed container. The container was one of the 
most difficult components to develop of the entire 
Cavradyne system. Among other things, it had to 
be transparent, rigid, and coolable, characteristics 
that were only solved after a long and costly re

search and development cycle.
This propulsion system makes possible a one- 

year trans-Jupiter trajectory, following a 40,000 
foot-per-second launching velocity from Earth 
orbit. During transit time, the Discovery main
tains nearly continuous communication with 
Earth, including voice contact at regular intervals 
with the mission control center. Account is always 
taken of the elapsed time for electromagnetic 
waves crossing space between spaceship and 
Earth (4.4 minutes at Mars’ orbit, 35 minutes at 
Jupiter’s orbit, for example).

Scientific information transmitted

In addition to routine vehicle and computer out
put data, special information can be transmitted 
from the Discovery, particularly that resulting 
from scientific experiments en route. These might 
include micrometeorite density as a function of 
distance from the Earth (especially in the ast
eroid belt) ; location and study of asteroids hereto
fore undiscovered; and, at the Jupiter target, 
probing of the planet and its moons. There is a 
complete on-board astronomical observatory, 
designed with the cooperation of the Royal Green
wich Observatory, England, as well as instru
ments aboard to determine the population density 
and distribution of bodies from dust size upwards, 
albedo and thermal flux detectors, and the like.

The astronomical observatory offers direct 
readout of declination and right ascension, az
imuth rate increment, slewing rate, filter select, 
magnitude settings, scope selection, and gross and 
vernier setting controls. On command, displays 

The Plot Thickens
In the film “2001—A Space Odyssey,” the 

first proof of the existence of extraterrestrial 
intelligence comes about, not by the detection 
of electromagnetic or optical signals, but by 
the discovery on the Moon (shortly after the 
beginning of the 21st century) of an artefact 
purposely buried some 3 to 4 million years 
ago by an extrasolar expedition. During the 
course of routine astrogeological surface and 
subsurface surveying, a small area of high 
magnetism is discovered in Tycho, a promi
nent lunar southern-hemisphere crater the 
walls of which rise 12,000 feet above the 
floor. In due course, the crater is probed and 
excavated, uncovering the artefact which, on 
exposure to sunlight, releases an intense 
burst of radio energy, directionally beamed 
toward the planet Jupiter in the outer solar 
system. It then becomes, and remains, inert.

After careful investigation and analysis, 
the inescapable conclusion arises that the

artefact is some sort of alarm system, placed 
on the Moon by an extrasolar expedition in 
expectation that when life evolves to a 
sufficient level on Earth, lunar flight inevita
bly must come about. Later survey crews 
would eventually discover, and unearth, the 
artefact—which is exactly what happens. As 
a result of the burst of energy, it is assumed 
that the extrasolar society is informed that 
Homo sapiens has reached a characteristic 
intellectual, technological and scientific 
threshold, and presumably is ready for an 
initial contact.

The principal body of the film involves a 
manned exploratory expedition into the outer 
solar system to attempt to uncover some 
clues that will lead to the contact. No civiliza
tion in the outer solar system is expected, 
but it is felt that somewhere in the vicinity of 
Jupiter the answer to the mystery of the 
lunar artefact may be found. And so the 
stage is set for the unfolding of the story. 
Release is planned for about Easter, 1967.
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are given of such elements as the differential 
coordinates of a given satellite in, say, the Jovian 
system. If an individual asteroid or moon is to be 
probed, or a comet investigated by a small lander, 
the Schlumberger-designed geophysical console is 
called into use. Thus, it might be desirable, in a 
noninterference scientific investigation, to place a 
probe on a small asteroid to determine the nature 
of the subsurface and work out the microscopic 
structure.

The Schlumberger equipment aboard the Dis
covery permits a wide variety of surface and 
subsurface experimentation to take place. Since 
subsurface structure could be extremely impor
tant in the spaceship’s investigatory program, a 
drill is incorporated into a surface lander. Con
trols on the console include a depth selector, drill
ing rate selector, equipment calibration, recording 
and error analysis controls, and various screen 
and gauge indications of subsurface characteris
tics, formation type, formation content, well 
horizontal cross section, caliper (symmetrical 
curve representing a vertical cross section of a 
hole being drilled), sonde “up” and sonde “down,” 
“recording,” etc. Diagnostic information is initial
ly displayed as it is fed from the computer.

Life-support systems included

So far, no mention has been given of electronics 
as applied to Discovery’s life-support system and 
to medical monitoring of the astronauts’ health. 
The Jupiter mission is so planned that of the five 
crew members aboard, two are conscious during 
the trip and three (needed only for scientific 
research at the end of the mission) are placed in 
hibernation in accordance with techniques worked 
out in consultation with medical authorities in the 
United States and the United Kingdom. Each of 
the hibernating astronauts is individually moni
tored with respect to numerous physiological 
functions.

The conscious astronauts undergo regular, 
automated check-ups in the medical section, with 
results displayed visually and recorded. Normally, 
diagnosis of deficiencies is given directly on a 
read-out screen, and medication or other treat
ment prescribed. This entire section is located in 
the centrifuge, close to the hibernaculums.

The final space vehicle aboard which electronics 
play a decisive role is the one-man space pod, 
housed in Discovery’s pod bay. Development took 
place with the support of Hawker-Siddeley Dy
namics, Ltd., England, who assigned both struc
tural-design and electronics specialists to the task. 
Some of the systems incorporated in to the space 
pod include:

■ Television: Eight fixed cameras ensure all
round TV coverage. For such precise maneuvers 
as docking or selecting a landing site on a small 

world, the field of view can be narrowed and 
oriented.

■ Mechanical hand controls: Each pod has two 
such controls, or manipulators, with appropriate 
tool selection.

■ “Flying” controls: Manual controls are 
necessary both as stand-by and for local, intricate 
maneuvers. Two hand control sticks, each with 
two degrees of freedom and fitted with twist 
grips, provide the necessary control about six 
axes. Analog information is presented for atti
tude, heating rate and distance. These can be 
referred to local ground (for landing, take-off, 
etc.), course (which enables the pilot to face 
forward, head up, on any preselected course), or 
parent ship (for docking, local maneuvers, etc.). 
A variation in full-scale rate can be applied by the 
control sticks, allowing the full stick movement to 
result in any proportion of full vernier motor 
thrust, so giving a “fine” control for local maneu
vers. The parent ship Discovery can override all 
local pod controls and take over in an emergency.

■ Main propulsion controls: These are rather 
conventional. The “fire” control is normally com
puter-controlled. Most buttons serve as warning 
lights, glowing red when a given parameter ex
ceeds preset limits.

■ Proximity detector: A directional safety 
system is incorporated, working from the main 
communication antennas, which gives an audible 
warning when the pod approaches a solid object. 
It also detects the approach of a solid object, the 
speed of which is too high to be counteracted by 
the vernier thrust settings on the control system. 
In this event, full reverse thrust is applied, over
riding the manual control setting. The system 
depends on frequency-modulated transmission, 
and under safe conditions results in a low, soft 
background signal considered necessary in order 
to provide a continuous check on this important 
safety system. If the speed of approach to an 
object becomes dangerous compared with the 
distance from it, the tone would become louder 
and higher pitched and, if unchecked, would end 
in a shrill noise accompanied by automatic reverse 
thrust.

Other pod elements include a computer connect
ed to the main HAL 9000 computer aboard Dis
covery; magnetic “locator” devices to affix the pod 
to the hull of the parent ship during maintenance; 
searchlights; power systems; environmental 
controls, and communications. Maneuvering pro
pulsion is ensured by a solid propellant which 
sublimes at a constant pressure; such a system 
appears reliable, has no mechanical valves, and 
lasts for long periods of time. Main propulsion 
employs storable liquids, used only on landing and 
taking off from an asteroid or small moon, or for 
emergencies when full thrust is needed quickly. ■ ■ 

(Report continued on p. 102)
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scan mode 
ext. xtby.

Family 
portrait

20 options make the new NLS X-l a family of 
DVMs in one compact package. Choose the 
exact instrument you need today. . . change it 
to meet your needs tomorrow.

Now in 4- & 5-digit models.
Turn the page for details.



Meet all your needs with the 
versatile NLS X-l

For years you’ve been using the “closest” solution to 
your measuring needs. Now you can get the exact 
instrument you require. Both the 4-digit and 5-digit 
versions offer a variety of accessories to give you max
imum flexibility in matching the X-l to your specific 
application... no matter what it may be.

Eliminate first reading error

You can forget about “first reading error” with the fast 
X-l. Digitizing time is just 6 ms, and settling time 
with polarity change is about 20 ms. You see the read
ing instantaneously and correctly — the first time it 
appears. This makes the NLS X-l the perfect instru
ment for systems.

Performance packaging

The X-l is packaged to improve performance, sim
plify maintenance and extend its useful life. Top
loading double drawers contain the analog to digital 
converter and input accessory modules. The power 
supply module is easily accessible at the rear of the 
instrument.
Easy access to plug-in boards and the use of repetitive 
boards and parts throughout the instrument minimizes 
the need for spare components and makes rarely re
quired maintenance simple and economical.

Design your own DVM
Accessory modules are readily adaptable to a wide 
variety of function combinations. Choose any of these 
accessories for your X-l:

AC-DC converter: Low cost 50 Hz to 10K Hz; 
High frequency 50 Hz to 100K Hz; AC 
reference units for AC ratio measurements

Ohms converter: Five-digit ranges from 1.19999 
to 11999.9 K; Four-digit ranges from 
1.1999 to 11999 K

Preamp: Five-digit ranges from 119.999 to 1199.99 
millivolts full scale; Four-digit ranges from 
119.99 to 1199.9 millivolts full scale

Ratio: Plug-in cards for +/+ and —/+ ratios; —/— 
and +/— ratios available without addi
tional plug-in cards

More to come
Special accessories to be added to the X-l line will 
further increase its versatility. Adding functions 
merely requires insertion of additional or substitute 
circuit boards.



Check these featuresThe many special features of the X-l are based on NLS’s more than a decade of experience in DVM development and manufacturing (starting with the world’s first DVM in 1952). Also taken into account were surveys of the preferences of engineers, purchasingagents and service specialists. In the X-l you’ll find: 
Circuitry: All solid state for reliability
Common mode rejection: 120 db unfiltered at 60 Hz
A/D conversion: All electronic successive approximation scan logic
Resolution: One digit
Methods of control: Range selection—automatic, manual and remote; Polarity selection — automatic, manual and remote; Start command — internal, external and manual; Function selection (multi-function models) — manual and remote; Filter selection (multifunction models) — manual and remote.
Response times: Input buffer response time — 10ms; Digitizing time —6ms; Time required for relays to operate — 7ms; Time to select fixed range remotely (operating time of range transfer relay plus operating time of range selection relay) — 10ms; Time required for each automatic range change — 30ms; Time required for each automatic polarity change — 30ms 
Input resistance: 10v range - 10,000 megohms; lOOv and lOOOv ranges — 10 megohms (input resistance is constant except when input is overloaded)

Input connections: DVM with DC Function - Inputs consist of sense hi, sense lo and guard; DVM with DC & Ratio Function — Inputs consist of sense hi, sense lo, guard and ref. in; DVM with MultiFunctions — Inputs consist of sense hi, sense lo and guard for DC volts, MV and AC volts; Inputs consist of sense hi, sense lo, guard and ref. in for ratio; Inputs consist of sense hi, sense lo, guard, current (F) and current ( —) for ohms
Floating input: Because input signal leads are not connected to the outer chassis of the X-l, signal-to- chassis potentials up to 500 volts are tolerable. Floating input adds to the instrument’s versatility by permitting it to measure voltage sources which could not be accurately measured by a non-isolated meter.
Output connection options: Output data-BCD contact closures for isolated output, BCD voltage level if isolation not required; Digital output command — contact closure for isolation, voltage level if isolation not required
Power requirements: 115/230VAC, 5O-6ocps
Readout: NLS high intensity system
Packaging: Rugged, compact case with handles for portable use, and optional rack-mounting hardware
Weight: Approximately 50 lbs

See next page for details



s get specific
Basic instruments

ITEM PRICE DESCRIPTION

5-Digit 
Voltmeter $1485 Single range 0-11.9999V, positive polarity; Not expandable with ranges or 

functions; Accuracy: ±(0.005% reading +0.001% full scale)*

5-Digit 
Voltmeter 2450

Auto ranging 0-11.9999V, 0-119.999V & 0-1000.00 VDC; Auto polarity;
Expandable with functions; Accuracy: ±(0.005% reading +0.001% full 
scale) *

4-Digit
Voltmeter 1650

Auto ranging 0-11.999, 0-119.99 and 0-1000.0 VDC; Auto polarity; 
Expandable with functions; Accuracy: ±(0.01% reading +0.01% full 
scale)*

Accessories NOTE- Ranges shown are those for the 5-digit DVM. For the 4-digit model delete 
' the least significant digit.

*At ASA Referenced Conditions

ITEM PRICE DESCRIPTION

AC Converter $650 50Hz to lOKHz; Ranges 1.19999, 11.9999, 119.999, 500.00 VAC; Ac
curacy: ±(0.1% reading +0.05% full scale)*

AC Converter 950
50Hz to lOOKHz; Ranges 1.19999, 11.9999, 119.999, 500.00 VAC; Ac
curacy: ±(0.1% reading+0.05% full scale)—50Hz to lOKHz*, ±(0.3% 
reading+0.10% full scale) — lOKHz to 30KHz*, ±(0.5% reading+0.’10% 
full scale) —30KHz to lOOKHz* (150 VAC maximum input)

Ohms Converter 600
Ranges: 1.19999, 11.9999, 119.999, 1199.99, 11999.9 Kit; Accuracy: 
±(0.01% reading +0.001% full scale) lowest 3 ranges*, ±(0.03% reading 
+0.001% full scale) on 1199.99 KO range,* ±(0.01% reading +0.001% 
full scale) on 11999.9 KS2 range*

Pre Amp 500 Ranges: 119.999, 1199.99 MVDC; Accuracy: ±(0.01% reading+0.01% 
full scale); Chopper stabilized, solid state

Ratio 150 Ranges: 1.19999:1, 11.9999:1, 99.999:1, -10.0V ±5.0% reference only

Function Switching 
Assembly 150 Required when AC, ohms or pre-amplifier accessory is added to an expand

able instrument

Active Filter 200 Specify: High speed — 36.5 DB at 60 Hz, 170 MS settling time to 0.01%; 
Low speed — 76 DB at 60 Hz, 750 MS settling time to 0.01%

Remote Trigger 
and Printout 550 BCD 1-2-4-8 contact closures — range, function, polarity, filter, data and 

print

Remote Trigger 
and Printout 350 BCD 1-2-4-8 voltage level; logic 1=OV, O=—13V; range, function, 

polarity, filter, data and print

Remote Readout 350
No readout in meter — includes wired 10-foot cable and connector with 
provisions on voltmeter. Not available with remote trigger and printout 
option

Front Panel
Power Switch 50

Take a closer look
Tell us about your particular needs and let us prove 
how the NLS X-l can do the job better for you. ©

Originator of the Digital Voltmeter

non-linear systems, inc
rm oui me earn, or write directly to 1>L3, uept. you, DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA PHONE: (714) 755-1134
Del Mar, Calif. 92014.

Prices F.O.B. Del Mar, Calif. Slightly higher outside continental U. S. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.



Do you have to 
“ride herd” on drifting 

oscillators?

. • • and need to check 
frequency periodically, 

monitor regularly, or 
adjust to a standard?

Then the tracor direct-reading 
Model 52 7B Frequency Difference 
Meter is just what you need. It 
determines instantly — with an 
accuracy of IO'10 — the fractional fre
quency difference between two stable 
oscillators.
It includes most of the features of its 
“big brother”, the 52 7A, but costs 
much less. You read directly on a 
zero-center front-panel meter frac
tional frequency difference in parts 
per 10T, 108, 109 or 1010. The meter 
movement continuously follows your 
oscillator adjustment — provides 
instantaneous reading of oscillator 
correction.
You may change the input frequen
cies without switching....... frequen
cies of the two input signals need not 
be the same. The 52 7B accepts in
puts of 100 kHz, 1.0 MHz, 2.5 MHz 
and 5.0 MHz; it is ideally suited for 
rating crystal oscillators. The 52 7B, 
when used with your counter, will 
allow you to measure differences of 
parts in 1012.

The Model 527B 
sells for $2,250. 

For more informa
tion on this ad

vanced-technology 
product, please write or 

call: tracor, inc., 6500 
Tracor Lane, Austin, Texas 78721
AC 512 926-2800.

Time & Frequency Instruments by TRACOR
TFA-1466
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The Wild, Mighty Oceans- 
Tamed at Last

The role of electronics in oceanography is 
expanding at a rapid pace, as electronics itself 
evolves and becomes more sophisticated, and as 
international interest in the riches of the oceans 
and how to exploit them grows.*  The continua
tion of this expansion is likely to have had a 
profound influence on man and the world about 
him by the 21st century.

If we consider the tremendous advances that 
have been made over the past three decades or so, 
and assume that comparable progress and change 
will take place during the rest of this century, the 
outlook for the year 2000 is both encouraging and 
exciting. Imagine yourself, then, living in the 
world of 2000, and see what the alliance of elec
tronics and oceanography has wrought.

An ever-growing network of satellites and 
cables has crisscrossed the oceans for years. 
Nowadays, stable, midocean, moored stations also 
provide line-of-sight relay microwave communica
tions wherever practical.

Navigation and communication aids abound

Ships and aircraft orient themselves as a mat
ter of routine by means of signals transmitted 
from multiple navigational satellites and anchored 
buoys. These methods make it possible to navigate 
anywhere in the world two orders of magnitude 
more accurately than was possible in 1967. Acous
tic markers and transmitters on the ocean floor 
are commonplace; they, too, are used for navi
gation and station-keeping, particularly by sub
mersibles. A number of oceanographic vessels op
erate largely below the surface and many research 
ships carry small submarine work boats that are 

*See “Electronics and thè Sea”. Electronic Design, 
XIV, No. 29 (Dee. 20, 1966), pp. 34-52.

employed in conjunction with their surface work 
boats.

Good navigation for submersibles engaged in 
scientific and survey work has in fact become 
relatively foolproof. In addition to fixed bottom 
beacons, they regularly use Doppler and inertial 
dead-reckoning systems. Similar equipment is also 
installed on their accompanying surface craft. 
Special computers supply convenient read-outs, 
data points and vehicle control inputs.

Advanced sonar equipment enables shipboard 
passengers to watch a TV-like image of the ocean 
beneath them much as aircraft travelers can gaze 
at the ground. Many liner routes pass by ocean 
research stations, moored or drifting, manned or 
unmanned, which are scattered throughout the 
world’s seas. They are used for a wide variety of 
observations, some of immediate application, 
others aimed at a long-term understanding of the 
properties of the oceans.

Below the surface, great improvements have 
been made in viewing techniques. A combination 
of multibeam or acoustic-imaging systems now 
gives submariners high-quality TV-type pictures 
of their immediate environment, even in turbid 
waters. These presentations, however, are degrad
ed at longer ranges or when only simpler types of 
equipment are in use. Long-range medium-resolu
tion scanning sonar is widely used to explore and 
map vast areas of ocean floor, to observe marine 
life in the deeps, and to locate sites for intensive 
scientific or engineering investigations.

The many underwater sound systems employed 
have justified the development and use of elabo
rate electronic signal processors. As a result of the 
difficulties in multipath sound transmission at 
long ranges or over rough bottom, and because of 
the frequent need to operate in narrow band-
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widths, extensive use is made of real-time elec
tronic correlators, bandwidth-compression and 
other advanced signal-recovery techniques. Trans
mission is kept highly directional to maintain 
privacy and eliminate cross-talk. Since the sonic 
spectrum under the sea is much narrower than 
that for surface radio communication, specific fre
quencies have been allocated for work, navigation, 
distress and other uses.

Weather is predicted and controlled

A world weather watch, and a start on a world 
fish watch, have been under way for a number of 
years. Advances in geophysical knowledge and 
observational capabilities have made it possible to 
forecast the weather for huge areas of the world 
at once and further ahead than was formerly the 
case. Small-scale weather control under favorable 
circumstances has become practical in the wake of 
tests that, for political reasons, were performed at 
sea.

Serious evaluation studies are being made of 
the possibility of inducing large-scale climatic 
changes by such means as controlling the flow of 
the currents through the Bering Strait or by 
large-scale pumping of warm or cold water in an 
effort to modify local weather. Every such step 
toward this sort of environmental control, how
ever, involves setting up international systems for 
the collection, transmission, reduction and analysis 
of data. Immense computer studies have to precede 
implementation of these undertakings because 
their effects will affect the interests of many na
tions.

Oceans’ resources are exploited

Foods derived from the seas are supplying 
much more of the world’s protein requirements 
than in 1967. Electronic devices of steadily in
creasing sophistication are being tested and used 
for detecting, tracking, branding, catching, sorting 
and preserving fish. Young fish and turtles and 
similar small organisms are raised in the equiva
lent of greenhouses or in biochemical factories and 
pastured at sea. Shellfish farms are commonplace 
on coastlines. Farther out, fish are herded about 
the open ocean. Pasture areas surrounded with 
electronic, sonic or similar fences have been set up 
to confine valuable species or exclude predators 
without affecting the natural sources of food for 
the fish.

A worldwide search for maritime minerals and 
chemicals has been launched. Equipment largely 
electronic in nature is used to further the explora-

Advances in electronic control and communications equip
ment will make today's cumbersome diving techniques obsolete.
Electronic Design 1, January 4, 1967



transmit data on the ocean’s properties. Contractor for the monster buoy is the Convair Div. of General Dynamics.U.S. Navy's monster buoy is the forerunner of tomorrow’s unattended buoys that will automatically measure and
tion for undersea oil and gas deposits. Electronics 
also has its part to play in the desalinization of sea 
water,,which with the increasing availability of 
inexpensive power from fusion reactors is becom
ing a valuable source of fresh water for a multi
tude of purposes.

Many of these activities involve the use of 
specialized surface and subsurface vehicles as well 
as underwater complexes of workshops, laborato
ries, power houses, dormitories and recreational 
areas for submarine workers.

Structures erected under the oceans are made of 
materials selected for their pressure and corrosion 
resistance. Advantage is taken of the buoyancy of 
structural parts to reduce the effective weight of 
building materials and permit the construction of 
very much larger building complexes than are 
practical on land. A parallel can be drawn with 
nature where it is the buoyancy of whales and 
similar marine creatures that has enabled them 
to evolve so much larger than land animals. In 
1967 most ocean structures were only partially 
resistant to corrosion and biological fouling, and 
many moorings and light structures were suscep
tible to direct attack by sea creatures. Electrical 
and electronic techniques are ' now extensively 
used to reduce these problems.

Specialized electronic equipment controls and 
positions divers and equipment during the erec
tion of underwater structures and makes possible 
the necessary signaling, communication and life
support systems.

But chemistry and electrochemistry are the 
two most promising areas of ocean engineering. 
For millions of years residue from the land masses 
has been dissolved and lost to man in the oceans. 
Now the combination of cheap nuclear power and 
advanced electrochemistry is beginning to allow 
commercial retrieval of a wide assortment of 
materials and chemicals from the sea, even though 
they are in extremely weak solution.

Electrical power is of vital importance

Power for the myriad of equipment in the oceans 
is drawn from batteries, horizontal and vertical 
power transmission lines from the shore or from 
special surface craft, nuclear reactors or fuel cells. 
Research into means of powering electric automo
biles has furnished many of the batteries for small 
submersibles and numerous instruments. The 
steady reduction in the costs of nuclear reactors 
has made them attractive power sources, but for 
unmanned devices, open to theft or accidental loss,
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Oceanographic research ships serve as test beds for an ever-increasing variety of electronic equipment that will ultimately have the capability of the types described. Shown here is the research ship R/V Anton Bruun.
nuclear-powered equipment poses serious safety 
and political risks.

One of the more daring ideas for generating 
power from the sea that is under investigation is 
to separate the Red Sea from the Indian Ocean by 
an immense hydroelectric dam and thereby create 
a giant evaporating basin.

The world’s power requirements, however, are 
already being met in a small way by harnessing a 
fraction of the energy of the tides and currents, 
and also by utilizing the heat flow between ocean 
strata of differing temperatures. In low latitudes, 
the upper layers of the sea have a year-round 
temperature gradient with a vertical difference of 
10°C in a few hundred meters. A heat engine has 
been developed to take advantage of this gradient. 
It contains a suitable working fluid which is 
vaporized by the heat source, and then releases 
energy to a low-pressure vapor engine before it is 
condensed at a heat sink placed at a greater 
depth. The temperature gradient across the 
world’s winter ice pack is many times greater 
than that of the ocean strata and offers similar 
possibilities for power generation.

The world’s oceans, lakes and waterways afford 
important and extensive recreational facilities. 
Family pleasure craft rely more and more on 

electronic aids for navigation, communication, fish 
finding and entertainment. Amateur scuba diving 
is a growing sport that depends increasingly on 
electronic support for communication, safety and 
navigation. Shallow-water submersibles carry 
diving enthusiasts to and from their diving sites. 
Sightseeing submersibles take tourists on trips to 
undersea attractions.

Electronic advances will pave the way

The foregoing predictions assume that elec
tronics will progress significantly in concept, 
versatility and reliability over the next genera
tion. Microelectronics will answer size problems. 
Pressure problems will largely be overcome by 
flooded pressure-compensated electronic units and 
lightweight standardized pressure cases for mini
aturized components. Small digital and analog 
computers will be developed to present sensor 
information in immediately usable form.

Finally, development and general use of such 
devices as communications satellites, electric 
automobiles, extremely stable amplifiers and flat
screen television will contribute to the develop
ment of the equipment that will be needed in the 
exploitation of the oceans. ■ ■
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It used to be 
a nagging pain 
figuring out 
how much 
resistor precision 
to buy.



Then Corning changed the rules.

The new CORNING® C-style Resistors handle 
precision, semi-precision and general 
purpose applications.What could be easier? 
They offer precision stability and 
reliability at far less than precision prices.
100 ppm TC. 1, 2 and 5% tolerances. Performance require
ments of both MIL-R-22684B and MIL-R-10509F, Char.D.
New C-Style Resistors come with 1/10, 1/8, 1/4, 
1/2 watt ratings, in the 10 ohm to 499K range. 
Samples and complete data for the asking. 
Meanwhile, we’re looking for more 
changes that will improve resistors.
That’s how we’ve earned our qualifications 
for exceptional stability and for reliability. 
That’s how our line of glass tin oxide film 
resistors has grown to be one of the most extensive. 
Including precision, high reliability, low power, 
high power and water cooled types.
Corning Glass Works, 3901 Electronics Drive, 
Raleigh, North Carolina.

CORNING
ELECTRONICS
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Resistance-to-frequency conversion 
can be made directly by modification of a Colpitts 
oscillator. A simple analysis is developed.

A single transistor circuit in a modified Col
pitts oscillator configuration can be used to con
vert resistance changes directly into frequency 
variations.

In many applications (thermistor temperature 
sensors, photocell light intensity monitoring, strain 
gauges, etc.) sensors capable of changing their 
resistance in response to the physical variable in 
question are used. The output of such sensors is 
usually AM; that is, resistance changes cause 
variations of the applied voltage. To reduce the in
fluence of the transmitting channel, it is in many 
cases more convenient to transmit such changes 
to a central processor in terms of frequency rather 
than voltage amplitude. For this, intermediate 
voltage-to-frequency converters (voltage controlled 
oscillators—VCOs) are required.

The techniques described in this article can be 
used to design oscillators that are resistance-sen
sitive and thus eliminate the need for VCOs.

The basic oscillator circuit is analyzed by a 
powerful technique that avoids complicated loop 
equations. This approach also gives insight into 
the parameters that determine oscillation frequen
cy. An expression for frequency vs resistance is 
developed, and experimental data are compared 
with the theoretical results.

Active and passive components are separate

For the purposes of the analysis, the circuit of 
Fig. la may be considered to consist of two parts 
—active (transistor) and passive (all other com
ponents). Thus an equivalent circuit (Fig. lb) can 
be used for the analysis. The following equations 
may then be written:

fi = fenii+fe^^, (1)
i2 = fe21 it + h22 v2. (2)

These equations completely characterize the tran
sistor. A set of hybrid parameter equations for the 
associated passive network can also be written.

Gordon Silverman, Electronic Engineer, Rockefeller University, New York.

These will be characterized by a set of H param
eters and must include the fact that the sense of 
some of the variables relative to the transistor 
network has been reversed. Thus:

( Vi) —■ -f-Ht2( v2) (3)
12’ —' H21 1V “F H22 ( ^2) (4)

Since it' = it and i2' = i2, Eqs. 3 and 4 may be 
substituted into Eqs. 1 and 2, with like terms 
equated. In treating each portion of the complete 
network, it is not necessary to consider the inter
action between the passive and active networks; 
that is, each set of hybrid parameters may be 
treated independently. Substituting gives:

Hit it 4~ ^12 n2 — fen it 4- fei2 v2, 
^21 it H22 u2 — fe2i it 4” h22 v2.

(5)
(6)

TRANSISTOR 
CHARACTERIZED BY 

h PARAMETERS

PASSIVE CIRCUIT 
CHARACTERIZED BY 

H PARAMETERS

1. Variable frequency oscillator uses only one transistor (a). Note that if R = 0 the circuit becomes a standard Colpitts oscillator. The mathematical model of the circuit using hybrid parameters is shown in (b).
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Collecting terms in Eqs. 5 and 6 yields:

(/in d” Hiifii d- (/li2 ^12)^2 = 0, (7)
(/i2i — H2i)ii + (h22 d- H22)v2 = 0. (8)

In an oscillator, the current ii and voltage v2 must 
have non-zero values, for there must be some volt
age or current present in the circuit if oscillation 
is maintained. In Eqs. 7 and 8, i, and v2 could both 
be zero (the trivial solution), but this cannot be 
the case if there is oscillation present. Eqs. 7 and 
8 must therefore be a set of dependent equations. 
This latter condition allows both i, and v2 to be 
non-zero and at the same time provides an ap
propriate solution to both equations. The depend
ence condition produces the following relation 
among the constants:

(feu+#u) (hl2-Hi2) = 
(h21-H21) (h22+H22)

This becomes:
(h22+H22) - (h21-H21) (h12—H12) =0

(9)
In Eq. 9 the real and the imaginary parts can 

be set equal to zero separately. Letting the imagi
nary part equal zero yields the frequency at which 
oscillation takes place, and equating the real part 
with zero yields the gain requirements for the 
circuit. Only the imaginary part of Eq. 9 will be 
dealt with since the circuit gain is usually set 
well above the minimum requirement and is thus 

of lesser consequence.
Table I shows the derivation of the H parame

ters for the frequency selective network of Fig. la. 
This network consists of Llt R, Ci, and C2. The 
table includes the parameter definitions, equivalent 
circuits obtained when these definitions are ap
plied, exact evaluations and the final parameter 
values with the approximations that X2 > Xi (in 
order not to disturb the tank circuit) and X2 > R 
(which should be satisfied over a range of opera
tion so that X2 provides the proper phase shift 
of the tank current).

For example, Hu is the ratio of Vi and when 
the output is shorted. The remaining circuit (as 
viewed from the side) then consists of the 
parallel combination of C2, and of R in series with 
Ci. The ratio is thus the input impedance of the 
resultant circuit. When the approximations are 
applied, the final value of is R — jX2. The 
remainder of the table follows in a similar manner.

To proceed now with the analysis: these hybrid 
parameter values are substituted into Eq. 9: 

(h-u + R jXt) h2i + jy Y )

/ X. . R\/ Xt ,R\ 
- +j XJ ^hv2 3 XJ

Since it is the frequency of oscillation that is of 
interest, only imaginary terms of this equation

Parameters for frequency-selective network
Parameter Equivalent Circuit Evaluation Approximation Final Parameter Value

-jX2 (R-jXj)
x2 > X1

R-jXj-jX2 x2 > R

R-jXj
x2 > X1

R-jX1-jX2 x2 > R

R-jX1
x2 > X1

R-jXrjX2 x2 > R

1 1
x2 > X1

jXL ' R-jXrjX2

x2 > R

- R-jXx

X1 R — + j — x2 1 x2

Definition of parameters used in the analysis is demonstrated by the equivalent circuits 
(column 2) for various conditions (column 1). Analysis of each equivalent circuit using 
standard network theory results in the expressions of column 3. Simplifying the assump
tions of column 4 results in the final parameter values in terms of the circuit components 
(column 5).
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are collected. Multiplying out the factors and col
lecting the j terms:

/I 1 \
(/¿u + R)

r / X, \ R R /
- -^7i2l + y-J y- + -y- ^ht2 -

Making the substitutions X^l/aiCr, 
and Xl=wL leads to:

X2 = l/wC2,

1
wC„ (hll + R)----- — (hlt + R)

II.,., 
wC,

2.7

0 25 50 75 IOO 125 ISO 175 200

wC.,R - wCM hl2

or

h,, + R h.„, 
w^C., + R) —  ---------------- ——t M2h.tl C.,R

L

R R
+ —--------w2C2Rhv, +------ -------= 0 .

The final expression thus becomes:

1
C,(h„ + R) + h.„ C2R - C.,R + (2CA R/CJ .

(10)
The frequency of oscillation as a function of R 

predicted by this equation can be compared with 
the experimental results. This is done by substi
tuting the values for Clt C2, and L of Fig. la and 
by using the following values for the transistor 
(common-base configuration):

hri = 150, 
h22 = 0.6x10-0, 
h21 = —0.978, 
h12 = 5xl04.

When these substitutions are made and it is noted 
that:

h22/C1<<(h11+R)/L,
and

h12C2R«1012,
the following is obtained:

w2 = (7?+150)/68[1018/(15,000 + 22.27?)]. (11) 
The plot of the above equation appears as the 
theoretical curve in Fig. 2.

Theory compared with experiment

Equation 10 gives the frequency of oscillation 
(actually w2) of the modified Colpitts in terms of 
the circuit parameters. Notice that when R = 0 it 

R (OHMS)2. A plot of frequency vs resistance shows good agreement between theoretical and experimental curves. Note that for higher values of R the error will increase.
reduces to:

co2 = (h11/L+h22/Cl)l/C2h11 
= (l/LC^ + ^/h^Cr C2), 

which agrees with the ordinary Colpitts analysis.
For most applications, the following approxima

tions are valid in Eq. 10: h22/Cl<<(hu+R) /L 
and hl2 C2 R is much smaller than the terms from 
which it is subtracted. Consequently, h22/Ct and 
h12 C2 R may be neglected. This is true because the 
frequency of oscillation is approximately the fre
quency to which the tank is tuned. The most criti
cal parameter of Eq. 10 is hu.

For the grounded-base configuration the input 
impedance is a function of the operating point 
(ha ~ K/L where Ie is the emitter current). Thus, 
the circuit should be designed for a high degree 
of emitter current stability. In this instance this 
was made more difficult by the fact that the cir
cuit was designed to operate at a low current level 
to conserve power. This produced a relatively high 
input impedance and a resultant high rate of 
change of input impedance with emitter current. 
The rate of change of input impedance is given 
by dhu/dle = k/L2; for small I e this is a large 
number. The input impedance is the impedance of 
the base-emitter junction, which is essentially the 
impedance of a forward-biased diode. Using the 
ideal-diode equation and differentiating i with re
spect to v shows that the impedance can be repre
sented by 26//,., where I,, is the emitter current in 
milliamperes. In the present case this would be 
about 26 ohms.

For silicon transistors such as the one used in 
the circuit of Fig. la, however, the problem is 
more complicated. Silicon devices do not conform 
to the ideal-diode equation. In addition, the 
“ohmic” resistances of material far removed from 
the junction, which is governed by the ideal-diode 
equation, cannot be neglected. It is common for 
silicon devices to have input impedances of about 
75 ohms for 1 milliampere of emitter current. 
Since the aim was to conserve power, operation 
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was at an emitter current of about 0.5 milliampere. 
Input impedance is inversely proportional to the 
emitter current, so that for this case it was some 
150 ohms.

For higher tank circuit resistances, the error 
becomes excessive (as can be seen by extending the 
curve of Fig. 2), culminating in an error of 11% 
at 1500 ohms. This happens at frequencies high 
above the tank’s resonant point because of an ap
proximation used in deriving the expression for 
frequency of oscillation. The assumption was that 

is less than R. But at 3 MHz, for example, X2 
is less than R, so that the assumption is invalid. At 
2 MHz, by contrast, X2 is at least 40 times as great 
as R, which meets the assumption quite well.

The circuit discussed above was designed for a 
biomedical application where the resistance was a 
thermistor sensing the temperature of small an
imals. Simplicity, small size, and low power con
sumption were the major requirements of the cir
cuit.

There are several other uses that can be made 
of the device. The resistor can be a photocell and 
the frequency variations will then be proportional 
to the incident light intensity. Since the resist
ance cannot be very large, the photocell may be 
“biased” by a steady light source to keep it at some 
desired level.

Another application may be in a low-impedance 
microphone where the circuit can provide short
range voice communication. For this purpose the 
power output would have to be increased by aug
menting the supply voltage and changing the bias
ing arrangement so that the oscillator would op
erate at a high power level. It would still, however, 
retain its small size, which is one of the attractive 
features of this simple circuit.

Still other applications would be in strain 
gauges, resistive pressure sensors, or, in general, 
any place where it is desirable for a frequency- 
modulated output to be obtained from a resistively 
variable sensor.

An important aspect of the described technique 
is the simplicity of the analysis. Thus, the stand
ard passive network analysis was used in spite of 
the presence of an active element (transistor). 
This approach, as was demonstrated in the accom
panying curves, resulted in a very accurate circuit 
performance description. Simplifications on the 
basis of valid assumption led to a straightforward 
expression for the output frequency as a function 
of the tank resistor. Obviously, this technique may 
be used in many similar situations. ■ ■
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We dropped "Chemical "from our



name because it pinched!

INGREDIENTS FOR FOODS

Monsanto helps solve problems 
of more than 50 industries with 
a broad mix of 1,000 products.

MONSANTO COUNTER/TIMER 1020

Are electronic test and measurement in
struments chemicals'? Hardly! That’s one 
of the reasons the name pinched.

Yet we’re offering you versatile, top
quality instruments featuring advanced 
microcircuitry today.

Last year we produced 43 basic new 
products of all kinds. New patents came 
in at the rate of one for every day of the 
year. We invested $70 million on research, 
development, engineering and basic pat
ent work last year, too, and the same 
level and quality of innovative techno
logical effort assure you of the best in test 
and measuring instrumentation.

So just call us “Monsanto.” And call on 
us when you’re seeking electronic instru
ments to help solve your problems.

May we tell you more? Write Monsanto, 
Electronics Technical Center, 620 Passaic 
Avenue, West Caldwell, New Jersey 07006. 
Or telephone: (201) 228-3800.
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Take a fresh look at filters: This approach 
to filter design for mixers and harmonic generators 
yields simple and lossless structures.

Ever notice how discussions of mixers and fre
quency multipliers usually end by stating that 
“unwanted frequencies can be suppressed by filter
ing” ? Sounds easy. Yet, final designs often end up 
with some rather complex composite resonant 
filter networks. Usually the complexity is unneces
sary. In addition, a good deal of useful power is 
wasted.

Here is an answer to the problem. It’s a simple 
design approach in which filters can be combined 
in parallel to suppress any number of unwanted 
frequencies without attenuation of the desired 
output.

The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 1. To deter
mine the values of its components, assume that it 
is connected in series with a constant-current gen
erator. The voltage drop across the filter will be 
directly proportional to the filter’s impedance. 
Thus the poles and zeros of the impedance deter
mine the frequencies that will be selected and re
jected, respectively. In this instance, the design 
will be for a single pole, a)p, since only one fre
quency should appear at the output. The pole is 
located between two zeros, col and <d2. Arbitrarily, 
let:

w2 > a>p > a>l. (1)

Substituting the value of Ll from Eq. 2 and solv
ing for Cl yields:

Cl = Cp[(a)p/a>l)2-1] . (5)
Solve for Ll by substituting Eq. 5 into Eq. 2:

Ll = l/Cp(a)p2-col2). (6)
Now we know that the effective capacitance of 

branch 2 at the frequency o)p must be Cp~Cv. Thus:
(l/w„ C2) — o)p L2 = l/(Dp(CP—Cv). (7) 

Substitute the value of L2 from Eq. 3 and solve 
for C2:

C2 = (Cp-Cv)[l-(a)„/a)2)2]. (8)
Solve for L2 by substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 3:

L2 = l/(Cp~Cv) (a)22-cop2). (9)
There are three useful degenerate forms of this 

circuit, depending on the values of the zeros and 
poles:

(1) If ml =0 and = <», we obtain an or-

It can be seen from the circuit that the two zeros 
are located at:

(2)
and

a)2 = (L2C2)-1/2, (3)
At the pole frequency, the parallel combination 

of Cv and the effective capacitance of branch 2 
will be assigned an arbitrary value, Cp. Then the 
effective inductance of branch 1 must resonate 
with C„ at a>p. Hence:

cop Ll — l/a)p Cl = 1/wp Cp. (4)

Breadboard model of composite filter, tested by author Noble, is designed for a 20-MHz flow meter.Frank W. Noble, Electronic Engineer, Laboratory of Technical Development, National Heart Institute, Bethesda, Md.

cui = (LlCl)-1'2,
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dinary parallel resonant circuit, as shown in Fig. 
2a. Here Ll = 1 /Cp (dp- and C2 = Cp.

(2) If (Dp > col > 0 and a>2 = x, the circuit in 
Fig. 2b is the outcome, where Cl and Ll are 
given by Eqs. 5 and 6, respectively.

(3) If col =0 and oo > w2 > cop, we obtain the 
circuit in Fig. 2c, where:

Ll 'l/Cp(Dp~, 
L2 = l/Cp(w22-w/), 
C2 = CJl-Ww^)2].

Under certain conditions further simplifications 
are possible. For example, Cr in Fig. 1 is not re
quired, provided that the external circuit has zero 
net reactance at and the designer is willing to 
adjust all components to exact values. But the 
external circuit is usually capacitive, which will 
automatically set a lower limit for Cv. And setting 
all components to exact values is an unnecessary 
nuisance which can be avoided by the inclusion of 
a sufficiently large Cv. It is then possible to set 
Cl and C2 approximately, adjusting the zero at 
(d1 with Ll and the zero at (d2 with L2. The pole 
at cop is then adjusted by varying Cv.

Some provision must be made to supply de to 
the active device. This can be done by shunt-feed
ing with a resistor, with an RF choke or with the 
circuit of Fig. 2a. The resistor must be large 
enough to prevent an appreciable reduction in the 
pole impedance; but if it is too large, it will 
usually produce an excessive de drop. If a choke 
is preferred, its reactance can be canceled by Cv. 
The combination of the choke and C, will, however, 
occupy about the same space and cost more than 
the parallel resonant circuit of Fig. 2a. This circuit 
has the additional advantage of being adjustable 
to supply either a capacitive or an inductive re
actance at (Dp. This feature may be very useful in 
composite filters.

A composite filter is a parallel combination of 
these circuits. Any number of filters having the 
same values of (dp may be thus connected. The 
composite filter will have a pole at and all the 
zeros of the individual filters. Other poles will 
appear, but since these do not occur at frequencies 
which must be suppressed, they will cause no harm 
unless noise is a consideration.

The first filter should preferably be of the form 
of Fig. 2a to provide a de path and a variable 
reactance of either sign. Then filters of the form 
of Fig. 1, but where C„ = 0, would be designed to 
suppress pairs of undesired frequencies on oppo
site sides of (Dp. Finally, filters of the type of Fig. 
2b or Fig. 2c would be designed to suppress the 
remaining spurious frequencies.

The final circuit may be simplified by substitu
tion of a single equivalent capacitance or induct
ance in place of two or more similar components 
which occur in parallel. ■ ■

1. Simple filter replaces a cascade of resonant circuits at the output of mixers and frequency multipliers. It effectively suppresses unwanted pairs of frequencies at the opposite sides of the selected frequency, <wp.

2. Degenerate forms of the circuit in Fig. 1 are useful in composite filters, in conjunction with Fig. 1. The ordinary parallel resonant circuit (a) should be the first section, to provide a de path for the active element and a variable reactance of either sign. Frequencies not suppressed by Fig. 1 may be eliminated with either (b) or (c).
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AT LAST-
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a premium-grade, universal 
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER
so stable that it...
0 Maintains 3 juv/Volt with 
unregulated power supplies 
from ± 8 to ± 25 volts 
0 Is capable of replacing over 70% 
of all op amp types in use today.
0 Provides a new degree 
of freedom from offset and 
common-mode errors.



the Nexus và 
ultra-stable f 
USL-1
An unprecedented breakthrough 
in operational amplifier technologyThe USL-1 is a designer's dream ... a high-performance operational amplifier which can operate from almost any existing power source, and which provides stability and common mode rejection orders of magnitude better than any prior state-of- the-art amplifier.Because this new unit provides virtual immunity from input power variations, it can be operated from dry or wet batteries, automobile or aircraft electrical systems, digital equipment and computer power supplies, or any other convenient source of power providing between —8 and —25 Volts and +8 and +25 Volts. It is not even necessary that the two input voltages track each other.The USL-1 is so nearly universal in application that it could readily replace over 70% of the operational amplifiers currently in use . . . and do a better job. It frees the designer from the power supply restrictions normally imposed by conventional amplifiers, and offers him greatly improved performance in many applications. For example, because of its extremely high common mode rejection, it functions more accurately than other op amps when used as a voltage follower, subtractor, non-inverting amplifier, etc.• The USL-1 is a premium, encapsulated unit, incorporating high-reliability military-type components and all-silicon semiconductors. A lower-cost commercial version (ESL-1) is also available for shipment. The latter, developed for use in less demanding applications, also uses all-silicon semiconductors, and provides specifications which are extraordinary compared with conventional units.

VCc (volt*).......... * 
OFFSET CURRENT ( EITHER INPUT ) VS. POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE

Ecm (vol»*)--------►
OFFSET CURRENT (REFERENCE INPUT ONLY) VS. COMMON MODE VOLTAGE

USL-1 & ESL-1 TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Supply voltage (USL-1)................................................... ±8 to ±25 volts

Supply voltage (ESL-1)...................................................±8 to ±16 volts
Output voltage & (USL-1) ±20 volts from ±25 V supply
common-mode voltage . . ±10 volts from ±15 V supply

± 3 volts from ± 8 V supply

Output current.....................................................±5 mA at any supply
voltage within range

Overload protection................................ Fully protected against short
circuits, overload, overdrive

Common-mode rejection....................................................................... 130dB

Input impedance .......................................................................0.3 megohm
Power supply rejection ....... 3/iV/Volt (0.3 na/V) 

Gain (into 10K load) (USL-1)..................................................... 100,000

Gain (into 10K load) (ESL-1).................................................... 50,000
Temperature coefficient (USL-1) ................................................... 3/rV/°C
Temperature coefficient (ESL-1)..............................................10 gV/°C
Slewing rate ........................................................................ 1.5 V/#sec.

Common-mode stability.............................................3/iV/Volt (0.3 na/V)

Case size.................................................... 2.02" (I) x 1.14" (w) x 0.62" (h)

Price (USL-1)  ................................................................ $75(1-9)
Price (ESL-1)...........................................................................................$35(1-9)Send today for full details on this exciting new operational amplifier

NEXUS
RESEARCH LABOR AT O R Y, INC.
480 Neponeat Street, Canton, Mase. 02021—TEL: (617) 828-9000—TWX (617) 828-1022

COMMON MODE REJECTION RATIO VS. FREQUENCY
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Prices slightly higher outside North America.



Use integrated circuits in process controls 
to achieve circuit stability and sophistication at 
lower costs than previously possible.

In proportional control systems, off-the-shelf 
integrated circuits have the advantage of lower 
drift or higher set-point stability than can be ob
tained from magnetic amplifiers or thyratrons. 
Two IC operational amplifiers, a passive lag net
work and an SCR can be combined into a compact 
time-proportional control system with an adjust
able nonlinear output response. This latter ar
rangement simplifies the task of compensating for 
the inherent nonlinearities in a particular indus
trial process.

A conventional proportional control—a posi
tion servo, for example—produced an output that 
is a linear function of the difference between the 
input and the reference, or set-point, signal. Fig
ure 1 demonstrates this relationship with all vari
ables expressed as percentages of full-scale values, 
as usual in control theory. If the input signal is 
defined as the controlled variable, Iact, and Iset is 
the reference, or set, point and X„ is the propor
tional band, output V becomes:

V = (Iact-I,tt)/X„.

Control designers frequently object to using pro
portional controllers and turn instead to time
proportional controllers. Since time-proportional 
controls use simple ON/OFF actuators, like a 
relay or magnetic switch, these control systems 
are far simpler, cheaper, and more reliable. Elimi
nation of the costly servo amplifiers that are re
quired in straight proportional controllers is a 
particular saving.

In a time-proportional control (see Fig. 2), the 
proportional output is fed to a threshold detector 
that converts the signal into a square wave. The 
duty cycle (8) of the detector, is a function of its 
input signal, V, and varies from 0% to 100%. The 
relationship is:

8 = Ton/ (Toy+ TqFF) , 

where

Ton = time that actuator is ON,
Toff = time that actuator is OFF.

Roland E. Best, Systems Project Engineer, Sandoz, Ltd., Basel, Switzerland.

The output voltage of the detector is either + E or 
0 volts. The actuator is defined as ON when the 
output is at +E volts and OFF when it is at 0 volts. 
The operation of the threshold detector is best ex
plained by reference to Fig. 3. Assume that input 
signal V exceeds voltage E, , present at capacitor 
C. The threshold detector then flips into the high 
state. C starts to charge with a time constant 
T, = R1C towards +E volts. As soon as Ec ex
ceeds V by the amount H, the hysteresis of the 
detector, the output swings back to the low state. 
Now C discharges, with time constant T, — R2C, 
toward ground potential. When Ec again equals V, 
the threshold detector switches into the high state, 
and the cycle repeats until V goes to 0 volt and 
the duty cycle is reduced to 0%. Values of Tov 
and Toff are calculated (0 V E — H) to be:

Ton - T, In [(V-E)/(V-E + H)],
Toff = T2 In [ ( V + H) / V] .

The duty cycle, 8, is given by:

ln[(V-E’)/(V-E' + H)]
InnW^Wn^^+OTTTJnElV+WW^ ’
Note the ratio T2/T, in this equation. The conven
tional proportional controller, shown in Fig. 1, is 
described by only a single curve, but in the time
proportional control, a set of curves is obtained. 
These curves, shown in Fig. 4, are a function of 
the ratio Tx/T2. In this example, H is equal to 
0.2 E. Though the 8-curve is nearly linear when 
T,/T2 — 1, a wide choice of nonlinear curves can 
be obtained if TJT2 is altered.

Nonlinear controllers offer distinct advantages 
over the more conventional linear ones. First, 
many processes are inherently nonlinear; for ex
ample, in waste-water pH-neutralization, the pH 
value of the effluent is a nonlinear function of the 
flow rate of the neutralizing ingredient. The over
all transfer function of such systems may be lin
earized by selection of a suitable nonlinear 8-curve. 
Secondly, the dynamic response of a control system 
is dependent on the limits of the 8-curve. When 
T2/T2 is high, the controller sensitivity, d8/dV, 
is at a maximum at the set point. As the deviation 
from the set point increases, however, the sensi
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tivity is reduced. With this high ratio, a control 
system has fast dynamic response, but tends to 
overshoot and become unstable. For low values of 
T,/T2, the reverse is true. The controller is most 
sensitive at the upper end of the proportional band, 
and least sensitive at the set point. While the re
sponse is slower in this system, the danger of 
overshoot is less. The designer must select the 
8-curve that gives optimum controller perform
ance in a specific application.

In designing time-proportional controllers, note 
that the switching action can introduce extraneous 
signals into the control system. To minimize this 
interference, the operating frequency is selected in 
the region where the gain of the process transfer 
function is at its lowest. Since the switching fre
quency is a function of the deviation signal, V, it 
is not constant. A reasonable approximation can be 
obtained, however, by calculation of the operating 
frequency at the middle of the proportional band:

“ (T^T,) In [(E+H)/(E-H)Y

IC duet drives SCR switch

An effective time-proportional control can be 
designed and built with just two integrated op
erational amplifiers. The circuit is shown in Fig. 5.

The first operational amplifier produces an out
put voltage that is a function of the variance be
tween the input current and the set-point current. 
The set-point switches adjust one “set” current 
flowing from the — 15-volt reference into the sum
ming node. The proportional-band switches ad
just the amount of feedback current flowing from 
the output of the operational amplifier, and make 
the output proportional to 1/XP. The input current 
(Iact) level determines, for any particular applica
tion, the resistor values in these switching net
works.

The second operational amplifier is the threshold 

detector. The hysteresis, H, is about 1.4 volts and 
is set by the positive feedback path. The output of 
the amplifier is either at a positive or at a nega
tive saturation level. When the output is negative, 
CR3 is cut off and the plus input is approxi
mately equal to V. When the output is positive, 
CR3 conducts and the plus input becomes 1.4 volts 
more positive than V, because of the drop through 
CR4 and CR5. Since E is 6.2 volts, as determined 
by the Zener voltage of CR6, H is approximately 
equal to 0.2 E. The duty cycle varies continuously 
from 0% to 100%, as voltage V changes from 0 
volt to 4.8 volts (E—H). Time constants Tx and 
T2 are varied by adjustment of Rl and R2 in the 
negative feedback loop. The 8-curves measured 
with this circuit agree perfectly with the calculated 
curves (Fig. 3). The operational amplifier output 
switches a silicon-controlled switch that is oper
ating as an SCR. This latter drives a heavy-duty 
relay which in turn activates the process control 
actuator. In many cases it is possible to drive the 
actuator directly with an SCR.

Adding one IC yields rate control

In many processes, simple proportional or time
proportional control is not sufficient. More complex 
controls are needed like proportional-plus-integral 
(PI) control and proportional-plus-integral-plus- 
derivative (PID), or rate, control. With these 
controls, the input voltage to the threshold detec
tor, V (see Fig. 4), no longer follows a linear 
relationship, but is described instead by:

V (s) = [(Zact—Z,ei)/Xp] (l + l/s7\), for PI, 
and

V(s) = [(I^-LWl/X^ + sTa+l/sTiL 
for PID,

where
s = complex frequency, 

Ti = integral time constant, and 
Td = derivative time constant.

1. The output of a proportional control, such as a position servo, varies linearly with input signal deviation. To operate properly, expensive and inherently unreliable servo amplifiers are often required.

THRESHOLD 
DETECTOR

2. Proportional amplifier output is fed to a detector, where it is converted to a variable-width pulse. This pulse controls a solid-state switch that, in turn, activates the actuating relay.
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3. Since the detector output is a switched signal, it introduces noise spikes in the system. To prevent this interference, the pulse, ata 50% duty cycle, should have a frequency outside the pass-band of the op-amp.
4. Different ratios of charge-discharge times alter controller linearity. Adjusting RI and R2 in the charging and discharging circuits alters any nonlinear input and makes it almost perfectly linear.

Thus the output of a PID controller is equal 
to the sum of a proportional, an integral, and a 
derivative function of the control deviation. The 
integral portion is used to cancel the finite steady
state control error inherent in proportional con
trollers. By derivative action, the settling times 
of the regulating system are reduced.

The simple controller described in Fig. 5 can 
be converted into a PID controller by insertion of 
an additional operational amplifier (see Fig. 6), 
with the correct transfer function, between the 
first and second amplifier. The circuit yields the 
transfer function:

FP(s) = - UTa/T.) +1+ (l/sTO +s7y|, 

where

Td = Rd C, and
Ti = R, C.

Time constants T, and Td are each adjusted inde
pendently, by potentiometers R, and Rd, over the 
range from 0 to 1000 seconds. In most cases Td/Ti 
is approximately 0.25, and the constant term in 
the transfer function becomes approximately 1.25 
instead of 1, as specified in the equation. However, 
this error only affects the proportional band, re-

5. Time-proportional control uses binary-coded switching to select the reference signal (lset) and the proportional band (Xp). Parallel switch combinations can be added toprovide even finer control.
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6. Single op-amp circuit adds integrating and differentiating functions to the time-proportional control in Fig. 5. Both the integrating and differentiating time constants can be varied from 0 to 1000 seconds by adjustment of R, and Rd, respectively.
ducing it by a factor of 1.25, and can be corrected 
by adjusting the proportional band with the selec
tor switches.

Since extremely large integrator time constants 
are often encountered in process control, bipolar 
operational amplifiers, with their relatively high 
input current and input current temperature co
efficients (0.5 pA and 2 nA/°C at 25°C, respective
ly), could not be used directly. Instead, a FET 
source-follower reduces the offset current at the 
summing junction to less than 0.1 nA at 25°C. 
This current doubles for every 10°C increase in 
ambient temperature. By adjustment of R3 so 
that the FET drain current is equal to ID8S, the 
FET operates with no voltage offset when VGS = 0. 
The differentiating network (Rd, C) includes re
sistor Rip. Since pure differentiators are prone to 
instability, they are usually modified by compen
sating elements. ■ ■
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look what we have

It's our new TCD filter. And for the money, it’s the finest filter 
around. Bandwidth @ 6 db is 8 kc (minimum); at 60 db—20 kc 
(maximum). Transformer input provides a DC path and an 
input impedance of 40 K ohms, suitable for transistor and 
vacuum tube circuits. We designed it specifically for CB, 
mobile, aircraft and marine radios . . . put it in a package that's 
less than .6 cu. in. The following specs are for our standard 
model (but say the word and we'll custom design to your 
special requirements) :

'For orders of 100 to 499. Complete TCD Prices : 1 -24 — $1 5 ea; 
25-99 -$12 ea.; 100-499 -$9 ea.; 500-1999 - $7.50 ea.;

#TCD-4-8D20A B/W @ 27°C Impedance

Insertion Loss : 5db max. 
Temp. Stability: less 
than 800 cps variation 
-20 to +60°C.

Center Freq. 
@ 6db 
455 * 1kc 
8kc min.

max. @ 60db
20 kc max.

In
40 

K ohms

Out 
1.5 

K ohms

2000-4999 — $6.50 ea. (Prices subject to change without
notice.)

Send order or request for free Technical Brochure to: 
Piezoelectric Division, Clevite Corporation, 232 Forbes Road,
Bedford, Ohio 44014. CLEVITE
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Any knob will turn the equipment on...
What you need is a knob to turn the user on!

You’re an electronic designer, right?
And the things you do have to be func

tional and economical and practical—but 
beautiful, right?

So, okay, you know the problem.
The company comes up with a new gim

mick to revolutionize the electronic industry 
and they give it to you to package. You sweat 
over it for weeks; squeezing out the fat; 
streamlining; building in clean, modern lines.

And, when you are finished, it is functional, 
economical and practical — but beautiful.

So you build it.
And what is it that the user (and buyer)

KURZ - KASCH, INC.
»■•«MW» 'Ain» mow« « MM*» M Aw» • MrW OHO OOI

sees first, last and most often?
The knobs. If they don’t turn him on, the 

whole design leaves him cold.
Kurz-Kasch knobs turn on all sorts of elec

tronic devices produced by 3000 original 
equipment manufacturers. They also turn on 
users and designers. They’re functional and 
economical and practical—but beautiful.

Write for the free 1967 Kurz-Kasch De
signer Catalog and see what we mean.

Kurz-Kasch, Inc.
Standard Parts Division 
Dayton, Ohio 45401

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 57
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Tell us your precision switch problem...
Is it reliability? 

Special characteristics ? 
Cost-to-quality ratio? 

Delivery?
Potter & Brumfield’s experience in producing top rated electromechanical relays (more than a third of a century) provides an exceptional background for the design and manufacture of precision switches.
RELIABILITY Vibration, acceleration, shock, humidity, electrical life and many other factors are tested as standard procedure. Certification of tests is supplied on request.
SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS A well staffed engineering department is at your service for almost limitless modifications, including configuration of actuators, operating force, 

contact pressures, gaps, materials, terminations or performance characteristics. Any combination of these can be designed and produced to your exact specifications.
COST-TO-QUALITY RATIO A plant designed exclusively for switch production enables us to take advantage of all modern production techniques to provide top quality craftsmanship at competitive prices.
DELIVERY We can make next day shipment on most basic switches. Your local authorized P&B switch distributor has them on his shelf for immediate delivery at factory prices.

POTTER s. BRUMFIELD
Division of American Machine & Foundry Company, Princeton, Ind. 47570
Export: AMF International, 261 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

Better check out this big new source
for precision switches! Write for your copy of

P&B’s Switch Catalog 1-A
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Check antennas before building them.
The Monte Carlo technique ensures that construction 
and performance errors stay within allowed limits.

For the antenna designer, the Monte Carlo 
technique is a perfect tool for predicting an anten
na’s performance. Using this technique, he does 
not have to be an expert in statistics or probabili
ty to foresee expected degradations in perform
ance and to estimate tolerable construction and 
measurement errors. Knowing these factors, he 
can save production time and manufacturing costs.

One integral is all the math needed

The Monte Carlo method involves the selection 
of random numbers which permits a mathematical 
simulation of random events. The statistical basis 
for the Monte Carlo technique is the assumption 
that the frequency of the error variations from 
the specified design values follows a known dis
tribution. This frequency distribution can be 
obtained by plotting the distribution of a large 
number of measurements, or else by assuming 
that the variation follows a known distribution 
such as the normal, or Gaussian, frequency dis
tribution (Fig. 1). The equation that describes 
this distribution is:

/ = (exp —u2/2)/(2tt) (1)
where

f = error frequency,
u — (x—m)/a—standard variate or normal

ized error deviation with respect to the 
standard deviation,

x — value of parameter under consideration, 
m = specified design value of same parameter, 
a = standard deviation.

With the assumption that such errors follow the 
normal frequency distribution, 99.7 % of the error 
will not exceed ±3<r, 95.5% will not exceed ±2a 
and 68.3% will not exceed ±<r.

The cumulative frequency distribution associat
ed with the known frequency distribution is 
defined as the normalized summation, or integral,

B. M. Bowman, Senior Engineering Specialist, F. E. 
Fischer, Senior Development Engineer, Electromagnetics, Goodyear Aerospace Corp., Akron, Ohio. 

of the number of error variations from minus 
infinity to some fixed error variation. The magni
tude of the cumulative frequency distribution is 
assumed to take on values of the selected random 
numbers, R. In the case where the normal dis
tribution is assumed for the frequency function, 
the cumulative distribution is given by:

R = f [(exp —u2/2)/(27r)1/2]du. (2)
-00

A numerical value of x may be established for 
each of the random numbers by assigning a fixed 
value to a.

These values of x are then used to simulate the 
actual performance instead of m.

Four steps to practical results

The application of the Monte Carlo technique 
may be systematized as follows:

1. Obtain an equation or empirical data that 
expresses the performance characteristics as a 
function of the parameter values. Determine the 
design values of the parameters that will give the

i--------- 1--------- --------- 1--------- r
0.4

-3 -2 -I 0 +1 +2 +3
NORMALIZED STANDARD VARIATE (u) 

b— 68.3% OF AREA------4 
1«-------------------- :------35.5% OF AREA -------- ---------------------J

«-------------------------------------------------99.7% OF AREA----------------------------------------------------►

1. With a normal error frequency distribution, 99.7% of the error will not exceed ±3<r, 99.5% will not exceed ±2<r and 68.3% will not exceed ±<r.
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2. The normalized error depends linearly on the cumulative frequency distribution. Here a normal distribution such as shown in Fig. 1 is assumed.

Table 1. Design parametersElement no. Amplitude (a,) Phase (</>,)1 1.000 0.002 1.694 8.483 1.388 33.534 1.723 72.835 1.180 99.816 0.574 19.217 0.916 58.668 0.780 125.059 0.634 47.4610 0.740 38.00
desired characteristics.

2. Evaluate the cumulative frequency distribu
tions versus parameter fluctuation for the param
eters under consideration.

3. Select a random number for each of the 
factors that is expected to vary from its assigned 
design value.

4. Determine the actual parameter values by 
applying the random numbers to the cumulative 
frequency distribution. Then substitute the re
sulting values in the relationship for the perform
ance characteristics established in Step 1.

It is obvious from these steps that the Monte 
Carlo technique is confined to problems where 
there is a direct relationship, either theoretical or 
empirical, between the performance characteris
tics and the parameters that are being varied. For 
example, the far-field radiation pattern of a slot
ted waveguide array can be readily computed if 
the relative amplitude and phase parameters of 
the elements are known. The Monte Carlo tech
nique could be used to evaluate the effects of 
various electrical tolerances on the radiation 
pattern for the case where the acceptance of a 
given array is based on whether the measured 
amplitude and phase of each element are within 
certain specified limits.

However, if this technique were to be used to 
evaluate the effects of various manufacturing 
tolerances on the far-field radiation pattern, these 
amplitude and phase parameters would have to be 
expressed in terms of factors such as waveguide 
tolerances, slot-length tolerances, slot-width 
tolerances and slot-spacing tolerances. While 
reasonable estimates of these structural tolerances 
can usually be made, it is often difficult to trans
late them directly into the antenna performance 
characteristics.

How to get numerical values

The cumulative frequency distribution, which 

describes the variation of the actual parameter 
values around the design values, can be presented 
in tabular form.1 A more convenient way is to plot 
it on standard probability paper.

The cumulative frequency distribution versus 
the parameter values, x, can be obtained from 
measured data, or by assuming that the error 
deviations are normally distributed. This assump
tion is reasonable for many cases.

A plot of the cumulative normal frequency 
distribution vs the standard variate, (x — m) /a, 
is a straight-line plot on probability paper, as 
shown in Fig. 2. The design value, m, is specified 
by the required performance. The standard devia
tion, a, may be selected by making the maximum 
deviation equal to 3a, or by determining the rms 
deviation and calling this a.

The random numbers that denote the magni
tude of the cumulative frequency distribution 
should be selected from a table of random num
bers in a systematic manner. Systematic selection 
means that only sequential numbers in the rows 
or in the columns, or only sequential numbers in 
the corners of the subgroupings, or some other 
regular combination of elements are chosen. Since 
the cumulative frequency distribution is a normal
ized function, its magnitude ranges from 0 to 1, 
which specifies the range of the random numbers.

Phased array illustrates method

As an example of an application of this tech
nique, consider the problem of determining the 
effects of randomly varying amplitude and phase 
on the far-field radiation pattern of an antenna 
array.

Assume that a 10-element array is designed and 
a suitable set of driving coefficients has been 
selected. A sketch of this linear array 
configuration is shown in Fig. 3. The chosen set of 
coefficients is shown in Table 1. The far-field 
radiation pattern for isotropic elements is:
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Table 2. Actual amplitude valuesElement number Random numbers u = (x^-aj)/^ Error (dB) (xat-ai) Error ratio Modified amplitudes1 0.49 0 0 1.00 1.0002 0.31 -0.5 -O.05 0.994 1.6843 0.97 1.9 0.19 1.02 1.4154 0.45 -0.1 -0.01 0.999 1.7215 0.80 0.9 0.09 1.01 1.1926 0.57 0.2 0.02 1.02 0.5857 0.47 -0.1 -0.01 0.999 0.9158 0.01 -2.3 -0.23 0.974 0.7609 0.47 -0.1 -0.01 0.999 0.63310 0.00 -3.0 -0.30 0.966 0.715
E — I Aj + A.Z - A2Z2 + . . . + AUZK +A10Z9|, (3) 
where

E = far-field magnitude,
An = A„„ exp
A „a = amplitude of field,

</>„ = fixed phase of each element,
Z = exp [/(27rd/A) cos 0], 
d = spacing between elements, 
A = wavelength,

B = viewing aspect from the line of the 
array.

The calculated pattern for a d/X of 0.5000 is 
shown by the solid curve in Fig. 3.

Since the errors are assumed to be normally 
distributed, the next step in this analysis is to 
postulate the spread, or standard deviation, of the 
variations for each parameter.

Although error variations could also occur in

ELEVATION ANGLE3. Far-field patterns for a 10-element array illustrate expected deviations from error-free performance (solid line). (DEG.)The errors calculated in the text yield about 0.4 dB dif ference (dashed line).
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Table 3. Actual phase values

Element number Random numbers Error (deg.) Modified phases (x</>.)1 0.57 0.2 0.2 0.22 0.16 -1.0 -1.0 7.483 0.83 1.0 1.0 34.534 0.04 -1.7 -1.7 71.135 0.58 0.2 0.2 99.616 0.23 -0.7 -0.7 18.517 0.89 1.2 1.2 59.868 0.20 -0.8 -0.8 124.259 0.78 0.8 0.8 48.2610 0.25 -0.7 -0.7 37.30
d/X, the only parameters that will be considered 
are the amplitudes and phases of the elements. As 
the errors cannot be smaller than our ability to 
measure them, the minimum standard deviation 
for each parameter is set equal to the standard de
viation of typical measurement errors. Based on 
specifications for test equipment and on experi
ence with RF measurement, a rms (or standard 
deviation) error of 0.10 dB in amplitude and 1.00 
degree in phase is achievable without much 
difficulty.

Now typical amplitude and phase errors are 
determined for each element by selecting random 
numbers from a table of random numbers. The 
selected random numbers for the amplitude and 
phase coefficients are listed in the second column 
of Tables 2 and 3.

The third column of the tables, denoted (x—m)/ 
a, represents the ratio of the parameter error 
(x — m) to the standard deviation, a, for each 
random number. These may be read off from Fig. 2.

The error column is given by the product of 
(x — m)/a and a. Recall that the standard de
viation for the amplitude was 0.1 dB, and for 
the phase, 1.0 degree. Since the amplitudes were 
assumed to vary statistically in terms of dB, the 
amplitude error was converted to a ratio and then 
multiplied by the coefficient, to obtain the modified 
value.

The modified amplitudes and phases yield a new 
pattern (dashed line in Fig. 3) which can then be 
compared with the theoretical pattern.

The curve in Fig. 3 shows that the postulated 
errors would probably result in maximum pattern 
variations of about 0.4 dB. The procedure is re
peated with different sets of random numbers to 
simulate typical pattern variations, as shown by 
the dashed lines in Fig, 3. ■ ■

Reference:
1. Reference Data for Radio Engineers (4th ed,; New 

York: International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.), p. 
1117.

EMI/RFI SHIELDED ENCLOSURES
... EIA CABINET MOUNTED

60 STANDARD 
ENCLOSURE 
SIZES AVAILABLE ...

By-pass your EMI/RFI packaging problems by select
ing from ten standard front panel sizes, each quickly 
available in six enclosure depths, from 12" to 27". 
These sixty standard EIA shielded and vented en
closures are provided with removable top and bottom 
covers, front and rear panels. Every shielded en
closure features standard EM I/RFI-tight vents. All 
cover and panel seams are EMI/RFI gasketed. Captive 
fasteners and screws are included, properly spaced 
to insure effective shielding. The standard enclosures 
readily accommodate slides for drawer installation. Call 
or write today for data sheets, parts information and 
EMI/RFI shielding effectiveness reports . . . save 
valuable time in your design and procurement activities.

ECKNIT®
East
Dermody Street
Cranford, N. J. 07016 
(201) 272-5500

West
427 Olive Street
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93101 
(805) 963-2214

Technical Wire Products, Inc.
129 Dermody St., Cranford, N. J. 07016

Yes, I'm interested in your new EMI/RFI Shielded EIA
Rack Mounted Enclosures. Please send me data sheets, parts 
information and effectiveness reports via Air Mail.

Name Title

Company_______________________________________________ ___ _________________

St ree t--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - ------ - -------------

City State---------------------------------------
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from START 
to STOP
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And some 200 devices at points in between.A full line of control. That's how General Electric handles your design job or application problems.Devices that can start, stop, switch, sense, count, indicate —all from a single source.But that's not all. We’re developing more. That’s what makes us the “Leader in Control.” And we intend to keep it that way.A look at some G-E innovations is proof of that. Read on and see:Operating arms for CR115G Limit Switches give over 10,000 variations / CR115H Limit Switches with eight operating heads for critical-space, highspeed applications I Sensing heads for Proximity Limit Switches / Vane-operated Limit Switches for detection of repetitive motion without contact / New Thumbwheel Switches with up to 24-unit assemblies / Miniature Oil- tight Push Buttons with 21 different operators I Magnetic Motor Starters in seven sizes, open or in nine NEMA enclosures / Terminal Boards for most applications I Small CR- 120H Relays with maximum mounting flexibility I New ele

ments for Transistorized Static Control / Mounting track for High-fidelity Relays / Printed- circuit Reed Switch Relays now make over 500 forms available / Pole adders give you up to 12 circuits with one 300-volt Industrial Relay I New Solidstate Power Relays for ex-

New General Electric Fluidic Elementstremely rapid cycling operations where fidelity is vital I New Motor Starting Switches for use where overload protection is not needed I Pilot Lights with unbreakable Lexan* lenses I Punch Press 

Push Button forms / Small Reversing Drum Switches with up to 12 circuits.Plus, a line of all-new fluidic elements. This is a recent innovation in control operation which uses the interacting flow of a liquid or gas to create logic systems that sense and control machines or processes.If you’re interested in seeing what else is new in control, just contact your nearby G-E Sales Office or Distributor. Or write to General Electric Company, Section 811-90, Schenectady, N.Y. 12305.
* Trademark of General Electric Company

GENERAL PURPOSE 
CONTROL DEPARTMENT, 
BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS

LEADER IN CONTROL

GENERAL 
ELECTRIC
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These circuits create more problems
than they solve, if they are used very skillfully.
Start by omitting them from your next design.

The following collection of novel circuits is 
designed especially to cheer design engineers who 
have problems. You can be sure they won’t work. 
But unlike your own unworkable circuits, these 
may at least be good for a smile. Most of them 
contain features that, as yet, remain largely 
uninvented. Some unfamiliar symbols are used 
occasionally, and rightly so; electronics is rapidly 
running out of good symbols, and it seems essen
tial to grab some of the few remaining ones before 
they are all used up. Although these circuits are 
presented as an antidote to design drudgery, they 
may inspire equally off beat, but workable ideas. So 
hold on to your guffaws and read on!

Asymmetric drominal: a biagonal electron shooter
Note the lack of any bias source in this clever 

flip-flop-zip-zap-whammo circuit. Power is ob
tained from a simple but seldom tapped source— 
the air. Air is always ionized, either positively or 
negatively. Much work has been done recently on 
the effects of this on human activity (people seem 
to work better with high negative-ion concentra
tions), but so far most designers have overlooked 
this free source of bias. One arrow tip of this 
circuit is picking up ions from the air; a special 
coating of material provides an excellent imped
ance match to the air’s high dielectric constant. 
Assume this is happening at the left arrow. Then, 
Q, is cut off. Meanwhile, Q2 is saturated, and 
emits a steady stream of electrons from the right 
arrow for whatever purpose the designer may 
have in mind.

Triggering occurs each time a signal of any 
type is applied through unipolar resistor Rt or 
R2, depending on which transistor is cut off at 
that moment.

This circuit, like people, works best on days 
with high negative-ion concentrations. It has been 
used on occasion, with some success, to prod 
sleepy technicians.

Minority-carrier vacuum amplifier: a panacea

Here’s an ideal combination in which a partially 
semiconductive device is grid-controlled in a small 
tube envelope. Operation of this device asymptoti
cally approaches that of a voltage- or current-

Bert Pearl, Bell and Howell, Chicago. 

amplifier. It makes no difference what you’re used 
to designing, any old tube circuit will work just 
fine with this device thrown between some cou
pling capacitors. But the amazing part is that the 
same thing goes for any familiar transistor ampli
fying circuit.

The split-level collector-plate acts somewhat 
like the familiar screen grid in a pentode. Design
ers who so wish can bring a lead out to give some 
control of the collector current, or voltage, or 
whatever. But this is inessential unless the design
er is particularly fussy. The operation under these 
conditions should be obvious to even the most 
casual observer.

Recent tests suggest that even field-effect men 
can make use of this versatile hybrid without 
learning a single new thing.

Symmetrical quadrat: a high powered FLOP

At first glance, you might confuse this 
configuration with the classic power amplifier. 
However, should you proceed beyond the rather 
trivial analysis of its de equivalent, you will dis
cover certain startling characteristics which 
combine to produce a true FLOP.

With components connected as shown (intelli
gently approximated values, of course), the out
put of T} (tube, transistor, or what have you) will 
decay to zero in the interval from t = O' to t = 
0+. It should therefore be clear that this circuit is 
a true FLOP.

Bifurcated trumlobe: a hot non-vacuum device
No attempt at exhaustive analysis of this cir

cuit will be attempted here. It is hoped, rather, 
that the reader will be sufficiently intrigued by the 
unique characteristics of the devices employed to 
attempt a qualitative analysis on his own. Such 
effort will enhance his ability to deal with circuits 
of even greater complexity.

It is sufficient for our immediate purpose to 
note that the interesting arrangement of the 
vacuum diodes (i.e., anode and cathode in an 
evacuated glass envelope circa 1940) has absolute
ly no effect on the voltage appearing across the 
resistance, regardless of the value of the resist
ance. The less familiar devices shown connected to 
the triodes represent a significant and highly 
classified advance beyond the frontiers of technol
ogy. To work, they must be immersed in gin.
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Full-wave zenar: a real ripple-remover
Cardioid inputs to this circuit are coupled to the 

base of the vacuistor (vacuum transistor) and, 
when a sufficient level is reached, the vacuistor 
will conduct, causing the tangentially controlled 
switch to close. At this point, the full cardioid 
input is applied to the zenar devices, which, in 
keeping with their not too well-known character
istics, cease to conduct, thereby completely elimi
nating ripple from the output of this novel circuit

Multi-coupled tetracomer: an 8.3-phase shiphter

Occasionally the designer needs an odd-phase 
combination. Seldom has an odder combination 
been achieved than in this multibranched circuit. 
The unusual intermingling of turns between the 
inductors leads to fractional splitting of ordinary 
sine waves fed into the network. Before they are 

emitted at other junctions, phases are split, 
differentiated, operated on and generally recon
structed. An ordinary 3-phase signal fed in will 
give a total of 8.3 phases emitted from the various 
terminals.

This could prove useful, say, for a damaged 
motor which no longer runs synchronously on a 
simple 3-phase signal; or it could provide an 
interesting test signal for checking malfunctions 
in digital computers, or for inducing malfunctions 
so that the checking procedure itself could be 
checked.

If you can think up an idea for a humorous 
electronics article, send it to Roger Kenneth Field, 
Electronic Design, 850 Third Ave., New York 
City 10022. The best articles will be published and 
their authors will be paid at the standard Elec
tronic Design rate. A touch of humor can make 
the design week brighter. ■ ■
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MIL-T-713 LACING TAPE isn't
right for every harness job!

* GUDEBROD sells plenty of it (Gudelace 18) 
but makes 172 other* tapes too!

• Tapes for high temperatures, 
burnproof tapes, tapes for 

outer space and vacuum use.

• Tapes for heavy cablino and for 

small units, color coded tapes.

• They all tie tight. 
Ask about them.

♦And they all exceed MIL-T performance requirements

Saturn rocket inertial guidance stabilized platform produced at The Bendix 
Corporation's Eclipse-Pioneer Division. Wiring laced with Gudebrod Tape,

With every advancement in electronic technology, for every new 
electronic application there is need to review your harnessing practices 
and materials. If your harness department is struggling to make-do 
with the lacing tape they have always used—they may be wasting time 
and money as well as heading for rejects. Gudebrod has pioneered in 
producing special tapes—for particular applications, and to meet 
customer’s specifications. Available at Gudebrod is a stock of 173 
types of lacing tape—and a wealth of harnessing information. Why 
not consult with Gudebrod!

GUDEBROD CABLE-LACER
The first hand tool engineered for wire harnessing. 
Handle holds bobbins, feeds tape as needed, 
grips tape for knotting. Speeds, eases 
harnessing. Pays for 
itself in time saving.

Area Code 215, WA 2-1122

UDEBROD BROS. SILK CO

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 61
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DESIGNERS 1985
THE DESIGNER: Raymond Loewy/William Snaith, Inc.
THE DESIGN: Teaching Flotilla
THE TRACING MEDIUM: Bruning Five Hundred
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THE DESIGNER: There is scarcely an aspect of design in which the Loewy/Snaith touch has not figured prominently during the last thirty years. The firm is internationally known for its concepts of automotive designs, product development, specialized architecture, packaging and corporate identification.THE DESIGN: Heli-lifted classrooms may be transported to every corner of the earth by 1985. Underdeveloped peoples may be schooled by carefully planned curricula beamed out from a computerized master teaching center.The lessons would be projected in 3-D to provide realistic simulation. Transmittal would ride laser beams, relayed by satellite. A second teaching unit would receive 2-D transmission via television signal. The helicopter lift idea opens the most backward areas to advanced education techniques.THE TRACING MEDIUM: Bruning Five Hundred. By 1985 there will undoubtedly be improvements in this fine tracing paper as a logical result of Bruning’s endless program of product development. One thing will not change: the superb quality of Bruning Five Hundred for its time. That quality will be uniform, sheet after sheet, roll after roll, year after year.Have you tried it yet? No? Then you’re living in the past. Call your Bruning man for a sample of Five Hundred, And if you’d like additional copies of the Teaching Flotilla design and others included in this series, simply write Designers 1985, Charles Bruning Company, 1800 W. Central Road, Mt. Prospect, Ill. 60058.
Bruning is a U.S. Reg. Trademark of A.M. Corp.

Division of Addressograph Multigraph Corp.

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 62
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If your answer is yes, and you mean it, you may be surprised to learn you’re a rare animal. You’re also the kind of professional engineer who belongs at Sprague Electric.A professional is more than someone who gets paid. He’s a man who does his best, all the time. Even when no one is watching him.At Sprague we recognize the value of professionals, which is probably why our engineering turnover rate is about the lowest in the industry.As the nation’s largest, fastest growing manufacturer of electronic components, we’re looking for more professionals to join us. We have 25 plants in the U. S. (including a new 130,000 sq. ft. microelectronics facility in Worcester, Mass.) and we have opportunities in nearly every one of them.In fact, we have more opportunities than we can sensibly squeeze into one advertisement. So if you don’t see your particular qualifications in the following list, call or write to us anyway. We may both be pleasantly surprised.

ELECTRICAL/ 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERSSolid State Circuit Product Development • Digital Circuit Design • Pulse Forming Networks • Component Test Equipment Design • Integrated Circuit Design • Component Q. C. • Linear Circuits Design • Microcircuits Development • Manufacturing Engineering • Interference Control • Instrumentation • Miniature High Voltage Fabrication • Regulator Design • Semiconductor Test • Semiconductor Reliability • Product Marketing • Magnetic Components Design • Electrical Standards Engineering • QAR Engineering • Integrated Circuits • Production Engineering •
CHEMISTS/PHYSICISTS/ 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERSPaper, Film, Ceramic, Electrolytic or Tantalum Capacitor Development • Microcircuit Product and Process Development • Organic Finishes and Molding Compounds • Hybrid Microcircuit Process Formulation • Electronic Component Process Development • Pilot Plant Supervision • Evaporation Techniques • Materials Processing Engineering •

IF WE

MECHANICAL/ 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERSAutomatic and Semi-Automatic Manufacturing Equipment Design • MIL SPEC Electronics Assembly Production • Materials, Methods and Processes Engineering • Machine Design • Production Control (Manager) • QAR Engineering • Capacitor Production Equipment Planning •At this point you can either answer this advertisement immediately or file it away for future reference. We’ll have opportunities available at Sprague Electric next month. And next year, too. However, by then you may be reporting to the man who answers this ad now.For prompt consideration of your qualifications, forward your resume to Mr. John Miller, Corporate Manager Recruitment and Staffing, 1025 Marshall Street, North Adams, Massachusetts 02147. An equal opportunity employer.

SPRAGUE
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

GAVE YOU 
YOUR HEAD, 
WOULD YOU 

WORK 
IT OFF?

ON CAREER-INQUIRY FORM CIRCLE 901
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CAREER INQUIRY-confidential
Respond to the career opportunities advertised in this issue. Fill out and send us this handy resume.
Electronic Design will do the rest - neatly typed copies of this form will be mailed to the companies of 
your choice, indicated by the circled Career Inquiry Numbers at the bottom of this page.

Home PhoneName

Home Address (Street) ¡City State 1 ZIP Code

Age U.S. Citizen
H Yes n no

Security Clearance
1

Prime Experience Secondary Experience

Employment History - present and previous employers

Desired Salary Availability Date

Education - indicate major if degree is not self-explanatory

Company

City, State

Dates to to to

Title

Specialty

Additional Training - non-degree, industry, military, etc.

Degree

College

City, State

Dates to to to

Professional Societies

Published Articles

Career Inquiry Numbers:

900 901 902 903 904 905 906 907 908 909 ELECTRONIC DESIGN
850 Third Avenue

910 911 912 913 914 915 916 917 918 919 New York, New York 10022



From the outside, it’s hard to tell the impact of 
General Electric’s role on the Apollo program

The high-speed automated systems we're 
developing for Apollo will simulate entire 
equipments before they’re built, put partial 
systems through their paces and measure their 
performance against rigorous acceptance 
criteria, and check out every possible operational 
aspect of the astronauts' spacecraft before 
the mission begins.

If you would like to be one of the insiders, check 
the job openings shown to the right:

For further information, please send a brief outline of your 

experience and education (a resume is fine), to: Mr. F. G. 

LaMotte, Sect. 1142-B, Apollo Support Dept., General Electric 

Co., P. O. Box 2500, Daytona Beach, Florida 32015.

Data Systems Engineers
Development, evaluation, and specification of requirements for 
hardware and software data systems. BS Engineering or 
Physics; experience should be in information systems fields.

Programming Analysts
Analysis of program requirements for on-line data systems. 
Evaluation of candidate data system equipment from appli
cation and programming flexibility point of view. BS Engi
neering, Physics, or Math; experience in computer programming, 
simulation, or test data system design.

Digital Systems Designers
Logic design for airborne and ground support equipment and 
systems. BSEE; experience in logic design and/or integrated 

circuits.

Reliability Engineers
Perform failure mode and effect analysis, critically number 
determination, and generate corrective action lists and pre
ferred paits tests. Tests for electrical launch systems equip
ment. BSEE; 1 year experience in test, design, or analysis of 
electrical equipment or systems. Direct reliability experience 
not necessary.

APOLLO SUPPORT DEPT.

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC
An equal opportunity employer, m/f

ON CAREER-INQUIRY FORM CIRCLE 902
Fold here, staple and Mail.

FIRST CLASS 
Permit No. 725 
New York, N.Y.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No Postage Stamp Necessary if Mailed in the United States

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

ELECTRONIC DESIGN
READER SERVICE
850 THIRD AVENUE
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022



NASA TECH BRIEFS

Switch solenoids with 
75% power efficiency

Problem: Design a circuit 
having high power efficiency 
when operating solenoid valves.

Solution: A variable duty cy
cle pulser provides low-level 
holding currents once a high-lev
el current has actuated the sole
noid valves.

A one-shot pulser supplies the 
initial energizing current. To 
obtain the holding current for 
the solenoid valve, a variable 
duty-cycle pulser turns the pow
er switch on and off. The pulse 
duration and frequency may be 
adjusted to regulate and main
tain the holding current. Diode 
CRy serves a dual purpose: It 
suppresses the induced voltage 
surge when the solenoid valves 
are de-energized, and it circu
lates the decaying coil current 
back through the coil. This 
makes the decay time independ
ent of other circuit parameters. 
Thus, the duty cycle is de
creased, increasing the efficiency 
of the circuit.

The variable duty-cycle pulser 
consists of a bistable multivibra
tor, symmetrically emitter-trig
gered by a unijunction relaxa
tion oscillator. The time con
stant between pulses is deter
mined primarily by the time 
constant Ci (Ry + R>). The 
time constant of the pulse is de
termined primarily by: C, [Z?3 • 
(Ry + 7?2)] /(Ri + Ra + Ra).

The output of the multivibrator 
is capacitively coupled, through 
an emitter follower, to a two- 
stage current amplifier.

The one-shot pulser consists 
of a unijunction oscillator that 
triggers a silicon-controlled rec
tifier, which, in turn, operates a 
transistor switch. This switch 
saturates the two-stage current 
amplifier until the silicon-con
trolled rectifier conducts. The 
time for the initial pulse to cause 
switching is determined by the 
time constant (C2 R,).

The power switch consists of 
the two-stage current amplifier. 
The voltage regulator is a simple 
shunt zener diode whose output 
is filtered by a capacitor.

The circuit operated two 8.7- 
ohm, 0.18-henry solenoid valves 
simultaneously, while the valves 
were under an equivalent pneu
matic pressure of 220 psia. It 
had an efficiency of 77 %. A min
imum holding current of 0.3 A 
was necessary to keep the sole
noid valves held in. The pulse 
duration was set to 0.53 ms, and 
time between pulses was set to 
2.6 ms, which yielded a holding 
current of 0.5 A.

For further information, con
tact: Technology Utilization 
Officer, Manned Spacecraft Cen
ter, P. 0. Box 1537, Houston, 
Tex., 77001. Refer to: B66- 
10034.

Up. 
Down. 

On the ground. 
The place for new electronics 

advances is Lockheed.

Whatever environment you now 
work in—land, sea, or space—look 
into opportunities at Lockheed.Take 
Agena and Poseidon for example. 
Major technical expansion is under 
way. And both Agena and Poseidon 
share the need for new concepts and 
major technical advances. □ Typ
ical Agena assignments include: 
digital communication systems for 
data transmission and command, 
digital and analog flight control 
systems, optical and infrared sen
sors, solar power panels, and power 
conditioning. □ Poseidon's require
ments range from weapon effects 
on electronics to the design and use 
of state-of-the-art test checkout 
equipment. □ Undersea, Lockheed 
is active in deep submersibles and 
ocean mining. Now under way — 
the Navy’s DSRV and Lockheed's 
Deep Quest research vehicle. □ On 
land: unique land vehicle systems, 
information systems for states and 
hospitals, and many others. □ 
Write Mr. R. C. Birdsall, Profes
sional Employment Manager, P.O. 
Box 504, Sunnyvale, California, or, 
call collect (408) 743-2200, until 
midnight Pacific Coast Time. An 
equal opportunity employer.

LOCKHEED 
MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY 
A GROUP DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

ON CAREER-INQUIRY FORM CIRCLE 903
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IDEAS FOR DESIGN

An electronic pad transmits 
hand-written messages

An electronic pad to transmit hand-written 
messages that can be displayed on an X-Y plotter 
or other X-Y displays, or the screen of a storage 
oscilloscope has been developed and a patent 
(South African Patent Application No. 66/4934) 
has been applied for.

The device (Fig. la) consists basically of two 
strips of plastic “conductive” tape (10 cm x 5 cm 
x 0.02 cm, manufactured by Hagaplast AB, An
derstorp, Sweden), metal plate underneath the 
strips, and an insulating support plate. The tape 
strips are crisscrossed giving about 5 cm- of 
useful writing area and are separated by thin 
spacers to prevent their touching each other. Nine

VOTE! Circle the Reader-Service-Card number corresponding to 
what you think is the best Idea-for-Design in this issue.

SEND US YOUR IDEAS FOR DESIGN. Submit your IFD describing 
a new or important circuit or design technique, the clever use of a 
new component, or a cost-saving design tip to our Ideas-for-Design 
editor. If your idea is published, you will receive $20 and become 
eligible for an additional $30 (awarded for the best-of-issue Idea) 
and the grand prize of $1000 for the Idea of the Year. 

volts de are applied to each strip (separate sources 
are used in Fig. lb) by means of metal clamps 
fastened to the insulating plate. The 5 cm x 5 cm 
metal plate under the tape crossover provides the 
common ground. The zero for both X and Y axes 
is set by the individual X and Y potentiometers. 
The resistivity of the “conductive” tape is about 3 
kn/cm-.

The operation of the device is as follows: When 
the tapes are pressed down with a pen (an ordi
nary ball point, for instance) they make contact 
with each other and the metal plate. The resulting 
voltages between the center arms of the poten
tiometers and the common ground (metal plate) 
will uniquely define the contact point in the X-Y 
coordinates.

A photograph (Fig. 2) illustrates this technique 
applied to writing on the screen of a storage oscil
loscope.

One can envision many applications where such

1. Electronic pad for handwritten messages (a) is built with two strips of conductive tape. With addition of two ©potentiometers and two 9 volt batteries (b) the system becomes operational.
138 ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 63 >



Photo courtesy of Cardwell Condenser Corporation

Customer
Reperì:

1680-A Triples Output

Cardwell Condenser Corporation 
uses the Type 1680-A Automatic 
Capacitance Bridge Assembly to 
test variable air capacitors by 
checking them at more than five 
points across the dial. The 1680-A 
is not only more accurate than the 
bridge it replaced, but the 
remarkable speed with which it 
measures has tripled output and 
eliminated the need to hire 
additional test personnel. 
Government inspectors find this 
bridge thoroughly acceptable.

The 1680-A automatically selects 
C and D (or G) ranges, then 
balances and displays measure
ments in digital form showing 
decimal point and units of 
measurement. Measurement takes 

only 0.5 second at 1 kHz under 
worst conditions. Basic accuracy 
is 0.1 % of reading for C and G, 
1 % ±0.001 of reading for D. 
Measurement range is 0.01 pF to 
1000 mF. The bridge provides BCD 
output; completely automated 
systems can be supplied. Price of 
1680-A: $4975 in U.S.A.

For complete information, write 
General Radio Company, 22 Baker 
Avenue, W. Concord, Mass.01781; 
telephone: (617) 369-4400;
TWX: 710 347-1051.

GENERAL RADIO



IDEAS FOR DESIGN

2. Message is “clear and loud” and will follow a speedy hand as can be seen from the above oscillograph.
a device could be used. Plant-to-plant messages 
(telephone or radio), invoices, signatures, stock 
exchange sales reporting, to mention a few.

A. G. Engelter, Solid State Electronics Div., 
National Research Institute for Mathematical 
Sciences, Pretoria, Republic of South Africa.

Vote for 110

Low noise is achieved 
in wide-band amplifier

Minimum noise figure is achieved in a wide
band amplifier by use of reactive degenerative 
feedback to make the circuit input resistance 
equal to the source resistance. The resulting 
common-base amplifier also has a large dynamic 
range, stabilized gain and low input vswr.

The use of degenerative feedback reduces stage 
gain and makes it relatively independent of tran
sistor parameter variations. With lower gain per 
stage, linear amplification of higher signal levels 
is possible.

The basic idea is illustrated in Fig. 1 in which

1. Basic RF configuration for a common-base amplifier featuring low noise and wide bandwidth.

2. Practical circuit with 15-MHz band centered at 22 MHz.
biasing and bypassing details have been omitted 
for clarity. The desired center frequency is ob
tained by resonating transformer inductance Ll 
with the capacitors Cob + C2 in series with Cl. 
Also resonated at the center frequency are the 
transformer’s secondary inductance, L2, and C3. 
The capacitor Cl is then adjusted so that the 
impedance looking into the terminals x-x is equal 
to the optimum generator resistance, R.„ for a 
minimum noise figure.

Basically, the circuit operation is as follows:
A fraction of the output voltage from collector 

to ground appears across capacitor C1 from base 
to ground. This voltage is in series with the gener
ator voltage and tends to reduce the generator 
current, resulting in increased input impedance. 
The emitter-to-base voltage is reduced due to the 
canceling effect of the voltage across Cl, thus 
reducing the over-all gain of the amplifier. Thus, 
the degenerative feedback voltage across Cl raises 
the normally low input resistance of the common
base amplifier to a value equal to the optimum 
source resistance for the lowest noise figure.

Analysis results in the following approximate 
formulas:

R^kaR.. (1)
G^a/k (2)

where R„ = input resistance looking into x-x\ 
fc=voltage feedback ratio (ratio of voltage across 
Cl to voltage from collector to ground); a=tran- 
sistor collector-to-emitter current ratio; Rc = col
lector-to-ground-referred load resistance, and G = 
power gain from terminals x-x to load RL.

These approximations ensure that G is much
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A BILLION TRANSITRON DIODES...
(end-to-end they would circle the globe and go half around again)
ARE IN USE ALL OVER THE WORLD
WHY? . Quality, price, performance, and the broadest selec
tion in the industry. These features are now available in two 
new diode products: Silicon Glass Rectifiers and Miniature Silicon
Whiskerless Diodes.

SILICON GLASS RECTIFIERS (SGR)

Transitron SGR's (shown actual size) 
feature: Glass-to-metal, hermetically- 
sealed units in the DO-29 package 
• Controlled avalanche characteristics 
• Forward current — 1 ampere @ 
100°C ambient • One-cycle surge cur
rent — 50 amperes • Reverse voltages 
up to 1000 volts

MINIATURE SILICON WHISKERLESS DIODES

Transitron Whiskerless Diodes (shown 
actual size) feature: Glass-to-metal, 
hermetically-sealed units in the minia
ture DO-35 package • Planar epitaxial 
construction, providing a combination of 
low voltage drop at high forward cur
rent, high breakdown voltage, low capaci
tance and nanosecond switching times 
• Increased reliability of whiskerless 
construction • 500 mw dissipation Write today for 

complete data on 
these and other

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 64
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30

0 0.5 1.0
INPUT (PEAK-TO-PEAK VOLTS INTO 50n)

3. Linearity (a) and power gain and input vswr vs frequency curves (b) show performance achieved in the resulting circuit.
smaller than the gain without feedback. The above 
equations are for the center frequency. Analysis 
shows that input impedance of the circuit, as a 
function of frequency, is the same as it would be if 
the output circuit (transformed to the value of R„) 
were applied at the input terminals x-x. Feedback 
also makes the circuit gain, G, a less sensitive 
frequency function. In addition, the 3-dB band
width of G is increased by the ratio of gain-with- 
out-feedback to gain-with-feedback.

An amplifier circuit, designed and successfully 
applied at Bendix, used the theory described above 
and had the following parameters: 

characteristics. Performance is illustrated by Fig. 
3a (linearity) and Fig. 3b (power gain and input 
vswr vs frequency).

A. I. Sinsky, Design Engineer, Government 
Products, Bendix Radio Div., The Bendix Corp., 
Baltimore.

Vote for 111

Noise measurements on ICs: 
dynamic tests — yes; de — no

When integrated circuits are tested by de meth
ods, a meaningful evaluation of the IC noise 
behavior cannot be made. Such key measurements 
as noise feedthrough and noise immunity may be 
accurately determined only by dynamic testing.

IC users should avoid de tests even as a “rough” 
index of the noise behavior, lest a perfectly good 
device be needlessly rejected as having too little 
noise immunity. De means may fail the IC whereas 
a dynamic measurement would indicate a passing 
noise immunity for the very same circuit.

When a de signal (step function) is applied to 
the gate of the IC (Fig. la), internal stray capaci
tances in the gate will become charged and the out
put will hold at some finite level. This output does 
not reflect the true noise feedthrough, because it 
resembles a step, rather than the pulse waveform 
which is representative of the noise quantity.

When a dynamic pulse is applied to the input 
(Fig. lb) the stray capacitance is not permitted to 
retain a charge; a spike appears at the output. 
This spike is really a differentiated version of the 
input and represents circuit filtering action on the 
noise.

The noise immunity characteristic of ICs is

INPUT

-J““
0 VOLTS

D C STEP

Gain:
Noise figure:
Dynamic range: 
Input impedance: 
Center frequency: 
Bandwidth:

10-13 dB
Less than 6 dB
Linear to — 5 dBm
50 Q
22 MHz
Greater than 15 MHz 

(flat bandpass 20 to 24 
MHz)

INPUT

DYNAMIC
PULSE

®1. Noise feedthrough in ICs measured by de testing (a) is not adequately determined; it must be established by dynamic pulse means (b) so that output truly reflects filtering action of the circuit.Figure 2 shows the schematic circuit diagram 
of a transistor amplifier stage having the required
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When 
reliability 
is the rule

THE JOHANSON 
2950 SERIES 

VARIABLE AIR CAPACITORS 
(ILLUSTRATED)

SPECIFICATIONS:
CAPACITANCE RANGE: . . .0.8 -10.0 pf. 
DIELECTRIC 
WITHSTANDING VOLTAGE: Rating 250 vdc

Breakdown > 500 vdc
Q: ..................................................> 2000 @ 100 me
TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT: ........................0 ± 20 ppm/°C
INSULATION RESISTANCE: > 10* megohms @ 

500 vdc
ROTATIONAL LIFE: .............> 800 revolutions

rotor screw
THERMALSHOCK: .............65»C to +125<>C
SHOCK: .....................................50 g's 11 millisec.
VIBRATION: .............................15 g’s 10-2000 cps

Complete data available on request.

HIGH Q, HIGH FREQUENCY 
VARIABLE AIR CAPACITORS
An extra margin of reliability is built into Johanson Miniature 
Variable Air Capacitors.

This versatile series provides, in miniature size, excep
tionally high Q, superior ruggedness for protection against 
shock and vibration, —55°C to +125°C operating tempera
ture range, protection against fungus, salt spray and hu
midity . . . plus all the other construction and performance 
features that have made Johanson capacitors the industry 
standard for excellence.

No compromise is made in materials, design or workman
ship assuring, in all cases, the finest performance available 
for the price.

Test Johanson capacitors yourself — under your worst
case test conditions.

Write Today for Complete Catalog, Prices.

Features 570° Solder
Prevents distorticn. Not affected by 

conventional soldering temperatures.

The Complete Johanson line includes variable 
air capacitors ranging from .1-1 pf to 6.0 — 
325 pf. also high-reliability and non-magnetlc 
types.

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
400 Rockaway Valley Road, Boonton, N. J. 07005

Phone (201) 334-2676



IDEAS FOR DESIGN

2. Noise immunity in ICs increases with decreasing pulse widths in the input signal.

V2 increases; when it is a half a volt greater than 
V,, the SCS fires and discharges the capacitor. Rl 
is large enough to limit the current to less than 
the required holding current of the SCS. Once the 
capacitor is discharged, the SCS blocks and the 
capacitor begins to charge again. The frequency 
of the oscillator has been varied from 200 Hz to 20 
kHz by alteration of the threshold potential of V,.

This circuit is particularly useful in portable 
devices where the battery life is of prime consid
eration. It is superior in this application to a more 
obvious relaxation oscillator using a unijunction 
transistor, which requires some stand-by current.

W. R. Harden, Electronic Engineer, Chesapeake 
Systems Corp., Cockeysville, Md.

Vote for 113

such that it increases with decreasing pulse 
widths (Fig. 2). Thus if another IC stage is con
nected as the “load” for the gate stage mentioned 
above, the gate under de stimulus passes a wider 
output pulse to the load stage’s input than if a 
dynamic stimulus were used. With the de test, the 
noise immunity of the second stage and noise 
feedthrough appear to be high enough to “fail” 
(reject) both ICs. Yet the same measurements 
conducted dynamically truly indicate the ICs’ 
suitability (passing grade).

Dug Roy, Engineer, Industrial Products Group, 
Texas Instruments Inc., Houston.

Vote for 112

Low drain SCS forms 
relaxation oscillator

One silicon-controlled switch, a capacitor, and 
two resistors are all that are required to build a 
relaxation oscillator.

In the circuit (see schematic), CR1 is assumed 
to be OFF. As the capacitor charges through Rl,

1. Key to the operation of the relaxation oscillator is the value of Rl. Its value must be high enough to keep the ON current of the SCS below its holding current.

Put transistor in cryostat 
to pump GaAs laser diodes

Pumping a cryogenically cooled gallium-arse- 
nide laser diode with an outside generator can 
Drove troublesome. But here is an idea that may 
solve your problem. Silicon transistors, operating 
in the avalanche mode, are not affected by cryo
genic temperatures; so they may be placed inside 
the cryostat and coupled directly to the laser 
diode.

Silicon transistor is placed inside cryostat for efficient pumping of gallium-arsenide laser diode.
When used as shown in the circuit, silicon 

transistors can produce current pulses in excess of 
10 A with a rise time of 1 /xs (see the waveform 
across the diode).

Y. U. Hussain and M. C. Stevens, Electrical 
Engineering Research, The City University, 
London, England. VOTE FOR 114
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CHEMICALLY MILLED MAGNETIC
LAMINATIONS & SMALL METAL PARTS

Chemical milling permits faster delivery of prototypes and far lower re-designing costs. The process produces flat, thin, burr-free, close tolerance parts which are too thin to produce by normal stamping methods.Typical precision metal parts in gages from 0.0002" to 0.020" include miniature transformer and recording head laminations, mechanical and semiconductor strain gages, micromodules with integrated circuitry used in the new flat packs, metal and glass masks used for semiconductor product manufacturing, electrical motor laminates and electrical contacts. Other precision devices made by this process are tube grids and CRT screens, alpha numeric symbols and letters for electronic display tubes and devices, light attenuation masks (optical filters) and photographic shutters. The process also lends itself to fabrication of small metal parts using non magnetic materials such as Beryllium Copper, Tungsten, Kovar and Alloy 52.
^ARNOLD

SPECIALISTS In MAGNETIC MATERIALS
THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY. Moir OH«. MARENGO, III.

■RANCH OFFICES and REPRESENTATIVES in PRINCIPAL CITIES
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IDEAS FOR DESIGN

Probe in resonator wall 
changes coupling of filters

A capacitive probe in the removable partitions 
of microwave band-pass filters allows the engineer 
to change the bandwidth by adjusting the inter
stage coupling.

At microwave frequencies, band-pass filters are 
usually constructed with quarter-wave TEM 
cavity resonators. Adaj cent resonators are cou
pled through apertures in the metallic partitions, 
or by direct electromagnetic coupling without 
partitions. In either case, changes in the interstate 
coupling require major refabrications. Removable 
partitions solve only half the problem, since the 
aperture can only be enlarged, not shrunk; conse
quently, only an increase in the coupling is possi
ble, not a decrease.

A probe, in conjunction with the inductive 
aperture, can increase or decrease the coupling 
through the capacitive nature of the air gap 
created between the resonator’s center conductor 
and the probe face. As the probe’s length, L, is in
creased, for example, the air gap becomes smaller 
and the coupling between adjacent resonators 
increases. The probe is shown in Fig. 1.

Since the amount of coupling determines the 
bandwidth of the filter, these adjustments are 
critical as system requirements are varied. The 
coefficient of coupling is related to the bandwidth 
in the following manner:

where a/12 is the coupling bandwidth and f0 is 
the filter’s center frequency.

There is no analytical design procedure for the 
probe, since no equation exists that would relate 
the capacitance between a flat plate (probe head) 
and a cylindrical surface (center conductor of res
onator). Other factors that complicate the analyti
cal approach are the nonuniform cross section of

1. Capacitive probe mechanism can increase or decrease the interstage coupling of microwave cavity type filters. The probe's length, L, changes the air gap between the center conductor of the resonator and the metallic partition separating the cavities.

FILTER CENTER FREQUENCY (GHz)2. The air gaps on the two sides of the partition are changed by inserting probes of different lengths. The variation of the coupling bandwidth with the center frequency is greatly affected by the size of the air gaps.
the resonator and the interconnection of the two 
series coupling capacitors, formed by the two air 
gaps, with a short transmission line. In addition, 
when the air gaps become very small, the field will 
be distorted inside the cavity. Consequently, the 
design of the probe must be made by empirical 
methods. (This is also the situation with many 
other microwave coupling mechanisms, including 
input-output probes and loops.)

The discrete changes in the coupling are 
achieved with pairs of metallic probes of different 
lengths. Each pair provides different air gaps. 
Each probe consists of a threaded piece and a 
tapped piece, so that the pairs can be simply 
screwed in and out.

Such a probe system has been used with a comb
filter structure. The diameter of the probes is 
0.250 inch and their length ranges from 0.062 to 
0.156 inch. This range corresponds to air gaps of 
from 0.125 to 0.031 inch. The variation of the 
coupling bandwidth with the air gaps is plotted in 
Fig. 2, as the center frequency is changed from 1.5 
to 2.5 GHz.

Richard M. Kurzvok, Radio Corp, of America, 
Neiv York. VOTE FOR 115

IFD Winner for Sept. 27, 1966
Anthony C. Caggiano and J. Thomas Conaway, 
Electronic Instrumentation Design Engineers, 
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp., Calverton, 
N. Y.
Their Idea, “Current-controlled VCO circuit offers 
linear frequency transfer,” has been voted the $50 
Most Valuable of Issue Award.
Cast Your Vote for the Best Idea in this Issue.

Over 100 prizes—try your luck on p. 232.
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Babcock 
mercury-wetted 

relays... 
much more 

sensitive!

BMCQCÏ1 „................ ___.........™
?» ■ I ! BABCOCK WftArfi I

YWF* Power at a premium?
” You’ll find Babcock Series 

BW Mercury-Wetted non-bridging 
relays more sensitive to your sys
tem requirements, providing bil
lions of trouble-free operations on 
a mere 1.2 milliwatts or less. And 
more...the industry’s most efficient 
magnetic circuit. Two independent 
permanent pole magnets are used, 
with separate induction bars for 
better magnetic field return. What
ever your system application — 
chassis or circuit-board compo
nents, or complete control board 
modules — you’ll find a Series BW 
unit to your liking. Get the com
plete story today— write.Babcock 
Relays, Division of Babcock Elec
tronics Corp., 3501 Harbor Blvd., 
Costa Mesa, Calif; (714) 540-1234.

SPECIFICATIONS
MUST-OPERATE POWER: 
Low as 1.2 mw.
CONTACT RATING: 
2 amps.
OPERATE SPEED:
To 1 ms.

CONTACT ARRANGEMENT.'
1 Form C
CONTACT RESISTANCE: 
25 milliohms, Typ.
NO CONTACT BOUNCE

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 67
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3 ways you can use the Raysistor® 
to improve your product, cut costs

B+ 
250 V

Audio 
Input

100 K

.01 2 M

CK1103

Audio 
Amplifier

Stage 0.01

2.7K 20pfd

Input From Output Transformer

Consta'nt Level 
Audio Output

1. Use the Raysistor® as a simple remote or automatic vol
ume control in SSB suppressed carrier receivers. Feeding 
part of the audio output into the control light source varies 
the resistance of the Raysistor’s photocell, making it usa
ble in place of a normal volume control.

2. As a remotely controlled linear potentiometer. The 
Raysistor can be used as a remotely controlled linear 
potentiometer when used in the circuit shown above. 
Here the Raysistor forms a voltage divider between the 
positive and negative voltages.

3. As a photochopper stabilized D-C microvoltmeter. Ray- 
sistors, used as photochoppers in both modulator and de
modulator circuits, enable d-c levels to be measured to a 
fraction of a microvolt. They facilitate synchronous detec
tion and demodulation with simple electrical coupling, 
have less noise than transistor choppers, while avoiding 
maintenance problems of mechanical choppers. Other 
photochopper applications: photochopper relay, series or 
shunt chopper, modulator circuit, and as a stabilizer to 
reduce long-term drift.

Many more ways you can use the Raysistor. Send for The 
Raysistor Applications Manual which describes ways you 
can use this unique optoelectronic component as a photo
chopper, variable resistor, solid-state switch, relay, volt
age or signal isolator, nonlinear potentiometer, etc. For 
complete specifications and prices, call your Raytheon 
distributor or regional sales office. For a copy of this 28- 
page manual, circle the reader service card or write 
Raytheon Company, Components Division, 141 Spring 
Street, Lexington, Mass. 02173.

RAYTHEON

Raytheon Components Division—A single source for Transistors/Diodes/lntegrated Circuits/ 
Industrial Tubes/Control Knobs/Panel Hardware/Raysistors/Circuit Modules/Display Devices

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 68
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announcing...
Allen-Bradley Active Filters, which offer a 60 db attenuation
over the range of 10Hz (3Hz*)  to 100KHz

ALLEN-BRA^coh»«"

ITPUT

Allen-Bradley active filters can provide —
as much as a 50 to 1 reduction in size and a corresponding 
reduction in weight over conventional passive elements.

The diagram below and performance curve at right illustrate how Allen-Bradley 
active filters prevent current fluctuations in the power distribution system above 
10Hz (3Hz*),  developed by pulse modulated communications equipment, such 
as teletypewriters and other randomly varying loads.

0.C 
SUPPLY FILTER

RANDOMLY 
SWITCHING 

LOADS

2 A/div
( 10 A/dlv*)
WITHOUT FILTER

|WA 2 mA/div
WITH FILTER

I A - i\ J INTERFERENCE FLOWI '-- 5 WITH FILTER
IOms/div

Typical example of A-B Active Filter performance

■ Directly as the result of some new ideas applied to the field of ElectroMagnetic Compatibility, Allen-Bradley has been able to produce a new active low pass filter that provides an attenuation of greater than 60 db over the range of 10Hz (3Hz)  to lOOKHz. The maximum de component of the load current is 5 amperes.*
The primary purpose of this filter in the above application is to prevent impulses generated by rapid load fluctuations, which may be carrying information of a confidential nature, from being reflected back through the power supply and into the power distribution system.These new filters are designed to satisfy specific requirements. For instance, power line filters are under development for 60Hz and 400Hz power frequencies. Here, a sharp pass band is afforded the power frequency while greatly attenuating all other frequencies.

* WITH EXTERNAL CAPACITOR

Allen-Bradley active filters produce a far greater attenuation of unwanted signals than is possible with a filter composed of conventional passive elements, occupying the same volume. By using the A-B active filter, a size reduction of 50 to 1 is attained, together with corresponding savings in weight. These filters employ solid-state circuitry. No external power source is required other than that supplying the power to the load. In addition, complete inrush and short circuit protection is provided.Allen-Bradley specialists in filter engineering are available to discuss with you such problems for which these new active filters might offer the best solution. Please write: Allen-Bradley Co., 222 West Greenfield Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis. 53204. In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Limited. Export Office: 630 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., U. S. A. 10017.
ALLEN-BRADLEY
QUALITY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS66-09-6E
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One of the 5-inch by Sl/a-inch Wavetek printed circuit cards, showing 15 of the 25 
Allen-Bradley Type F hot molded variable resistors and numerous hot molded fixed 
resistors used in the Model 111 VCG function generator.

WAVETEK uses
Allen-Bradley Type F variable resistors 
exclusively because of their
* Quality performance

* Excellent stability

* Infinite resolution

Type F variable resistor with pin type 
terminals for mounting directly on 
printed wiring boards. Rated % watt at 
70°C. Total resistance values from 100 
ohms to 5 megohms.

Actual Size
Wavetek Model 111 VCG generates sine, square, triangle, and 
ramp waves from 0.0015 Hz to 1 MHz, and offers precision
control of the frequency of the waveforms by external voltage.

■ The precision waveforms generated by Wavetek’s Model 111 VCG place exacting demands on the large number of variable resistors used to set amplitudes to very precise values and assure symmetry of all functions. They must provide velvet smooth control, and quiet operation. And since this is a Wavetek adjustment, it is essential that the variable resistors, once adjusted, will stay “put”.Allen-Bradley Type F variable resistors satisfy all of these requirements, because they have the same solid hot molded resistance track as the famous Type J and Type G variable resistors. There’s velvet smooth control at all times—never the problem of discrete steps com

mon to all wire-wound units. And since Type F variable resistors are essentially noninductive and have low distributed capacitance, they can be used at high frequencies where wire-wound controls are useless.When a manufacturer like Wavetek has standardized on the quality of A-B electronic components, you can be sure of the superior performance of such equipment.For more details on the complete line of Allen-Bradley quality electronic components, please write for Publication 6024. Allen-Bradley Co., 222 W. Greenfield Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis. 53204. In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Limited. Export Office: 630 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y., U.S.A. 10017.
ALLEN-BRADLEY
QUALITY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS69-01-7E



Products

Power this op-amp with an unregulated supply. Use a regulated 
supply and stability is remarkable. Page 150

Very slow sweep speeds and high-persistence CRTs make this 
7-channel monitor scope a natural for medical work. Page 182

Big TWT outputs come in 
little packages. Page 172

Also in this section:

Chopper-stabilize your differential op-amp. Page 152

Matched silicon chopper pairs have low saturation resistance. Page 177

Polyester fiber behaves electrically like mica. Page 210
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COMPONENTS reader service NO 211 Typical specifications

Ultra-stable op-amp 
needs no supply regulation

Nexus Research Laboratory, Inc. 
480 Neponset St., Canton, Mass. 
Phone: (617) 828-9000. P&A: $75 
(USL), $35 (ESL); stock.A new breed of operational amplifier, able to be operated from a wide variety of power sources, regulated or unregulated, has been announced by Nexus Research Lab, Inc. According to Roger Noble, Nexus’ president, the new design is “so nearly universal in application that it is conservatively expected to be capable of replacing 70 to 75% of all operational amplifier types currently on the market.”For the designer of new systems the USL-1 offers freedom from limitations imposed by existing power supplies and/or the economic considerations often involved in building or buying special regulated supplies. It will eliminate situations in which the power supply costs two or three times the price of the opamp itself.The new units provide virtual immunity from input power variations (Fig. 1). They can be operated from dry or wet batteries, automobile or aircraft electrical systems, integral digital equipment supplies, or any other convenient source of power providing between ±8 to ±25 V. The 5-mA units are fully protected against shorts, over

1. Virtual immunity from power supply variations is evident as offset voltage and current remain nearly linear as the supply varies from ±8 to ±16 V.

loads and overdrives.When used with conventional regulated supplies, the new design offers remarkable stability of offset voltage and offset current vs common-mode voltage (Fig. 2). The offset voltage and current stabilities vs time and temperature have been significantly improved, particularly with regard to warm-up time.Not only is the need for power supply regulation eliminated, but it is also unnecessary for the positive and negative supply voltages to track each other. The close offset voltage tolerance allows for additional savings, since no external offset trimming pot is required for most USL-1 applications.The new design offers a number of additional advantages. Warm-up drift is of the order of microvolts instead of millivolts. Electrical characteristics are constant and optimized over the entire supply voltage range. And because of its extremely high common-mode rejection (see Fig. 3), the unit offers substantially greater accuracy than previous designs when used as a follower, subtracter, nonintervening amplifier, etc.Because of the lack of power supply restrictions, the units could substantially reduce inventory and stocking for large amplifier users.

2. Use with regulated supplies increases stability. Offset voltage and current again remain linear over a ±10-V common-mode swing.

Supply ±8 to ±25 V (USL) ±8 to ±16 V (ESL)Output, common-mode voltage±20 V from ±25-V supply±10 V from ±15-V supply ±3 V from ±8-V supplyOutput current ±5 mACommon-moderejection 120 dBInputimpedance 0.3 MqPower supplyrejection 3 ¿¿V/V, 0.3 nA/VGain into10 kQ 100,000 (USL)50,000 (ESL)Temperaturecoefficient 3 pN I °C (USL) 10 pVI °C (USL)Slewing rate 1.5 V /psCommon-modestability 3 ^V/V, 0.3 nA/V
Prices, although somewhat higher than the lowest cost conventional op-amp, are put into context when considering power requirements.Two versions are presently available. The premium model, USL-1, is an encapsulated unit incorporating high-reliability MIL type components and all-silicon semiconductors. The lower cost commercial version, ESL-1, also employs all-silicon semiconductors and is designed for use in less demanding applications. Specifications on both models are tabulated above.

CIRCLE NO. 211

3. High common-mode rejection ratio is evident over a 10-Hz to 100-kHz range. Conventional units run about 50 dB less.
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Amperex

are now available in 
production quantities 

for a wide range of 
hybrid I.C. applications 

including:
RF, IF, AUDIO and LOW NOISE AMPLIFIERS, OP AMPS 

D to A CONVERTERS, HIGH VOLTAGE or HIGH CURRENT SWITCHES, 
OSCILLATORS, MIXERS, MULTIPLIERS, DECODERS and many more.

You can get off-the-shelf delivery, right now, of seven basic groups of silicon planar NPN and PNP transistors 
and two families of dual diodes packaged in the new Amperex LIDS. These nine groups of microelectronic 

semiconductors, functionally replace hundreds of different types for all your hybrid applications listed above.

HIGH SPEED SWITCHES (NPN)
LDS 200
LDS 201

functionally replace the following types:

2N706 2N744 2N914
2N708 2N834 2N2368
2N743 2N835 2N2369

GENERAL PURPOSE AMPLIFIERS (NPN)
LDA 402
LDA 403

functionally replace general-purpose amplifiers 

operating from f to too ma, such as:

2N696 2N2218
2N697 2N2219
2N16I3 2N339O

2N3391

DUAL DIODE COMMON CATHODE
GENERAL PURPOSE and HIGH SPEED

SWITCHING DIODE
LDD 10

MEDIUM CURRENT 
AMPLIFIER AND SWITCH (NPN)

LDA 404 
LDA 405 

(COMPLEMENT TO LDA 452 AND LDA 453) 
functionally replace the following types: 

2N22I7 2N2220 2N171I
2N22I8 2N222I 2N718A
2N22I9 2N2222 2N871

2NI613

HIGH FREQUENCY 
RF AMPLIFIER (NPN)

LDA 406
functionally replaces type 2N918

GENERAL PURPOSE 
AMPLIFIER AND SWITCH (PNP)

LDA 450 
LDA 451 

functionally replace the following types: 

2N2604, 2N2605

HIGH GAIN, LOW LEVEL 
AMPLIFIERS (NPN)

LDA 400
LDA 401

functionally replace the following types:

2N929 2N2483
2N930 2N2484

MEDIUM CURRENT
AMPLIFIER AND SWITCH (PNP)

LDA 452
LDA 453

(COMPLEMENT TO LDA 404 AND LDA 405) 
functionally replace the following types:

2N2904 2N2906
2N29O5 2N29O7

DUAL DIODE-COMMON ANODE 
GENERAL PURPOSE and HIGH SPEED 

SWITCHING DIODE
LDD 50

The LID, introduced by Amperex last March, is the all-ceramic 
microelectronic package for semiconductors which brought 
mechanized production to hybrid integrated circuit manufac
ture. Smaller (0.075" x 0.045" x 0.032") and less costly than 
any existing metal package, it has already become the standard

of the industry. To learn more about the immediately available 
.. LIDS listed above and about additional transistors and diodes 

which will soon be available in the Amperex LID package, 
write: Amperex Electronic Corporation, Semiconductor and Re
ceiving Tube Div., Dept. 371, Slatersville, Rhode Island 02876.

TOMORROW S THINKING IN TOOAT S PRODUCTS



COMPONENTS
WHICH DEFLECTION YOKE 

FOR YOUR DISPLAY □

Syntronic's team of experts knows more about yoke design, engineering and 
quality control than anyone else. A solid 10-year record of leadership- 
acknowledged throughout the industry. Benefit from it.

Chopper-stabilize your 
differential amplifier
Computer Dynamics, Inc., 179 Wa
ter St., Torrington, Conn. Phone: 
(203) 482-7621. P&A: $105 (1 to 
9); stock.

syntronic INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
100 Industrial Road, Addison, Illinois 
Phone: Kingswood 3-6444

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 71

Only the U.S. Navy 
can really tell the difference!

Rigid U.S. Navy specifications were met by the military type “Astrolite” (upper left) on stringent specifications for electronic instrumentation. The commercial version (upper right) has the same electrical characteristics plus a substantial cost saving by substituting accepted commercial materials for the military standards. The high performance and dependability is the same!Lamps mount in .191" "D” hole on min. %" centers. Used on panels up to %" thick and is available in seven standard colors. Write for complete details.

6036-001-704 5 volts, .06 amps.
6037-001-70414 volts, .03 amps.
6036-001-844 5 volts, .06 amps.
6037-001-844 14 volts, .03 amps.

til DRAKE □rake Manufacturing Co.
4626 North Olcott Ave., Harwood Heights, III. 60656 
TWX 910-221-0236

Chopper stabilization can be applied to any existing differential amplifier by the addition of a small, low-cost module. Total cost is below that of high-accuracy chopper-stabilized diff amps.The model 10M3 chopper-stabilizing amplifier increases stability in four troublesome parameters:■ Offset voltage■ Offset current■ De gain■ Input resistanceIn the circuit arrangement shown above, an ac input signal at the summing junction (S) is coupled through Cl to the negative input of a differential amplifier, and a filtered de component through chopper 1 is amplified, synchronously demodulated by chopper 2, and filtered, appearing at the positive input of the differential amplifier. Diodes protect the capacitors from overvoltage.Large values of input and feedback resistance may be used with high accuracy as a result of chopper stabilization. The ac amplifier employs MOS-FETs. The nominal de gain of the unit is 750; input offset voltage is ±50 p.V max.The module dimensions are 2.5 by 1.5 by 0.625 inches. The unit can be mounted on a printed-circuit board with the differential amplifier.
CIRCLE NO. 212
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150

300

150

àoE IN U.S.A. 
aiUFFTON, ÄiTRIFLETT ELEC.

L INSTR. CO.___ <

BOTH TESTERS 
SHOWN 
ACTUAL SIZE

MODEL 310-C
World’s Newest 

Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter

J
RIPLETT ELEC. //
INSTR. CO. [J

Hand Size vom

1200V

300
300 600V

°^Afs

300
300

com (Q;
1200 V

WORLD’S LARGEST SELLING 
flND WORLD’S NEWEST

600 V ,

HAND SIZE AND LIGHTWEIGHT, but with the features of full
size V-O-M's.

20,000 OHMS PER VOLT DC; 5,000 AC (310)-15,000 AC (310-C).

3 EXCLUSIVE SINGLE SELECTOR SWITCH speeds circuit and 
range settings. The first miniature V-O-M's with this exclusive 
feature for quick, fool-proof selection of all ranges.SELF-SHIELDED Bar-Ring instrument; permits checking in strong magnetic fields. FITTING INTERCHANGEABLE test prod tip into top of tester makes it the common probe, thereby freeing one hand. UNBREAKABLE plastic meter window. BANANATYPE JACKS—positive connection and long nte.Model 310—$42.00 Model 310-C—$53.00 Model 369 Leather Case—$4.00

ALL PRICES ARE SUGGESTED U.S.A. USER NET, SUBJECT TO CHANGE

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, BLUFFTON, OHIO

310-C PLUS FEATURES
1. Fully enclosed lever range switch
2. 15,000 Ohms per volt AC

(20,000 O/V DC same as 310)
3. Reversing switch for DC measure

ments

MODELS 100 AND 100-C
Comprehensive test sets. Model 100 
includes: Model 310 V-O-M, Model 10 
Clamp-on Ammeter Adapter; Model 
101 Line Separator; Model 379 Leather 
Case; Model 311 leads. ($78.00 Value 
Separate Unit Purchase Price.)
MODEL 100—U.S.A. User Net..$74.00

MODEL 100-C — 
Same as above, but 
with Model 310-C, 
Net...................$84.00

USES UNLIMITED: FIELD ENGINEERS • ELECTRICAL, RADIO, TV, AND APPLIANCE SE RVICE M EN • E LECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS • FACTORY MAINTENANCE MEN • ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS • HOME OWNERS. HOBBYISTS 

THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF V-O-M's • AVAILABLE FROM YOUR TRIPLETT DISTRIBUTOR'S STOCK
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COMPONENTS

Trimming pots 
have multi-contacts
Newport Instrument Corp., 893 W.
16th St., Newport Beach, Calif. 
Phone: (714) 646-1994. P&A: $3.25 
to $8.70; 30 days.

push-button environments

The Quiet-trim series of wire wound potentiometers are designed with a ring of multiple contacts around the resistance element. During adjustment, the multiple contacts make sequential contacts on each turn of the resistance core. In this way, resolution is increased and the wiper contact is less than 20 at vibration levels of 50 G.
CIRCLE NO 213

...any size, any shape! Miniature switch 
0.281-in. thickNeed an environmental test chamber as large as a house, as small as a typewriter—or any size in between? Tenney can meet your needs exactly! If we don’t stock it, we can usually build one in short time. And we’ll accurately simulate anything in nature or outer space—altitude, temperature, humidity, explosion, sand and dust, fog—singly or in any combination.

For further information, write or call today.

JënrTeu 

ENGINEERING, INC. 0

1090 Springfield Road * Union, New Jersey 07083
Western div.: 15700 S. Garfield Ave. • Paramount, Calif. 90723

Oldest and Largest Manufacturer of Environmental Test Equipment

Robertshaw Control Co., 1701 Byrd 
Ave., Richmond, Va. Phone: (703) 
282-9561.Measuring only 0.281-in. thick, a precision miniature switch is offered as a replacement for conventional “V” switches. Called the TV switch, it is available in electrical ratings from 3 to 10 A at 125/250 V with operating forces of 10, 27, 44, and 60 grams. It also features a transparent cover and shock-proof contact wiping mechanism.

CIRCLE NO. 214
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 74
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Adlake Mercury Wetted Relay — Application Data

COMMCASEl

MODE

(RELAY TEST NUMBER)

FgfgJ+p
COMM-COIL-OlrteCT MODE

N.0.G0MM

N.OCASE t
N.0.-COÌE C

Capacitance of Adlake
Mercury Wetted Contact Relays 
Applicable for Low Signal Applications
Typical Capacitance in Picofarads — Graphs 
illustrate typical capacitance values for Adlake 
AWCA-16000 series relays. Fig. I is for un
shielded relays.Fig. 2: Electro-statically shielded 
switch brought out to a separate pin. Fig. 3: 
Electro-statically shielded switch with case and 
shield tied together at a common pin. Interelec
trode capacitance across contacts of a bare 
switch, without external wires, is less than 1.0 
picofarad.

Abbreviation COMM, 
stands for the Combina
tion of the Armature and 
Normally Closed Contact. 
N.O. is the abbreviation for 
Normally Open Contact; where
as the symbol # is the mean 
average for the 5 relays. Graphs 
are available on other styles of 
Adlake Mercury Wetted Contact Relays 
upon request. (Please state wiring con
figuration.)

::::: SHIELD TO CftSt

(RELAY TEST NUMBER)

Data was obtained using a Boonton Electronics Corporation Capacitance Bridge, Model 75-A-S8 at 1MH

AWCA 16011-S
Fig. 1

AWCA 16016
Fig. 2

(RELAY TEST NUMBER)

Backed by sound research and disciplined engineering, Adlake applies 
the industry’s broadest line of mercury displacement and mercury 
wetted relays to the creative solution of design circuit problems. 
However unique or special your application, Adlake can assist you in 

developing it. For prompt, personal and knowledgeable attention to 
your relay needs, contact the one source that is the complete source 
in the mercury relay field. Contact Adlake today for catalog and 
further information.

THE ADAMS & WESTLAKE COMPANY
Dept. 1017 Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46514 (AC 219) 264-1141

TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT • ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS • MERCURY RELAYS • DOORS AND ENTRANCES
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 75
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COMPONENTS

IC modules control 
drum memory systems
Vermont Research Corp., North 
Spring field, Vt. Phone: (802) 886- 
2256.Used together, the Model 4000 read/write/Y select module and the Model 4002 X matrix driver module allow coordinate selection of up to 256 magnetic heads in a drum memory system. The Model 4000 is a complete system in itself, including driver in its 3 x 3 x 1-3/4-in. package. The SX4002 contains four switching circuits, each controlled by a 4-input AND gate.

CIRCLE NO. 215

Resistor sets 
matched for TC
Vishay Resistor Products, 63 Lin
coln Highway, Malvern, Pa. Phone: 
(215) 644-1300. P&A: $3.50 to $4; 
3 to 4 weeks.Tracking within ±0.5 ppm/°C over the —55 to 125°C range is provided by matched pairs or sets of resistors. The sets are offered in resistance values from 100 Q to 120 kQ. Standard resistor tolerance is ±0.01%. The resistors themselves arc described as noiseless, nonin- ductive and ultra-stable over an indefinite period of time.

CIRCLE NO. 216

Split contact switch 
controls two circuits
Cherry Electrical Products Corp., 
1650 Old Deerfield Rd., Highland 
Park, 111. Phone: (312) 432-8182. 
Price: '$469/M in 2M lots.Two separate circuits can be controlled by the E13-01ASP snap-action switch. This spst double switch connects two independent circuits simultaneously to a third when the actuator is depressed. Electrically, the switch is similar to the manufacturer's E13 general purpose switch. It is UL and CSA approved, 15 A, 125 or 250 Vac, 3/4 hp, 125 Vac, 1-1/2 hp, 250 Vac.

CIRCLE NO. 217

Heat dissipators 
liquid cooled
IERC, 135 West Magnolia Blvd., 
Burbank, Calif. Phone: (213) 849- 
2481.Integrally-extruded coolant passages are featured in the E4 and E5 liquid-cooled heat dissipators. Using any normal coolant, the E4 dissipates up to 1000 W while occupying only 42 in.3. The E5 occupies 45 in.3 and provides similar cooling. E4 has two fins, E5 has six. Standard lengths for both run from 6-in. to 4 feet in 6-in. increments.

CIRCLE NO. 218

De amplifier 
based on ICs
Fairchild Controls, Div. of Fair- 
child Camera & Instrument Corp., 
225 Park Ave., Hicksville, N. Y. 
Phone: (516) 938-5600. Price: be
low $300 in small quantities.Specifically for use with low-output strain gauge type or similar transducers, the FA4-0011 amplifier provides standard gains of 150 to 250. External adjustments of zero and gain are provided and a 12-Vdc regulated voltage is tapped for transducer excitation. Signal input is in the standard 20 to 35-mV range, or in other ranges on special order.

CIRCLE NO. 219

Submin pin sockets 
cited for reliability
Robinson/Nugent, Inc., 802 E. 
Eighth St., New Albany, Ind. 
Phone: (812) 945-0211.Contact life on some styles of a line of machined beryllium-copper contact pin sockets is specified for several thousand cycles. Hundreds of stock configurations vary from 0.075-in. in diameter and from 0.1- in. in length. The sockets can be mounted by dip-soldering, riveting, flaring, staking, press-fit or potting.

CIRCLE NO. 220
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THE

CDE’s 600 Series Relay: the heart of 
superior color TV remote control systems!

What makes the 600 so special? Small size. Dependability. Sensitive 
operation (DC only). Quick, easy installation. A nylon dust cover. 

Even a window al lowing a visual check without removing the cover. 
What’s more, all materialsand electrical spacing are compatible with 

UL requirements. Sound interesting? Get more details from 
your CDE field engineer or Authorized Distributor.

ODLE



Why IEE rear-projection 
readouts make good reading
Not the kind of good reading you’d curl 
up with on a rainy night. But a more 
important kind if you’re designing 
equipment that requires message dis
play. Reason is that IEE readouts are 
the most readable readouts around. If 
you’ve seen them, you know this to be 
fact. If you haven’t as yet, here is why 
our readouts make such good reading :

SINGLE-PLANE PRESENTATION
No visual hash of tandem-stacked fila
ments. IEE readouts are miniature 
rear-projectors that display the re
quired messages, one at a time, on a 
non-glare viewing screen. Only the 
message that’s “on” is visible.

* .445

EASYTOREAD CHARACTERS
Since IEE readouts can display any
thing that can be put on film, you’re not 
limited to thin wire filament, dotted, or 
segmented digits. Order your IEE read
outs with familiar, highly legible char
acters that meet human factors and Mil 
Spec requirements. This section from 
our sample type sheet gives you an idea 
of the styles available that offer opti
mal stroke/width/height ratio for good 
legibility.

BALANCED BRIGHTNESS/CONTRAST RATIO
The chart below is a reasonable fac
simile of character brightness and how

it affects readability. The background 
is constant, but the brightness increases 
from left to right. You can draw your 
own conclusions, armed with the fact 
that IEE readouts give you up to 90 
foot lamberts of brightness. Brightness, 
however, isn’t the sole factor in judging 
readability. Background contrast is 
equally important —a fact we’ve simu
lated below, reading from left to right.

Obviously, brightness without contrast 
oi’ vice versa, doesn’t do much for read
ability. A balanced ratio of both gives 
you the crisp legibility of IEE readouts.

lEE’s unique combination of single
plane projection, flat viewing screen, 
balanced ratio of brightness/contrast, 
and big, bold characters makes for 
wide-angle clarity and long viewing 
distances.
OTHER WAYS IEE READOUTS MAKE GOOD SENSE

As if the superior readability of our 
readouts weren’t enough, here are a 
few reasons why IEE readouts make 
good sense in other areas:

INFINITE DISPLAY VERSATILITY
Because our readouts use lamps, lenses, 
film, and a screen, they can display lit
erally anything that can be put on film. 
That means you have up to 12 message 
positions with each readout to display 
any combination of letters, words, num
bers, symbols, and even colors!

FIVE SIZES TO PICK FROM
IEE readouts now come in five sizes 
providing maximum character heights 
of 1", 2", and 3%". The smallest
is the new Series 340 readout that’s 
only %" H x %" W, yet can be read from 
30 feet away. The largest, the Series 
80, is clearly legible from 100 feet away.

EASY TO OPERATE

IEE readouts are available with volt
age requirements from 6 to 28 volts, 
depending on lamps specified. Commer
cial oi' MS lamps may be used, with up 
to 30,000 hours of operation per lamp. 
Lamps may be rapidly replaced without 
tools of any kind.

Our readouts operate from straight 
decimal input or will accept conven
tional binary codes when used with IEE 
low-current driver/decoders.
For more proof why IEE rear-projec
tion readouts make good reading, send 
us your inquiry. You’ll see for yourself 
why they’ve been making the best seller 
list, year after year!

INDUSTRIAL 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERS, INC.

7720 Lemona Avenue, Van Nuys, California 
Phone: (213) 787-0311 • TWX (910) 495-1707 

Representatives in Principal Cities c i966 iee

IEE

COMPONENTS

DO-7 tuning varactors 
packaged in glass
American Electronic Labs, Inc., 
P. O. Box 552, Lansdale, Pa. Phone: 
(215) 882-2929.Particularly suited to hand-solder or stripline insertion, a complete line of tuning varactors features a DO-7 glass package design. The devices can be used in equipment operating at frequencies qp to 3 GHz. The capacitance ratios, which range as high as 6:1, make it possible to design resonant circuits that are tunable over octave bands. Q ratings range up to 400 at 50 MHz and total capacitances range from 5 to 30 pF with breakdown voltages up to 120 V.

CIRCLE NO. 221

Bi stable relay has 
four contacts
P.A.R. Ltd., Talbot St., Notting
ham, England. Price: from 21 shill
ings.Manufactured in England, a new bi-stable relay has 4 changeover contacts that are mechanically locked in position by balanced armatures. The latch is interlocked and reset electrically. Applications are seen in industrial controls and memory devices where a momentary signal must provide continuous indication with provisions for reset.

CIRCLE NO. 222

120-V inverter 
for continuous operation 
LaMarche Mfg. Co., 106 Bradrock 
Dr., Des Plaines, III. Phone: (312) 
299-1188.Continuous 120-Vac output for control, communication and alarm systems is obtained with the model A-30 inverter. It starts instantly under full load and has inherent protection from short circuits, reverse polarity and overload, and is ideal for use with motors. It is available with de inputs of 12, 24 and 32 V, with continuous load ratings from 4 to 1200 VA. Output wave shape is square.

CIRCLE NO. 223
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 77
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EMCOR® 1 — tough, beautiful protection
EMCOR I cabinets guard your valuable instrumentation. They're hard, tough, long-lasting steel. The beauty of form and the color, or colors, of your choice mask the toughness underneath.Beauty, yes! When you see EMCOR I cabinets, you'll appreciate that they are sleek, beautiful pieces of craftsmanship.EMCOR created the concept of the modular enclosure system, and we've
EMCOR/distinguished cabinetry 

refined it to the point where EMCOR cabinetry is an art... the closest thing to perfection in electronic cabinetry. Of course, there's a shape and size to house any instrumentation.When you need strong, beautiful protection for your equipment, call your local EMCOR Sales and Service Engineer. Or write for our EMCOR I catalog.

Albany: 436-9649; Albuquerque: 265-7766; Alex
andria: 836-1800; Binghamton: 723-9661; Bridge
port: 368-4582; Buffalo: 632-2727; Chicago: 
676-1100; Cleveland: 442-8080; Dallas: 631-7450; 
Dayton: 298-7573; Del Mar: 454-2191; Denver: 
934-5505; Detroit: 357-3700; Fort Lauderdale: 
564-8000; Ft. Walton Beach: 243-6424; Houston: 
526-2959; Huntsville: 539-6884; Indianapolis: 
356-4249; Kansas City: 444-9494; Los Angeles: 
938-2073; Minneapolis: 545-4481; Newport 

News: 245-8272; N.Y.C. area: 695-0082; Orlando: 
425-5505; Palo Alto: 968-8304; Pittsburgh: 884
5515; Phoenix: 273-1673; St. Louis: 647-4350; 
Seattle: 762-7800; Tucker (Atlanta Office): 939- 

1674;Tulsa:742-4657;Utica732-3775;ValleyForge: 
265-5800; Wi I m ington, Mass.: 944-3930; Wi nston- 
Salem: 725-5384. EMCOR Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

Ingersoll Products West 120th St.. Chicago, Illinois 60643 DIVISION OF BORG-WARNER CORPORATION

OS BORG^WftRNER
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COMPONENTS

Building-block modules 
aid systems testing
Honeywell, Computer Control Div., 
Old Connecticut Path, Framingham, 
Mass. Phone: (617) 879-2600.Solid-state test modules, packaged in building-block form, provide signal parameters for bench testing and systems applications. The 20-MHz blocks facilitate memory testing, telemetry timing and circuit evaluation. Series 2000, with modules for trigger, timing, and positive and negative current drivers, initiates an expanded line of units to accommodate a wide variety of individual requirements.

CIRCLE NO. 224

Plugs/receptacles 
formed of nylon
Molex Products Co., 5224 Katrine 
Ave., Downers Grove, III. Phone: 
(312) 969-4550.A recent addition to the Molex plug and receptacle line provides positive polarity in instrumentation and commercial equipment. The plugs and receptacles are formed of nylon. Integrally designed mounting ears permit the plug or receptacle to snap mount into a panel. Crimped terminals snap-lock into the units without soldering.

CIRCLE NO. 225

Commutator switches 
range to 3-in. diameter
Duncan Electronics, Inc., 2865 
Fairview Rd., Costa Mesa, Calif. 
Phone: (714) 545-8261.The design of a line of commutator switches allows them to be used either singly or in ganged assemblies with potentiometers or other switches. These single-turn, servomount units are available in case sizes of the manufacturer’s standard units with body diameters ranging from 7/8 to 3-in. Features include unitized rotor/slip-ring/ brush assembly and printed circuit elements. circle no. 226

tow un 
mosci «KíT ï
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Power sensor 
ranges 108 to 400 M Hz
Bird Electronic Corp., 30303 Auro
ra Rd., Cleveland. Phone: (216) 
248-1200.For sensing transmitter output in the range of 108 to 400 MHz, the Model 4162 coax RF power sensor is offered as a designer’s instrument. The directional sensors are vest-pocket sized, consisting of two directional couplers that deliver de current proportional to the forward and reflected power in the main line. Capacity is 150 W in the forward direction and 50 W reflected.

CIRCLE NO. 227

Transistor sockets 
mount on PC boards
Industrial Electronic Hardware 
Corp., 109 Prince St., New York, 
Phone: (212) 677-1881.Two series of PC board transistor sockets are aimed at the OEM and commercial equipment markets. The large socket series, MPT6005, will accept bases TO-5, TO-9, TO- 11, TO-12, TO-33, TO-39 and TO-40. The smaller series, MPT4004, accepts TO-18, TO-46, TO-52 and TO- 72. Both are formed of nylon and feature restricted entry to assure proper alignment.

CIRCLE NO. 228

Submin inductor 
can carry de
Magnetic Circuit Elements, Inc., 
3720 Park Place, Montrose, Calif. 
Phone: (213) 245-9173. P&A:
$4-44; stock.The subminiature inductor EB- 18AT can be used as either transformer or inductor with de carrying capability. As audio-transformer it has 850-W output, 200-Hz to 45-kHz response, and, at 400 Hz, distortion is less than 5%. Particularly useful in PC board use, the inductor is an encapsulated module.

CIRCLE NO. 229
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Biq sysTEMs"qo"oNl.y wIien smaLL components do!
That's why for projects like Apollo, 
NASA hand-picks its primes. That's 
why each prime hand-picks its subs. 
And that’s why each sub hand-picks 
the components that go into its NASA 
equipment. And, in this manned 
space venture, every link in the "High 
Reliability" chain must be as strong 
as modern technology can make it. And 
that's why “standard" components 
are usually considered “substandard."

But not so with the "standard” 
Spectrol Model 140, single-turn, 
precision potentiometer. Here’s a 
standard component that qualified for 
Apollo simply "by having its hair 
combed and its face washed."

True! The only difference between 
a standard Spectrol Model 140 poten
tiometer and the high-rel component 
that Spectrol provides for the Apollo 
Command Module is a tighter starting 

torque band. The rest of the story 
is told by the rigorous "Quality $ 
Assurance Program" established by 
Spectrol to the stringent Apollo 
specifications. If you would like an 
outline of this comprehensive program, 
write for your copy of the "Spectrol 
High-Rei Potentiometer Program 
for Project Apollo." Our experience is 
our greatest asset—we’d like to 
share it with you.

Better Components for Better Systems

SPECTROL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
17070 E. GALE AVENUE, CITY OF INDUSTRY, CALIFORNIA 91745

spectrol



MATCH THIS 
PERFORMANCE
IN A THREE CHANNEL X-BAND STABLE SOURCE

COMPONENTS

Control switch 
has no contacts
Parmeko, Ltd., Percy Road, Ayle
stone Park, Leicester, England. 
Phone: Leicester 32287.Said to be suitable for most control functions, a British switch has no contacts, and is therefore immune to oil or dirt build-up. The switch operates when a piece of metal is brought into a gap between two arms. The interruption of the magnetic field operates a trigger circuit whose output can be used with standard logic units. Output is 27 mW and max speed is 100 opera- tions/s.

CIRCLE NO. 230

POWER STABILITY

FM NOISE

AM NOISE

OUTPUT POWER: 20 MW ±0.5 db at any of three discrete frequencies in a 150 MC 
bandwidth factory adjustable 8-12GC.
STABLE FREQUENCY: One part per IO8 per second, one part per IO6 long term.
LOW AM NOISE: —120 db below output carrier level.
LOW FM NOISE: Less than 50 cycles peak within 100 KC of carrier.

receive our data sheet No. SO-101, for information on bandwidth, 
power trade offs etc., contact Mr. Joseph Brumbelow,

Director of Our Solid State Department at the address below:

WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG ON SOLID STATE CIRCUITS

MICROWAVE DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES • INC.
87 Crescent Road • Needham Heights • Massachusetts 02194 

Telephone: 617-449-0700 • TWX 617-444-2695

Transistor chopper 
takes 30-V signal
Airpax Electronics, Inc., Cambridge 
Div., Cambridge, Md. Phone: (301) 
228-4600.Ideal for operational amplifiers and servo instruments, the ST-5 transistor choppers switch signals up to ±30 V peak with phase angles of nearly 0°. With dwell times up to 180°, phase and dwell constant from —55 to 125°C, they can be used in synchronous full-wave modulation-demodulation applications. Packaged in a miniature 7-pin can, the chopper weighs only 2 oz.

CIRCLE NO. 231

Wire transducer reads 
peak point temperature
Continental Sensing, Inc., 1960 N. 
Ruby St., Melrose Park, III. Phone: 
(312) 681-3869.The “Magic Wire” transducer, type 1, employing two dissimilar helical thermostatic conductors, is the first of a series designed to measure the temperature at the highest point throughout its length. The output emf corresponds to ISA calibration curve K from 200 to 2000°F. A seamless sheath permits high flexibility. Available in lengths of 100 feet, the transducer can be calibrated in spliced lengths to several thousand feet.

CIRCLE NO. 232
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 80
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Savings across the board 
Just took a new turn
DAYSTROM Squaretrim® potentiometers now include single-turn types. New models 504 and 505 are 
fully adjustable with just one turn. Models 501 and 502 are 15-turn types. They all clear up to 80% more 
PC board space—at no extra cost. But the trim .02 cubic inch size is only one reason why these 
commercial 500 Series pots are proving so popular. They also feature Weston's exclusive wire-in-the-groove 
design, and all these performance extras:

Convenience 5 different configurations with adjusting screw on top, side or end • Tolerance ±5% • 
Adjustability 15 turns or single turn • Slip Clutch eliminates wiper damage, cuts production delays • 
Suregard™ Terminations (controlled solder) for better protection against vibration, shock and humidity 
—no pressure taps • Superior Resolution 0.125%, or less • Wide Range Wn. to 20K • High Power 
0.6 watt in still air at 70°C • Wide Temperature Range —55°C to 150°C • Low Temperature Coefficient 
70 ppm max. • Low Noise 11On max. ENR • Small Size Yu" x x Yu".
Daystrom potentiometers are another product of:

Weston Instruments, Inc. • Weston-Archbald Division • Archbald, Pa. 18403

WESTON’ prime source for precision... since 1888



COMPONENTS

Spacing insulators 
mate relay cans
Robinson Electronics, Inc., 3636 W. 
139th St., Hawthorne, Calif. 
Phone: (213) 679-0351. P&A: $0.01 
to $0.08; stock.Relay mounting insulators are available for the 1/6 crystal can relay packages. Two styles are available: one having 0.2-in. feet on one side and one which mounts flat to the chassis. They are molded of Acetal resin.

CIRCLE NO. 233

Polycarbonate capacitors 
for mild environments
Standard, Telephones & Cables Ltd., 
Brixham Rd., Paignton, Devon, 
England.Sturdy enough for most applications, a series of rectangular-molded polycarbonate capacitors are offered as price-competitors of metallized polyester types. The capacitors, specified for —40 to 85°C use, are available in values from 0.01 to 4.7 pF at a rating of 100 Vdc. Except for packaging, they are said to be quite similar to tubular MIL-spec units.

CIRCLE NO. 234

Short laser pulses 
seen on scope
United Aircraft, East Hartford, 
Conn. Phone: (203) 565-5610.Laser pulses as short as one nanosecond with picosecond rise-times can be observed on a good quality scope through the use of the Model 1240 phototransducer. The transducer consists of a bi-planar vacuum photodiode in a matched impedance structure with an extremely low source impedance bias supply filter. Measured response time is less than 0.25 nsec.

CIRCLE NO. 235

Subcarrier oscillators 
with high Z inputs
Teledyne Telemetry Co., DynaPlex 
Div., Box 341, Princeton, N. J. 
Phone: (609) 452-2550. P&A: type 
VC-51, $225, type VC-61, $240; 60 
to 90 days.These constant-bandwidth subcarrier oscillators are designed for use in frequency-division multiplex systems requiring the transmission or recording of high-frequency data inputs. The VC-51 and VC-61, differing only in exterior case, are available in IRIG constant-band- width center frequencies with ±2-, 
±4- and ±8-kHz deviation. These solid-state oscillators are readily integrated into multichannel airborne data acquisition systems requiring wide bandwidth and time and phase correlation.

CIRCLE NO. 236

Reed relay line 
uses open construction
Essex Wire Corp., 131 Godfrey St., 
Logansport, Ind. Phone: (219) 241- 
6121.Open construction reed relays are offered in a complete family of standard units. These relays offer pole forms of 1 through 6 and 12, operating from 6 to 48 V. They are available for 20 million operations at 15-W load conditions.

CIRCLE NO. 237

Axial heat sinks are 
electrically insulated
Solitron Devices, Inc., 256 Oak Tree 
Rd., Tappan, N.Y. Phone: (914) 
359-5050.Thermal conduction and electrical insulation are combined in a heat sink for axial lead devices. Size of the sink is 1/4 x 1/2 x 3/8-in. high, mounting components with a diameter up to 0.25-in. and lengths to 0.28-in. The copper pads are easily soldered using 60/40 core solder.

CIRCLE NO. 238

Alkaline batteries 
recharge 50 times
Mallory Battery Co., South Broad
way, Tarrytown, N. Y. Phone: 
(914) 591-7000.In commercial applications, the Duracell rechargeable batteries are said to fill the bill when low initial and operating costs are required, yet they recharge up to 50 times. Produced in the usual D, C and AA sizes, applications are seen in appliances, radios, toys etc. Storage life is up to two years at normal temperatures.

CIRCLE NO. 239

Ceramic disc caps 
for bypass, coupling
Nucleonic Products Co., Inc., 3133 
East 12 St., Los Angeles. Phone: 
(213) 283-2603.In bypass networks and coupling applications, the GI series ceramic disc capacitors offer a working voltage rating of 500 Vdc. Performance factors are per EIA RS 198 Class II. Five types are available in the series with capacitance ranges of 82 pF to 0.15 mF. Insulation resistance is 10,000 mQ.

CIRCLE NO. 240
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TIME PROVEN COMPONENTS
ADC wasn't in business when sundials were in vogue, but for the 

past thirty years we've been supplying components for the electronics industry 
that match the sundial for consistently reliable performance.



REALTIME RELIABILITY
Real time reliability at ADC is a state of mind—a constant yardstick held up to 
measure each component manufactured. While the applications for our trans
formers, filters and communication components may change, the continuous 
challenge to produce products that offer the utmost in performance and reliability 
never does. O We are proud to be associated with an industry that has, through 
technology, changed the face of the globe. Years ago, ADC delivered the industry's 
most reliable components. Today, that same tireless attention to detail has made 
ADC PRODUCTS a manufacturer of the world's most reliable electronic products. 
O We recognize this as a never-ending challenge to produce the finest components 
for the world's greatest globe changers—our customers. We're proud that our 
components have found their way into space capsules, airliners, communication 
networks, submarines and just about every sophisticated electronic device made. 
O Thirty years of real time reliability has made us even more aware of our responsi
bility as a respected leader and supplier of communications components.

ADC PRODUCTS 6405 CAMBRIDGE ST. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55426



COMPONENTS

Photomultiplier amplifier 
measures picoamps
Newport Laboratories, Inc., P. 0. 
Box 2087, Newport Beach, Calif. 
Phone: (714) 540-4914. P&A: $140 
to $180; stock to 60 days.

De operational amplifiers of the 
AO series serve to implement cir
cuits to measure currents from 
IO-12 to IO’1 A. For example, a 
0.1-ju.A signal can be converted to 10 
V with an accuracy of 0.2% and a 
bandwidth of 125 kHz. Or, 0.1 nA 
can be converted to 10 V with an 
accuracy of 1% and a bandwidth of 
570 Hz.

CIRCLE NO. 241

...and we’ll send you a brand new bulletin 
on our recently improved line 
of time-delay relays.

Precision pots have 
digital readout

Our hydraulic-magnetic t/d relays now have gold-diffused contacting surfaces, heavier contact blades, a more efficient magnetic circuit—plus a few other design improvements you'd have to squint to see. Performance is better, but the price is still remarkably low.
Bourns, Inc., 1200 Columbia Ave., 
Riverside, Calif. Phone: (714) 684
1700. P&A: $26.46; stock to 3 wks.

A digital readout of resistance 
setting is built into the model 3650 
digital “Knobpot.” The new unit, 
with integrated readout, knob and 
pot has a readability of 1 part in 10,
000, a dial accuracy of 0.1% and a 
repeatability of reading within 
0.05% voltage ratio. Resistance 
range is 100 fl to 100 kQ with a tol
erance of ±3%. A 500-kQ version 
is also available.

CIRCLE NO. 242

We haven’t modified the hydraulic-magnetic actuating element, of course. Its inherent advantages are all still there. Relatively low power consumption. Good temperature stability. And continuous- duty capability (the relays can remain energized indefinitely after actuation and hence can often eliminate the need for a separate load relay or an auxiliary lock-in circuit.)Our relays are available in a variety of models: open-frame, hermetically sealed, plug-in. With your choice of sixteen standard timings from % to 120 seconds, SPDT or DPDT switching, and any of 20 AC or DC coil voltage ratings. Contact capacities range up to 5 amps at 125 or 250V AC.Our new Bulletin 5006 will give you full technical data. Just do as the headline suggests—we’ll put your copy in the mail as soon as we hear from you. Heinemann Electric Company,2616 BrunswickPike, Trenton, N.J. 08602.
3562 HEiNEMANN
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COMPONENTSBEEDE Mag Band Movements
can handle these size meters with . . . • excellent balance 

• damping . . . •response and . . . fno drift

FINALLY... 
a reasonably priced 

Taut-Band Movement 
that meets 

your performance 
requirements

SEND FOR DATA SHEET TODAY

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., INC.
PENACOOK, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Area Code: 603-753-6362/TWX: 603-753-4727

Voltage standard 
based on zeners
Instrulab, Inc., 1205 Lamar St., 
Dayton, Ohio. Phone: (513) 223
2241. Price: $75 to $150.

A modular voltage reference unit, 
the Evenvolt 700 Series, is based on 
zener circuitry. Measurements of a 
typical unit are 1.5 x 1.12 x 0.668
in. high. Output regulation is 10 pN 
change for a 1% change in the 30-V 
input. Output is 12.6 V at 100 pA 
Stability is 0.0005%/day and 
0.0018%/six months. Noise is lim
ited to 25 pN, de to 50 kHz.

CIRCLE NO. 243

Delay timer 
uses plastic parts
Union Carbide, Plastics Div., 270 
Park Ave., New York. Phone: 
(212) 867-6062. Price: $7.50 in 
quantity.

Unit cost is reduced in the Series 
RB automatic reset delay timers 
through the use of injection-molded 
polysulfone plastic. The use of this 
material makes possible the design 
of multifunction parts, eliminates 
some parts and simplifies assembly 
operations. The timer provides a 
controlled delay through a 14-A spdt 
switch which is independent of the 
timer motor circuit.

CIRCLE NO. 244
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Donna Dinkier is a final inspector on one of our series 1220 relay production lines. The little picture below shows her doing her job. We only called her “Mame” up above because—well, we had trouble trying to rhyme Donna Dinkier.Anyway, you’ll look a long time before you find an inspector that’s fussier than Donna. A 1220 doesn’t measure up in 
every way and ZAP! Into the reject pile.Now this kind of painstaking inspection doesn’t speed up the production of 1220’s one single bit. But it’s the only way to assure that the 122O’s you get are no less than perfect.Multiply Donna by the other inspectors on the series 1220 lines and their fussiness and you see why we occasionally have sales running ahead of delivery. So many engineers have found these 
versatile, enclosed 10 amp. DPDT or 

3PDT relays to be so reliable and long 
lived that we're hard pressed at times 
to keep up with the demand. The 1220 is a U/L listed relay with terminals that can be used as solder lug, AMP Faston 110 series quick connect or socket plug-in that comes complete with mounting bracket.So, if you need 122O’s in quantities up to 399, see your Guardian distributor. If you need larger quantities order direct from factory production. If you want more information, send for bulletin B2.

GUARDIAN 
V®7 ELECTRIC
1550 W. Carroll Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 60607 
Guardian Electric Manufacturing Company.



COMPONENTS

' - V. . - « ±< ' w. . . W 'V.. ' S , , ' ... .
Connectors/receptacles 
made torque-proof
Empire Products, Inc., 9201 Blue 
Ash Road, Cincinnati. Phone: 
354-4321.

Both double cam-locking and a 
spring-loaded latch are included in 
a line of Cam-Lok connectors to re
sist torque. The finished connector, 
for large power cables, has no ex
posed metal surfaces, is watertight 
and neoprene insulated. Release is 
accomplished by pressing a button 
on the male half of the connector. 
The units are available in sizes for 
250 to 750 MCM cable.

CIRCLE NO. 245

Patch panel accepts 
800 points
Amphenol Corp, 9201 Independence 
Ave., Chatsworth, Calif. Phone: 
(213) 329-9292.

For use in telemetry and other 
missile and spacecraft instrumenta
tion as well as data processing, a 
12 x 8 x 5-in. patch panel accommo
dates up to 800 pin and socket con
tacts. Misalignment, contact bend
ing, molding and tolerance problems 
are said to be solved in this design 
by dividing the contacts into small
er groups. The multiple blocks con
tain independent guide-pin systems.

CIRCLE NO. 246

Logic mounting cases 
include ground-plane
Scientific Data Systems, 1649 17th 
St., Santa Monica, Calif. Phone: 
(213) 871-0960.

In the production of logic sys
tems, a number of advantages are 
cited for the SDS logic mounting 
cases with built-in back panel 
ground planes. Among these are: 
predictable propagation delays and 
reflection patterns, decreased signal 
coupling, reduced ground-loop in
ductance and minimized induced 
voltages on digital ground. Also, 
line terminations can closely ap
proximate characteristic imped
ance.

CIRCLE NO. 247

Heat dissipators 
formed by extrusion
IERC, 135 W. Magnolia Blvd., Bur
bank, Calif. Phone: (213) 849-2481.

The series E3 heat dissipators 
use a six-finned extrusion that is 3
15/16 x 1-11/16-in. and they come in 
standard lengths of 1-1/2 and 3-in. 
On special order, any length is 
available in 1/2-in. increments. 
Thermal resistance, mounting sur
face to air, is 2.05 °C/W natural and 
0.85 °C/W forced-air at 30-W dissi
pation.

CIRCLE NO. 248

Sample and hold module 
holds 0.01% accuracy
Redcor Corp., 7800 Deering Ave., 
Canoga Park, Calif. Phone: (213) 
937-4090.

A general purpose sample-and
hold circuit in modular form fea
tures an accuracy of ±0.01% for a 
gain of 1. Full scale input is ±10 V 
at 10 mA and output impedance is 
greater than 10 Mil at 1 kHz. The 
module measures 2-1/4 x 2-1/4 x 0.5
in. It can be used for high-speed ap
plications since it settles to 0.01% 
in 5 p.s and has an aperture time be
low 50 ns.

CIRCLE NO. 249

Bushing-mount pot 
meets industrial needs
Bourns, Inc., 1200 Columbia Ave., 
Riverside, Calif. Phone: (714) 684
1700. P&A: $6.80; stock to 3 wks.

Essentially infinite resolution and 
a life of 2 million revolutions is 
offered by the model 3438 poten
tiometer. This single-turn bush
ing-mount component uses an 
“Infinitron” resistance element. Re
sistance range is 100 Q to 50 kil 
with a tolerance of ±20%. Operat
ing temperature range is —15 to 
80°C and TC is rated at 500 
ppm/°C.

CIRCLE NO. 250
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100 db dynamic range
from scope/sweeper combinations?...NEVER!

Although scope/sweeper combina
tions are quite an advance over point- 
by-point measurements, when you’re 
looking at an overall frequency response 
(fig. 1) and magnify the reference area 
(outlined in orange), to get a look at the 
significant nulls, you’re likely to find im
portant details missing (fig. 2).

FIG. 2

NOW >100 db dynamic range 
with Panoramic Spectrum Analyzers 
and Companion Sweep Generators...

...plus sharp, single-line traces of 
the overall response (fig. 3) every 
time. NOW when you “zoom in” on 
the reference area (fig. 4), you’ll 
turn up details you’ve never seen 
before, like null #2 missing from 
Figure 2.

FIG. 4

from
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The modern curve tracing technique

Network 
Under 
Test

Slaved Panoramic 
Companion Sweep 

Generator

I
I

Panoramic
Spectrum Analyzer

The definitive results
shown in Figure 4 (on the preceding page) were 
achieved by “slaving” a Panoramic sweep 
source to a frequency-selective indicatora 
Panoramic spectrum analyzer. The sharp, single- 
line curve is the system response to the instan
taneous, significant fundamental of the sweep 
generator only. “Masking” effects caused by 
harmonics, noise, hum and other spurious re
sponses are eliminated, and the true nulls and 
peaks of the transfer function are accurately 
displayed and measured.

With this new technique
you can measure >100 db dynamic range... 
speed production testing . . . conduct low-level 
stopband tests in the presence of noise. Even

semi-skilled personnel achieve laboratory results 
in seconds, right out on the production floor.

Solve your problems
by choosing from five Panoramic Sweep Gen
erators and six Panoramic Broadband Spectrum 
Analyzers currently available, with more on the 
way. Accessories, too: Panoramic Signal Alter
nator for simultaneous viewing of two different 
signals, displaying calibration markers on alter
nate scans for identification of significant levels 
such as the half-power points, and for precise 
frequency measurements . . . Panoramic Trian
gular Wave Generator establishes optimum 
sweep time to obtain true static response ... a 
complete selection of instruments and acces
sories you can use with confidence.

Curve Tracing 0.5 Hz to
Frequency Range 2500 Hz

20 Hz to 
22,500 Hz

200 Hz to 
300 kHz

100 Hz to 
600 kHz 1 kHz to 15 MHz

Panoramic
Spectrum LF-2b
Analyzer

LP-1aZ SB-7bZ SB-15a SPA-3a SPA-3/25a RTA-5/TA-2 with VR-4 module
Panoramic
Companion G-5
Sweep Generator 

_____________________ _ ____ I___________________

G-2a G-3a G-15a I G-6 G-6a

Write for technical data, or contact your local SINGER INSTRUMENTATION representative.

A Trademark of THE SINGER COMPANY
P-66-16

EMPIRE • EMC • GERTSCH • SENSITIVE RESEARCH
SINGER
INSTRUMEN TAT I O N

THE SINGER COMPANY, METRICS DIVISION • 915 Pembroke St., Bridgeport. Conn. 06608. U.S.A. • Phone (203) 366-3201 • TWX 710-453-3483
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Submin standoff 
has Teflon bushing
Taurus Corp., Academy Hill, Lam
bertville, N. J. Phone: (609) 397- 
2390.

Teflon bushings and brass sol
dering lugs are used is the SSO se
ries of subminiature standoff termi
nals. The components are designed 
to be pressed into a prepunched or 
drilled undersized hole in a chassis 
or PC board. A total of 18 terminal 
configurations are included. Units 
include standard solder plating 
0.0003-in. or gold flash over silver 
at no extra cost.

CIRCLE NO. 251

incremental plotter 
operates directly 
from computers, 
encoders, commutators 
or any signal of 3 
volts or more...

“Wristlock” disconnect 
grips insulation
The Thomas & Betts Co., 36 Butler
St., Elizabeth, N. J. Phone: (201)
354-4321.

A new “Wristlock” disconnect 
for interconnecting two wires fea
tures a long barrel for gripping 
wire insulation. This is intended to 
relieve the strain at the actual con
nection. The disconnects are offered 
in two sizes, AWG 22 to 18 and 
AWG 16 to 14. Crimping of the bar
rel on the wire and insulation is 
done in a single operation with the 
manufacturer’s Elipti-grip Tool.

CIRCLE NO. 252

< ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 205

and is priced at 
$2850, including 
Z-fold paper, 0.005" 
or 0.01" resolution, 
AC/DC operation 
and 18,000 increments 
per min. speed
Or, ask about the new Omnigraphic™ Style X-Y recorders.

Houston OMNIGRAPHIC corporation
a subsidiary of Houston instrument corporation
4950 Terminal Ave. / Bellaire, Texas 77401
(713) 667 7403/cable HOINCO/TWX (713) 571 2063
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COMPONENTSOigi-Point
POSITION MEASUREMENT

BIDIRECTIONAL COUNTERS 
HAVE MANY OEM 
FORMAT OPTIONS

JANUS DIGI-POINT Series 6011 “OEM” 3 MHz 
Bidirectional Counter accepts quadrature sine 
and square wave (pulse) signals up to 3 MHz 
and in extreme noise interference environ
ments without affecting absolute accuracy 
specification.

The inclusion of high-speed bi
directional counters into OEM N/C 
systems has been facilitated by 
Digi-Point Precision Position Meas
urement, Indication and Control 
equipment. Based on proven expe
rience in the machine tool and 
process control fields, Janus Con
trol Corporation’s Digi-Point Mod
ules are available in formats pre
cisely tailored to the requirements 
of the original equipment manufac
turer. Here are typical formats:
1. Complete assemblies (as shown) 

for direct installation into sys
tems.

2. Unassembled modules, plus 
hardware and appropriate as
sembly drawings.

3. Electronic modules without 
hardware, but with drawings to 
permit OEM’s to make packages. 
Bidirectional Counters are just 

one aspect of the Digi-Point Preci
sion Position Measurement, Indica
tion and Control Technique. Full 
details in new Digi-Point Brochure. 
Write for a copy.

JANUS CONTROL CORPORATION
296 Newton St., Waltham, Mass.

Tel. 891-4700
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 68

Electric counters 
withstand spikes
Durant Manufacturing Co., 693 N. 
Cass Street, Milwaukee. Phone: 
(414) 271-4559.Where line spikes pose a problem to conventional counters, the Y-l- MF shaded pole counter is designed to operate without protection. The counter is offered in 6- or 7-figure models, base or panel mounted, knurled knob or key reset. The unit also features a hinged escapement drive for long life and relative immunity to miscounts. Standard voltage is 115 Vac but others are available on special order.

CIRCLE NO. 253

Tubular trimmer line 
includes 372 models
Centralab, P. O. Box 591, Milwau
kee. Phone: (414) 962-9200.Tubular trimmer capacitors, the W series, offer 48 capacitance ranges and 11 different mechanical configurations. Minimum capacitance is 0.2 pF and max capacitance runs as high as 20 pF. Working voltage is rated 500 Vdc. Capacitor body is steatite or N220 or N400 ceramic. For stability, the components are formed with a fired-silver electrode on a threaded tube.

CIRCLE NO 254

Sample/hold modules 
operate in two modes
Burr-Brown Corp., 6730 S. Tucson 
Blvd., Tucson. Phone: (602) 294- 
1431. P&A: from $295: stock to 
three weeks.Long hold with fast acquisition is possible with the sample/hold switched integrator models 1663 and 1666. The units are capable of two separate modes of operation: sample and hold or switched integration. As a sample/hold module, model 1666 holds to 0.1% full-scale for 1 second and acquires the signal to within 0.55% in less than 100 ps. Model 1663 provides values l/10th of model 1666.

CIRCLE NO. 255

TEST CIRCUIT

Gap capacitor 
limits transients
Aerovox Corp., Myrtle Beach, S.C. 
Phone: (803) 448-3191.A miniature spark-gap capacitor provides 0.5 pF and limits excessive transient voltage surges to a nondestructive level. Designated type 3411, the 3-in.2 capacitor features a gap breakdown of 1 to 2 kV. Spark gap firing voltage is rated at 25°C at 50% RH and remains in the rating after firing for 50 cycles in the test circuit shown above.

CIRCLE NO. 256
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Put out because you can’t get a reliable 10 amp magnetic latch relay? 
Next time call Leach!

Our 10-amp, 2 pdt, cl Series is just the answer. Of course 
we can't deliver bundles right now (it's just going into 
production), but we can meet your prototype requirements. 
And immediately.

This relay not only meets MiL-R-5757, but it's been tested 
against all your previous magnetic latch relay complaints. 
And it more than stands up to all of them.

For example, the cl magnetic assembly is a closed 
loop design which minimizes interaction with magnetic 
fields or other relays. And it only takes a 15msec pulse 
to switch and hold—no continuous power is required

It's the smallest (1.100 high). The lightest (1.6 oz.). And 
directly interchangeable with other magnetic latch relays.

The cl Series is rated at 50g shock; 30g at 2000 cps vibra
tion. Pretty tough. And construction is all welded and sealed, 
contaminant free, with an electron beam.
So don't be soured by other types you might have tried.

Order ours. You'll get them. No ifs, ands, or...
Call Leach Corporation, Relay Division, 5915 Avalon
Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90005. I f À A)I

Phone Area code (213) 323-8221 I fl I H
Export: LEACH INTERNATIONAL, S.



MICROWAVES

High-power TWT 
in small package
Microwave Associates, Burlington, 
Mass. Phone: (617) 272-3000.Yielding a 1-kW cw output over the 200 to 400-MHz range, in a package measuring only 32 in. long by 3-3/4 in. diameter, this TWT claims to be the smallest in its power and frequency range. The MA- 2015 has a hollow electron beam, providing greater gain per unit length. The tube also features forced-air cooling, solenoid focusing and 25-dB saturated gain.

CIRCLE NO. 257

Isolation switch 
is electro-optical
Philco Corp., Spring City, Pa. 
Phone: (215) 948-8400. Price: $330 
(1 to 9).Output-to-input isolation of over 100 dB from de to 1000 MHz is achieved in this switch by the use of a photon-coupled isolator. The P651A is a simplex low-level data or timing signal regenerative transmitting unit, with a signal-to-noise margin of 20 dB. The electro-optical feature permits high-speed signal transmission with good low-frequency isolation, without filters.

CIRCLE NO 258

bignai source 
generates to 5 kW
Applied Microwave Laboratory. 
Inc., Andover Street, Andover, Mass 
Phone: (617) 245-9393.Up to 5 kW of RF power is gen erated by the PG5K signal source. The instrument uses plug-in heads and a solid-state power unit to cover any band in the 150-MHz to 2.35-GHz range, with lesser power up to 6.1 GHz. The PG5K uses the grid-pulsing technique to reduce instrument size and weight. The complete PG5K will fit into 8-3/4 inches of a standard 19-in. rack.

CIRCLE NO. 259

Stripline terminations 
easy to install
Filmohm Corp., 48 West 25th St., 
New York. Phone: (212) 924-6605.Ease of installation is the leading feature of a line of strip transmission line terminations. Two of the types butt against the stripline end and bolt to the ground planes like a flange. The third inserts into the line and is clamped by the vertical bolting of the line. All three are made of metallic deposit on a ceramic substrate. The sleeve and a suitable matching structure are inserted into a metal case.

CIRCLE NO 260

Rt- tetrode ampimer 
gains to 7.5 dB
Microwave Cavity Labs, Inc., 10 
North Beach Ave., La Grange, III 
Phone: (312) 354-4350.The grounded-grid RF tetrode amplifiei’ model 11004 combines a peak output of 14 kW and a gain of 7.5 dB. The amplifier, powered by an RCA 4621 tube, covers a frequency range of 410 to 460 MHz. Max input vswr is 2:1 and nominal impedances are 50 il in and out. Unit dimensions are 11-9/16 x 3.5 in. diameter and weight is 5 pounds.

CIRCLE NO 261

Water loads dissipate 
100 MW peak
Varian Associates, 611 Hansen 
Way, Palo Alto, Calif. Phone: 
(415) 326-4000For use as dummy loads and for calorimetric measurements, a line of ceramic-block water loads cover bands between 2.6 and 18.0 GHz. Standard units dissipate up to 200 kW of average power, up to 14 MW of peak power in dry air and up to 100 MW with 40 psia of sulfur hexafluoride in the waveguide. The loads are designed for WR-284 and smaller waveguide.

CIRCLE NO 262
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MICROWAVES

ALL THIS

Paramp diodes cover 
uhf through Ku-band
Bomac Div., Varian Associates, Sa
lem Rd., Beverly, Mass. Phone: 
(617) 922-6000.These parametric amplifier diodes claim unusual gain-bandwidth performance with low noise figure at all frequencies from uhf through Ku-band. The silicon varactor diodes offer wide ranges of package style, series inductance and case capacitance. Metal-to-metal bonding is used throughout for ruggedness and the final package is hermetically sealed.

CIRCLE NO. 264

Vhf coax diode limiters 
operate at 1 MW
Microwave Associates, Burlington, 
Mass. Phone: (617) 272-3000.Ultra-high-power vhf coax diode limiters for operation in the 20- to 200-MHz range provide complete receiver protection over any 20% bandwidth. They can be operated at power levels up to 1 MW peak, 5 kW average. The devices feature recovery time of less than 1 ps, no spike leakage and insertion loss of 1 dB nominal.

CIRCLE NO. 263

Win a free trip to Paris. See p. 232.

IN THE SERIES BX

BOX SWITCH
• UP TO 4 POLES OF SWITCHING

1-A, 1-C, 2-C & 2-A in this MOMENTARY ACTION pushbutton Switch 
(or D, F or G centact forms on special order).

• INTEGRAL SLIDE CONTACTS
Silver-plated spring-tempered phosphor bronze contacts 

rated 250 ma., 30 watts max., A.C. non-inductive load.

• ADJUSTO-CLIP* PUSH-IN MOUNTING
Instantly adjustable clips for front-of-panel “snap-lock” 

mounting; for panels 3/64" to 17/64" thick.

• BEST LOOKING BEZEL IN THE BUSINESS
Low silhouette bezel pleasingly frames switch button; 

acts as an attractive escutcheon plate.

• SUPER SPACE SAVING SIZE
Mounts in matrixes on 11/16" centers in either of two planes. 

Takes only 1%" behind panel depth.

• CYBERNETICALLY DESIGNED BUTTONS
Handsome finger-fitted concave design: choice of white, 

black, red, green — other colors and/or identifying 
legends on special order. 7/64" button stroke.

• MOLDED BODY ENCLOSES CONTACTS
Protects against dust and dirt . . . prevents bending or 

disfiguring contacts caused by excessive handling. 
Terminal identification molded into case.

• AND INCOMPARABLE QUALITY, TOO!
Built with the very finest materials manufactured 
in perfectly matched molds . . . with the “solid” 

feeling action you expect only from the 
most precisely engineered switches! 
Ideal for computers, data processors, 

telephones and telephone
eq UI pment, etc. * Patent applied for

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 169
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Chicago, Illinois 60630
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MICROWAVES0.005% 
absolute 
linearity 
now in a.c. pots!

VERNISTAT’ MODEL 30
This compact, size 18 package 

has the
following characteristics:

Absolute linearity 0.005%
Nominal input impedance 40,000 ohms 
Maximum output impedance 20 ohms 
Nominal impedance ratio 2000
Maximum input voltage, 400 cps 35 volts 
Output quadrature 0.05 mV/V
Theoretical resolution (100/ N) 0.002% 
Maximum output current 25 ma
Electrical rotation 30 turns, 10,800°

High absolute linearity is inherent in all 
Vernistat a.c. pots and over the entire shaft 
rotation range. The absence of end
trimming enhances system reliability, and 
you have live zero and live 100% too. 
The unique, high mutual coupling provides 
at least 103 ratio between input and out
put impedances assuring relative immunity 
to loading errors.

Couldn't these specifications improve 
and simplify a high-performance servo sys
tem or a fire control computer design? Try 
the Vernistat a.c. pots next time. A broad 
line of models and sizes is at your finger
tips. Just write to Perkin-Elmer Corporation, 
Electronic Products Division, 131 Danbury 
Road, Wilton, Connecticut 06897.

PERKIN ELMER

Ferrite isolators 
range to 25 GHz
Microwave Associates, Burlington, 
Mass. Phone: (617) 272-3000.A new series of miniature waveguide ferrite isolators operate in the 7- to 25-GHz frequency range. Typical weight of devices in the line is less than three ounces. Other features include a max insertion loss of 0.3 dB with isolation of more than 20 dB. Vswr is rated 1.2 max and operating temperature range is —40 to 85°C. Shock and vibration specs meet MIL-E-5400.

CIRCLE NO. 265

Diode multiplier 
is ultraminiature
Somerset Radiation Lab., Inc., 2060 
N. 14th St., Arlington, Va. Phone: 
(703) 525-4255. P&A: $160; 5 
days.A harmonic generator and pulser covering the entire zero to 10-GHz spectrum has a volume of 0.3 in.3 and weighs only 0.5 oz. Model M802 step-recovery diode multiplier has a conversion frequency approaching 200% divided by the harmonic number. It can also be used as the basis of a pulse generator providing rise and fall times of less than 1 ns, and amplitudes of 10 V into 50 il.

CIRCLE NO. 266

X-band triode LO 
offered from stock
Trak Microivave Corp., 4762 Kenne
dy Road, Tampa, Fla. Phone: (813) 
877-8341. P&A: below $200 in pro
duction quantities; stock.A triode LO for X-band applications is offered off the shelf at a price described as comparable to klystrons. The leading features of the units, designated “Resonatron 9170,” are small size and weight, 2in. long by 5/8-in. diameter and weights of 2 ounces. Two frequency ranges are immediately available, 8.5 to 9.1 GHz and 9.1 to 9.6 GHz. Both have single-screw manual tuning.

CIRCLE NO. 267

Frequency divider reads 
direct to 12.4 GHz
Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill 
Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. Phone: (415) 
326-7000. P&A: $3250; stock.To measure frequencies much over 400 MHz, you simply have to rely on either heterodyning or a transfer oscillator. The 5260A automatic frequency divider uses both to cover a range of 0.3 to 12.4 GHz. Briefly, the transfer oscillator is phase-locked to the input signal. Then, a reference frequency for the converter is synthesized from the transfer oscillator so that the converter output is held at a predetermined submultiple of the input. From there it is a matter of simple circuitry to a direct readout.

CIRCLE NO 268
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The long 
and the short 
of it...

If Sonotone doesn’t have the rechargeable nickel-cadmium 
sealed cell you need-relax. We’ll make it for you.

What Thomas Edison was to the electric light 
industry, Sonotone is to the portable power field. 
Developer, designer, a leading mass producer.

Today, Sonotone is one of the nation’s leading 
manufacturers of rechargeable nickel-cadmium cells, 
backed by years of research and experience.

Sonotone produces a line as broad—and as flex
ible—as any in the industry. Lightweight, depend
able and long-lasting, Sonotone’s high-surge power 
sources meet just about any requirement a design 
engineer might demand.

Small wonder you'll find Sonotone sealed cells in 

most everything that spins, moves or flies, from 
NASA's orbiting satellites to Junior's orbiting hobby 
plane.

Got a problem in portable power? Take it to the 
company with the most complete capabilities in the 
field. Sonotone. Where more engineers are spe
cialists in nickel-cadmium battery design. Or write 
for engineering help, merely stating your application 
requirements. We'll be happy to be of service.

Sonotone Battery Cells shown above are the Model
SI 26 (.625 x .6 Size) and the SI 08 (F-Size)

Sonotone Batteries fin ’ 
portable power-from Titan to toothbrush ULJ
SONOTONE CORPORATION BATTERY 01V, ELMSFORD N. Y 10523

Aircraft, Missile and Satellite Batteries • Power Supplies • Battery Charger/Analyzer
Looking for a more challenging opportunity? Join Sonotone's fast-growing engineering team in the sky
rocketing field of nickel-cadmium battery design and development. An equal opportunity employer.
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Modular laser system 
allows design choices
TRG/Control Data Corp., Route 
110, Melville, N. Y. Phone: (516) 
531-0600.Although modular in design, the 300 series lasers are not components mounted on an optical bench but packaged laser systems. Nine configurations are provided to match a variety of needs in the higher power region. Power output ranges from 30 joules normal and 250 MW Q-switched to 125 joules normal and 1 GW Q-switched. A total of seven models are included in the line incorporating a variety of accessories and capabilities.

CIRCLE NO. 269

Radar receivers for 
close-target data
RHG Electronics Lab., Inc., 94 Mil
bar Blvd., Farmingdale, N. Y. 
Phone: (516) 694-3100. P&A: from 
$7900 ; 60 days.A line of ultra-high-resolution, all-solid-state radar receivers, Series HR 400, is available for extended-range reconnaissance. 10-ns input pulses are handled with pulse reflections with a linear instantaneous dynamic range of 30 dB, providing accurate cross-section and range data on closely spaced targets. Applicable to airport taxi radar and short range tactical fire control, models are available in L- through K-band.

CIRCLE NO. 270

Power dividers 
cover de to 18 GHz
Weinschel Engineering, Gaithers
burg, Md. Phone: (301) 948-3434. 
Price: typically $150.Broadband coverage, accurate balance of power division, and operating attenuation stability make these power dividers useful over a wide range of applications. The series 1506 dividers have a resistive film on a ceramic base, affording low temperature coefficient, ability to withstand pulse power, and longterm stability. The small, compact resistive element provides a smooth and almost constant frequency response over the entire band.

CIRCLE NO. 271

Reflex klystron pumps 
multichannel paramps
Varian Associates, 611 Hansen 
Way, Palo Alto, Calif. Phone: 
(415) 326-4000.Rugged, long-life reflex klystron oscillators are offered for use as relatively high power pumps for multichannel Q-band parametric amplifiers. The VA-302 series are available either fixed-tuned, or trimmable within 1% at any frequency between 35 and 42 GHz. The output is between 250 and 350 W depending on frequency. The tube is designed for applications requiring lower voltage than for gridless klystrons. circle no. 272

Variable attenuators 
serve microwave needs
Merrimac Research & Development, 
Inc., 41 Fairfield Place, West Cald
well, N. J. Phone: (201) 228-3890. 
P&A: $170; stock.Microwave requirements up to 12 GHz are met by the AUM-15 Series of wideband variable attenuators. These continuously variable attenuators are suggested in applications such as power control and level setting either in the lab or in the field. Model AUM15A is a general purpose device covering the 2- to 80-GHz range. Other models are offered in the 0.5- to 12-GHz region. Up to 8 GHz, attenuation ranges to 25 dB.

CIRCLE NO. 273

Narrow-band laser 
interference filters
Optics Corp., 322 Main St., Stam
ford, Conn. Phone: (203) 325-2279. 
Price: to $140 (1-in. dia.), to $210 
(2-in. dia.).A line of narrow-band laser filters provides bandwidths of 10, 30 and 100 A at 4880 and 6328 A; and 50 and 100 A at 10,600 A. These all-dielectric filters reduce transmission outside the pass band to less than 0.01%, and have straight skirts on the pass curve. They are designed for use with laser beam receivers in a strong whitelight background, and are available in 1- and 2-in. diameters.

CIRCLE NO. 274

Stripline pills 
short to ground
EMC Technology, Inc., 1133-35 Arch 
St., Philadelphia. Phone: (215) 563
1340. P&A: $2 to $5.50; 2 weeks.A convenient means of inserting a short-circuit during stripline measurements is offered by a series of “pill” stripline devices. These units, which simply effect a direct short to ground, weigh between 0.4 and 1.5 grams and are about the size of an aspirin. They are available in four different models for ground plane spacings of 0.062, 0.125, 0.150 and 0.250-in.

CIRCLE NO. 275
Win a free trip to Paris. See p. 232.
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RAYTHEON COMPUTER'S NEW IC MODULES 
RELIEVE DIGITAL HEADACHES FAST.

CHECK THESE 28 POWERFUL INGREDIENTS:
1 Optimum size (3" x 3.65") for integrated circuits and discrete 
components. 2 1/16" blue epoxy fiberglass board NEMA grade FR4 
flame retardant per MIL-E-16400E. 3 Direct entry edge-type con
nector with 40 gold-plated pins (20 per side). 4 Boards keyed for 
proper installation. 5 Ground and 8 signal test points in module 
handle. 6 All components and connector pins identified. 7 Coordi
nate system for fast component location when troubleshooting. 
8 Reliable DTL circuits on IC modules. 9 Dual in-line IC package 
easily replaced in field. 10 Power supply decoupling on all modules. 
11 Color-coded handle identifies module functional group. 12 Up to 
8 gated flip-flops on a single card. 13 System operation to 2 MHz. 
14Unit loading simplifies fan-in, fan-out calculations. 15 Operation 
from 0°C to 70°C. 16 Rack-mounted case for small systems holds up 
to 40 modules. 17 Slide-out case for medium-size systems 
holds up to 120 modules. 18 Swing-out case for large sys
tems holds up to 400 modules. 19 Connectors come in 

RAYTHEON

blocks of 10, 30 or 40 for faster, easier assembly. 20Chassis and con
nector blocks designed for automatic wire wrap. 21 Ground plane 
mounting plate for connectors reduces spurious signals. 22Connec
tor and connector pin identification simplifies wiring, reduces errors. 
23Point-to-point wiring minimizes capacitance for high frequency 
operation. 24 Power and ground distribution bus bars reduce system 
noise, eliminate power inter-connections, cut hours from assembly 
and test time. 25 Over 30 types of modules for maximum logic capa
bility. 26 Interface circuits include universal input/output level con
verters, power amplifiers, switch interface, Schmitt Trigger, and reed 
relay. 27 Power supplies mount inside cases. 28 Card extenders, 
blank utility boards, connector block assemblies, other accessories 
help experiments pay off fast. H You can't buy modules like these 
anywhere else and it would cost you thousands to make them your

self. Write today for literature, prices and delivery sched
ules. Raytheon Computer, 2700 South Fairview Street, 
Santa Ana, California, 92704. Ask for Data File M-135.



It took an awful lot of 
time and trouble to make 
a Dialamatic Voltmeter* 
fail. Actually, it took the 
laboratory equivalent of 
100 years of field oper
ation to come up with a 
loser. But we did it.

* (If you haven't heard, 
the Dialamatic starts where 
ordinary differential voltmeters 
leave off. Because of its unique 
Transfermatic Switch, the Diala
matic can carry from one decade 
to another with the click of a 
single knob. No more of that 
knob-twisting nonsense to get 
from, say, 3.999 to 4.000. And 
back again.)

Here's the kind of testing we 
put our voltmeters through.

To prove that you just can't 
overload a Dialamatic, the instru
ment was subjected to a 1,000- 
volt input (both ac and de) with 
the Dialamatic set at the 1-volt 
range in the most sensitive position. 
After this, reponse and calibration 
accuracy checked out perfectly.

/

Har er.

For really rugged abuse, we 
put the Dialamatic onto a shake 
table and jiggled the living day
lights out of it. No damage. But 
we kept trying.

We life-tested the meter and
null amplifier by plugging 
Dialamatic into one of our 
function generators. With 
the generator providing 
better than a 1,000% 
overload, the needle 
pegged back and forth, 
back and forth, for the 
equivalent of 15 years of 
field operation. Actual
ly, this test is running 
continuously and still no 
failures.

Then the Transfermatic 
Switch was attached to 
a low-speed motor to 
simulate the actual speed 
and torque of field oper

the

ation. We've been running this 
test for more than six months 
with no luck. The switch still 
works perfectly.

But the high-speed test did it. 
We hooked the Transfermatic 
Switch to a motor turning at 
1,500 rpm and ran it for the 
equivalent of 100 years of field 
operation. After that much time,

we finally had a few failures. Not 
many, though.

Anyway, the few losers we 
have are not for sale. But we do 
have a lot of winners. The Model 
201 (5 digits, 0.01%, de only) 
sells for $595; the Model 202
(both ac and de) goes for $795. 

How can you possibly lose?

8159Engineer Rd..San Diego.Calif..Tel. 279.2200 
European Sales:3000 Bern 9,Seidenweg 17,Switzerland
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SEMICONDUCTORS

Si choppers have tiny 
saturation resistance
Crystalonics Div., Teledyne, Inc., 
147 Sherman St., Cambridge, Mass. 
Phone: (617) 491-1670. P&A: $4-25 
(1 to 99); stock.Pnp silicon choppers and matched pairs are offered with RSAr as low as 4 Q; I (OFF) is 0.1 nA, Vo is 300 
pV (pairs, 20 pV), and Ceb is 6 pF, all max values. Typical applications include digital-to-analog conversion, multiplexers, and chopper-stabilized amplifiers. Modifications are offered to customer specifications.

CIRCLE NO. 116

What’s new 
in 
computer
grade 
capacitors?

Power rectifiers for 
75-ns switching
Solitron Devices, Inc., 256 Oak Tree 
Rd., Tappan, N. y. Phone: (914) 
359-5050.Fast switching 75-ns power rectifiers range in ratings from 500 mA to 6 A. The rectifiers are available in high-voltage stacks to customer specs. All units meet MIL-S-19500 environmental specs.

CIRCLE NO. 117

New ripple ratings—
about 4 times higher 
per unit case size.
New capacity ratings—
up to 280,000 mfd at 3 volts;
twice as much rating per case size.
New lower equivalent series resistance;
more efficient filtering.
Get all the news from Mallory.
Write for Bulletin 4-80.
Mallory Capacitor Company,
a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206

MallorY
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 93
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SEMICONDUCTORS

Se rectifier stacks 
double open-fin ratings
International Rectifier, 233 Kansas 
St., El Segundo, Calif. Phone: 
(213) 678-6281. Availability: stock.Two selenium rectifier stack assemblies are said to provide the same ratings as conventional open- fin rectifiers in half the space. The TO75F and TO75U offer identical ratings in similar packages. Rating is 75 mA de at 130 Vac input. Both can be mounted by their terminals to the PCB and the TO75U can be mounted by its special tab. PRV rating is 380 V and max reverse current is 600 y.A.

CIRCLE NO. 118

Linear 1-W transistor 
for audio output
Motorola Semiconductor Products 
Inc., P. 0. Box 955, Phoenix. 
Phone: (602) 273-4560. P&A: $1.05 
(100 to 999); stock.This high-gain audio transistor features a flat beta characteristic over a collector-current range of 1 to 500 mA. Thermal resistance between junction and case is less than 15°C/W. The MM2264 Annular transistor is especially designed for audio output circuits in high-fidelity entertainment equipment.

CIRCLE NO. 119

Si transistors meet 
power amplifier needs
Solitron Devices, Inc., 1177 Blue 
Heron Blvd., Riviera Beach, Fla. 
Phone: (305) 848-4311.Designed primarily for power amplifier applications, a new 2-A transistor is available in three packages for application flexibility. Registered as 2N4862 (TO-46), 2N4863 (TO-5) and 2N4864 (TO- 66), electrical specs remain the same. Sustaining voltage is 120 V, collector current is 0.5 A with hFE of 50 to 150, VCE (sat) of 0.2 V max and VBE (sat) of 1.2 V max.

CIRCLE NO. 120

5-kV avalanche diodes 
packaged DO-7
Atlantic Semiconductor, Inc., 905 
Mattison Ave., Asbury Park, N. J. 
Phone: (201) 775-1827. P&A: $1.25 
(5 kV); stock.For general applications, a line of silicon avalanche diodes, packaged DO-7, offers ratings from 1 to 5 kV. Called the ASI MD100 series, the devices can deliver up to 50 mA from 1 to 5 kV and up to 100 mA from 1 to 4 kV. Units are designed to operate at ambients from —65 to 150°C with reserve current ratings of 1 yA max at 25°C and 10 yA at 100°C while operating at PIV.

CIRCLE NO. 121

Hybrid op-amp outputs 
are ±50 mA peak
National Semiconductor Corp., 
Danbury, Conn. Phone: (203) 744
0060. Price: NS7560, $17.50;
NS7560A, $35.00 (100).Wide output voltage swing and high output current capability are attributed to hybrid construction in these operational amplifiers. Typical input offset voltage at 25°C with a source voltage of ±12 V is 5 mV for the NS7560 and 1 mV for the NS7560A. A programed gain of 10 is constant within 1 dB to over 1 MHz. The operating temperature range is —55 to 125° C.

CIRCLE NO. 122

Small silicon diodes 
operate at 200°C
General Instrument Corp., 600 W. 
John St., Hicksville, N. Y. Phone: 
(516) 681-8000. Price: $6.50 to 
$14.50 (1 to 99).Operating temperatures up to 200°C, and low reverse leakage, are featured in these high-voltage silicon rectifier assemblies. Available in glass, hermetically sealed, epoxy cartridges, with welded diode interconnections, the diodes exceed the environmental requirements of MIL- S-19500/14A.

CIRCLE NO. 123

Enter the “Top Ten” contest on 
p. 232.
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gigacycle counters
Only Systron-Donner can give you

microwave frequency measuring 
systems, fully contained in
one cabinet, that read directly in 
gigacycles. Just like this 11 gigacycle reading.

This one reads gigacycles instantly and 
automatically—eliminating all risk of 

human error. It's made possible 
by our unique plug-in, an 

Automatic Computing Transfer 
Oscillator called ACTO® for short.

There are three ACTOs, but you need only the one
for the range you're working in: 0.3 to 3 GHz, 3 to 8 GHz, or 8 to 12.4 GHz.

The one at right requires simple tuning, but 
it measures FM, FM deviation, and pulsed 
RF as well as CW. The plug-in is our semi
automatic transfer oscillator with phase lock 
to get counter accuracy. The T.O. range is so 
wide that this cabinet will measure the entire spectrum from de to 15 GHz.

This group illustrates the Systron-Donner philosophy of advanced counter 
instrumentation. A basic counter or counter

timer measures to 100 MHz. Plug-ins 
add functions or extend the frequency 

range with unequalled
convenience and economy.

Send for this instructive booklet.

Systron-Donner Corporation, 888 Galindo Street, Concord, California

Howto 
get digital 
readings 

of microwave 
frequency

SYSTRON
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Exclusive! SEMICONDUCTORS

Single Dial 
Source 

and Detector

Simultaneous Tuning of 
Source and Detector 

with New Wayne Kerr SR268 
(lOOkHz-lOOMHz)

With other systems, it is necessary to 
tune the source to a specific frequency 
and then the detector must be tuned to 
the exact same frequency.

The new Wayne Kerr SR268 Source & De
tector performs both functions simul
taneously in a single operation over the 
range lOOkHz-lOOMHz at a short-term 
frequency stability of 0.01%. Frequency 
accuracy over this range is ‘2%.

The simplicity of operation provided by 
ganged tuning is furthered by the incor
poration of common-mode rejection 
transformers in the input and output net
works, reducing any interference or 
cross-talk from unwanted signals.

Operable simultaneously from an exter
nal nine-volt battery and a six-volt bat
tery for pilot light indications, SR268 is 
ideal for field work, too. SR268 is an 
ideal companion instrument to Wayne 
Kerr R. F. Bridge B601, VHF Bridge 
B801B and precision R. F. Bridge B201.

For literature and detailed specifications, write:

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency
Range:
BAND 1
BAND 2
BAND 3
BAND 4
BAND 5
BAND 6
BAND 7
BAND 8
BAND 9

100kHz to 100MHz 
in 9 bands:

100kHz - 216kHz
216kHz
465kHz

1.00MHz
2.16MHz
4.65MHz
10.0MHz
21.6MHz
46.5MHz

• 465kHz
• 1000kHz
- 2.16MHz
- 4.65MHz
- 10.0MHz
- 21.6MHz
- 46.5MHz
- 100MHz

Oscillator Output Level:
Maximum output into 7511: BANDS 
1-7, 2V rms: BAND 8, IV rms; BAND 9, 
0.5V rms
Output Level Control: 39dB in 3dB 
Steps (750)

Detector Sensitivity:
Maximum Input Required for 10% 
Meter Reflection: BANDS 1-6, 1/xV x 
(fMHz)’4; BANDS 7-8, 10MV; BAND 
9, 30,iV 46.5MHz • 70MHz, 20^ V 70 
MHz-90MHz, 10MV 90MHz-100MHz 
Input Level Control: 4 Steps of 20dB 
(nominal)

CORPORATION
St., Montclair, N. J. 07042 • Phone (201) 746-2438 

INNOVATIONS IN INSTRUMENTATION
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 95

Silicon power rectifiers 
feature high currents
International Rectifier, 233 Kansas 
St., El Segundo, Calif. Phone: 
(213) 678-6281. Availability: stock.This new series offers up to 275 A current capability at non-repeti- tive peak reverse current ratings from 100 to 1300 V, or from 50 to 1000 V repetitive. All are designed to operate in the temperature range of —65 to 190°C. The high current ratings of these units gives them wide application in power conversion systems, power supply circuits and instrumentation systems.

CIRCLE NO. 124

10-A planar npns 
sustain 325 V
Solitron Devices, Inc., 1177 Blue 
Heron Blvd., Riviera Beach, Fla. 
Phone: (305) 848-4311. Availabil
ity: stock.These planar npn high-voltage 10-A transistors feature sustaining voltages from 200 to 325, and characterization at 5 A with usable hfe at more than 10 A. The basic device, MHT 7800, is packaged in a TO-61 can, and is capable of dissipating 50 W at 100°C case temperature. The basic device also comes in a TO-3 or TO-66 package.

CIRCLE NO. 125
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Alfred breaks the
square law barrier with a
swept power level and ratio
measurement system with
60 db dynamic range.

Here’s a typical test application of the Alfred 8000/7051 
measuring attenuation and return loss of an Alfred precision 

attenuator. Signal source is an Alfred sweep oscillator.

Now, with one totally new instrument, measure gain, loss, 
absolute or relative power levels, VSWR, and impedance mag
nitude (reflection coefficient). The new Alfred 8000/7051 system 
speeds and simplifies rf and microwave measurements.
Ten key features overcome deficiencies in present day equip
ment. You won't find them anywhere else!

1. 60-db measurement range. Operates with crystal detectors; 
internal analog electronics compensates for crystal per
formance above the square-law region.

2. Built-in precision rf signal generator provides calibration 
for power level measurements; has an accuracy of ±0.3 
db at -|-20 dbm, and ±0.6 db at —40 dbm.

3. Unique ratiometer mode measures the db ratios of any two 
signal levels compared to a third, with 2% accuracy. This 
permits direct readout of reflection or transmission per
formance.

4. Direct db or dbm readout over the full 60-db range; CRT 
sensitivity adjustable from 0.5 db/cm to 10 db/cm to allow

quick-look or detailed examination.
5. Does not require source modulation or leveling. Thus, the 

full power and stability of the signal source can be utilized.
6. Makes swept or single-frequency measurements; internal 

sweep spreads single-frequency displays. Works with either 
automatic or manual sweeps.

7. Drift free operation.
8. Dual-channel presentation permits simultaneous measure

ment of two parameters, such as reflected and transmitted 
power levels. Recorder outputs are provided.

9. Offset adjustment of up to 60.0 db gain or loss direct read
ing to 0.1 db, independently in each channel, eliminates the 
need for external precision attenuators.

10. Costs only $1680 for the Model 8000 Oscilloscope with the 
Model 7051 Sweep Network Analyzer plug-in.

There’s more to the story. Call your ALFRED representative or 
write for details. Address Alfred Electronics, 3176 Porter Drive, 
Palo Alto, California 94304.

ALFRED ELECTROniCS
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 94
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TEST EQUIPMENT

Monitor scope 
adapted to medicineCalifornia Instruments Corp., 3511 
Midway Dr., San Diego, Calif. 
Phone: (714) 224-3241. P&A: 
$3275; 30 days.A 7-channel monitor oscilloscope of the 7000 Series is said to be particularly adapted to use in medical and biological research. The new Model 7004 differs from the previous models in the line in its slow power factors 20% to 10% on mA sweep rate and high-persistence phosphor (P7). Horizontal sweep rates can be selected in five decade steps from 500 to 0.05 ms per graticule division.

CIRCLE NO. 126

Ac/dc transfer standard 
accurate to 0.01%
Singer Co., Metrics Div., 915 Pem
broke St., Bridgeport, Conn. Phone: 
(203) 366-3201. P&A: $750; 30 
days.The Model FLH-2 ac/dc voltage transfer standard measures the influence of frequency variation on a variety of standard laboratory instruments. Accuracies range as high as 0.01% to 50 kHz. Complete instrument range is de and 20 Hz to 1 MHz. Voltage range is 0.5 to 1000 V in 14 steps.

CIRCLE NO. 127

Frequency synthesizer 
covers 470 to 1000 MHz
Rohde & Schwarz, P. O. Box 148, 
Passaic, N. J. Phone: (201) 773- 
8010. P&A $7705; stock.A solid-state frequency synthesizer covers a range of 470 to 1000 MHz directly. Output of the instrument, called XUC, is derived from two components; a crystal-controlled frequency standard and an interpolation oscillator. Unit resolution is 5 kHz (0.5 Hz with the manufacturer’s ND30M synthesizer used as a vernier). The standard is accurate to 2 parts in 109.

CIRCLE NO. 128

60-dB amplifier 
has built-in supply
Massa Division, Dynamics Corp, of 
America, 280 Lincoln Street, Hing
ham, Mass. Phone: (617) 749-4800.Particularly useful for making noise measurements, the AM-1 general purpose amplifier has a noise factor of —150 dBV/cycle, and a frequency range of 2 Hz to 200 kHz. It may also be used for exact measurements of the open circuit sensitivity of an unknown transducer. Maximum gain is 60 dB and accuracy is ±0.5 dB. Maximum output is 3 V rms.

CIRCLE NO. 129

Ohms-to-dc converter 
has high accuracy
Data Technology Corp., 2370 
Charleston Rd., Mountain View, 
Calif. Phone: (415) 321-0551.With a precision of ±0.001 of reading, the DT-1405 performs the conversion from resistance to de with an accuracy comparable to that of the voltmeter used. The specimen resistor is inserted into the feedback loop of a high-gain high-input impedance operational amplifier having a known input current. High accuracy, linearity and temperature stability are indicated.

CIRCLE NO. 130

Multipulse generator 
checks nav-aids
Datapulse, Inc., 509 Hindry Ave., 
Inglewood, Calif. Phone: (213) 
671-4334. P&A: $1650; 6 weeks.A variety of multipulse formats useful in beacon interrogation and simulation of navigational signals are produced by the 102-S1 generator. Single pulses, pulse pairs, double pulse pairs and triple pulses are generated by the instrument at repetition rates to 500 kHz. Pulse separation and pair separation are con- tinously variable from about 0.5 ys to 10 ms.

CIRCLE NO. 131
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Field strength meter 
operates 400 to 900 MHz
Hexem, Inc., P. O. Box 636, Los Ga
tos, Calif. Phone: (408) 354-1260. 
P&A: $125; stock.Both frequency and fieldstrength readings can be taken by the model 410 meter. In a range of 400 to 900 MHz, the 410 offers a sensitivity of 1 pN for 20% meter deflection and a frequency accuracy of 1% of reading. A jack is provided for headset or scope output. Direct electrical connection to the unit under test is not required and temperature effects are described as negligible.

CIRCLE NO. 132

Hall gaussmeter 
accurate to 1%
Hirst Electric Industries Ltd., Gat
wick Rd., Crawley, Sussex, Eng
land. Phone: C Rawley 25721. 
Price: $322.A power line-operated Hall-effect gaussmeter has been developed by a British company for checking de and permanent magnetic fields with an accuracy approaching 1%. Switchable ranges of the instrument, GM1, give continuous calibration from 0 to 1000, 5000, 10,000 or 20,000 gauss. A 1000-gauss reference magnet is provided with the instrument to perform occasional calibration checks.

CIRCLE NO. 133

Over 100 prizes—enter contest on 
p. 232.

Accurately Calibrates to 0.15% 
Vm’s, ’Scopes, Recorders...
Ballantine’s new Model 421A is an accurate source of de or ac voltage that 
can be set precisely to any value desired up to 111 volts on de or up to 1110 
volts on ac. It’s small, rugged, portable . . . enabling yon to check with ease 
a wide range of instruments without loss of down time. You’ll find it useful, 
too, as an accurate, stable source for measurements of gain or loss, and as a 
stable source for bridges or strain gauges.

The selected voltage is indicated digitally to four significant figures on each 
of six decade ranges. The voltage indicated may be de, or it may be ac at 
400 Hz or 1000 Hz, RMS or Peak-to-Peak.
Note, for example, the settings in the photo — 42.35 volts RMS at 1000 Hz 
output. And with an accuracy that you can be sure is better than 0.15%. The 
receptacle on the lower right of the instrument is for high voltage outputs 
from 100 volts to 1110 volts at 400 Hz, RMS or Peak-to-Peak.

The new instrument also features a connection for an optional Model 
2421 Error Computer that enables you to read calibration errors directly 
in percentages, speeding up your calibrations considerably.
In addition to its greater voltage range on ac, the Model 421A has a 
lower source impedance on ac than the Model 421 it replaces. Line 
voltage effects on the instrument are negligible. A ±10%* line voltage 
change, for instance, causes less than a 0.05% change in out
put voltage.

Write for brochure giving many more details
Model 2421 

Error 
Computer 
Price: $75

BALLANTINE LABORATORIES inc
Boonton, New Jersey

CHECK WITH BALLANTINE FIRST FOR DC ANO AC ELECTRONIC VOLTMETERS/AMMETERS/OHMMETERS. RECARDLESS OF YOUR RE
QUIREMENTS. WE HAVE A LARGE LINE. WITH ADDITIONS EACH YEAR. ALSO AC/DC LINEAR CONVERTERS. AC/OC CALIBRATORS, WIDE 
BAND AMPLIFIERS. DIRECT-READING CAPACITANCE METERS. ANO A LINE OF LABORATORY VOLTAGE STANDARDS FOR 0 TO 1.000 MHz.

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 97
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TEST EQUIPMENT

THE NEW BIRTCHER MODEL 800 IC TEST SET 
...unlimited test capability with modular design 
Advanced features and modular construction make the 
Model 800 whichever you want it to be: lab tester—incom
ing inspection station—production tester. Features include 
□ Integral DC power supplies, with the option of digital pro
gramming □ Pushbutton test sequencing □ Choice of 10x20 
or 10x40 crossbar matrix, with provision for up to five exter
nal inputs □ Provision for external DVM or oscilloscope 
display □ Decade load resistors and capacitors □ Optional 
integral pulse generator □ Readout accuracy of 1% of full 
scale □ Test adapters for all types of IC packages. Price 
from approximately $1500. Write for catalogue and prices.

3-inch scope 
weighs six pounds

THE BIRTCHER CORPORATION/INSTRUMENT DIVISION
1200 MONTEREY PASS ROAD / MONTEREY PARK. CALIFORNIA 91754 / TELEPHONE (213) 264-6610

Schaevitz-MCD, 2445-63 Emerald 
St., Philadelphia. Phone: (215) 
885-2800.The very portable Transi-scope 300 measures 3-1/2 x 7-1/2 x 12-in. and weighs only six pounds. The instrument is fully solid-state with the exception of its 3-in. CRT. Min vertical and horizontal sense is 10 mV p-p/division with a frequency response of 0 to 100 kHz for de and 10 Hz to 100 kHz for ac. Vertical and horizontal attenuation are adjustable in three ranges of about 20 dB each.

CIRCLE NO. 134

Phase meter/shifter 
spans 30 Hz to 30 kHz 
Dytronics Co., Inc., 4800 Evans- 
wood Dr., Columbus, Ohio. Phone: 
(614) 885-3303. P&A: $620, 3 wks.Model 301A is a combination phase meter and phase shifter designed to operate over a 30-Hz to 30-kHz range. Phase angle is read directly and a quadrant selector switch makes possible unambiguous readings to 360°. Accuracy is ±2°, input impedance is 10 Mq and sensitivity is 85 mV. Output is adjustable from 0 to 5 V rms.

CIRCLE NO. 135
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a nmwm
DOES IT AGAIN ...

SOLID STATE
Local Oscillator with incidental F.M. less 
than 3 parts in 107. Circle Service No. 821

AND AGAIN . . .

SUBMINIATURE FERRITE
Circulator occupies less than 16 cu. in., 
covers 4.2 - 4.4 GHz. Circle Service No. 822

AND AGAIN . . .

HIGH POWER FERRITE
4-Port Circulator, tested at 20 megawatts 
peak power, 20 Kw avg. power. Circle Service No. 823

AND AGAIN . . .

STRIP LINE 
assembly combines 16 components into 
a single package 91^" x 61/4" x 2V2". Circle Service No. 824

AND AGAIN . . .

WAVEGUIDE
innovation, AIRFLEX®, allows field assem
bly of flexible waveguide. Circle Service No. 825

And will keep on presenting you with microwave component and assembly 
innovations. These illustrations represent only a few proven examples of 
Airtron’s creative thinking, research and state-of-the-art know-how plus full 
scale production facilities. And . . . they’re all available now.

AinritON re
DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES L_L_
200 EAST HANOVER AVENUE, MORRIS PLAINS. N. J. Telephone: 201 539-5500
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TEST EQUIPMENT

GET RID OF THAT BIG POT!
USE LITTLE WIRE WOUND POTS LIKE OURS!

“MITE-E-MITE” Dime-size, comes in three styles: 
bushing mount, servo mount and solder mount

"KWIK-TRIM’’ Tiny trimming potentiometers with 
triple adjustment and dual visual indicators

MULT|E / TURN Accurate, gangable, phaseable

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

GENERAL SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION
A DIVISION OF SAN FERNANDO ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
1509 FIRST STREET ■ SAN FERNANDO. CALIFORNIA 91341 

TELEPHONE: (213) 365-9411 ■ TWX (213) 764-5963

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 101

SCANBE SPECIALISTS IN
CIRCUIT CARO MOUNTING SYSTEMS

SCANBE MANUFACTURING CORP.
1161 MONTEREY PASS RD., MONTEREY PARK CALIF. 
TELEPHONE: (213) 264-2300 TWX 266-6853

■ Precise card/connec- 
tor alignment

■ Mounting to match 
any connector

■ Guide to match any 
size card

■ Variable card spacing
■ Ejectors — lock-in 

and extract cards

■ Position identifica
tion — color, mark, 
or strip mount

■ Appearance is neat 
and functional

Single instrument reads 
watts-amps-volts
Greibach Instruments Corp., 315 
North Avenue, New Rochelle, N. Y. 
Phone: (914) 633-7900.A combination instrument, the Model 560WAV, provides watt, amp and voltage readings. Milliwatt ranges are 50/100/250/500. Milliamp ranges are 1/2/5/10. Volt ranges are 50/100/250/500 at 1 kQ. Accuracy ±0.5% full scale for power factor unity to 50%, ±3% for power factors 20% to 10% on mA ranges.

CIRCLE NO 136

Spectrum analyzer 
has plug-in filters
Spectrum Instruments, Inc,, P. O. 
Box 474, Tuckahoe, N. Y. Phone: 
(914) 779-8111.A non-scanning, continuously active comb filter system, with frequency range determined by specified plug-in filters, this real-time spectrum analyzer can commutate displays of 48 channels simultaneously. The spectrum analog filters work at actual operating frequency for more constant bandwidth-to- center-frequency ratio. Center frequencies from 0.01 to 100 kHz have cutoff slopes of 12, 24 and 36 dB per octave.

CIRCLE NO. 137
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 102
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work a 
little 

magic 
in your 
drafting 
room!

Mergenthaler

With The Diagrammer you simply touch one 
of the 256 push buttons ... the symbol leaps 
to the viewing screen . . . you move it to its 
location . . . and press the Expose button. 
Ten seconds, if you’re slow.

Anything at all, from a line drawing of your 
company president to a miniaturized circuit.

It’s fair game for a Diagrammer slide as long 
as it can fit into a 3 inch diameter circle.

It’s fast, it’s economical and the quality of 
the film output is better than inked.

Ask us for the full story. Mergenthaler 
Advanced Systems, 29 Ryerson St., Brooklyn, 
New York 11205. Or call (212) ULster 5-0300.

THE DIACRAIVIIVIER
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 105
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TEST EQUIPMENTSOME GEARHEAD 

SERVO MOTORS 

GET HOT 

UNDER THE COLLAR

One continuous stainless steel 
case houses both motor and gear
head in Harowe integral-geared 
servo motors. There are no joints 
to block heat flow; no dissimilar 
metals to expand unevenly. Result 
is cooler motor operation and 
excellent thermal stability.

Harowe builds motors and gear
heads together to work together 
. . . and to give you one-source 
responsibility and industry’s 
fastest deliveries.

New catalog lists 61 standard 
ratios for sizes 8, 10, 11, 15, and 
18 motors and motor-generators. 
(Special ratios readily available.) 
Request your copy from—

Servo, Stepper & 
Synchronous Motors 

Generators • Synchros 
Resolvers • Pancakes * Gearheads

HAROWE SERVO CONTROLS, INC.
22 Westtown Road 

West Chester, Pa. 19380 
(215) 692-2700

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 106
188

Frequency counter 
priced below $1000
Beckman Instruments, Inc., 2500 
Harbor Bhd, Fullerton, Calif. 
Phone: (714) 871-4848.The solid-state 2-MHz counter 6010A, priced below $1000, measures frequencies, periods and multiple period averages, and random or repetitive pulses. It is also capable of measuring frequency ratios and multiple ratio averages. Input sensitivity is 100 mV rms, and, with de coupling, the 6010A can accomodate a variety of input signal configurations.

CIRCLE NO. 138

Antenna preamplifier 
reduces system noise
Smyth Research Associates, 3555 
Aero Ct., San Diego, Calif. Phone: 
(714) 277-0543. P&A: $495; 6 wks.Installation of the 821D preamplifier near the antenna feed is said to virtually eliminate the transmission line as a contributor to communication system degradation. Noise figure is then very nearly the noise figure of the preamplifier alone. Typical noise of the SRA-821D ranges from 1.6 dB for frequencies up to 400 MHz and 2 dB up to 500 MHz. Gain is 30 dB typical.

CIRCLE NO. 139

Wattmeter gives 
polyphase readings
Voltron Products, Inc., 1020 So. Ar
royo Pkway., Pasadena, Calif. 
Phone: (213) 682-3377.Power readings on 1, 2 or 3 phases are provided by the three- element wattmeter, PW-3R. In this instrument, passive solid-state circuits convert incoming ac to de which is then summed and read out on a taut-band meter. Frequency range is 50 to 3000 Hz and power factor is 0.1 to 1. Full-scale power is 1, 2, 3, 12, 30 and 120 W with an accuracy of 1% of full-scale.

CIRCLE NO. 140

Precision noise generator 
covers de to 35 kHz
Elgenco, Inc., 1550 Euclid St., San
ta Monica, Calif. Phone: (213) 451- 
1635. P&A: $2475; stock.This dual-output random noise generator covers spectrums from de to 400 Hz, and from 10 to 35 kHz. It supplies two Gaussian noise voltages with precisely controlled white power frequency spectra. Each output level is continuously adjustable to 1 V rms. The 632A is adapted to both 19-in. rack mounting and cabinet enclosure.

CIRCLE NO. 141

Over 100 prizes—enter contest on 
p. 232.
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Introducing 
the most versatile 

vidicon camera 
ever built - 

Cohu’s new 3200 series!

IT'S A CCTV CAMERA - completely self-con
tained. Just add a single coaxial cable to any 
video monitor and it’s ready to operate. Want 
high resolution? Plug in one of four optional 
integrated-circuit sync generator boards for 
525-, 729-, 873-, or 945-line scan patterns.

IT’S A BROADCAST CAMERA, TOO! Add a 
“mounts-in-minutes” 5-inch viewfinder and the 
Cohu 3200 is ideal for studio, education, or 
remote applications. An optional film chain 
adapter further enhances its versatility and 
provides all necessary remote controls.

For prices, delivery and full details, contact 
Cohu engineering representatives in major 
cities throughout the United Statesand Canada.

U ■ ■ Fl wP

SAN DIEGO DIVISION

Box 623
San Diego, California 92112
Phone: 714-277-6700

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 107
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TEST EQUIPMENT

Carrier-null calibration 
has 0.1% accuracy
Advanced Measurement Instru
ments, Inc., 109 Dover St., Somer
ville, Mass. Phone: (617) 623-2008.Calibration of any FM monitor’s frequency deviation can be made to an accuracy of at least 0.5% with this versatile unit. The “Monocal 500” can be used as an FM signal generator, low-distortion audio oscillator, frequency counter, selective receiver or carrier-null visual indicator. Peak deviation of IF signals, and audio signals from 20 Hz to 100 kHz, can be measured.

CIRCLE NO. 142

Vlf tracker tunes 
3 to 99.95 kHz
Tracor, Inc., 6500 Tracor Lane, 

Austin, Tex. Phone: (512) 926
2800.For frequency measurement, calibration and standardization, the Model 599J phase tracking receiver tunes from 3.00 kHz to 99.95 kHz. It uses an SSB technique in the RF section to eliminate need for RF filters. Image rejection is 60 dB to 30 kHz and 50 dB beyond. Receiver sense is 10 nV and tracking is maintained at input signal-to-noise ratios to —50 dB.

CIRCLE NO. 143

Frequency counter 
has 4-digit readout
Magtrol, Inc., 240 Seneca St., Buf
falo, N. Y. Phone: (716) 856-7451. 
Price: $575.A four-digit Nixie readout, with spill indicators for counts exceeding 9999, is featured in this all-silicon frequency meter. Its applications include speed measurement, batch counting and time interval measurement, with accuracy equal to that of the line frequency. Exterior gating is standard for auxiliary measurement of period and time response. Frequency range is 5 Hz to 150 kHz.

CIRCLE NO. 144
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200

co

devices

ANALOG DEVICES,INC.
221 FIFTH STREET 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 02142 
PHONE: 617/491-1650

Output ±100mA, ±11V
Model 201 has 500kHz full 
power response, 30V/ms 
slew rate, 10'gain, 0.2nV/°C 
& O.5pA/°C drift, $270.

OPERATIONAL 
AMPLIFIER 

MODEL 201
ANALOG

Price $157, 5^V P-P noise
Model 210 gives full ±10V, 
±20mA output to 500kHz, 
has l/iVI'C & 2pA/°C max. 
drift, slews at 100V//xsec.

Output ±100V, ±10mA
Model 207 features 10'gain, 
100/Msec slew rate, 0.5/xsec 
recovery, 0.2^V/°C and 
0.5pA/*C max. drift, $270.

Drift 0.2mV/°C, 0.5pA/°C
Model 203 has 10MV & lOpA 
P-P noise, ±11V, 20mA 
output, 10' gain, ±50pA & 
±20mV max. offsets, $215.

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 108

Application Notes: Write for 12-page 
technical article on chopper-stabi
lized op amps.
Evaluation Unit: Contact Don Belan
ger, Applications Engineer, for an 
amplifier to check-out in your circuit. 
Don can also give application guid
ance on any of our 30 models.
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DEVICES

Phase detector 
for pulse or cw
Ad-Yu Electronics, Inc., 249-259 
Terhune Ave., Passaic, N. J. Phone: 
(201) 492-5622.Phase readings of the type 251 phase detector are unaffected by amplitude fluctuations of either or both inputs. A phase difference of 0.05° can be detected by the instrument. It meets the need for an instrument to measure phase deviation from cycle to cycle, or from pulse to pulse of a pulse modulated sine wave or a staircase-modulated TV signal.

CIRCLE NO. 145

Test oscillator covers 
10 Hz to 10 MHz
Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill 
Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. Phone: (415) 
326-7000. P&A: from $590; 6 to 8 
wks.In six continuously variable ranges, the 651B test oscillator covers the spectrum from 10 Hz to 10 MHz. Close control of amplitude is provided by a coarse and vernier amplitude control. Short term frequency stability is typically ±0.02%/22 hours and amplitude stability is typically ±0.1%/17 hours. The instrument’s rack-convertible housing is 5-1/4-in. high, 16-3/4-in. wide and 13-1/4-in. deep.

CIRCLE NO. 146

Signal correlator 
ranges de to 300 kHz
Princeton Applied Research Corp., 
P. 0. Box 565, Princeton, N. J. 
Phone: (609) 924-6835. P&A:
$8500; 60 to 90 days.The Model 100 signal correlator is intended for detection, measurement or comparison of noisy signals. It makes practical the applications of auto- and cross-correlation signal-processing techniques in such fields as aero- and hydrodynamics, plasma physics, vibration analyses, radar and laser studies, and radio astronomy. The instrument operates in real time over a de to 300 kHz range.

CIRCLE NO. 147
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TEST EQUIPMENT

THE FIRST

FLAT PACK
RELAY

See-through backs 
expose VOM works
Triplett Electrical Inst. Co., Inc,, 
Bluffton, Ohio. Phone: (419) 358
5015. P&A: $4.50 extra; stock to 3 
wks.For training purposes, transparent plastic backs are available on certain of Triplett’s volt-ohm-milliammeters. In use, the back dynamically shows the user the fixed resistors, diodes, wafer switches, etc. The back is available on models 630, 630-A, -PL, -APL, -PLK, -NA, -NS, -M, -L and Triplett’s newest 630- APLK.

CIRCLE NO. 148

NEW from BRANSON
This TO-87 size relay creates new design flexibility and capability in 
low profile applications including circuit boards, packaging with semi
conductors, part of integrated circuits and hybrid devices, etc. The 
TO-87 DPDT relay, rated at 1/4 amp. at 28 volts, measures 3/8" x 
1/4" x 1/10" and weighs 1 gram. It is hermetically sealed and exceeds 
all applicable MIL specifications.

Send For Complete Detailed Specifications

Vz Crystal Can 
4 PDT Relay

Solid State 
Time Delay Relay

4 Pole
1/6 Size Relay

6 Pole DT 
Crystal Can Relay

Log IF amplifier 
has 10-ns risetime
RHG Electronics Lab., Inc,, 94 Mil
bar Blvd., Farmingdale, N. Y. 
Phone: (516) 694-3100.

Re£cujA...OuÆ Oi^ BtUUceAA

Solid-state wideband log IF amplifiers with 100-MHz bandwidths feature a 10-ns risetime with excellent transient response and a wide dynamic range with excellent linearity. Center frequency is 200 MHz and signal input range is —37 dBm to 7 dBm.
CIRCLE NO. 149

Enter the “Top Ten” contest on 
p. 232.
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It’s later than you think!

Here’s the second generation TWT amplifier.

Smaller and lighter than any other 
integrated TWT amplifier on the mar
ket! That's the difference - the BIG 
difference—between MEC’s new low 
noise TWT amplifier and all first gen
eration versions.
Let’s be specific:
□ MEC’s rugged package weighs 

/ess than 4 pounds.
□ It’s only 11 3/b inches long and is 

2% inches square.
□ It operates on either ac or de.
□ And, it meets MIL-E-5400 Class II 

requirements.

Microwave Electronics 3I65 Porter Drive, Palo Alto, California

That's what makes MEC’s TWT 
amplifier ideal for airborne and other 
applications where space and weight 
are at a premium.

The package combines MEC’s 
proven miniature low noise TWT with 
an advanced power supply design. 
For precise, efficient, and stable per
formance, the all-silicon, solid-state 
supply features integrated circuitry

and micrologic networks.
The unique primary in

put circuit allows you to 
operate from either 115 
volt, 48 to 420 cycles ac, 
or 150 volt de at efficien
cies greater than 70%. 
That’ll really simplify your 

flight line or service area testing!
Compare the specifications of in

tegrated TWT amplifiers - then let’s 
hear from you.

Please write for complete specifications.

Model
Freq. 
(GHz)

Gain 
min 
(db)

N.F. 
max 
(db)

P sat 
min 

(dbm)

M9071 2-4 35 10 10
M9072 4-8 35 10 10
M9073 8-12.4 35 10 10
M9080 7-11 35 10 10

Exceptional opportunities exist on 
ourtechnical staff forqualified scien
tists and engineers. 
MEC is an equal op
portunity employer.

a division of Teledyne, Inc.
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Angle position indicated 
in digital readout
Occo Mfg. Corp., 8 Romanelli Ave., 
S. Hackensack, N. J. Phone: (201) 
342-8984-Angular shaft positions of remote servo components are indicated continuously in degrees and minutes by these rugged RFI-shielded units. The 2166 series of all-solidstate indicators meets MIL-T-2100, and accommodates single-speed or multispeed inputs from transmitters, receivers or differential components. Retransmit components can include synchros, potentiometers and shaft encoders.

CIRCLE NO 150

All-silicon counter-timer 
in small package
Anadex Instruments, Inc., 7833 
Haskell Ave., Van Nuys, Calif. 
Price: $845; 3 to 4 wks. Phone: 
(213) 782-9527.With a 1-3/4-in front-panel height, this all-silicon counter-timer is designed to be rack- or benchmounted. The solid-state unit measures frequency, period and multiple period average, or time interval, or totalizes the number of input cycles or events. Internal time base is generated by decade divider circuits from a 100-kHz crystal oscillator. Maximum sensitivity is 10 mV from 3 Hz to 200 kHz.

CIRCLE NO. 151

Portable wattmeter 
has 5 voltage ranges
Greibach Instrument Corp., 315 
North Ave., Neic Rochelle, N. Y. 
Phone: (914) 633-7900. Price: 
$1750.A voltage selection range of 10 to 100 volts, in five steps, is provided by the Model 560W-40 portable wattmeter. Basic watt ranges are 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, and 100 W over a frequency range of 50 Hz to 5 kHz. Indexing the voltage selector introduces a range multiplier that effectively extends the basic watt ranges. Max current ranges from 0.25 to 50 A.

CIRCLE NO. 152

Phase-angle voltmeters 
from 10 Hz to 100 kHz
North Atlantic Industries, Inc., 
Terminal Dr., Plainview, N. Y. 
Phone: (516) 681-8600. P&A: 
$2290; 3 wks.Phase angle between input and reference signals is measured to ±15 minutes of arc over a continuous band of 10 Hz to 100 kHz, and over a full 0 to 360° range. Model 301A also measures in-phase, quadrature, fundamental and total voltages. Voltage-measuring sensitivity extends from 1 mV to 300 V rms full scale, within 2%, for both pure and distorted sine wave inputs.

CIRCLE NO. 153

Function generator 
voltage controlled
Wavetek, 8159 Engineer Road, San 
Diego, Calif. Phone: (714) 279- 
2200. Price: $695 or $795 with bat
tery pack.For general purpose applications, the Model 112 triggered voltage- controlled function generator provides nine simultaneous outputs. Over a frequency range of 0.0015 Hz to 1 MHz, the instrument will provide sine, square, triangle, ramp and sync-pulse waveforms. By applying a trigger-voltage, one cycle is produced. A gate causes pulse or other waveform trains. The trigger start-stop point is selectable over 360°.

CIRCLE NO. 154

Step attenuators 
flexible in testing
Nytronics, Inc., Industrial Ave., 
Kutztown, Pa. Phone: (215) 683- 
7307.Precision resistor networks are the basis of a line of RF step attenuators. The series provides attenuation ranges of 0.1, 1.5, 15, 40, 11, 1.1 and 2.2 dB. All units have BNC connectors and a 75- or 50 Q characteristic impedance. Vswr is typically less than 1.03 and insertion loss is 0.1 dB, both at 100 MITz.

CIRCLE NO. 155

Enter the “Top Ten” contest on 
p. 232.
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BOMAC 
SOLIDSTAÏE MULTIPLIERS 

IN MCDONNELL EROS 
AIRDORNE COLLISION 
AVOIDANCE SYSTEM

A highly sophisticated frequency 
multiplier—the solid-state VPS-102L, 
from Varian's BOMAC Division—is a 
proven part of the airborne collision 
avoidance system developed by 
McDonnell Company.
This significant breakthrough in air

safety is EROS (Eliminate Range Zero System) 
which utilizes a precise time reference to develop 
time-shared communication channel and range, 
range-rate, and altitude information between EROS- 
equipped aircraft. Even when closing at speeds of 
Mach 4, these aircraft receive an audible warning 
when a collision will occur within 60 seconds, and
a visual command to perform a specific evasion 
maneuver: climb, dive, or level out.
BOMAC frequency multipliers provide a stable 1545 
MHz ±15 MHz exciter signal for the transmitter in 
the system.
EROS is another example of how Varian’s demon
strated state-of-the-art capability can contribute to 
major system advances.Write: Bomac Division, Salem Rd., Beverly, Massachusetts. In Europe: Varian A. G., Zug, Switzerland. In Canada: Varian Associates of Canada, Ltd., Georgetown, Ontario.
varían
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«lotta crazy curve? TEST EQUIPMENT

A UUXCAN NON-LINEAR PUT
CAN àUATCH IT!

Even if your non-linear function looks like the Playmate of the Month in profile, 
Duncan can build a pot to match it. All you have to do is use the new “DUNCAN 
DO-IT-YOURSELF NON-LINEAR FUNCTION KIT,” which we’li send you without 
obligation if you’ll fill out and mail the coupon below. The kit includes a fabulous 
French curve*plus all other necessary ingredients and instructions. You supply 
us with the non-linear trace of your function and other supporting data. We’ll feed 
it to our high-speed computer and analyze the data defining the pot's desired 
function. Then we’ll enter the output tape into our servo-controlled machines to 
produce the variable-pitch winding to meet your function.

To be sure the output of the pot conforms to the specified tolerances, we'll com
pare it with the theoretical function on our unique conformity tester.

RF microwattmeter 
sensitive to 0.001 mW
Boonton Electronics Corp., Parsip- 
pany, N. J. Phone: (201) 887-5110. 
P&A: $695; 6 weeks.

The result? A precision, accurate pot exactly to your specifications.

Our applications engineers can help solve your problems quickly and economically. 
In many cases they’ll be able to match your function using pre-calculated data 
from our extensive tape library.

So forget about cams, differentials, and non-linear gears. For the direct approach 
to a complicated non-linear potentiometer problem — for airborne data computa
tion or matching thermocouple curves — depend upon Duncan. You’ll have more 
time to check out other interesting curves!

Send for your free Duncan “do-it-yourself” kit today. For literature only, circle the 
appropriate number and mail the inquiry card enclosed in this magazine.

A maximum sensitivity of 0.001 microwatts in microwave power measurements is provided by the model 41A microwattmeter. Fullscale readings on the instrument range from 0.01 microwatt to 10 milliwatts over a frequency range of 0.1 MHz to 6 GHz. The detection is accomplished by hf silicon diodes rather than thermistors so thermal stability is not a major factor. Accuracy is ±0.5 dB.
CIRCLE NO. 156

DUNCAN ELECTRONICS INC.
Please send me my free "DUNCAN DO-IT-YOURSELF NON-LINEAR 
FUNCTION KIT" and complete technical literature on Duncan's family 
of non-linear potentiometers.

I understand that there is no obligation on my part.

TitleName

Company.

Address

City.

^French curve ruler by Birule Co.

State

DUNCAN electronics,ine.

Triggered-sweep scope 
features low price
Fairlane Electronics, Inc., Box 335, 
Long Valley, N. J. Phone: (201) 
832-2117. Price: $299.95.

2865 Fairview Rd., Costa Mesa, California 92626 Tel.: (714) 545-8261 TWX: 910-595-1128 
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 184

Described as the lowest-priced triggered-sweep scope on the market, the LBO-5SA Synchroscope has a frequency response of de to 5 MHz. Among the important specs of the instrument are an 80-ns risetime, a vertical sensitivity of 10 mV/cm, a horizontal sweep speed of 1 ps/cm and a 5X sweep magnifier. Applications include audio, radio and pulse measurements.
CIRCLE NO. 157
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and tell us what you’re using it for. Then we’ll configurations.
install the Burndy crimp removable coax contact Send your sample along to Mr. M. El kind, Prod-
that'll do the job best. Guaranteed.

A tough job? Not really.
Remember, crimp removable contacts began 

at Burndy. As a result Burndy offers the most 
complete line of coaxial connectors for standard, 
miniature and sub-miniature coaxial cables. And 

uct Manager, Burndy, Norwalk, Conn. He’ll see 
that the job is done and returned quickly. You’ll 
receive our latest coax connector catalog, too.

UR MOY
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT

NTERNATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS AND MANUFACTURING FACILITIES:
Canada: Scarboro, Ontario / England: St. Helens, Lancs. I Belgium: Mechelen / MEXICO: Naucalpan be Juarez / brazil: Sao Paulo / japan: Tokyo / Sales Offices in Other Major Cities
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TEST EQUIPMENT

JUST MIX IT 
and POUR IT!

DPR® Liquid Rubber Cures 
to Flexible Rubber at

Room Temperature 
Costs only $6.90 a Gallon!

• Excellent electrical properties 
• Two-part, isoprene rubber com
pound • 100% solids, no volatiles 
• Easy to mix non-critical ratio, 
requires no skilled personnel • 
Pleasant odor • Practical pot life 
and cure schedules • Negligible 
shrinkage during or after cure • 
Cures in air or sealed areas • Cur
ing unaffected by section thick
ness • Remains flexible down to 
—75°C. • Excellent gas or liquid 
sealant • Outstanding shock ab
sorber • Muffles high frequency 
sound • Indefinite shelf life

PRICES
KIT: One gallon DPR plus .06 gallon 
curing agent; total, 1.06 gallons (equiv.
$6.90/gal.) ........................................... $7.40
MINIMUM ORDER ....................... 3 KITS

DPR, INCORPORATED
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE

H. V. HARDMAN CO., INC
Use This Coupon — Order Today!

NOTE: MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO
DPR INCORPORATED 600 Cortlandt St., 
urn muunruhHicu Be||evi||e, N j 071M

Please Ship DPR as follows:
.Kits (Min. Order 3, Pre-Paid) 
@ $7.40 ea. F.O.B. Belleville, N.J.

□ One Kit, Trial Offer (check with order 
only) @ $7.40 plus $2.50 spcl. hndlg. 

& shpg. (Pre-Paid)...................  $9.90

Name

Company

Address

City State Zip

In Canada: Global Products Marketing, P.O. Box 
151, Station N, Toronto 14, Ontario

Transformer switches 
5 decades and vernier
Astrosystems, Inc., 521 Homestead 
Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Phone: 
(914) 699-5790. P&A: $300 to 
$400; 30 days.Five decades of transformer switching and a vernier potentiometer enable the A404-7 decade ratio transformer to attain resolution and accuracies of 10 ppm. The transformer operates over a range of 50 to 10,000 Hz with accuracies as high as 100 ppm. Total distortion is rated below 0.005% from 32 to 126°F. Calibration is done at the factory and a certificate traceable to the NBS is provided.

CIRCLE NO. 158

Picoammeter set 
for auto-systems use
EG&G Inc., 680 E. Sunset Rd., Las 
Vegas, Nevada. Phone: (702) 736
8111. Price: from $2435.Automatic measurement of very low currents, leakage or nuclear monitoring for instance, is the function of the EG&G 900 series picoammeter. Accuracy of the in-

strument ranges from ±0.2% at IO-2 A to ±5% at 10-” A. Features standard in the 900 series include automatic ranging, quick overload recovery and silicon solidstate design. Digital read-out is an optional extra.
CIRCLE NO. 159

Pulse modulator 
has 9-kW output
Cober Electronics, Inc., 7 Gleason 
Ave., Stamford, Conn. Phone: 
(203) 327-0003. P&A: $3390: 30 to 
60 days.This general-purpose laboratory pulse modulator delivers precise pulses to 9 kW when triggered by any standard 10-V source. Pulse widths are continuously variable from 50 ns to de; repetition rates from single-shot to 1 MHz. The model 604 output is 1500 V at 6 A, but voltages up to 10 kV, or currents up to 100 A, are available. Rise time is variable from 25 to 100 ns and a scope outlet is included.

CIRCLE NO. 160

Phase shifter features 
broadband accuracy
Acton Laboratories, Inc., 531 Main 
St., Acton, Mass. Phone: (617) 263
7756. P&A: $840; 30 days.Through a frequency range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz, model 329-B is continuously variable from 0 to 360°, with direct meter reading in degrees of output phase shift. Accuracy is 0.5° over the specified frequency range and over a dynamic range of 300 mV to 3 V. The input resistance is 1 Mil

CIRCLE NO. 161

Win a free trip to Paris. See p. 232.
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 186
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10 Pelham Parkway, Pelham, New York 10803 ■ (914) 738-5000 ■ TWX: 914-235-3809

FILTERS UNLIMITED

We 've solved your filter 
problems — for good!
We’ve brought together three outstanding companies, each recognized 
for its own special contributions to the advancement of the art — 
sophisticated technology, quality-controlled workmanship of the highest 
order, and precision production facilities. Together they function as one 
superbly integrated organization to bring you filters of unprecedented 
quality and reliability. In unlimited quantities. It’s a giant step forward 
for the state of the art — and for you.

Among the advanced classifications of filters being supplied our 
customers are: Linear phase band pass filters with arithmetic symmetry; 
matched filters such as pulse compression networks; subminiature thermally 
stable filters; zero phase shift harmonic suppression networks; constant 
resistance tapped delay lines; time domain waveform shaping filters; 
and shape factors of 1.002 to 1.

Send for literature describing our standard and custom products, 
and facilities.

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 187
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win 2round-trip 
Newark

All Electronic Design subscribers are 

> Over 100 other valuable prizes!

Guess the top ten ads in Electronic Design’s 

► “ELECTRONICS IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW’ 

Electronic Design *s loe?

SEPARATE CONTEST FOR MANUFACTURERS 
AND ADVERTISING AGENCIES

Not forgotten in the "Top Ten" 
contest, advertisers and their 
agencies may also enter. In addi
tion to prizes of a flight to Paris, 
color TV, and electronic time
piece, the top 10 ads, and the 
winning advertiser’s ad (if run 
January 4, 1967) will be re-run in 
the April 1st issue. Watch for the 
special "Top Ten" contest rules 
and entry blanks appearing Janu
ary 4, 1967

2ND PRIZE
HOFFMAN COLOR TV CONSOLE
Hoffman 23" console, featuring 26,000 volts of 
picture tube power... 4" x 6" front-firing speaker... 
easy vision camera control for sharp color movies 
and positive, black and white picture shading . . . 
InstaVision on-off control . . . 32" x 29" x 19'/«" 
cabinet. (Retail value: $600.00.)

3RD TO 8TH PRIZES
BULOVA ACCUTRON®
ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECES
The "Spaceview" is an ideal timepiece for elec
tronics engineers. Its clear-view dial reveals tran
sistorized electronic circuit and tuning fork assem
bly. The tuning fork, advertising symbol and unique 
frequency standard of Accutron® timepieces, is the 
reason Bulova guarantees an in-use, on-the-wrist 
accuracy of within 60 seconds a month. (Retail 
value: $150.00.)

PLUS 1OO ADDITIONAL PRIZES
MICROELECTRONIC DESIGN
This clothbound, 8% x 11, 320-page, 1966 edition 
will be given free to 100 winners. “Microelectronic 
Design” offers a thorough overview of the field in 
six sections—has almost 90 outstanding articles 
compiled from the pages of Electronic Design. 
Edited by Howard Bierman. (Retail value: $11.50.)

FOR CONTEST RULES SEE P. 232—THIS ISSUE



tickets between
WPARIS

January 4 issue

Top Ten” contest

Rate the ads appearing in the January 4, 1967 issue of Electronic
the ads that, in your opinion, willDesign. Select the "Top Ten

FOR CONTEST RULES SEE P. 232—THIS ISSUE

be best remembered by readers. Your choices will be measured 
against the 10 ads ranking highest in the “Recall-Seen” category of 
Reader Recall—Electronic Design's scientific method of measuring 
readership. In making your predictions, be sure to consider your 
54,000 fellow engineers' interest in the subject matter of the ads, their 
effectiveness, impact, and attention-getting values.

Entry blanks and complete contest rules will appear in the January 
4th issue. Don’t miss this opportunity to win one of the many valuable 
prizes shown at left. The first prize winner will receive round-trip 
tickets for two, between New York and Paris via Air France!



PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Prefab chassis kit 
mounts 1 PCB row
Techmar Corp., 1124 So. Beverly 
Dr., Los Angeles. Phone: (213) 
276-7216. P&A: $33.15; 1 day.A recent addition to the “Omniclosure” line of prefabricated chassis kits is a cage for one row of printed-circuit boards. The cage can be assembled for front, rear or top insertion of PCBs. Kit consists of two aluminum cage plates, two cad- plated steel guide frames, connector rails, screws, nuts and washers.

CIRCLE NO. 162

Alarm signal checks 
two or more channels
Artisan Electronics Corp., 5 East
mans Rd., Parsippany, N. J. Phone: 
(201) 887-7100.Detection and isolation of failures is accomplished by the model 7007 alarm indicator without the use of external equipment. The unit is engineered to indicate a single alarm condition or report on two or more channels simultaneously or sequentially. Fault is indicated by a red light and a buzzer. When the fault is acknowledged by the operator, the buzer goes off and an amber fault light remains.

CIRCLE NO. 163

Soldering tool 
designed for silver
Western Electronic Products Co., 
107 Los Molinos, San Clemente, 
Calif. Phone: (714) 492-4677.
Price: $78.50.The Model HS-1 soldering iron is used exactly as the conventional miniature iron for low melting solder. The tip is heated by a current that passes through the iron but not through the component. An adjustable power supply controls temperature. Silver solder in paste form is applied to the joint and the HS-1 seals the area in a few seconds.

CIRCLE NO. 164

Electroplater mounts 
on a table top
Technic, Inc., P. 0. Box 965, Provi
dence, R. I. Phone: (401) 781-6100.An electroplating facility for miniature components, printed-circuit tabs and prototypes can be mounted on a table. The “Techni- lab” electroplating unit is built precisely for production on a small scale and research use. The “Tech- ni-lab” is completely wired and equipped upon delivery. Its six polystyrene tanks come in two sizes, 11 x 6-3/8 x 5-in. and 11 x 7 x 10-in.

CIRCLE NO. 165

Field illuminator 
gives cold light
Flexi-Optics Labs, 113-117 Dover 
St., Somerville, Mass. Phone: (617) 
776-0520. P&A: $35 to $45; 15 
days.Hot sources of light can be removed from the immediate work area through a flexible fiber-optical illuminator. The field-illuminator is said to be particularly useful in illuminating small areas under a stereo microscope. Nominal length of the conduit-jacketed fiber path is 12-in. A variety of adaptations of the basic unit are available.

CIRCLE NO. 166

Automatic analyzers 
verify harness wiring
Pasco, P. 0. Box 11335, Palo Alto, 
Calif. Phone: (408) 257-4171.Rapid verification of the wiring accuracy of multi-terminal systems harnesses is accomplished by a line of automatic circuit analyzers. Typical is the model F106, a large capacity instrument that can analyze up to 50,000 test points. Results of unacceptable test measurements, directed by a master program, are printed-out by location and identification.

CIRCLE NO. 167

Nylon pliers 
don’t nick leads
Engineering & Electronic Devices, 
Inc., 1024 N. McCadden Pl., Los 
Angeles. Phone: (213) 463-4175. 
Price: $2.A set of glass-filled nylon pliers allow you to bend the leads of transistors and other components without danger of nicking or abrading. The pliers #345 are nonmagnetic, nonconductive, heat-resistant up to 400°F and acid-resistant as well. Due to their heat-insulating quality, they also provide easy soldering since they don’t act as a heat sink for the heated lead.

CIRCLE NO. 168

Over 100 prizes—enter contest on 
p. 232.
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CIRCUIT CONTROL AND PROTECTION BY AIRPAX
SERIES

APL 1 SERIES TYPE APL 3 SHUNT TYPE APL 4 RELAY TYPE SERIES WITH REMOTEm nn km

APL 111 THREE POLE

COMPLETELY MAGNETIC TIME DELAY AND 
TRIP. CONTAINS NO HEATING ELEMENTS.

AVAILABLE 50 MA TO 50 AMPERES
AC OR DC. 50, 60 AND 400 CYCLES.

TRIP TIME IN SECONDS vs. PERCENT OF RATED CURRENT

100% 1250/p 200% 400% 800% 1000%

Delay 60 No Trip May Trip .035 max. .030 max. .020 max. .018 max.
Delay 61 No Trip 1.0 6.0 .240 - .800 .040 • .180 .012 ■ .050 .010 - .040
Delay 62 No Trip 15.0 ■ 70.0 3.0 ■ 9.0 .30 -1.50 .018 ■ .080 .010 • .040

TYPE APL1 IS UNDERWRITERS’ 
LABORATORY RECOGNIZED FOR 

APPLIANCE PROTECTION.
20A.50V 15A, 115V 7.5A.240V

AIRPAX ELECTRONICS 
Incorporated 

Cambridge, Maryland 
(301) 228-4600

AIRPAX ELECTRONICS 
Incorporated 

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
(305) 587-1100

AIRPAX ELECTRONICS 
incorporated 

Van Nuys, Calif. 
(213) 781-2821

AIRPAX ELECTRONICSincorporated Cambridge Division, Cambridge, Maryland
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 188
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MICROELECTRONICS

Test-socket system 
mounts any IC pack
Barnes Development Co., 24 N. 
Lansdowne Ave., Lansdowne, Pa. 
Phone: (215) 622-1525.

With the widest selection 
of time delay devices from G-V

G-V’s broad line of timing devices offer you the widest selection of time 
delays . . . thermal and solid state . . . the widest range of operating 
voltages . . . the widest selection of mounting styles available. Whether 
your application is commercial, industrial or military, G-V’s assistance 
is always available to help you design and produce a better product. 
G-V’s Regional Field Engineers in your area will assist you and your 
design group in the application and selection of your controls. G-V’s 
Product Engineers will help you with special applications.

G-V CONTROLS INC.
LIVINGSTON, NEW JERSEY 07039

(201) 992-6200

Instant reset during or after timing is 
provided by combining G-V’s unique in
stant reset timing element with a mag
netic relay. Delay time, 0.75 sec. to 6 
min.; Operating ambient, 32°F to 135"F; 
Operating voltage, 6.3 — 230 V.AC/DC.

HIGH PRECISION 
THERMAL RELAY

Unequaled in precision, endurance, and re
liability with ±5% over-55°C to -t-1250C 
range. 20g, 2000 Hz vibration; 50g, 11 ms 
shock. Delays: 3 seconds to 3 minutes.

Testing of IC devices is said to be speeded by the RD-86 universal mating connector when used in conjunction with the manufacturer’s IC sockets. The single connector permits rapid interchange of a variety of sockets for flat-packs, dualin-lines and TO configurations. Terminals of the RD-86 are tubular and can be dip-soldered or hand wired. Dielectric is polysulfone.
CIRCLE NO. 169

Printed-circuit cards 
mount in-line ICs
Cambridge Thermionic Corp., 445 
Concord Avenue, Cambridge, Mass. 
Phone: (617) 876-2800. P&A: 
$16.80; stock.In either digital or control applications, two new PC boards mount 8 or 16 in-line integrated circuits. The epoxy glass boards measure 4.50 x 6.06-in. and 4.50 x 9.25in. The devices are mounted in sockets that are then mountec to the board. Circuit interconnections are made by cord jumpers or by hand wiring to solder terminals on the reverse of the board. The board connector has 70 available pins.

CIRCLE NO 276
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THE
Connector

IN HONOR OF THIS CONTEST #1
Open only to employees 
of Amphenol, their 
families, friends, reps, 
distributors and 
advertising agencies.

WIN A REVELL SCALE MODEL KIT

a&'2>
CONTESTS

A periodical periodical designed, quite 
frankly, to further the sales of Microdot 

connectors and cables. Published 
entirely in the interest of profit.

OF THE GEMINI SPACE CAPSULE

In twenty-five words or more, tell us why 
the Astro 348 is the best subminiature 
multipin on the market. Neatness does 
not count. TEN WINNERS...the prize is 
calculated to tantalize you because the 
Microdot MARC 53 is used on the Gemini 
program. So there.

CONTEST #2
-

To be able to enter these contests\you've 
got to know a little something abo\t the 
Microdot MARC 53. It's one of the reaIXtars 
in the Microdot connector line...a h

AUCROIMH
density (anywhe\e 

V from 7 to 91 contact
in four shell sizes), 
subminiature, high
performance connec-

Open only to employees, representatives and dis
tributors of Microdot, their families, friends and 
advertising agencies.

WIN A REVELL SCALE MODEL KIT OF 
THE U.S.S. MIDWAY. In twenty-five words 
or more, tell us why the MARC 53 is the 
best subminiature multipin on the market. 
Neatness counts. Ten Winners.

tor. The MARC 53 can save as much 
as 61% in weight and 54% in panel 
space. Posilock, a push-pull lock

AA1PHENOI
coupling, mates 
easily with high 

density inserts 
with no danger 
of damage.

The dual locking action eliminates acci
dental disconnect, Posiseal, a multiple, 
environmental sealing system, guarantees 
an interfacial seal.

MARC 53 is approved to MIL C-38300A 
(USAF).

...AND ABOUT AMPHENOL

For over two years now, Microdot has had 
the subminiature, high density multi-pin 
connector market to itself. The sensa
tional Microdot MARC 53 has been used 
on all the Gemini “Walks in Space” plus 
a multitude of military and NASA pro
grams. Now, however, we've got compe
tition... the brand new Amphenol Astro 
348. Good to have you aboard.

We wish we could also tell you f \ 
all about the high density (two I AA j 
insert arrangements of 55 and 
85 contacts in two shell sizes), 
subminiature, high performance, bayonet 
lock, bonded insulator Astro 348's but we're 
afraid that the Microdot officers, directors, 
stockholders, sales engineers and mainte
nance crew would hang us up by the 
thumbs. Tofind out more, write Amphenol.

CONTEST#3
Open to everybody except 
mployees of Amphenol, 
icrodot, their families, 

friends and advertising 
age ies.

WIN MODEL! 
SHE’S VOURS ...

in perfect % scale, 
8x10 glo\sy, perfect for 

 

your office\vaH, workshop 

 

or pool ha\l...inscribed 

 

“With Love a\id You Know 
What to.

(your\ame here) 
from Marcia”.
All you have to o is 
write, in twenty\five 
words or more a d 
scription of your 
application for the 
MARC 53.You 
notice how fast we forget 
the competition when we 
get down to business. 
Remember...every body 
who enters Contest #3 wins!

MICRODOT 
INC.

Microdot, Inc., 220 Pasadena Ave., So. Pasadena, Calif. 91030
□ I want to enter Contest #1. 

My 25 words or more are 
attached. I am an employee 
of Amphenol.

□ I want to enter Contest #2. 
Anybody who uses com
pany postage for this one, 
gets docked.

n I want to enter Contest #3. 
My 25 words or more are 
attached. How does one go 
about getting Marcia in a 
slightly larger scale, say 1 /1 ?

□ I don't want to enter any 
contest. Just send specs on 
the MARC 53.

Name________________________________________________ _

Title___________________________________________________

Company________ _______________________________________

Add re ss_______________________________________________

City___________________________________________________

State Zi p

MARC 53, Posilock and Posiseal are trademarks of Microdot 
Inc. Astro 348 is not.

These contests are not valid in any locale where the local 
gendarmes take umbrage.

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 190
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MATERIALSThe more 
you need from 
crystal filters, 
the more you 
need Bulova!
Today's sophisticated systems call' for filters 
with "difficult" characteristics. Difficult, that 
is, for everyone but Bulova! Bulova has had so 
much experience with crystal filters, there's 
hardly anything we don’t know about them-.

Take single side-band filters, for example: 
Attenuation figures alone are not enough to 
adequately describe today’s military commu
nication filters. More and more filters require 
limitations on envelope time delay, while 
others must follow a precise time-delay 
envelope curve.

Bulova has been testing for these parameters 
— providing measurements both in terms of 
phase linearity and, in many cases, directly in 
envelope time delay readings. As a result, 

Bulova can engineer 
and produce to the 
exact measure
ments you specify. 
And at a realistic 
price!

Proof:
Here are the 
actual curves and 
specs for just one 
Bulova filter, 
Model 562.

,7 SS SS ISO 101 102 103 104 WS W6 Kc

Bandwidth (Idb) 100.255 to 103.035 Kc 
Bandwidth (60 db) 99.990 to 103.260 Kc 
Carrier frequency — is 100 Kc 
Loss at carrier — 55 db min.
Ultimate attenuation — 70 db
Max. insertion loss — 6 db
Max. ripple — 1 db max.
Operating temperature— —40° to +65°C 
Impedance — 5000 (in and out)
Differential envelope time delay — 500 Asec 

max. ovei80% of pass band

With specs like these you can see why we say 
— the more you need from c filter, the more 
you need Bulova! Call or write Dept. ED-21.

Try Bulova first!
FREQUENCY CONTROL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
OF BULOVA WATCH COMPANY, INC.

61-20 WOODSIDE AVENUE
WOODSIDE, N.Y. 11377, (212) DE 5-6000

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 191
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Interconnection system 
based on flat leads
Kent Corp., AC1 Div., 206 Industri
al Center, Princeton, N. J. Phone: 
(609) 924-3800.“Signaflo” interconnection systems are based on flat conductors. The systems are especially designed to meet specific customer requirements in term of impedance values, propagation velocity, cross-talk and capacitance. The “Signaflo” systems are said to provide replacement for conventional shielded cabling with comparable performance and greater packaging density.

CIRCLE NO. 277

Flexible metal conduit 
acts as RFI shield
Flexible Metal Hose Mfg. Co., 777
W. 16th St., Costa Mesa, Calif.
Phone: (714) 646-4851.Both RFI shielding and mechanical support are provided by a line of flexible metal conduit. The material is offered in diameters from 1/8-in. to 4-in. inside and larger. Conduit can be formed to any length and can be either pressure or vacuum tight. Each length is continuous and is provided with a movable AN nut assembled on each end.

CIRCLE NO. 278

Platinum-gold coat 
adheres to high alumina
Electro Science Labs, 1133-35 Arch 
St., Philadelphia. Phone: (215) 
563-1360. P&A: $72.25/troy ounce; 
stock.A platinum-gold coating for hybrid IC package use adheres well to high alumina surfaces. The material, cermet paste 5800B, is said to fire to a very dense uniform layer that is free of pinholes and cracks. Conductivity of a 1-mil layer is 0.05 to 0.1 Q/square. Firing range is 850 to 1000°C. The coating may be soldered with normal or high-temperature lead/tin alloy solders.

CIRCLE NO. 279

Superconductive 
magnets to 125 kgauss
RCA, 415 S. 5th, Harrison, N. J. 
Phone: (201) 485-3900. Price: from 
$8550.Described as the first commercial line of superconductive magnets, a new line offers field strengths ranging from 60 to 125 kilogauss. The magnets are designed for research use in fields such as high-energy physics, plasma, medicine and biology. A total of 7 units is included in the line, six solenoids and one split pair.

CIRCLE NO. 177

Al-doped YIG 
gives narrow lines
Airtron, Div. of Litton Industries, 
200 E. Hanover Ave., Morris 
Plains, N. J. Phone: (201) 539
5500.For narrow line widths at cryogenic temperatures, a line of alumi- num-doped yttrium iron garnet materials is available for such applications as circulators used with masers and parametric amplifiers. Line widths are 33 oersteds at 6.2 GHz, 300 °K and 280 oersteds at 77°K. Other important specs include: saturization magnetization of 560 gauss, X-band loss tangent of 0.002 and a Curie point of 150°C.

CIRCLE NO. 178
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ELECTRICAL

12.0V
9.0V

12.5
9.6

13.5
10.0

10.5
8.0

11.5
8.6

Rl = -90% 4- 100% or 50 nanoamps 
whichever is greater

Computed A
Delta's

△ VZJ = ±50 mV 

A Zz = ±2 ohms

PERFORMANCE UNDER TEST
Allowable Change Our Average Change
A lR| = -90% -J- 100% or 50 nanoamps —10% + 65%

△ VZ3 = ±50 mV -34 + 19 mV

A Zz = ±2 ohms -1.1 ohms

PERFORMANCE UNDER TEST
Allowable Change
△ VZ| = ±50 mV

△ VZ3 = ±50 mV

Hoffman 
Microglass 
Zeners 
Types 
1N4460- 
1N4496
ACTUAL SIZE

Our Average Change

-4 + 15 mV

-6 + 22 mV 
< 0.1 M

These 1.5 watt silicon zeners are designed for application 
wherever high performance electrical requirements are 
a necessity and for maximum packaging density.
The hard glass sleeve construction hermetically seals the 
passivated silicon wafer. This means there is no large 
cavity to trap and contain contaminants that adversely 
affect the performance and reliability of the device.
A unique method of bonding the silicon wafer 
between the heat sinking terminal pins provides low 
thermal resistance and eliminates the troublesome “S” 
spring as well as solder or epoxy pastes. The reduction 
of piece part components means a higher degree of 
reliability than previously obtainable and a diode highly 
resistant to extreme levels of mechanical shock and 
vibration. Most major military and aerospace programs 
depend on its continuous reliability.

PHYSICAL
Maximum length —.160"

Maximum diameter —.075"

Weight - .2618 grams

Hoffman

For additional information regarding Hoffman products 
write Hoffman Electronics, Dept. A, El Monte, California.

EM ICON DUCTORS
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MATERIALS

Polyester film tape 
pressure sensitive
3M Co., 2501 Hudson Road, St. 
Paul, Minn. Phone: (612) 733-4033. 
Price: from $5.56/1-in. roll.A 2-mil polyester film tape is available with a bondable backing and a thermosetting pressure sensitive adhesive. Called “Scotch X- 1209,” the material was developed for wrapping capacitors and small diameter coils. The 4X type adhesive is said to be highly resistant to solvents and oil either in the cured or uncured state. Rolls can be preprinted then rerolled for later use.

CIRCLE NO. 179

Variety no problem 
in Si-rubber harness
Cicoil Corp., 13833 Saticoy St., Van 
Nuys, Calif. Phone: (213) 873
4614-A silicon-rubber encapsulated flat harness assembly combines various types of conductors in a single flexible tape. The mixed conductor harness assembles, called “Super Flex,” maintain their electrical and mechanical properties from —320 to 500°F. Under test the assemblies have been flexed over 70 million times at 30/minute without damage. Any combination of AWG 28 through 36 shielded or AWG 22 through 38 wire can be used.

CIRCLE NO. 180

Plastic cable tie 
for securing breakouts
The Thomas & Betts Co., 36 Butler 
St., Elizabeth, N. J. Phone: (201) 
354-4321.Two plastic cable ties, the TY-55 and the TY-55M are offered for securing wire bundles at breakout points. The ties are preformed to form a figure eight at the branch. TY-55 is secured by twist-locking with one of the “TY-RAP” tools and TY-55M is self-locking. According to the manufacturer, these ties eliminate the usual need for three separate ties at breakout points in a control or power cable.

CIRCLE NO. 891

Micromin brass pins 
for plug-in equipment
Precision Metal Products Co., 41 
Elm St., Stoneham, Mass. Phone: 
(617) 438-3650.Precision machined micro pins are designed to meet the requirements of miniature plug-in equipment. A variety of standard and custom units are available to user specs. They are machined from free-cutting brass and are supplied with a variety of plating options including gold flash, nickel and silver. Uses are in connector plugs, IC packages, relays, crystals, logic modules, etc.

CIRCLE NO. 892

Mica insulators 
cited for low cost
Perfection Mica Co., 1322 N. El
ston Ave., Chicago. Phone: (312) 
384-2122. P&A: 3/8 x 1/8 washer, 
$3.75/M in 200,000 quantities; 3 
wks.Cost reductions are said to bring rigid pasted mica insulators into the range of a number of industrial and commercial applications. Savings from 7 to 35% are cited by the manufacturer. The components are offered with shellac, inorganic or glyptal bonding using muscovite or phlogapile mica. Unmilled or milled- to-thickness types are included.

CIRCLE NO. 893

Conductive sheets based 
on silicone rubber
Emerson & Cuming, Inc., Canton, 
Mass. Phone: (617) 828-3300.
Price: $18 to $36/sheet.Eccoshield SV-R offers the flexibility and elasticity of silicone rubber with conductivity approaching many metals. The material can be cut into gaskets to user specs to form RF and hermetic seals. Insertion losses as high as 100 dB are achievable. The material is supplied in 12 x 6-in. sheets with thicknesses from 20 to 60 mils.

CIRCLE NO. 894
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Johnson gives you 
the most moves in 
capacitor selection

MORE THAN 11 BASIC SERIES AVAILABLE IN A WIDE SELECTION OF SINGLE SECTION, DUAL 
SECTION, BUTTERFLY AND DIFFERENTIAL TYPES. FOR MORE DETAILS, TURN THE PAGE.

Now from a new, expanded air variable capacitor 
line, you can satisfy your capacitor needs in 
more ways at low cost. From the Johnson line, 
offering capacitance values up to 1700 pf. 
and peak voltage ratings from 650 to 13,000 
volts, you can specify air variables and 
be assured your design will yield a product 
that’s competitively priced. Johnson air 
variable capacitors range from sub-miniature 
types to large units suitable for heavy duty 
applications. Whatever the use, they provide 
excellent stability, high Q, uniform capacitance, 
and exhibit low "hook” in applications 
involving a square wave form.

For complete capacitor information write on 
company letterhead for free, detailed Johnson 
components catalog No. 700.

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
WASECA, MINNESOTA 56093



MACHINED PLATE TRIMMER AND TUNER TYPES - U, UA, UB, 
U-LC, V, AND W —Available in both printed circuit and chassis 
mounting types. U types available in differential and butterfly 
printed circuit mounting types in addition to single section types. 
V and W capacitors available in single section type only. Maximum 
capacities of up to 54 pf. Tuners consist of a machined plate trim
mer and high Q air wound silver plated inductor, in resonant fre
quencies of 100 to 750 Me.

SOLDER PLATE TYPES — Type M: Capacity values to 30 pf. Voltage 
ratings to 1250 volts peak. Available in single section, differential 
and butterfly types.
Type S: Capacity values to 100 pf. Voltage ratings to 3000 volts 
peak. Available in single section, differential and butterfly types. 
Type K: Capacity values to 150 pf. Voltage ratings to 3800 volts 
peak. Available only in single section types. May be furnished in 
production quantities in full compliance to MIL-C-92A.

Type R: Capacity values to 340 pf. Voltage ratings to 4400 volts 
peak. Available only in single section type.
Type L: Capacity values to 200 pf. Voltage ratings to 3500 volts 
peak. Available in single section differential, butterfly and dual 
section types.

SPACER TYPES — Type C: Capacity values to 1500 pf. Voltage 
ratings to 13,000 volts peak. Available in single section and dual 
section types.
Type D: Capacity values to 1700 pf. Voltage ratings to 9000 volts 
peak. Available in single section and dual section types.

STAKED PLATE TYPES - Type E: Capacity values to 1000 pf. Volt
age ratings to 4500 volts peak. Available in single section and dual 
section types.
Type F: Capacity values to 400 pf. Voltage ratings to 3000 volts 
peak. Available in single section and dual section types.

CON NEC TORS
SUB-MINIATURE INSULATED TYPES - Designed for printed cir
cuit applications. Operating voltages to 1500 volts RMS ... 5 
amperes current carrying capacity .. . contact resistance less than 
2 milliohms. Capacitance between two adjacent jacks less than one 
pf at 1 Me. 10 colors available. Test-Point Strip/Handle — rapid
mounting polyamide body contains 12 test points each rated at 
5 amps., maximum current capacity. Operating voltage 1500 volts 
RMS at sea level, 350 volts RMS at 50,000 feet. Contact resistance 
less than 2 milliohms.
STANDARD INSULATED CONNECTORS-A complete line of con
nectors molded of tough, low-loss, shock-proof polyamide in 10 

colors meeting Fed. Std. 595. Tip, Banana and Dual Banana Plugs; 
Tip and Banana Jacks; Metal-Clad Tip Jack, Military; Jack and 
Sleeve; Binding Posts.
RIB-LOC TERMINALS —A new line of miniature, one-piece, in
sulated terminals with a unique serrated conical design, which 
resists loosening and turning. Provides an inexpensive approach 
to convenient press-in type terminals. Six colors conforming to 
Federal Color Standard No. 595. Terminal styles include single 
and double turret feed-thrus and stand-offs, .040" dia. tip plug 
and mating jack for .040 plug.

Tube Sockets, Insulators, Pilot Lights, and Hardware
ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY SOCKETS — Continuous heat resistance 
to 500°F. with low loss, glass filled silicone base and heat treated 
beryllium copper contacts. Low inductance screen bypass capacitor 
available for VHF and UHF operation.

KEL-F SERIES — Molded of low dielectric loss-factor Kel-F plastic 
— designed for use with a wide selection of high power transmitting 
tubes.

STEATITE WAFER TYPES - Available in 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8-pin 
standard socket types, as well as Super Jumbo 4-pin types. Also 
giant 5 pin, and 7 pin Septar and VHF Septar Sockets.

SPECIAL PURPOSE TYPES — Includes sockets for special purpose 
tubes.
Note: For detailed specifications, request Socket Standardization 
Booklet 536 on your company letterhead.

INSULATORS — Low loss, high-voltage breakdown in either steatite 
or porcelain. Complete line includes Thru-panel Bushings and In
sulators, Antenna Strain and Feeder Types, Cone and Stand-off 
Insulators, Lead-in Bushingsand Feed-Thru Bowl Assemblies.

PILOT LIGHTS —Over 47 separate assemblies. Continuous indi
cation neon types, models for high and low voltage incandescent 
bulbs, standard or wide angle glass, and lucite jewels. Specials, 
including types meeting military specifications, also available in 
production quantities.

PANEL BEARINGS — For use on Yu" shafts and panels up to %" 
thick. CRYSTAL SOCKETS — For low capacity, high voltage and 
high temperature operation. Glazed steatite, Grade L-423 or better. 
DC-200 impregnated. RF CHOKES — High quality construction. 
For 1.7 to 30 Me range.

CHECK Johnson for all your component requirements
Johnson also offers a complete line of heavy-duty RF components for broadcast transmitting, 
RF heating, antenna phasing and other commercial applications.

Equipment in this line includes fixed and variable inductors, antenna phase sampling loops, 
isolation filter inductors, feed-thru bowl insulators, static drain chokes, RF contactors and 
heavy-duty make-before-break switches.

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
WASECA, MINNESOTA 56093



As a manufacturer in the microwave 
frequencies, are you fully aware 
of the new demands of CATV?
ETV? Point to point microwave?

MICROWAVE EXPOSITION/67, cosponsored by Hayden Publishing Company, will give you 
many answers in these areas as well as current requirements for data processing, satellite 
communications and telemetry. Industrial and commercial microwave applications will 
be fully explored, as will the military needs for radar, countermeasures and telemetry. 
DON’T MISS IT! MICROWAVE EXPOSITION/67 NEW YORK COLISEUM 
JUNE6, 7, 8, 1967 EXHIBIT AND GROW!

For more information call or write:

MICROWAVE EXPOSITIONS, INC. 100 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10013 «212-925-1200
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 193
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MATERIALS

holds assemblies

eneaoes/releases...

write for 
new 

handbook
Dimco-Gray Snapslide Fasteners hold assemblies 
firmly despite shock or vibration ... never need 
adjustment, even with repeated use. Instant 
snap action engages or releases fastener... 
no tools required. Approved under Military 
Standards. Handbook illustrates typical appli
cations, stimulates design ideas, describes at
tachment methods. Write for free copy today.

DIMCO-GRAY CO.. 219 E. SIXTH ST., DAYTON, OHIO 45402

Polyester material 
acts like mica
3M Company, 2501 Hudson Rd., St. 
Paul, Minn. Phone: (612) 733-4033. 
Price: from $1.28/yd.2Fiber modified “Isomica” combines the electrical properties of mica with the strength of polyester fiber webbing. Two basic types are offered, unimpregnated MX2300 and MX2301 with parallel strands of polyester for greater tensile strength. Both have 85% mica flakes and share many of the electrical characteristics of natural mica.

CIRCLE NO. 280

Conductive coating 
contains Ag particles
Acheson Colloids Co., Port Huron, 
Mich. Phone: (313) 984-4172.A conductive coating known as dispersion FH-1629 provides a volume resistivity of 0.01 Q/cm. It adheres to a variety of surfaces including many metals, plastic, glass, ceramic, paper and rubbers. Heat resistance is rated at 250°F. Areas of typical application include electroplating, electroforming, sensing inks, electrostatic screening, potentiometer tracks, electrodes, capacitors and mylar tape.

CIRCLE NO. 281

Mylar lapping rings 
offered in variety
Mechanizations Associates, 2622 
Frontage Rd., Mt. View, Calif. 
Phone: (415) 967-4262. Price: 
from $0.18 in quantity.For use in semiconductor manufacture, Mylar lapping rings are offered in a wide variety of sizes and configurations. For “free” or unwaxed lapping of wafers, these rings are available in five different outside diameters to fit machines handling 4-1/2 to 14-1/2-in. diameters. Each diameter can be ordered with holes for 1 to 2-in. wafers.

CIRCLE NO. 282

Crimp-type terminals 
insulated by PVC
Thomas & Betts Co., 36 Butler St., 
Elizabeth, N. J. Phone (201) 666
8210.Recent additions to the “Sta- Kon” wire terminal line feature polyvinyl chloride (PVC) insulation. The units are suggested for applications where electrical insulation must be maintained with reduced clearances. Two types, the RB197 solderless forked tongue and the RB1347 solderless ring tongue terminals, are offered. Both can be installed on #14 to #16 AWG wires.

CIRCLE NO. 283
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§
SIEMENS

FERRITE POT CORES

Precision-engineered for adjustable 
high-stability, high-Q coils. Siemens pot 
cores meetthemostcritical requirements 
for filters used in multiplex and other 
carrier-frequency applications, achieved 
with properties like: easy adjustment, 
highest stability, high Q, low distortion, 
and self-shielding.

Uniformity of characteristics. Siemens 
pot cores are known for consistent elec
trical characteristics month after month.

Wide range of materials and sizes. With 
8 different materials, 18 different sizes 
(from .22 to 2.75 inches diameter) and 
a total of more than 250 different stand

ard types, optimum properties are ob
tainable for all filter, oscillator and 
transformer applications.

Stability. Less than 0.2% change in per
meability in 10 years at temperatures 
up to 70° for typically gapped cores 
used in filter coils.

High Q value with high stability is typi
cal. For example, a 26 x 16 core of N22 
or N28 material AL 315 at 100 kc/s 
shows a Q value of approximately 950.

Off the shelf delivery. Write now for com
plete information on Siemens pot core 
application.

SIEMENS AMERICA INCORPORATED 
Components Division 
230 Ferris Avenue, 
White Plains, N.Y. 10603

In Canada: SIEMENS CANADA LIMITED 
407 McGill Street, Montreal 1, P.Q.

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 195
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SYSTEMS

X-Y recorder 
for OEM market
Electronic Associates, Ine., West 
Long Branch, N. J. Phone: (201) 
229-1100. P&A: $1190; 30 days.The single range, 11 x 17-in. X-Y recorder 1132 is designed primarily for the OEM market. It is intended as a display medium for a variety of test systems, aircraft simulators, etc. Access to data connections and certain controls is from the rear but all primary controls are on the front panel. Static accuracy is ±0.1% full-scale and slew is 20 irt/s.

CIRCLE NO. 2 84

Computer system 
grows with needs
Digital Equipment Corp., 146 Main
St., Maynard, Mass. Phone: (617) 
897-8821. Price: from $110,000.An expandable 36-bit word computer system is available in five configurations, all in the medium price range. Designed for on-line and real-time scientific, engineering and process control applications, the PDP-10 has a memory that can be expanded in 8,192 word increments to a max of 262,144 words, directly addressable. Cycle time is rated at 1 jus.

CIRCLE NO. 285

Magnetic-film memory 
reads in 105 ns
Texas Instruments, Inc., 13500 N. 
Central Expressway, Dallas. Phone: 
(214) 235-3111.A large, high-speed magnetic-film memory from TI provides a total capacity of 204,800 bits with a memory read access time of 105 ns and a cycle time of 350 ns. The memory stack is organized as 4096 words by 50 bits. This performance is traced to the use of ferromagnetic film as the storage medium rather than ferromagnetic cores. The concept is said to allow a marked increase in speed with no increase in cost.

CIRCLE NO. 286

Voice response unit 
speaks 31 words
Cognitronics Corp., 549 Pleasant
ville Rd., Briarcliff Manor, N. Y. 
Phone: (914) 769-7900. Price: 
from $1000.Designed for computer applications, the Speechmaker audio response systems provide a 31-word film-memory vocabulary. These units differ from most others in that they use photographic memory drums rather than magnetic types. Model 631 is keyed by individual switch closures for each word while Model 632 contains a binary decoding matrix for 5-bit binary code.

CIRCLE NO. 287

Drum memory 
virtually plugs in
Vermont Research Corp., Precision 
Park, North Springfield, Vt. Phone: 
(802) 886-2256.Called a “universal” design, the Type 1116 drum memory is designed to mate virtually any size, type and make of high-speed digital computer. The system offers a total capacity exceeding 12,500,000 bits and is adaptable to 16-, 18-, and 24- bit word systems. Average access time is 8.3 ms. Read/write capability ranges one to sixteen 64-word blocks with two IOT commands. Memory bit cost is 0.35 cents.

CIRCLE NO. 288

Telemetry amplifiers 
span L- and S-bands
Aertech, 250 Polaris Ave., Moun
tain View, Calif. Phone: (415) 967
9492.Citing innate advantages of transistorized amplifiers in telemetry up to S-band, a series of modular units are said to provide an option to the use of tunnel diodes. All three units provide 20 dB gain and have noise figures of about 5.5 dB. Dynamic range is among their features at 1.435-1.535 GHz, 1.65-1.95 GHz, and 2.2-2.3 GHz. Weight is 11 to 13 ounces and volume is 7 to 10 cubic inches.

CIRCLE NO. 289
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4-6 WEEKS 
DELIVERY
in Production Quantities or Prototypes

Netic & Co-Netic 
Magnetic Shields
Fabricated to your exact specifica
tions in any size or configuration. 
Two typical applications shown. 2-3 
weeks delivery on special order.

Permanently effective Netic and 
Co-Netic are the recognized world 
standard for dependable shielding. 
About 80% of all magnetic shield 
designs in use originated here. 
Netic and Co-Netic are insensitive 
to ordinary shock, have minimal 
retentivity, never require periodic 
annealing. Total quality is controlled 
during manufacture. Design assist
ance gladly given. Photomultiplier & CRT Shields

MAGNETIC SHIELD DIVISION
Perfection Mica Company 

1322 N. ELSTON AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60622 
ORIGINATORS OF PERMANENTLY EFFECTIVE NETIC CO-NETIC MAGNETIC SHIELDING

FREE 
TECHNICAL 

MICA 
MANUAL K-6 
gives electrical and physical 

data on all types of mica 
No tooling cost on numerous fabri
cated parts of natural and built-up 
mica.
Pre-punched insulating wafers to 
electrically isolate transistors, 
diodes, etc. from heat sinks.
Corrugated mica to reduce handling 
and fabrication costs for thermal 
elements.
All grades of mica offered. 
Immediate delivery from stock on 
many items.

PERFECTION MICA CO.
1322 No. Elston Ave.

Chicago, Illinois 60622 
Phone: 312, EV 4-2122
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Guaranteed

New Free Handbook 
on Servo Packages

NEW EBERT iHj-pdwer]METAL
TUBE MERCURY RELAYS ARE GUARANTEED 
TO PROVIDE LONG, MAINTENANCE-FREE 
LIFE EVEN IN PROBLEM ENVIRONMENTSGetting our new Servo Package catalog is almost like getting a servo design engineer through the mail. It gives you details about integrators, in-line servos, geared assemblies, data converters, synchronizers, and custom units, pre-engineered by Cedar. Write or call us for your free copy.

GEDAH
ENGINEERING DIVISION

CONTROL DATA
CORPORATION

5806 West 36th Street, Minneapolis, Minn. 55416 
Phone: (612)929-1681

FACT: Ebert Hi-Power Mercury Relays are available in 
1, 2 and 3-pole units. Load ratings up to 40KW 
or 100 Amps. Load voltages up to 550 V.A.C. 
They are unmatched for continuous in-use re
liability, durability, and ease of installation.

FACT: Their hermetically sealed, mercury-to-mercury 
action eliminates contact problems.

FACT: Their epoxy-clad, metal tube construction with
stands physical shock or rough handling.

FACT: Once you’ve tried an Ebert Hi-Power Relay you 
won't be satisfied with any other!

•Guaranteed tor one year agamst detects in materials and workmanship. 

Also available in solid state time delay and solid state 
hi-sensitive models

xKl WRITE FOR FREE MANUAL AND 30-DAY FREE TEST DETAILS

ft EBERT ELECTRONICS CORP.
130-10 JERICHO TURNPIKE, FLORAL PARK, N.Y. 11002
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POWER EQUIPMENT

Power supply drives 
op-amps and ICs
Deltron, Inc., Wissahickon Ave., 
North Wales, Pa. Phone: (215) 
669-9261.

What marking job can we help you do better?
There are hundreds of marking jobs 
you can do more efficiently and more 
economically with Markem machines. 
For instance, we can help you color 
band at high speeds . . . say a lot in 
a tiny space . . . meet tough dura
bility specs . . . combine sequential 
numbering with identification . . . im
print “problem” surfaces and hard-

V ____________  
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 783

to-hold objects ... do top and side 
printing in one pass . . . change over 
rapidly to short runs and pilot runs.
Write Markem Machine Company, 319 
Congress St., Keene, New Hampshire

MARKEM
HELPING YOUR PRODUCT SPEAK FOR ITSELF

A modular tracking power supply is offered specifically for use with integrated circuits and operational amplifiers. Designated the OS15- ,3D, the supply is of all-silicon design permitting operation up to 71°C. There is no overshoot on turnon, turn-off or power interruption. Tracking capability is provided to keep slave voltage proportional to the master.
CIRCLE NO. 290

TERMINAL ■ BLOCKS

WITH BUILT-IN INSULATION

GFT block

Available
... For Printed Circuits
... For Tinnerman Nut Mtg.

. With Internal Screw Term.

20 amps — 300 volts
1 — 18 terminals
#6 or #8 screws
Use up to #12 AWG wire

Versatile Curtis GFT terminal blocks eliminate costly insulat
ing and mounting procedures, when complying with UL and 
CSA requirements. Fully insulated, GFT blocks give you W 
solder terminal to ground clearance on Ve" thick chassis. 
Excellent conductivity. Terminals are bright tin plated.

Power supply module 
replaces slot supplies
Power Designs, Inc., 1700 Shames 
Drive, Westbury, N. Y. Phone: 
(516) 333-5698. P&A: $199; 3 to 4 
weeks.

Get full details on all GFT variations. Write for your copy 
of the Curtis Catalog.

CURTIS DEVELOPMENT & MFG. CO.
3236 N. 33rd St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216

Said to replace over 102 equivalent slot modules, the Model UPM-11 contains two independent sources, each providing 0 to 16 Vdc at 1 A. Output voltages and operating modes are determined by the wiring of the mating connector. No addition of components or shifting of internal jumpers or transformer taps is required.
CIRCLE NO. 291
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35-kV supply 
remotely controlled

Here’s a 
Great New Way 
to Buy Silicon 

DC Power Modules
Aptron, P. O. Box 305, Milford, 
Conn. Phone: (203) 878-5526.Remote selection of output polarity is the leading feature of the Model 1236, 35-kV de power supply. The unit is said to be well suited to applications ranging from capacitor bank charging to laboratory research. Output is rated at 1 mA and is 30 kV at 5 mA, adjustable from zero by varying the input voltage. Size is 8 x 9-5/8 x 10 in. and weight is 40 lbs.

CIRCLE NO. 292

MODEL

LC322 
5" X 5" x 7"

Introducing ERA’s All-New, Wide-Range, 
Variable, 71°C,All-Silicon,Fully RepairableDC 
Power Modules at Exceptionally Low Prices

Power reference source 
stable to 0.001%
Princeton Applied Reesarch, P. O. 
Box 565, Princeton, N. J. Phone: 
(609) 924-6835. P&A: $1250; about 
30 days.Output of the Model TC-260R solid state power reference source is stable to 0.001% over a 100-hour period. Outputs from 0 to 60 Vdc at currents up to 2 A are selected on direct-reading digital dials. Regulation is within 0.001% of setting. Absolute accuracy is within 0.01% of setting and the resolution capability is rated at 20 pN. Standard features include remote programing and sensing.

CIRCLE NO. 293

Over 100 prizes—enter contest on 
p. 232.

ERA’s new Value-Engineered DC Transpac® power modules provide, 
for the first time, all-silicon, high performance DC power in a wide 
range, variable, low cost module.

All units can be set to desired voltages by a simple external tap change 
and users will find that a single model can serve many voltage require
ments. Stocking problems are reduced to a minimum and power module 
obsolescence is practically eliminated.

Over-Voltage Protector Option: Add $35.00 to above prices and Suffix V to Model No. (i.e. LC325V, etc.).

Output
Voltage (DC)

Current 
71°C

Size WxDxH 
(inches)

Weight 
(lbs.)

Model Price

4-32 0-750 MA 4 x 4 x 614 6.2 LC32P7 $ 89.00
4-32 0-2 amps 5x5x7 8.5 LC322 $115.00
4-32 0-5 amps 6% x 814 x 7'4 16.8 LC325 $179.00
4-32 0-10 amps 83/4 X 93/2 x 71/2 29.0 LC3210 $215.00

30-60 0-1 amp 5x5x7 8.5 LC601 $145.00

SPECIFICATIONS

Input: 105-125 VAC, 50-400 cps
Ripple: Less than 800 microvolts

RMS or .005%, whichever is greater
Line Regulation: Better than ±0.01% or

5 mv for full input change
Load Regulation: Better than 0.05% or 8 mv 

for 0-100% load change
Voltage Adjustment: Taps/screw driver 

adjustment
Short Circuit Protected: Automatic recovery

WRITE TODAY FOR CATALOG #147

ELECTRONIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.
Dept. ED I, 67 Sand Park Road, Cedar Grove, N. J. 07009 (201) CEnter 9-3000

SUBSIDIARIES: ERA Electric Co. ■ Advanced Acoustics Co. ■ ERA Dynamics Corp. ■ ERA Pacific, Inc.

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 785

Vernier Voltage: External provision
Transient Response: Less than 50 microseconds
Operating Temperature: —20°C to +71OC

free air, full ratings
Maximum Case Temperature: 130°C
Temperature Coefficient: Less than 0.01% per

degrees C or 3 millivolts
Long-Term Stability: Within 8 millivolts

(8 hours reference)
Remotely Programmable
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POWER EQUIPMENT

De transformer 
measures isolation
Robicon Corp., 6452 Penn Ave., 
Pittsburgh. Phone: (412) 361-7211.The series 406 de transformers are designed for use in the measurement of isolation and control of de circuits. The instruments provide feedback for closed-loop control of voltage and current as well as usable signal for direct interface with recorders and meters. Voltages to 3 kV and currents to 100,000 A can be measured.

CIRCLE NO. 294

Tiny dual supply 
includes transformer
Pastoriza Electronics Inc., 385 El
liot St., Newton Upper Ealls, Mass. 
Phone: (617) 332-2131.Actually thinner than a pack of cigarettes, the MPD 15/100 provides dual ±15-V outputs at 100 mA with overall regulation of 0.02%. Obviously a companion to IC and hybrid logic, the supply occupies only 3/4-in. of rack space. In instruments, the MPD is also said to be a problem solver particularly when an existing unit is to be up-graded by the addition of additional amplifiers, filters, multiplexers, etc.

CIRCLE NO. 295

216

2- to 30-kV supplies 
use chopper principle
High Voltage Power Supply Co., 
15820 Stagg Ave., Van Nuys, Calif. 
Phone: (213) 780-5526. P&A: $71 
to $198; 2 to 3 wks.Based on the de chopper principle, the Series AUP 008 high-voltage supplies are suggested for applications in CRTs, image and phototubes. The use of the chopper principle is said to reduce the bulk and weight required. The supplies accept inputs from 50 to 1600 Hz and have an output ripple below 0.1%. Output is adjustable ±10%.

CIRCLE NO. 296

High-voltage supply 
occupies 3 in.3
Mil Associates, Inc., Hudson, N. H. 
Phone: (617) 444-0133. P&A:
$273; stock.A high-voltage power supply that provides up to 1500 volts at 2 mA is housed in a 3-in? case. The unit weighs only 120 grams. This dc-dc converter, Model HV-15, has an output ripple factor of 0.1% of the output voltage. The completely floating output is screwdriver adjustable from 700 to 1500 volts. Line regulation is 0.15%/V and load regulation is 2.5% from half to full.

CIRCLE NO. 297

Remote-sense supplies 
have 60,000 hr. MTBF
Mid-Eastern Electronics, Inc., 15 
Brown Ave., Springfield, N. J. 
Phone: (201) 376-7130. Price: 
from $198.Designed particularly for extreme environment OEM equipment, the HT and HTA series power supplies have a MTBF rating up to 60,000 hours. With neither forced-air nor heat sinking, the HT series functions up to 40°C while the HTA series is rated for 60°C ambients. Units are available in ratings from 6 volts at 4 A to 100 volts at 0.75 A.

CIRCLE NO. 298

Dual supply has 
250-microvolt ripple
Spar Electronics, 7969 Engineer 
Road, San Diego, Calif. Phone: 
(714) 279-1641. P&A: $59.95; 
stock.The Model 500 dual power supply provides two independent and adjustable sources of 0 to 16 volts at 500 mA. Sources can be operated in series for 0 to 32 volt operation or opposing for positive and negative voltages. Self-protecting current limitation with a flashing indicator is provided. Regulation is 25 mV max. A single 1-A supply, the Model 100 is also available.

CIRCLE NO. 299
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THE ‘EXTRA MARGIN’
IS A LIFE SAVER

Operating at 2 amps, 28 volts DC, you can get up to 30 percent more 
operating life by using Cook Electric's Micropoise relays. Why? It's the 
extra margin—5/1000 of an inch wider gap that means less wear on the 
contacts.

Wider contact gaps and more wipe are made possible by direct linear 
motion—an engineering achievement that delivers to you the kind of 
efficiency that can save you dollars while adding a new measure of 
dependability in your relay installations.

To complement the “extra-margin," the Micropoise relay eliminates all 
rotating parts, fragile glass bead inculators or overstressed spring members 
—a simple, efficient solenoid motion actuates the armature.

Assembled and hermetically sealed in a sparkling white room facility, 
Micropoise relays bring you the ultimate in contact reliability, packaging 
density and minimum coil power requirements.

Available in two, four, six and twelve pole double-throw configuration, 
the Micropoise line offers you precisely the right relay for any application 
demanding adherence to MIL-R-5757.

Try Micropoise. We're sure you'll agree—it's a life saver.

COOK ELECTRIC
AUTOMATIC CONTROLS DIVISION

2700 N. Southport Ave. • Chicago 60614 • Phone 312-348-6700

REPRESENTATIVES' OFFICES * Atlanta • Baltimore • Boston • Buffalo • Chicago • Cleveland • Dallas • Dayton • Denver • Huntsville 
Indianapolis • Los Angeles • Melbourne • New York • Philadelphia • Rochester • St. Louis • San Francisco • Schenectady • Seattle • Syracuse
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Bodine fractional horsepower motors, many full horsepower

motors, Superior Electric Co., Inc. Slo-Syn Motors, B & B

gPtlß© EßDK
Synchronous Motors, General Electric Motors, Geartronics 

wm® tow 
Apcor Multi-Speed Gearmotors and Reducers, Zero Max Variable

Speed Drives, Heiland Mechanical Overload Couplings, Miller

Rectifiers and Transformers, A.T.C. Timers and Counters,

W® • ONE SOURCE
Chronometric Speed Counters, Vis-count Tachometer Speed

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Indicating Systems, Heller Speed Controls. All in our new

FACTORY LOW PRICES
64 page catalog No. 14-67. Write for your copy.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
MOTOR AND CONTROL CORP.

96 SPRING STREET 
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10012 (212) 966-5777

PLASTICS/CERAMICS 
for ELECTRONICS

CONDENSED CATALOG

New folder describes product lines — costing resins, 
adhesives, foams, sheet stock, coatings, silicones, micro
wave absorbers, anechoic chambers, shielding materials, 
etc. Post card included for obtaining more details.

* This valuable folder is yours.
Write or Use the Reader Service Card.

Emerson & Cuming, Inc.
CANTON, MASS.

GARDENA, CALIF. • NORTHBROOK, ILL.
Sales Offices in Principal Cities

EMERSON & CUMING EUROPE N.V., Oevel, Belgium
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Design Aids

Resistor/inductor coderForget those long mnemonic devices and try this color coder to dope out resistor and inductor values. Simply turn the wheels until the applicable colors appear and then read out resistance values in the windows. The reverse side of the calculator performs the same function for inductors. Speer Resistor Div., Speer Carbon Co.
CIRCLE NO. 311

Plastics data guideAn 8-page illustrated guide presents technical data on 11 classes of thermoplastics and 2 classes of thermosetting resins. Included in the brochure are time-saving nomograms which make possible instant determination of cost and weight, stiffness, yield, specific gravity, thickness and other physical and mechanical property relationships of plastics. Another section is devoted to property data to aid the engineer in selecting a specific material for a given application. Plastics Div., Union Carbide Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 312

Parabolic antenna calculatorA handy slide-chart completely determines parabolic antenna parameters. By setting frequency at reflector diameter, gain over isotropic is read at the appropriate efficiency and half-power bandwidth, vswr and return loss are read out in windows. On the reverse side, frequency is set and wavelength, attenuation, minimum length of free space pattern test range, focus-to-diameter ratio and total paraboloid aperature angle are shown. Electronic Specialty Co.
CIRCLE NO. 313

Circular slide ruleA handy circular slide rule is offered to engineers and plant and office executives. This convenient pocket-size calculator is extremely useful for simple calculations. Operation is easy and results are accurate whether you multiply, divide or find proportions. Complete instructions are included. General Industrial Co.
CIRCLE NO. 314

Ac power slide ruleTel-Instrument Electronics’ ac power slide rule offered on page 170, ED 22, Sept. 27, 1966 was given a Reader Service number in error. The rules may be obtained for ?1 each from Tel-Instrument Electronics Corp., 728 Garden St., Carlstadt, N. J.

Resistor reliability ruleBy lining up the number of resistor test hours on the outer scale of this rule with the number of failures at a desired confidence level on the inner scale, failure rate per 1000 hours and mean time to failure are calculated. The “Resist-O-Dial” also completely determines specs on high-reliability, axial-lead, lug terminal and subminiature resistors. A set of Ohm’s law formulas are tabulated for convenience. The reverse side of the rule gives complete specs for high-frequency, unencapsulated ceramic, printed circuit, instrument grade and power resistors. Daven Div., Thomas A. Edison Industries, McGraw Edison Co.
CIRCLE NO. 315

Engineer’s scalesOffering full scale exposure at all times, “Scalemasters” eliminate the need for conventional triangular scales. Model EN-56 measures 6-3/4 x 3-3/8-in. and model EN-99 measures 12-1/2 x 3-3/8-in. Both have metal-banded scale ends and are transparent and laminated. Four slotted openings are provided along with graduations of 10, 50, 20, 40. 30 and 60 decimal parts to the inch. A scale with inches in sixteenths, a millimeter scale and half-scale are also provided.
Available for $0.60 (EN-56), $1 

(EN-99) from C-Thru Ruler Co, 
823 Windsor St., Hartford, Conn.
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Learn why

Please send me a FREE copy of "Transistor characteristics 
■ related to circuit performance,” along with detailed specifi

cations on ITT strip line transistors.

I
 Name .................................................. Title .........................

Company...............................................................................
। Address.............................. . .................................................

m City .................................. State ....................... Zip ...........

ITT’s exclusive strip line packaging makes 
VHF/UHF transistor circuits work better

The strip line package reduces or eliminates many of the 
difficulties that were formerly inevitable when working with 
high-power VHF-UHF transistors.

Consider these advantages: strip line configuration 
simplifies final tune-up by virtually eliminating instability; 
low-inductance package means easier matching to driver 
stages and broad bandwidth. For 400 MHz application, you 
may select the 3TE440 (15 watts output) or the 3TE450 
(4 watts output).

For full details fill in the coupon above. Or see for 
yourself — sample quantities are available off the shelf 
from your ITT distributor or factory representative.

ITT
SEMICONDUCTORS

ITT SEMICONDUCTORS IS A DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE ANO TELEGRAPH CORPORATION, 3301 ELECTRONICS WAY. WEST PALM BEACH. FLORIDA. 
FACTORIES IN WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA, PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA LAWRENCE. MASSACHUSETTS HARLOW AND FOOTSCRAY, ENGLAND. FREIBURG AND NURENBERG. GERMANY
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Crampedfor space?
Use Couch 1/7-size Relays
Space/weight problem? The new 
Couch 2X 1 /7-size crystal can relay 
gives you tremendous savings in 
space and weight. 0.1" 
grid — plus many out
standingspecs —all in mi
crominiature. Thoroughly 
field-proven In electronics 
and space applications.

Application 
Notes

Chopper-stabilized op-ampsPart 5 in Analog Devices’ series of application notes is a 12-page handbook covering theory and applications of chopper-stabilized opamps. The first section details basic principles and shows how the amplifier’s drift reduction provides 5 application advantages.The second section discusses such practical considerations as different methods for adjusting current and voltage drift and offset, techniques for stability when driving highly capacitive loads, use of a small capacitance across the feedback resistor for circuit stability, etc.With the aid of diagrams, the third section gives circuit applications. Typical circuits covered are inverting, noninverting, summing, integrating and current amplifiers, converters, sources and circuits for measuring the output from Wheatstone-bridge transducers. Analog Devices.
CIRCLE NO. 316

Measuring systemsThe technology and industrial applications of load and displacement measuring systems are described in this brochure. Measurement and calibration techniques used with load cells and position transducers are treated in detail. Lockheed Electronics Co.
CIRCLE NO. 318

Noise and field intensityDescription and applications information on a 1- to 22-GHz noise and field intensity analyzer are given in a 6-page brochure relating to military electromagnetic interference measurements and frequency surveillance. The Singer Co.
CIRCLE NO. 319

Pressure transducerThis report describes a transducer covering the unusually wide range of 10'5 to 103 mm Hg and sensitive to absolute pressure, with small size and internal volume, and fast response. Electrical output indicates pressure continuously. Applications include electronic control systems and automatic data recording.
Available for 30<f from Clearing

house, U.S. Dept, of Commerce, 
Spring field, Va.

Size
Contacts
Coil Operating Power
Coil Resistance 
Temperature 
Vibration
Shock

2X (DPDT) 
0.2" x 0.4" x 0.5" 

0.5 amp @ 30 VDC 
100 mw 150 mw 
60 to 4000 ohms 
—65°C to 125°C

20 G 
75 G

IX(SPDT) 
same 
same 

70 mw 100 mw 
125 to 4000 ohms 

same 
same 
same

Broad choice of terminals, coil resistances, 
mounting styles. Write for detailed data sheets.

RUGGED ROTARY RELAYS ^^Dynamically and Statically Balanced

COUCH ORDNANCE INC. 
3 Arlington St., North Quincy, Mass. 02171, Area Code 617, 
CYpress 8-4147 * A subsidiary of S. H. COUCH COMPANY, INC.

Heat sinking primerBasic data on heat sinking are presented in the form of four reprinted articles by Wayne Goldman, Wakefield’s Applications Engineer. Titles and the subjects covered are: “An Introduction to the Art of Heat Sinking,” “Nine Ways to Improve Heat Sink Performance,” “How to Measure Heat Sink Characteristics for High Power Application” and “Torque and Thermal Resistance.” Wakefield Engineering, Inc.
CIRCLE NO. 317

Microwave procurementThe ninth technical paper in a series being published by Sperry’s Electronic Tube Division is entitled “A New Solution for Microwave Source Procurement.” The paper discusses the interface problems encountered in matching microwave components and outlines a new approach to simplified system design. Sperry Rand Corp., Electronic Tube Div.
CIRCLE NO. 320

Over 100 prizes—try your luck on 
p. 232.
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NEED A SUPPLIER WHO MAKES 
RELIABLE REED SWITCHES 
AND RELAYS?

RBM CONTROLS IS DOING IT NOW!

We make the complete switch—with automatic equipment in white room 
facilities for consistent characteristics and reliability. We assemble these 
unexcelled switches into relay packages. This single source responsibility 
means total reliability for you. Numerous pole forms are available—mini
ature or standard switches or relays.

Ask Your Local RBM CONTROLS Sales Engineer for Special Reports 
Relative to Your Application.

Serving Major Markets Since 1921

RBM CONTROLS
Division Essex Wire Corporation 
Logansport, Indiana

RBM
STANDARD CONTROLS 

ARE AVAILABLE FROM YOUR 
ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTORS
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New 
Literature

Relay catalogA 50-page relay catalog gives complete engineering data, illustrations and dimensional drawings covering 1700 different relays divided into 23 classifications. Contacts, contact arrangements, coil specifications and other pertinent information needed to select or design relay circuits is given. Standard Relay Corporation.
CIRCLE NO. 321

Components catalogPotentiometers, switches and capacitors available “off the shelf” are described in the “Industrial Distributor Components Catalog 33-1.” The 44-page catalog contains information designed to make specification, selection and purchasing a snap for circuit design or component procurement. Centralab, The Electronics Div. of Globe-Union, Inc.
CIRCLE NO. 322

Epitaxial filmsThis 41-page report deals with thin gold films having the class of defects observable by transmission electron microscopy : dislocations, stacking faults and twins. It also considers gross features such as holes and other discontinuities.
Available for $2 from Clearing

house, U.S. Dept, of Commerce, 
Spring field, Va.

Precision optical componentsThis new 10-page catalog of precision optical components contains descriptions and prices of laser windows, mirrors and prisms, as well as fused silica lenses, cylindrical lenses, flat and concave reflectors, beam splitters and dispersion prisms. Detailed information on coatings is also included. Oriel Optics Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 323

Ferrite and garnet materialsAn 8-page catalog lists yttrium iron garnet, nickel ferrite and magnesium ferrite in single polycrystalline forms along with specifications and stock sizes and shapes. A 4- page bibliography on garnet materials is also included. Harshaw Chemical Co., Xtalonix Products.
CIRCLE NO. 324

Cryogenic liquidThe physical properties of liquid nitrogen and the design factors to be considered for its delivery, onsite storage and in-plant distribution are discussed in “Liquid Nitrogen.” The 20-page booklet provides comparative data on boiling and freezing points, heat content and density of liquid nitrogen, liquid oxygen, liquid air and other cryogenic fluids. Union Carbide Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 325

Magnetic shieldingA 4-page brochure gives technical data on rust-inhibited “Blue Netic” magnetic shielding foil, with some applications for other magnetic foil shielding, for general and laboratory use. Perfection Mica Co.
CIRCLE NO. 326

Folded-array memoryA miniature folded-array memory, in separate types for commercial, industrial and military applications, is described in an 8-page brochure. Indiana General Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 327

Connector catalogAn 8-page catalog describing a line of connectors for commercial and military applications covers eight different series, with pertinent specifications for each group. Included are connectors for printed circuitry, removable contact, center screwlock and rack and panel applications, power, terminal blocks and special designs. Continental Connector Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 328

Transistor amplifiersA catalog covering low-noise transistor amplifiers features reliability data in accordance with MIL- HDBK-217. A nomograph is included to facilitate calculation of spurious responses and intermodulation products on both relative and absolute bases. Avantek, Inc.
CIRCLE NO. 329

Semiconductor specsJEDEC Suggested Standard No. 3, “Standard List of Values to Be Used in Semiconductor Device Specifications and Registration Formats” and JEDEC Publication No. 59, “A Guide to the Preparation of Semiconductor Detail Specifications in MIL-S-19500 Format” have been issued as aids in semiconductor specification writing.
Available for 25Ç (No. 3), and 

95( (No. 59), from Electronics In
dustries Association, 2001 Eye St., 
N.W., Washington, D. C.

Power supply modulesBoth single- and dual-output modular power supplies are described in a new 8-page catalog. Thousands of all-silicon models are listed with outputs from 0 to 400 V and output currents to 25 A. Power Mate Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 330

Over 100 prizes—try your luck on 
p. 232.
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Lambda high current LK Series power supplies
0-20,0-36,0-60 VDC * up to 35 amps • 5% height * starting at $330.

3 full-rack models —Size 5'4" x 19" x 16Vz"FcatUrCS • Series/Parallel Operation
• Regulation—.015% or

• All Silicon 1 MV (Line or Load)
• Convection cooled • Ripple-500 uV RMS.
• Remotely programable • Temp. Coef. .015%/°C
• Meet Mil-Environment • Transformer—designed
specs to MIL-T-27 Grade 6
Vibration, MIL-T-4807A • Completely Protected—

Model7 Voltage 
Range

CURRENT RANGE AT AMBIENT OF:’
Price2

40e C 50 C 60 C 71 C

LK 350 0-20VDC 0-35A 0-31A 0-26A 0-20A $675

LK 351 0-36VDC 0-25A 0-23A 0-20A 0-15A 640

LK352 0-60VDC 0-15A 0-14A O12.5A 010A 650

6 half-rack models — Size SUs" x 8%" x 16(4"
Shock: MIL-E-4970A Short Circuit Proof—
• Proc. 1 & 2 Continuously Adjustable
Humidity: MIL-STD-810 Automatic Current Limiting
• Meth. 507 • Constant l./Constant V.
Temp. Shock: MIL-E-5272C by automatic crossover
• (ASG) Proc. 1 • No Voltage Spikes or
Altitude: MIL-E-4970A Overshoot on “turn on, turn
• (ASG) Proc. 1 off” or power failure
Marking: MIL-STD-130 • Wide Input Voltage and
Quality: MIL-Q-9858 Frequency Range—105-132
• Remote Sensing VAC, 47-63 cps

RACK OR BENCH USE—rubber feet included for bench use.

Model2 Voltage 
Range

CURRENT RANGE AT AMBIENT OF:1
Price2

40 C 50 C 60 C 71°C

LK 340 0-20VDC 0- 8.0A 0- 7.OA 0- 6.1A 0-4.9A $330

LK 341 0-20VDC 0-13.5A 0-11.0A 010.0A 0-7.7A 385

LK 342 0-36VDC 0- 5.2A 0- 5.0A 0- 4.5A 0-3.7A 335

LK 343 0-36VDC 0- 9.0A 0- 8.5A 0- 7.6A 0-6.1A 395

LK 344 0-60VDC 0- 4.0A 0- 3.5A 0- 3.0A 0-2.5A 340

LK 345 0-60VDC 0- 6.0A 0- 5.2A 0- 4.5A 0-4.0A 395

1 Current rating applies over entire voltage range.
2 Prices are for non-metered models. For metered models add suffix 
(FM) to model number and add $30.00 to price.
3 Overvoltage Protection: Add suffix (OV) to model number and add 
$70.00 to the price for half-rack models; $90.00 for full-rack models.

Al a m b d aELECTRONICS CORP.
515 BROAD HOLLOW ROAD • MELVILLE, L. I., NEW YORK • 516 MYRTLE 4 4200 

A j/keo; SUBSIDIARY
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ceramic Capacitors
MOLDED CERAMIC TUBULARS 
for computer applications. The ultimate in re

liability (failure rate 0.001 %/1000 hours 
at 85° C and twice rated voltage.)

DISC CERAMICS
for all commercial and military applications. New 
production techniques give Skottie a big 
edge in price, quality and delivery. Ask 
for a quote and find out if it’s not so.

Do you have a problem in ceramic capacitors with special designs, 
quality, reliability, guaranteed delivery or price? If you do, it might pay 
you to look into Skottie Electronics. We specialize exclusively in the design 
and manufacture of ceramic dielectric capacitors. Skottie is a major 
supplier of ceramic capacitors to the largest computer and radio/TV man
ufacturers in the world.

Sure we do the military and commercial standards. But in ceramics, 
when you have special needs (particularly design or delivery) we think 
you’ll find Skottie Electronics your best supplier. Representatives in major 
cities throughout the United States.
QlfllTTIF n PPTDniJirQ IMP /Archbald, Pennsylvania 18403 
uAUI I II LLluinUNluU, Inb./ phone 717-489-4726 TWX 510 656 2979

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 811

NEW LITERATURE

Glossary of instrument termsThe “Glossary of Instrument Terms” is an 8-page booklet which contains 155 technical terms or phrases and their definitions. The terms are peculiar to electronics, electromechanics, theoretical mechanics, biophysics and electrical engineering. The glossary provides a “semantic reference” so that language between instrument manufacturers and users can be more thoroughly understood. Brush Instruments Div., Clevite Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 331

Automatic film readerA 40-page report treats the development of a method for digitizing oscilloscope data at a faster than usual rate while minimizing human error. The method applies automatic techniques to the digitizing of analog data recorded on positive transparent oscillograms.
Available for $2 from Clearing

house, U.S. Dept, of Commerce, 
Spring field, Va.

VECTOR PLUGBORDS
CUT CONSTRUCTION TIME
Why drill holes? Use prepunched Vector 
Plugbords to save time, work, and money.

■ New “COPPCO'-Copper plus film plus 
Vectorbord*. User “pokes” holes through.

■ "KARDEJ”—Aluminum framing stiffens 
cards 1/32" to 1/16” thick.

■ VECTORBORD:* “P" Type—.042” holes. 
0.1" grid for D.I.P.s; "M” Type—.025" holes 
on .050" grid for I.C.P.s; “G” Type—.062" 
holes, 0.2" x 0.1" grid for transistors and 
discrete components.

■ EDGE PINS stake to card — fit New 
"VECTORCONN” receptacles.

■ "MINIKLIPS”—Vector “Push Pins” and 
turned terminals for leads.

■ ELCO VARICON*, 12-47 contacts, or 
printed tabs.
•Trademark

For complete information contact:

ELECTRONIC COMPANY,INCORPORATED 
1100 Flower Street, Glendale, California 91201

Condensed diode catalogCondensed catalog D-l is a 2-color, 4-page publication giving specs on a complete line of microwave diodes. Tabulated electrical and mechanical data is provided on more than 100 . models including mixer and video detector diodes, general purpose varactors and step recovery, paramp, fast switching and pin switching diodes. Alpha Industries, Inc.
CIRCLE NO. 332

Subminiature RF connectorsSubmin RF connectors and coax cables are described in Amphenol’s 12-page, 2-color catalog. The publication contains specs and illustrations of radial-crimp, quick-crimp and field-serviceable connectors. Complete assembly instructions with step-by-step drawings are included for each type. A cable section covers available dielectric and cable jacket combinations, along with a full listing of electrical characteristics. Easy-to-use reference charts detail compatible connectors and cables. Amphenol, RF Division.
CIRCLE NO. 333

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 868
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Platinum alloys“High Tensile Strength Platinum Alloys” outlines the advantages of these alloys and their composition. It covers the unusual characteristics which make them desirable for wirewound pots, galvanometer suspension strips, bridge wires, spring contacts and strain gauges. Also included are tables showing methods for calculating torque and resistance per foot. Sigmund Cohn Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 334

Solid-state electrometerA solid-state electrometer is described with a range of current measurement of 10’12 to IO-8 A, for use in a portable radiation survey meter. The device offers high linearity, fast response and low power consumption.
Available for $1 from Clearing

house, U.S. Dept, of Commerce, 
Spring field, Va.

Brazing alloysA line of phosphor-copper and silver alloy brazing fluxes and solders is detailed in this 4-page bulletin. Charts of composition analysis and specification compliances of silver solders and silver brazing fluxes are included. Unibraze Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 335

Electromagnetic compatibility“Electronic Equipment Enclosures,” fourth in a series developed by the EIA Electromagnetic Compatibility Committee, contains material to aid the equipment designer in designing or specifying equipment enclosures to meet radiation and susceptibility requirements. Both analytic and measurement approaches are covered. Information is presented in graphic form to permit quick design decisions. The bulletin contains sections dealing with definitions, shielding theory, shielding materials, RFI leakage, aperture radiation and gaskets.
Available for $2.50 from EIA 

Engineering Dept., 2001 Eye St., 
N.W., Washington, D. C.

Magnetic core memoriesThis 6-page brochure describes a line of memory systems for military, aerospace and commercial applications. Photos and specs are presented for regular and miniature serial, sequential and random access units, and a bit serial core memory system. Di/An Controls, Inc.
CIRCLE NO. 336

General purpose relaysTwenty-three series of relays covering a wide range of duty requirements are described with photos, dimensional drawings and operational data in an 18-page catalog. Data on coils and contacts, mounting dimensions and available enclosures are included. Guardian Electric.
CIRCLE NO. 337

Impact and vibrationA description of elastomeric energy-absorption devices and how they isolate vibration, noise and impact are presented in this 12-page catalog. Also treated are causes, characteristics and effects of free vibration, forced vibration and resonance, with data on the company’s energy-absorbing devices. Ohio Rubber Co.
CIRCLE NO. 338

Computer techniques“New Techniques in Computer Development” is a 16-page brochure describing the design, development and production of the new SDS line. The use of critical-path planning, computer-aided design, standardization programs, automated testing, and semiautomatic qualitycontrol procedures are described fully. Scientific Data Systems.
CIRCLE NO. 339

Illuminated switchesA well-illustrated 19-page catalog presents a broad line of illuminated push-button switches with accessories. It describes the series 10E with ordering data for accessories and required front-panel lens engravings. Master Specialties Co.
CIRCLE NO. 340

Win a free trip to Paris. See p. 232.
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Sigmund Cohn Corp.
121 So. Columbus Avenue 
Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10553

Gold Ribbon rolled from 
round wire is absolutely 
burr-free.... Available in 
a variety of alloys such as: 
• 0.6% Antimony Gold 
• 1 % Gallium Gold 
• 2% Silicon Gold 
• and Pure Gold ... 
Precisely rolled to meet 
your dimensions.

Send your specs for quote,

Sigmund Cohn Corp, of California, Burbank, Cal.

Sigmund Cohn-Pyrofuze, Inc., Dallas, Texas



NEW LITERATURE

Audio Amplifier? 
AC Power Supply?

the Compact 
NA Series 
gives you 

both!

The NA Series of AC Power 
Supplies are exceptionally 
flexible sources of audio 
power. Each power supply con
sists of a Regulated Audio 
Power Amplifier with inter
changeable fixed or variable 
Plug-In Oscillators for a wide 
range of precision AC power

applications. The Amplifier 
has a full power range of 
45-6,000 cycles. With the in
corporation of a CML Plug-In 
Oscillator precise fixed or ad
justable output frequencies 
are available anywhere within 
this range. For complete in
formation, write today.

CML, Inc.
A subsidiary of Tenney Engineering, Inc. 

350 Leland Avenue * Plainfield, New Jersey 
(201) 754-5502 • TWX: 201-756-2064

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 814

New CAMBION integrated 
circuit assemblies...

Typical Logic Assembly (41/?" x 4!4") Shown Front and Back

150 ways to better logic design
Start projects at the systems level. New low cost, highly flexible 
and universal, CAMBION IC logic assemblies comprise a broad 
selection of logic functions such as decoders, counters, shift 
registers,etc. CAMBION DTL(diode transistor logic) integrated 
circuit logic assemblies are characterized by high speed opera
tion, positive logic levels, low power input, large noise threshold 
and 70 pin output/input configuration. Send for our latest 
Fact-pak on CAMBION digital logic assemblies. It’s FREE. 
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 501 - Concord Avenue, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. Phone: (617) 876-2800. In Los 
Angeles, at8703 La Tijera Boulevard 90045. Phone: (213)776-0472.

Standardize on CAMBION...21,541 guaranteed electronic components

ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 815

Silicon assembliesAn indexed 80-page catalog lists a complete line of silicon assemblies, with ratings and specifications. The catalog describes a line of molded circuit assemblies from low-current, low-voltage bridges through cartridges and tube replacements to high-voltage encapsulated stack rectifier assemblies. International Rectifier.
CIRCLE NO. 341

Clutches and brakesDesign features and operating characteristics of magnetic dry particle clutches and brakes are given in this 16-page catalog. Complete electrical and mechanical data are given for servo sizes 5 through 23, and a simple nomograph is provided for determining heat-rise in any unit. Vibrac Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 342

Terminal junctionsThis 4-page brochure describes terminal junctions, a class of interconnection and busing devices in which terminals tool-crimped on leads are inserted in junction modules. The brochure describes the method and presents various junction configurations. Deutsch.
CIRCLE NO. 343

Lamp indicatorsData sheets are available on two additional models of the Replaceable Lamp Button-Lite (RBL) Series, containing full specifications and ordering information. Transistor Electronics Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 344

Precision potentiometersAn 8-page catalog gives the nomenclature, dimensions, specs, photos and price listings of over 25 bush-mount, servo-mount, digital and clock-face precision pots. Also treated are power supplies, voltage sensors, relays, time delays, microcomponents and turns-counting dials. Bourns, Inc.
CIRCLE NO 345

Enter the “Top Ten” contest on 
p. 232.
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Crystal filtersA 16-page catalog, describing a line of quartz crystals, crystal filters and oscillators, contains illustrations, schematics and a frequency vs bandwidth guide for determining the practicability of crystal filters. Midland-Wright Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 346

SUBMINIATURE
Reprints AvailableThe following reprints are available free and in limited quantities. To obtain single copies, circle the number of the article you want on the Reader-Service Card.

New FETs replace tubes (No. 347)
Measure transistor y-parameters (No. 348)
Need a pedestal-free gate? (No. 349)

SPOT 

□ POT 

3PDT 

4PDT

Designed to meet the highest standards 
of reliability, C&K's quality subminiature 
toggle switches combine maximum 
performance with small size! They feature 
rugged construction, simple mounting, 
excellent appearance, and long, 
trouble-free operation!

Accuracy Policy
It is the policy of Electronic 
Design ;

To make reasonable efforts to in
sure accuracy of editorial matter. 
To publish promptly corrections 
brought to our attention.

To reserve the right to refuse 
any advertisement deemed mis
leading or fraudulent.

All editorial correspondence should 
be sent to:

Howard Bierman, Editor 
Electronic Design
850 Third Avenue 

New York, N. Y. 10022

Subscription Policy
Electronic Design is circulated 

free of charge to qualified design 
engineers in the U.S., Western 
European Continent and Britain. 
To establish your qualifications, 
send Electronic Design the fol
lowing information on your com
pany’s letterhead: Your name, en
gineering title, description of your 
design duties and a list of your 
company’s major products. The let
ter must be signed by you per
sonally.

Subscription rates for nonquali
fied subscribers—$25 a year in the 
U.S., $35 in all other countries. 
Single copy, $1.50.

Change of Address
A subscriber’s change of address 

requires a restatement of his quali
fications. To expedite the change, 
and to avoid missing any issues, 
send along a label from a back opy.

Microfilm Copies
Microfilm copies of all 1961, 1962, 

1963, 1964 and 1965 issues of 
Electronic Design are available 
through University Microfilms, Inc., 
313 N. First Street, Ann Arbor, 
Mich.
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A competitively-priced, made-ln-America product. Write for literature today!

quality electro-mechanical products
Morse Street, Wetertown, Massachusetts 02172 

Telephone; 617 926-0800
COMPONENTS, INC._____________________________________

C4K also m.nuf.cture. a quality Una of magnetic code converter., tlmere end logic elements. 
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 816

The world’s smallest fuse—Picofuse. 
1/8 thru 5 amps... 1/6 gram... 125 v.

LITTELFUSE
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS
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ÄwHICH PUBLICATIONS ARE READ BY ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS^ 

INTERESTED IN
TEST INSTRUMENTS?

©
BALLANTINE LABORATORIES, INC.

FOUND OUT
by asking 498 of their customers and prospects

Ballantine Laboratories, Inc. found out for them
selves which electronic magazines are best read 
in this field. In November, 1965, Ballantine asked 
a random sample of 498 of their customers and 
prospects to rank eleven magazines (read regu
larly) in order of importance. Response reached 
299 (63%). The resulting scores, shown at right, 
give Electronic Design an overwhelming lead!

Surveys like Ballantine’s take much of the 
guesswork out of media planning. And, as more 
and more manufacturers make their own reader
ship studies, Electronic Design's lead in readership 
has become increasingly clear. Ballantine was the 
49th study to be released to Electronic Design for 
publication. The box score below shows the 
results—Electronic Design first in 45 out of 
49 studies!
In the tabulation of the returns, weights were assigned to the first five 
places (1st place, 5 points; 2nd place, 4 points; etc.).

READERSHIP STUDY BOX SCORE
Number of Studies 

To Date
Number Won By 
Electronic Design

49 45

PUBLICATION Rank
Read 

Regularly 
Weighted Score

ELECTRONIC 
DESIGN

640

ELECTRONIC 
INDUSTRIES

7 266

ELECTRONICS 2 477

ELECTRICAL 
DESIGN NEWS

3 421

IEEE 
SPECTRUM

5 324

ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT 

ENGINEERING
4 369

ELECTRO
TECHNOLOGY 6 318

ELECTRO
MECHANICAL DESIGN

Not included.

ELECTRONIC 
PRODUCTS

8 260

ELECTRONIC 
NEWS

9 129

Electronic Design ranks NO. 1 IN READERSHIP
IF YOUR AD CAN SELL . . . IT WILL SELL BEST IN ELECTRONIC DESIGN 

l=@^ a HAYDEN publication
850 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 (212) PL 1-5530
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Electronic Design Design Data from

Advertising
Representatives
New York 10022

Robert W. Gascoigne 
Thomas P. Barth 
Samuel M. Deitch 
Richard W. Nielson 
850 Third Avenue 
(212) PLaza 1-5530 
TWX : 867-7866

Philadelphia
Fred L. Mowlds, Jr.
P. O. Box 206
Merion Station, Pa. 19066 
(215) MO 4-1073

Boston
Richard Parker 
7 Redstone Lane 
Marbelhead, Mass. 01945 
(617) 742-0252

Chicago 60611
Thomas P. Kavooras 
Berry Conner, Jr.
720 N. Michigan
(312) 337-0588

Cleveland
Robert W. Patrick
8410 Treetower Drive
Chagrin Falls, Ohio 44107 
(216) 247-7670

Los Angeles 90303
Stanley I. Ehrenclou 
Terrence D. Buckley 
W. James Bischof 
2930 W. Imperial Highway 
Inglewood, Calif.
(213) 757-0183

San Francisco
Ashley P. Hartman
175 South San Antonio Rd.
Ste. 243
Los Altos, Calif. 94022 
(415) 941-3084

Southwestern 75206
Tommy L. Wilson
6200 North Central Express

way
Dallas, Tex.
(214) EMerson 1-2311

London W. 1
Brayton C. Nichols 
44 Conduit Street

Verviers, BelgiumAndre Jamar
1, Rue Mallar, 1 
(087) 253.85

Quality Fasteners For All Design
H nnlicationS This 8-page catalog provides design data on the

**** complete group of DZUS 1/4-turn self-locking
fasteners for standard, high speed and panel ap
plications, as well as universal high strength 
multiple thread fasteners for high tensile and 
shear stresses. Dzus stud assemblies, wire forms 
and receptacles offer an exceptional, wide variety 
of combinations from stock to fit specific fasten
ing requirements. Diagrams and tables give full 
details for rapid, unlimited design selection. Con
densed Catalog No. S-2 or comprehensive Cata
log No. D-3 are available on request.

Dzus Fastener Co» Inc.
Division 32 

425 Union Boulevard 
West Islip, L. I., N. Y. 11795 171

Engineers’ Relay Handbook
A definitive work that is fast becoming a standard 
reference text for the relay user. Prepared and 
edited by the National Association of Relay Man
ufacturers, this book is a complete guide to the 
principles, properties, performance characteris
tics, application requirements, specifications, and 
testing of relays. Systems and product engineers 
will find the Handbook an indispensable help in 
determining the correct types of relays for their 
applications. For further information about this 
unique sourcebook, write Dept. ED

Hayden Book Co» Inc.
116 W. 14th Street 

New York, N.Y. 10011 173

Tokyo
Yoshihiro Takemura
International Planning

Service, Inc.
Room 231 Tokyu-Mita Bldg.
1, Shiba-Mita. Koun-cho
Minato-ku, Tokyo

AMERICAN BUSINESS PRESS, INC. BPA

Thousands Of Power Supply Modules
Thousands of single and dual output all-silicon 
power supply modules are available from Power/ 
Mate with outputs from zero to 400v • Output 
currents to 25A • Rated for continuous duty at 
—20 to —1-71 °C • Modules are short circuit proof, 
and are designed for automatic recovery • Since 
they are rigorously inspected and operated full 
load 71 °C for 24 hours prior to shipping, they are 
sold with a three year warranty • Single units 
priced as low as $49.95 with discounts on over 
ten modules • Many available for off-the-shelf 
delivery • Send for General Catalog 117 for com
plete details and ordering information.

Power/Mate Corporation
163 Clay Street 

Hackensack, New Jersey 07601 (201) 343-6294 175
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Manufacturers
duertisements of booklets, brochures, catalogs and data sheets. To order use Reader-ServiceCard.

Designer’s 
Datebook

Piezotron <tm> Quartz Accelerometers

piezotron
quartz 

accelerometer

Il 1
1 1 ‘ i

JANUARY
S M T W T F S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31

FEBRUARY
S M T W T F S

12 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28

Four-page Bulletin 813106 provides answers to 
frequently asked questions concerning Kistler's 
new, easy-to-use, low impedance Piezotron quartz 
transducers which require only one wire for both 
signal and power. Subjects covered include pow
er requirements, interface considerations, shock 
measurements, use with long cables, and environ
mental characteristics.

Kistler Instrument Corporation 
8969 Sheridan Drive 

Clarence, N. Y. 14031 172

DC Modules Simplify Power Supply
Logistics Data sheets describe three new Universal Power 

Modules which replace hundreds of slot-range 
supplies. Discrete output voltages are determined 
by the mating connector wiring. Interpolation po
tentiometer (25-turn) provides intermediate set
tings. Modules mount in any plane, to any sur
face, without heat sinking or blowers. Model 
UPM-11 is two independent sources of 0 to 16V, 
1 ampere. Model UPM-22 is two independent 
sources of 16 to 28V, % ampere, or 28 to 60V, lA 
ampere. Model UPMD-6 is a 10-ampere source 
of 3, 4, 5, or 6V.

Power Designs, Inc.
1700 Shames Drive 

Westbury, L. I., N. Y. 174

New “Tape Lift” Printed Circuit Drafting

Jan. 4-7, 1967
Winter Meeting of the National 
Society of Professional Engineers (San Juan, P. R.) Sponsor: NSPE ; Kenneth E. Trombley, National Society of Professional Engineers, 2029 K. St., N.W., Washington, D. C. 20006
Jan. 10-12
1967 Annual Symposium on Relia
bility (Washington, D. C.) Sponsor: NASA; John E. Condon, Reliability and Quality Assurance (KR), NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. C. 20546
Jan. 19-20
Institute—Computer Aid for Reli
ability Analysis of Electronics (Milwaukee) Sponsor: University of Wisconsin; C. L. Brisley, Director, Engineering Center for Postgraduate and Professional Development, The University of Wisconsin, 600 W. Kilbourn Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 53203.
Jan. 31-Feb. 2
Circuit Design by Computer —Tu
torial Symposium (New York City) Sponsor: New York University; M. B. Goldin, New York University, University Heights, New York, N. Y. 10453
Feb. 7-9
Winter Convention on Aerospace 
& Electronic Systems (Los Angeles) Sponsor: IEEE, G-AES; D. Traitel, Electro-Optical Systems, 300 N. Halstead, Pasadena, Calif.Aids

No engineer or draftsman should be without the 
most up-to-date cross-reference guide to better 
Printed Circuit Drafting Catalog. It is complete 
with prices and illustrations of over 1200 sizes of 
"Tape Lift" pads, shapes and other aids for faster, 
more accurate, distortion-free printed circuit mas
ter drawings.

By-Buk Company
4326 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90019 

Telephone: (213) 937-3511 176

Feb. 14-17
Electronic Packaging Conference (New York City) Sponsor: Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc. ; A. J. Favata, SAE, 485 Lexington Ave.. New York, N. Y. 10017
Feb. 15-17
International Solid-State Circuits 
Conference (Philadelphia) Sponsors: IEEE, University of Penn.; Lewis Winner, 152 W. 42 St., New York, N. Y. 10036
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Electronic Design’s

1966
’’TOP TEN” 
CONTEST RULES
1. Select the ten advertisements in the 
January 4, 1966 issue you think will, be best 
remembered by Electronic Design readers, as 
determined by “Recall-Seen” scores in 
“Reader Recall.” On the official entry blank 
or any reasonable facsimile thereof, enter, for 
each of the ten advertisements you have 
selected, the name of the company adver
tising and the page number(s) on which it 
appears. Your ten choices need not be in 
rank order. Ads placed by Hayden Publishing 
Company, Inc., in Electronic Design, should 
NOT be considered among the top ten 
advertisements.

2. If more than one entry is submitted, none 
will be considered. Entry blank must be filled 
in completely, or it will not be considered. 
Electronic Design will pay postage for official 
entry blanks only. Entries must be post
marked not later than midnight, January 30, 
1966.

3. To enter, readers must be engaged in 
electronic design engineering work, either 
by carrying out or supervising design engi
neering or by setting standards for design 
components and materials. Employees of 
Hayden Publishing Company, Inc., its sub
sidiary and advertising agency, and members 
of their families, are not eligible for this 
contest. Decision of the judges will be final. 
In the event of a tie, the contestants involved 
will be asked to participate in a special 
run-off

4. First prize is two tourist class, round-trip 
tickets between New York and Paris via Air 
France. Transportation to and from point of 
embarkation in New York or Paris, and any 
other expenses incurred as part of this trip, 
are not included in the prize. No cash pay
ments, or other substitutes, will be made in 
lieu of any prize.

5. Contest void where prohibited or taxed 
by law. Liability for any taxes on prizes is the 
sole responsibility of the winners.

‘TOP TEN” INDUSTRIAL MANUFAC- 
TURER/ADVERTISING AGENCY CON
TEST RULES

6. All rules for Reader Contest (above) will 
similarly apply for this contest, with one 
exception: readers engaged in electronic 
design engineering work, as defined in the 
rules above, are not eligible to participate in 
this special contest.

7. This special contest is open to personnel 
at all industrial manufacturing companies 
and advertising agencies. Those who qualify 
for the Reader Contest (as defined in point 3, 
above) are not eligible to enter this contest.

8. Employees of all industrial manufacturing 
companies and advertising agencies are 
eligible to enter this contest whether or not 
their companies or agencies have an adver
tisement in this issue. However, only those 
companies (or divisions thereof) advertising 
in this issue, and the advertising agencies 
placing such advertisements, are eligible for 
a free re-run of their advertisement, should a 
member of their organization win. Entrants 
from such companies and advertising agen
cies must clearly indicate the specific adver
tisement to be re-run (indue! ng page 
number) in the space at the bottom of the 
entry blank.

“TOP TEN” CONTEST
FIRST PRIZE

win 2round-trip 
tickets between 

New York and PARI S
VIA AIR FRANCE

• Select the “TOP TEN” ads 
in this issue.

• All Electronic Design readers 
are eligible.

• Over 100 other valuable prizes!

2nd PRIZE

HOFFMAN
COLOR TV 
CONSOLE

here's all 
you have to 
do to enter:

Hoffman 23" console, featuring 26,000 
volts of picture tube power. .. 4"x6" 
front-firing speaker. 32"x29"x19'/s" 
cabinet. (Retail value: $600.00.)

3rd—8th 
PRIZES

BULOVA 
ACCUTRON® 
ELECTRONIC 
TIMEPIECES

The "Spaceview” is an Ideal time
piece for electronic engineers. Its 
clear-view dial reveals transistorized 
electronic circuit and tuning fork 
assembly. (Retail value: $150.00.)

PLUS 100 
ADDITIONAL 
PRIZES

MICROELECTRONIC DESIGN — a 
thorough overview of the field in 
six sections—has almost 90 out-

Bierman. (Retail value: $11.50.)

CONTEST FOR ADVER
TISERS, TOO

Rate the ads appearing in this issue of 

Electronic Design. Select the top ten— 
the ads that, in your opinion, will be best 

remembered by readers. Your choices 

will be measured against the 10 ads 
ranking highest in the "Recall-Seen" 

category of "Reader Recall"—Electronic 
Design's scientific method of measuring 

readership. In making your predictions, 

be sure to consider your 54,000 fellow 

engineers' interest in the subject matter 

of the ads, their effectiveness, impact, 

and attention-getting values.

Entry blanks and complete contest 

rules appear at right. Don't miss this 

opportunity to win one of the many valu

able prizes. The first prize winner will 

receive round-trip tickets for two, be
tween New York and Paris, via Air 

France!
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DMS-3200 Digital Measuring System

DMS-3200 Main Frame $320 
(shown with DP-100)

DP-100
DC Voltmeter 
Plug-in

$175
DP-150
1 MC Counter 
Plug-in 

$195
DP-170 
Ohmmeter 
Plug-in 

$240
DP-200 
Capacity 
Meter 
Plug-in 

$240
DP-140
Event Counter 
and 
Slave Plug-in 

$75

HIGHLIGHT FEATURES
■ 3-digit Biquinary Tube Read-out ■ Plug-in 
Flexibility ■ All-electronic ■ Fully-transistorized
■ Modular Design ■ Fully Field-tested
■ Automatic Polarity Indication ■ Automatic 
Decimal Point Indication

AS A DIGITAL DC VOLTMETER (DP100 Plug-in)
Range 0.1 millivolts to 1000 volts
Accuracy ±0.1% FS, ±0.1% of reading 
True integrating voltmeter design 
10 megohms input impedance at all times

AS A DIGITAL 1 MC COUNTER (DP150 Plug-in)
±0.005% accuracy: Resolution 1 part in 107 

(Overrange capability with sector read-out 
permits 3-digit display to be equivalent of a 
7-digit instrument)

Frequency measurement range 0.1 cps to 1 me 
Period measurement range 0.1 ms to 999 sec
onds

AS A DIGITAL OHMMETER (DP170 Plug-in)
Range 0.01 ohm to 1,000 megohms
Accuracy ±0.1% FS, ±0.2% of reading

AS A DIGITAL CAPACITY METER (DP200 Plug-in)
Range 1.0 picofarad to 10,000 microfarads 
Accuracy ±0.1% FS, ±0.2% of reading

AS AN EVENT COUNTER AND SLAVE (DP140 Plug-in)
Event counting speed: 1,000,000 pps
Alternate use as slave to DP-150 to provide 
6-digit display

The DMS-3200 is designed for rugged industrial 
and laboratory applications. By utilizing a de
sign which has the optimum combination of 
accuracy capability and number of digit display, 
the DMS-3200 meets the general purpose mea
surement needs of industry for reliable, pre
cision digital measurement equipment in the 
$400-$500 price range.

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. • 10514 Dupont Avenue . Cleveland, Ohio 44108
ON READER-SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 867



low-cost, reliable
/ It

silicon power transistors
offering you freedom 
from the problems 
of second breakdown

For more information on Hometaxial-Base 
transistors, see your local RCA representative, 
or write: Commercial Engineering, 
RCA Electronic Components and Devices, 
Harrison, N.J.

ALSO AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR RCA DISTRIBUTOR

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics


	ULTRAMINIATURE TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS & INDUCTORS

	DUMET LEADS

	STRAIGHT PIN TERMINALS

	HIGHEST PERFORMANCE

	METAL ENCASED


	SPECTRALLY PURE FREQUENCIES up to 500 MHz

	(Yes, 500)

	NEWS

	TECHNOLOGY

	PRODUCTS


	Before you live with that old design...

	varían



	You Can Get All These Microcircuits from Sprague Electric:

	SPRAGUE

	News

	Also in this section:

	the industry’s lowest-cost SCR triggers...

	...now have pin leads for printed boards!

	TRIGATE* PULSE TRANSFORMERS...

	SPRAGUE

	News Scope

	Patent-law overhaul headed for a battle

	News

	AF seeks flight system to double aircraft life

	Computer-aided design workshop at IITRI


	New Signal Correlator

	^a\PRINCETON APPLIED RESEARCH CORP.

	Electronic industry forecast

	Business looks good for 1967—but...




	RCA announces 40429 and 40430 6A TRIACS

	SPRAGUE

	Ion engines for spacecraft ready for use

	FLATNESS, STABILITY and ACCURACY


	New low-cost Metal Glaze resistors for MIL-R-22684


	Washington

	Report

	Electronics exports booming in 1966

	Washington

	More money expected for pollution control

	Transit proposals to be evaluated


	Breakthrough in EL panel design permits greater display flexibility

	How 4-bit array registers reduce IC package count, speed storage and transfer

	Absorb 1000-watt reverse transients with Sylvania’s glass devices

	Sylvania’s Schottkys can take your designs through Ka-band...reliably

	Combine lamps and photoconductors to get the function you need

	How a philosophy breeds IC reliability

	New high-brightness, high-resolution tubes customed to your needs

	BUSINESS REPLY MAIL


	Now available foe ’67 sets, ..i—	°

	rectangular 22" COlOFNlOH tube

	SYLVANIA

	HOT LINE INQUIRY SERVICE

	Four-way rise in radio efficiency planned for jet

	CANNON ITT

	James Peghiny

	Bonding

	Insulating

	Damping

	Sealing

	Moldmaking

	Potting and Encapsulating

	Fluids Applications

	Fabricating


	Electronic art starts shaping up

	Emerging from the realm of gadgetry, the 20th-century ‘enfant terrible' acquires polish and precision.

	Now...design high Q bandpass filters with Radiation IC Amplifiers

	Start with circuit designs using Delco high voltage silicon power.

	ART WIRE AND STAMPING CO.

	CTS Cermet Trimmers



	CTS

	T&B Has Made Wire Harnessing and Cable Bundling as Easy and Clean as This

	Here’s why you get more value with

	T&B TY-RAP cable ties

	MICROCIRCUIT MODULES




	HIGHEST DENSITY

	... and simplified Gating Rules Reduce Costs

	ABO DIGITAL PRODUCTS DIVISION

	THE TERMINAL JUNCTION

	TIME SAVER

	CIRCUIT SAVER

	Miniature

	What are 400-Volt Silicon Power Transistors like you doing in a place like this?



	A:

	Lowering costs and simplifying circuitry.

	Bring on your complex, small, noisy, difficult signals.

	BLISS

	* EAGLE SIGNAL

	YOUR “MAN FROM E.A.G.LE.”


	A-ro-D converter

	LETTERS

	Diode-laser fog detector is not a novelty

	Accuracy is our policy



	We have 47 Semiconductor Application Notes that tell you how to apply Integrated Circuits in all types of equipment


	Look what you can get OFF-THE-SHELF from Union Carbide Distributors


	THE FIRST LOW COST FET TYPE OP AMPS

	ELECTRONICS




	Technology

	Also in this section:

	À Myriad of Precision Watches for Land, Sea and Air

	Diseases Fought Before and After They Occur

	Will the Machines Eventually Outwit Man?

	Man vs Machine


	Space Travel Made Easy with Novel Displays

	Electronics galore in attache' case


	Voyage to Jupiter, 21st-Century Style

	The Plot Thickens

	Meet all your needs with the versatile NLS X-l

	Check these features

	Resolution: One digit

	Power requirements: 115/230VAC, 5O-6ocps

	s get specific

	non-linear systems, inc




	The Wild, Mighty Oceans- Tamed at Last

	Then Corning changed the rules.

	CORNING


	PYROFILM

	PME-5O Metal Film Resistors

	name because it pinched!



	AT LAST-

	the Nexus và ultra-stable f USL-1

	An unprecedented breakthrough in operational amplifier technology

	look what we have

	Any knob will turn the equipment on...

	What you need is a knob to turn the user on!

	Check antennas before building them.


	from START to STOP

	GENERAL ELECTRIC

	These circuits create more problems

	Asymmetric drominal: a biagonal electron shooter

	Minority-carrier vacuum amplifier: a panacea

	Symmetrical quadrat: a high powered FLOP

	Bifurcated trumlobe: a hot non-vacuum device

	Full-wave zenar: a real ripple-remover

	Multi-coupled tetracomer: an 8.3-phase shiphter


	MIL-T-713 LACING TAPE isn't

	* GUDEBROD sells plenty of it (Gudelace 18) but makes 172 other* tapes too!

	•	Tapes for high temperatures, burnproof tapes, tapes for outer space and vacuum use.

	ELECTRICAL/ ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

	CHEMISTS/PHYSICISTS/ CHEMICAL ENGINEERS

	MECHANICAL/ INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

	CAREER INQUIRY-confidential

	Career Inquiry Numbers:

	900	901	902	903	904	905	906	907	908	909	ELECTRONIC DESIGN


	From the outside, it’s hard to tell the impact of General Electric’s role on the Apollo program

	BUSINESS REPLY MAIL



	ELECTRONIC DESIGN

	READER SERVICE

	An electronic pad transmits hand-written messages

	A BILLION TRANSITRON DIODES...

	ARE IN USE ALL OVER THE WORLD



	When reliability is the rule

	Features 570° Solder

	^ARNOLD

	IFD Winner for Sept. 27, 1966


	3 ways you can use the Raysistor® to improve your product, cut costs



	Products

	Also in this section:

	Amperex

	WHICH DEFLECTION YOKE FOR YOUR DISPLAY □

	Chopper-stabilize your differential amplifier

	Trimming pots have multi-contacts

	Miniature switch 0.281-in. thick


	Adlake Mercury Wetted Relay — Application Data

	THE ADAMS & WESTLAKE COMPANY

	CDE’s 600 Series Relay: the heart of superior color TV remote control systems!

	DO-7 tuning varactors packaged in glass

	Bi stable relay has four contacts

	Ingersoll Products



	OS BORG^WftRNER

	Biq sysTEMs"qo"oNl.y wIien smaLL components do!




	MATCH THIS PERFORMANCE

	IN A THREE CHANNEL X-BAND STABLE SOURCE

	Control switch has no contacts

	Transistor chopper takes 30-V signal

	Wire transducer reads peak point temperature

	ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., INC.


	Voltage standard based on zeners

	Delay timer uses plastic parts

	Patch panel accepts 800 points

	Sample and hold module holds 0.01% accuracy

	Bushing-mount pot meets industrial needs


	from scope/sweeper combinations?...NEVER!

	NOW >100 db dynamic range with Panoramic Spectrum Analyzers and Companion Sweep Generators...

	HERE’S H0W4

	The modern curve tracing technique

	Network Under Test

	Slaved Panoramic Companion Sweep Generator

	The definitive results

	With this new technique

	Solve your problems

	Submin standoff has Teflon bushing



	Oigi-Point

	POSITION MEASUREMENT

	JANUS CONTROL CORPORATION

	Electric counters withstand spikes

	Tubular trimmer line includes 372 models

	Sample/hold modules operate in two modes

	Gap capacitor limits transients

	Put out because you can’t get a reliable 10 amp magnetic latch relay? Next time call Leach!

	Paramp diodes cover uhf through Ku-band

	IN THE SERIES BX


	Ferrite isolators range to 25 GHz

	Diode multiplier is ultraminiature

	X-band triode LO offered from stock

	Frequency divider reads direct to 12.4 GHz




	gigacycle counters

	Silicon power rectifiers feature high currents

	10-A planar npns sustain 325 V

	Field strength meter operates 400 to 900 MHz

	Hall gaussmeter accurate to 1%

	Accurately Calibrates to 0.15% Vm’s, ’Scopes, Recorders...

	3-inch scope weighs six pounds




	a nmwm

	GET RID OF THAT BIG POT!

	SCANBE

	Single instrument reads watts-amps-volts

	HAROWE SERVO CONTROLS, INC.

	Frequency counter priced below $1000

	Antenna preamplifier reduces system noise

	Wattmeter gives polyphase readings

	Precision noise generator covers de to 35 kHz

	Carrier-null calibration has 0.1% accuracy

	Vlf tracker tunes 3 to 99.95 kHz

	Frequency counter has 4-digit readout

	Phase detector for pulse or cw

	Test oscillator covers 10 Hz to 10 MHz

	Signal correlator ranges de to 300 kHz

	See-through backs expose VOM works

	Log IF amplifier has 10-ns risetime

	It’s later than you think!

	Here’s the second generation TWT amplifier.

	varían

	H. V. HARDMAN CO., INC

	Transformer switches 5 decades and vernier

	Picoammeter set for auto-systems use

	Pulse modulator has 9-kW output

	Phase shifter features broadband accuracy

	SEPARATE CONTEST FOR MANUFACTURERS AND ADVERTISING AGENCIES

	HOFFMAN COLOR TV CONSOLE

	BULOVA ACCUTRON®

	ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECES

	MICROELECTRONIC DESIGN



	CIRCUIT CONTROL AND PROTECTION BY AIRPAX

	SERIES

	Test-socket system mounts any IC pack

	Printed-circuit cards mount in-line ICs


	THE

	a&'2>

	CONTESTS

	CONTEST #2

	CONTEST#3

	Interconnection system based on flat leads

	Platinum-gold coat adheres to high alumina

	Superconductive magnets to 125 kgauss

	Al-doped YIG gives narrow lines






	EM ICON DUCTORS

	Johnson gives you the most moves in capacitor selection

	E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY

	WASECA, MINNESOTA 56093



	CON NEC TORS

	CHECK Johnson for all your component requirements

	Johnson also offers a complete line of heavy-duty RF components for broadcast transmitting, RF heating, antenna phasing and other commercial applications.


	holds assemblies

	write for new handbook

	Polyester material acts like mica

	Conductive coating contains Ag particles

	Mylar lapping rings offered in variety

	Crimp-type terminals insulated by PVC

	FERRITE POT CORES

	Voice response unit speaks 31 words

	Drum memory virtually plugs in

	Telemetry amplifiers span L- and S-bands




	4-6 WEEKS DELIVERY

	Netic & Co-Netic Magnetic Shields


	MAGNETIC SHIELD DIVISION

	ft EBERT ELECTRONICS CORP.

	Power supply drives op-amps and ICs

	TERMINAL ■ BLOCKS

	WITH BUILT-IN INSULATION

	Power supply module replaces slot supplies

	35-kV supply remotely controlled

	Power reference source stable to 0.001%


	gPtlß© EßDK

	W® • ONE SOURCE

	IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

	FACTORY LOW PRICES

	TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

	PLASTICS/CERAMICS for ELECTRONICS

	CONDENSED CATALOG

	Resistor/inductor coder

	Plastics data guide

	Parabolic antenna calculator

	Circular slide rule

	Ac power slide rule

	Resistor reliability rule

	Engineer’s scales


	Learn why

	ITT’s exclusive strip line packaging makes VHF/UHF transistor circuits work better




	ITT

	SEMICONDUCTORS

	Crampedfor space?

	Use Couch 1/7-size Relays

	Application Notes

	Chopper-stabilized op-amps

	Measuring systems

	Noise and field intensity

	Pressure transducer

	Heat sinking primer

	Microwave procurement


	New Literature

	Relay catalog

	Components catalog

	Epitaxial films

	Precision optical components

	Ferrite and garnet materials

	Cryogenic liquid

	Magnetic shielding

	Folded-array memory

	Connector catalog

	Transistor amplifiers

	Semiconductor specs

	Power supply modules


	Lambda high current LK Series power supplies

	0-20,0-36,0-60 VDC * up to 35 amps • 5% height * starting at $330.

	Glossary of instrument terms

	Automatic film reader

	Condensed diode catalog

	Subminiature RF connectors

	Platinum alloys

	Solid-state electrometer

	Brazing alloys

	Electromagnetic compatibility

	Magnetic core memories

	General purpose relays

	Impact and vibration

	Computer techniques

	Illuminated switches




	Audio Amplifier? AC Power Supply?

	Silicon assemblies

	Clutches and brakes

	Terminal junctions

	Lamp indicators

	Precision potentiometers

	Crystal filters

	Reprints Available

	Accuracy Policy

	Subscription Policy

	Change of Address

	Microfilm Copies

	The world’s smallest fuse—Picofuse. 1/8 thru 5 amps... 1/6 gram... 125 v.

	LITTELFUSE

	Advertisers’ index

	TEST INSTRUMENTS?


	FOUND OUT

	by asking 498 of their customers and prospects

	READERSHIP STUDY BOX SCORE

	Electronic Design ranks

	Advertising

	Representatives

	Quality Fasteners For All Design

	171

	Engineers’ Relay Handbook


	173

	BPA

	Thousands Of Power Supply Modules


	175

	Piezotron <tm> Quartz Accelerometers

	DC Modules Simplify Power Supply

	New “Tape Lift” Printed Circuit Drafting






	Electronic Design’s

	•	Select the “TOP TEN” ads in this issue.

	•	All Electronic Design readers are eligible.

	•	Over 100 other valuable prizes!

	FROM

	AS A DIGITAL DC VOLTMETER (DP100 Plug-in)

	AS A DIGITAL 1 MC COUNTER (DP150 Plug-in)

	AS A DIGITAL OHMMETER (DP170 Plug-in)

	AS A DIGITAL CAPACITY METER (DP200 Plug-in)

	AS AN EVENT COUNTER AND SLAVE (DP140 Plug-in)






